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Meet the ULTIMO family

Conceived and born out of the new generation of the highest technology the Ultimo family have 
inherited in-bred technical specifications which enables them to be used without a transformer,* 

making them the family even “The Jones’s” of the cartridge world try to keep up with.

ì Ultime

ULTIMO 20A-20B
Output Voltage 
Separation 
Frequency Response 
Stylus
Cantilever

Compliance .
Wiring Resistance 
Recommended Tracking Force 
Mounting -i inch centres

ULTIMO 20C

Recommended Tracking Force 1.5 gms
Weight 9.5 gms

ULTIMO 10X The baby of the Ultimo family, at only £66, 
is one of the most popular and least expensive moving 
coil cartridges in the world.

Output Voltage 
Separation 
Frequency Response 
Stylus 
Cantilever 
Compliance 
Wiring Resistance

ULTIMO 10X
1.8 mV at 1 kHz5 cm/sec 
Over 20 dB at 1 kHz 
20-20,000 Hz
Elliptical
Tapered Aluminium 
10x10-s cm/dyn 
200ohms

Mounting t inch centres

ULTIMO 30 Series These are the elite of the Ultimo 
family, whose integrated headshell design permits them 
to be used with all SME type tone arms. They consist of: 
30A—£140 30B—£168 30C—£185

SPECIFICATION 30A (High Output) 30B (High Output) 30C (Low Output)
Output Voltage 
Separation
Frequency Response 
Stylus
Armature Material 
Cantilever 
Compliance 
Wiring Resistance 
Recommended 
Tracking Force 
Total Weight 
Effective Length 
Azimuth Angle

1.8 mV at1 kHz 5 cm/sec
Over 20 dB at1 kHz 
20-20,000 Hz
Shibata type Ill 
Super permalloy
Tapered aluminium 
12x10-1 cm/dyne 
200 ohms

1.5 gms 
19 gms
50 mm ±3 mm adjustable 
± 5 degrees adjustable

1.8 mV at1 kHz 5 cm/sec 
Over 20 dB at1 kHz 
20-20,000 Hz
Shibata type Ill 
Super permalloy 
Straight berylium 
12x10-g cm/dyne 
200 ohms

1.5 gms 
19 gms
50 mm ±3 mm adjustable 
±5 degrees adjustable

0.18 mV
Over 20 dB at1 kHz 
20-40,000 Hz
Special parabolic 
Polyacetal
Straight boron 
12x10-' cm/dyne 
30 ohms

1.5 gms
18.5 gms
50 mm ±3 mm adjustable 
±5 degrees adjustable J

Exclusive U.K. importers

Condor Electronics Limited 100 Coombe Lane, 
London, SW20 0AY Tel : 01-946 0033

ULTIMO 20 Series These three cartridges are the pillar 
of the Ultimo family. Their high specifications and low 
prices make them the world leaders of moving coil 
design. They consist of: 
20A—£92 20 B—£129 20C—£138

2 mV at1 kHz 5 cm/sec 
Over 20 dB at1 kHz 
20-40,000 Hz
Shibata
20A Tapered Aluminium 
20B Straight Berylium 
8x10—e cm/dyn
150 ohms
1.5 gms 
Weight 9.5 gms

Output Voltage
Separation
Frequency Response
Stylus
Cantilever
Compliance
Wiring Resistance 
Recommended Tracking Force 
Mounting t inch centres

0.18mV
Over 20 dB at 1 kHz 
20-50,000 Hz 
Line contact 
Straight Boron 
10x10—' cm/dyn 
40 ohms
ISgms 
Weight 9.5 gms

Invite the Ultimo family into 
your home and enjoy a better 
relationship with your hi-fi
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How to use this book

In this edition of Hi Fi Choice we are dealing 
with two entirely separate types of component. so 
the front part of the book is taken up with the 
examination of some eighty cartridge types. and the 
second half is devoted to forty specimens of stereo 
headphones.

Each section follows our now standard format of 
a Consumer's Introduction. which tries to avoid 
embroiling the unsuspecting in too much unintelli
gible jargon, and explains something about the 
technical and market factors involved in the 
products. This is followed by a Technical flltro- 
duction, where the reviewer. freed from the 
constraints, discusses the test programme he has 
undertaken in some detail, and in a rather more 
rigorous way explains how and why many of the 
tests were carried out.

These introductions are followed by the reviews 
themselves, each of which occupies a single page. 
These are arranged alphabetically by manufac
turer, and within a m iwufacturer's range in order of 
ascending price. Each review contains photographs 
of the product (except the cartridge reprints). basic 
data on many parameters plus relevant pen charts 
etc. and a written section which describes the 
product, discusses the lab and subjective results, 
and summarises the model's performance with 
respect to price and the competition. Although it is 
possible to ignore the reviews themselves and read 
only the summary sections of the book, this is not 
advisable; the reviews are deliberately terse and 
compact, and any further summary necessarily 
risks over-simplification by omission. Some twenty 
of the cartridge reviews have been reprinted from 
the previous issue, with some revisions where 
appropriate. These are not strictly comparable with 
the latest set of tests, and some caution is required 
in making comparisons, which we have taken into 
account when compiling the summaries. The 
reprinted/revised reviews have been deliberately 
left in more or less the original format to enable 
them to be identified easily, and there is also a note 
included on the heading.

The Conclusions examines the results of the tests 
in a general way and makes observations on the 
conditions that have been found to exist in the 
market as a whole as a result of examining a large 
bite of it. This usefol perspective is quite unique to 
Choice because ofthe large number of products that 
are examined against a common yardstick.

The Best Buys and Recommendations is our 
frequently controversial attempt to decide which 

products offer outstanding value for money, and 
which can be recommended for other specific 
reasons, such as outstanding performance irrespec
tive of price, or widespread compatibility with 
worthwhile performance etc etc. This should not be 
taken as a substitute for examining the reviews 
themselvers, and by no means implies that products 
which have not been recommended are not worthy 
of consideration. As with any summary it leaves a 
lot out, but has its uses nonetheless in helping the 
would-be purchaser assess his requirements and 
shortlist components for personal evaluation.

The Overall Comparison Chart presents the 
findings of the reviews in tabular form, which is also 
useful in establishing a shortlist of components that 
fulfil certain requirements — for example finding 
cartridges that match the input characteristics of a 
particular amplifier, or headphones that provide 
good acoustic isolation. These can be shortlisted 
without difficulty from the chart and then the 
individual reviews examined.

At the end of the cartridge reviews there is a 
special section devoted to a somewhat cursory 
examination of the various step-up devices pro
vided for use with the moving-coil cartridges 
submitted to the report. A few amplifiers now 
incorporate this facility, but many moving-coil 
purchasers will find such a device necessary.

So that they can be referred to easily, we have 
placed a brief Glossary to each section of the book 
at the very back. This we hope wiil assist the non
technical reader in coping with the jargon terms that 
must inevitably find their way into a book of this 
type.
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Editorial Inlroduclion

In the first place I am not going to try and justify the 
combination of headphones and cartridges in one 
book by some obscure polymath link. Having 
realised how many products were available 
in the turntable, arm and cartridge field, it be
came obvious that we couldn't continue to be 
comprehensive and fit all three categories in one 
book as before. (Purchasers of the previous volume 
may recall what a difficult task that provided the 
binders!) Having decided it was necessary to pre
sent the cartridges separately from the turntables 
and arms, this was an excellent opportunity to 
include a section on headphones, a product cate
gory that we have always been interested in tack
ling, but one that we felt did not justify a complete 
issue to itself.

This is the first time such an elaborate and large- 
scale appraisal of headphones has been undertaken, 
and anyone who has tried to compare different 
models for themselves will be aware of the marked 
dissimilarities. Because this is an area which has 
been little researched, deriving a methodology for 
even simple frequency response measurements 
proved quite difficult; happily when this had been 
done the measurements showed a gratifyingly close 
correlation with the results we had already obtained 
from the listening tests. So while the results of any 
Choice first time around are bound to generate a fair 
amount of controversy, we are at any rate fairly 
confident of our basic methodology.

Traditionally the editorial seeks to point out 
some of the limitations in the reviewing methods, 
and for cartridges more than perhaps any other hi-fi 
component this will involve sample variations. In 
fact the only way to overcome this would be to 
examine about half a dozen samples of each cart
ridge; and this would either dramatically reduce the 
number of products that we could examine, or 
similarly increase the price of the book (by a factor 
of six?!) Fortunately experience usually shows 
when we are dealing with a poor sample in time to 
examine a second, but this does reinforce our 
recommendation that buyers should try to hear 
their own samples before purchase.

It is also dangerous to place too much reliance 
on the 'summary' portions of the book. For ex
ample, to try and sum up the sound quality of a 
cartridge in a single-word characterisation requires 
the averaging of the panel's own attempts to aver
age a number of frequently conflicting qua I ities and 
limitations. To borrow from education jargon, we 
have attempted to provide a form of 'broad-band' 
4

streaming on overall quality, but this may tend to 
disguise differences as large as those found in the 
classroom when taking account of such diverse 
factors as frequency balance, distortions, stereo 
resolution, trackability etc etc.

I personally have a lot of confidence in the 
findings, and feel that this 'broad band' approach is 
the most constructive one to adopt. The listening 
tests showed quite clearly that one man's meat may 
leave another quite unmoved (though rarely 
actually writhing in agony), and certainly personal 
preference or the tolerance of different limitations 
can play a large part in determining the acceptability 
of a cartridge or headphone. And Choice was never 
designed to offer the fine discrimination between 
'ultimate' products that will forever remain the 
subject of fierce debate amongst afficionados. The 
true strength of the publication lies in its ability to 
provide a detailed comparative source of data and a 
general perspective on the market as a whole; it 
should be used as a buyer's guide rather than God.

I cannot overstate the importance of casing out 
one's own listening strongly enough. When the 
cartridge testing was finished I took a number of 
models home to try out at leisure in my own system 
(which is in factrather more expensive than that used 
in the tests, although the arm used was the same), and 
listened to them casually but at length. My personal 
preferences were frequently quite different to those 
obtained from listening tests, even though I had 
myself been a member of the panel on several 
occasions! For example, despite some 'brightness', the 
Denon 103C quickly became a firm personal 
favourite; ADC's VLM III was comfortably pre
ferred to theXLM IIl and several other highly rated 
competitors; JVC's X-2 was something of a disap
pointment, and I preferred their MC-2E! I do not 
believe these discrepancies, based purely on 
personal opinion and taste, in any way invalidate the 
listening panel findings. But they do emphasise the 
dangers of slavishly taking an'averaged' taste under 
specific circumstances as representative of one's 
own. The findings of the book are an attempt to help 
you find components that suit you, not determine 
your taste for you.

Paul Messenger



NEW MAYWARE MC-2C 
MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE 
& T-24 TRANSFORMER

M kill
The best sounding universal tone arm

Congratulations, Formula 4 Mk. Ill sounds 
uniformallv 'excellent' with either M.C. 
(Entre & Supcx) or MM cartridges.

R. Jacobsen - Hong Kong

TD160 with Formula 4 arm 'excellent' with 
Decca London GnJd Shure 95E0 &. Coral 
777E.

Geoff Giles - PHF Dec '78

Formula 4 Mk.III with Ortofon MC-20 'drama
tic improvement.

Chris Stempel . U.S. Forces

Formula 4 Mk III with MC-2C cartridge VTF 
2gm = Effective mass 8.35 gm. LF resonance 
I 1Hz

Now listen to the superb new MA YWARE 
MC-2C MOVING CO! Lat leading dealers or 
visit the S pring 79 Hi-Fi Exhibition, Cunard 
Hotel, Hammersmith. April 24 to 29.

MAYWARE Ltd .. (Dept. HFC/HC) I 5 Heather Walk, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9TS
Warning take no notice a/ANY reviewer, trust your own ears only

A.D.C., AIWA, AKAi, ARMSTRONG, B&W, BOLIVAR, BOSE, CAMBRIDGE, CELESTION 
CORAL, DAHLQUIST, DUAL, ENIGMA, FONS, FORMULA 4, GALE, HARBETH, I.M.F., 
LINN ISOBARIK, LINNSONDEK LECSON, LUX, MARANTZ, MICHELL, MICRO SEIKI, 
MISSION, MONITOR AUDO, N.A.D., NEAL NIGHTINGALE, QUAD, REGA, ROGERS, 
ROTEL, S .M.C, SANSUI, J.E., SUGDEN, SUPEX, TANDBERG, TANGENT, TEAC, TRIO' 
T.V.A., UHER, VIDEOTONE, etc. etc.

Waj^/iHtWa.w/fe 

(uk/ fffyCÇi Wenfw • Wf^

5-6 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET 1 YORK PLACE, LONDON ROAD 
READING, BERKS. TEL (0734) 58546.3 BRIGHTON. SUSSEX (0273) 695776



I fact:
the Shure VIS Type W is acclaimed 
by the world’s critics for faithful, 
uncoloured
musical reproduction

The V15 Type IV is a very good 
cartridge, that gives true sound 
without colouration or hardness.""

Specifications apart, 
these are a few of the 
published opinions of 
world-respected, 
unbiased, independent 
critics regarding the 
sound of the Shure 
V15 type IV pickup:

DiapasonFrance

""Our measurements clearly confirmed 
the high quality of the V15 IV in all 
respects."’

Fono Forum
Germany

""The sound of the cartridge is smooth 
and silky, and one has the feeling 
that for the first time one is really 
listening to the sound on the record. 
This surely must be the cartridge by 
which all others will be judged for 
some time to come,"’

The FM Guide
Canada

""The bass was characterized by a 
spread as light as the wind. Other 
cartridges, where the bass appears to 
shake, deliver a hazy sound which is 
almost monaural, but the Shure Type 
IV gives a spread of sound which is 
more delicate than that produced by 
moving coil cartridges."’
""The resolution in the medium and 
high frequencies was supported by 
the excellent trackability, I was able to 
enjoy a delicate pianissimo sound, 
the likes of which I had not heard 
before. Using the direct cutting 
record, .. . others tended to jump 
with the sound choruses and gongs, 
The Shure, however, handled them 
easily, and each voice in the chorus 
was brought alive."’

Stereo Geijutsu
Japan

"The V15 Type IV is best because of 
definition, clarity, and the ability to 
respond quickly to all the signals on 
the record,"’

Suono
Italy

"The V15 Type IV is unquestionably 
one of the smoothest’ most neutral 
cartridges we have heard, Scintillating 
it is not’ excellent it is. It plays what's 
in the groove and refuses to 
emphasize or hype up any part of the 
spectrum, The bass is solid; the highs 
are there but not exaggerated.""
"It's a very clean cartridge with an 
excellence of definition that is 
especially apparent in complex 
passages. In reviewing our audition 
notes, the recurrent theme was one of 
clarity and definition. Subtleties in the 
music, which heretofore had gone 
unnoticed’ became apparent, 
The overtone structure maintained a 
naturalness of reproduction that few 
cartridges we have listened to could 
match."’
"There are brighter cartridges on the 
market’ and there are brassier ones, 
If that's the way your taste leads you, 
so be it, But, if neutrality of 
reproduction is the essence of high 
fidelity sound, the V15 Type IV has 
rew peers."'

Edward J, Foster
Stereo

United States 

"When played with a system capable 
of revealing its virtues, the Shure V15 
Type IV yields just about the most 
natural sound I have ever heard from 
disks. Its most striking (yet happily 
unobtrusive) attributes are 
transparency of texture without the 
brittle 'analytic' sound typical of many 
cartridges with extended frequency 
range. The highs were free from 
undue brightness, making the basic 
string sound of a symphony orchestra 
sweet and convincing, The bass was 
rich, but without false bottom, 
and—most significantly—the superb 
tracking ability of the cartridge 
permits it to retain these tonal 
qualities even in the very loud 
passages,""

Hans Fantel
New York Times

United States

"It (the Shure V15 Type IV) is easily 
the smoothest and most detailed 
reproducer to come from Shure to 
date, and that is saying a great deal, 
Music of all types sounded natural, 
transients were crisp, string tone was 
good and the bass was full and solid, 
Stereo imaging was precise and 
stable; and distortion remarkably low, 
I feel certain that Shure has another 
winner here,"

John Barwick
Gramophone

United Kingdom
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‘ "... Shure guarantees a frequency 
response of 20 - 20,000 Hz within a 
tolerance field of 2 dBÎWhoever 
promises something like this, certainly 
must have production under 
contro! . ... No wonder that its sound 
pattern was judged to be on the top 
end of the spectrum."

Stereo
Germany

‘ ‘It is a smooth, neutral and analytical 
cartridge, and therefore best suited to 
an already neutral system."
"We doubt whether there is any 
commercially available record it is 
i ncapable of tracking.’

Records and Recordings
United Kingdom

' . a sound quality I cannot imagine 
to be bettered by any cartridge at any 
price. The art has reached a higher 
state!"

Electronique Pour Vous 
—Hi-Fi Magazine 

France

Cliff Coleman
Honolulu Advertiser

"The Type IV appears to be a 
cartridge that has the 'most' of every 
desirable quality and the ‘leas! of 
every undesirable quality. It is 
unsurpassed in the smoothness and 
flatness of its frequency response. 
low distortion. high trackability, and 
neutral sound character.’

Hirsch-Houck Lab Report 
Popular Electronics 

United States

‘ "The sound of the V15 Type IV can 
be described in much the same way 
as that of a good amplifier; there is 
really no particular sound at all that 
can be attributed to the cartridge. 
It is, after all, essentially flat. with 
distortions that seem to be below 
those inherent in even the best test 
records, and with far greater tracking 
ability over the entire audio band than 
any other cartridge we know of.... 
The Type IV is able to play records 
that other cartridges cannot.’

Stereo Review
United States

H

Shure Electronics Limited, Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU. Telephone: (0622) 59881

"It seems that a curtain has been 
raised.... This increased definition 
seems to extend to the entire audible 
spectrum."

Hi-Fi Conseils
France

"It is, in fact, a superb-sounding and 
superb-measuring cartridge, which 
will set a new standard for the 
industry.... This is certainly the 
flattest response we have yet seen 
from a cartridge. । . . All in all, when 
Shure does it, they do it right."

AudioScene Canada
Canada

"In fact, the V15 Type IV wonderfully 
gets out of the most insidious traps, 
and, willingly tracks the most strongly 
modulated records. This, with a 
precision that no ear can miss, and 
comparatively better than all the other 
models tested up-to-date."

"All in all, this is a quality cartridge 
that sweeps away one's fear of false 
advertising claims."

Swing
Japan

‘ ‘It (the V15 Type IV) is superb on all 
types of music.
The remarkable points are:
-The extreme definition in low 

frequencies, which outclasses all 
the cartridges that were compared 
to it (moving magnet and moving 
coil).

—A clear mid-range.
—Accurate ... open sound.
—A radiant treble without any excess 

due to artificial addition.
The tonal balance is good without 
bias of any kind. On percussion 
instruments, the V15 Type IV reads 
only what is recorded, without any 
overbrightness."

La Nouvelle Revue Du Son
France

®

"Its sound is smooth, flat, and clean 
to a degree that rivals anything on the 
market, at any price.... It should 
become the pickup of choice for a 
great many systems owners.
11 arguably represents the most 
significant (pickup) cartridge 
innovation in years.’"

CBS Technology Center 
High Fidelity 

United States

' 'The Super Track V15 Type IV is 
exactly that, a phenomenal performer 
that, with the proper associated gear, 
will provide gorgeous, undistorted 
sound from the most demanding 
records—for example the heavily cut 
direct-to-disk releases that many 
audiophiles are cultivating to show off 
their equipment. ... In performance, it 
rivals or surpasses fancy, fragile, 
temperamental moving coil designs 
that may cost twice the price. । ■ ■"

Robert C. Marsh
Sun-Times

United States

"This cartridge excels by genuine 
sound 'neutrality', without any 
tendency to sound 'shaping. It is 
pure pleasure to play direct-cut 
records of pianos . .. absolutely clean 
play!"

Radio-TV-Electronic
Switzerland

"I do not intend to allow the Type IV 
to pass out of my hands. Its stability 
in the reproduced sound, the rich 
qualities and harmony of the vocals 
and strings, as well as the extension 
in the sound of pianos on 
direct-to-disc recordings, and others, 
are truly magnificent.’"

Masao Miyamoto
Radio Techniques Antenna

Japan

Please send me your leaflet describing 
the Shure V15 Type IV and 
other pickups in the Shure range.

Name ________________________________

Address ______________________________
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RECOMMENDED
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR77xB LINN SONDEK LP12 'SME 3009 111
A.D.C. LMF1 MICHELL FOCUS . SONY PST 1
B&O 2200 MISSION 774 SONY PSx7
CONNOISSEUR BD103 MONITOR AUDIO ET500 SONY PSx4
CONNOISSEUR SAU2 PHILIPS AF677 STRATHERN SM2000
GARRARD GT25P/20P PHILIPS AF777 TECHNICS SL1700
GRACE G707 PIONEER PL516 TECHNICS SL1600
HADCOCK GH228 PIONEER PL518 TECHNICS SL1800
HITACHI PS48 SANSUI SR222 11 TECHNICS SL220
JANORHURST SANYO TP722 TECHNICS SL2300
J.V.C. OLA2^ SANYO TP1100 11 TOSHIBA 530
MARANTZ SME 3009 II FIXED WITH DAMPER TRIO 12D2055

MOST AVAILABLE AT COMPETITIVE PRICES 
FROM ANY OF OUR BRANCHES

DEALERS IN
Aiwa, Armstrad, Akai, Armstrong, AR-Teac, Audio Technica, Chartwell, Celestion, 
Goodmans, Hitachi, IMF, JVC, Leak, Marantz, Memorex, Monitor Audio, National 
Panasonic, Nakamichi, Normende, Phillips, Pye, Pioneer, Revox, Sony, Sharp, Sanyo, 
Sansui, Toshiba, TDK, Trio, HMV, Ferguson, Thorens (Metrosound). Tannoy, Harman 

Kardon, KLH, Videotone, Wharfedale, Yamaha

CARAYC

43 CHURCH STREET, CROYDON. 681 3344
207 BAKER STREET, W.1. 935 5451
272 EDGEWARE ROAD, W.2. 723 5304
131 KING STREET, W.6. 748 4747

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN 
223 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD 
LONDON W1 637-1619

92 STOKE NEWINGTON HIGH STREET, N.16. 
254 1739
334/336 EDGEWARE. ROAD, W.2. 723 0916
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Consumer Inlroduclion: Cartridges

This consumer introduction has been divided 
into three parts. To enable the reader to gain ready 
access to the information required. The first section 
examines the role of the cartridge in general terms, 
and discusses the highly complex interactions 
between the different components of a design that 
go to make the final performance of the cartridge. 
The second section entitled 'Choosing a cartridge' 
attempts to give some guidelines for making a 
successfol choice based on data contained within 
this and the previous book Turntables and 
Tonearms. The third part describes in some detail 
the different considerations that should be taken 
into account in order to get the best out of a 
cartridge.

The cartridge: what it is and what it has to do. 
The hi-fi cartridge is the smallest separate com
ponent that is used in the hi-fi chain, yet in some 
ways it is the most important and also one of the 
hardest to manufacture. The 'little block of plastic' 
slung under the headshell of the arm at the 'busi
ness' end of the record player is really a quite 
remarkable example of micro-engineering, which 
succeeds in converting the complex waves im
pressed in the record groove into an electrical signal 
that represents the original sound recorded, ready 
for the amplifier and speakers to do their job.

All cartridges work on the fundamental principle 
of following or 'tracing' the groove with a stylus, 
and then translating the latters movements into an 
electrical signal. The stylus is still known as a 
'needle' in circles far from hi-fi, due to its associ
ation with the steel or thorn needles used in the pre
microgroove days of the 78, but in reality it is (or 
should be) a carefolly shaped and aligned, very 
small diamond attached to the end of a thin rod or 
tube known as the cantilever about the width of a 
hypodermic needle. The cantilever is then secured 
by a hinge arrangement, which allows the necessary 
freedom of movement to follow the stereo signal, 
but should ideally prevent any other movements 
that could cause distortion or information loss. The 
electrical signal is usually generated on the opposite 
side of the hinge to the stylus, with either a magnet 
(or magnet substitute) moving within electrical 
coils or vice versa. Some cartridges use different 
principles of operation, including notably the 
Decca, Micro Acoustics and JVC MC 2E models, 
and reference will be made in appropriate reviews.

Tracing the modulations in the record groove is 
only part of the cartridge function. It has the second 

job of following the groove spiral itself. And both 
these tasks are shared by the turntable and the arm, 
either of which can also dramatically affect the 
resulting sound. The role of the turntable/arm 
system is covered in rather greater detail in ou 
companion volume Turntable and Tonearms, but 
the three components are closely interelated, and 
we have tried to examine compatibility matters as 
thoroughly as possible, so some overlap is neces
sary and indeed desirable.

To help appreciate the role of the cartridge, one 
can regard it as consisting of two basic components, 
the generator and the stator. The generator is the 
part that moves, and includes the stylus, cantilever, 
and moving armature (be it coil or magnetic); its job 
is to accurately reflect the modulations in the 
groove in the movements of its armature, which is a 
far from easy task. The stator is the main body of the 
cartridge which has to remain as independant of the 
movements of the generator as possible, as the 
signal is only generated as a result of the movement 
of one with respect to the other; it also has the vital 
function of locating the generator via the 'hinge', 
which is one of the most critical points in the design.

The disc itself
If one is going to discuss cartridges, then it is helpfol 
to know something about the discs they are intend
ed to reproduce. To go into the subject in any detail 
would require a book or two, so I will deliberately 
try to leave out as much as possible and concentrate 
on the essentials. Starting with the programme 
which is to be recorded, this may come from a tape 
or 'direct' from musicians (a number of 'direct 
discs' exist that are aimed primarily at the hi-fi 
market and claim improved sound quality; this they 
frequently deliver, at a price, but the performers are 
frequently not of the highest quality, and the per
formances themselves contain inevitable blemishes 
because there can be no editing, although some 
would claim that this gives greater spontaneity.) 
This programme either already exists as an 'electri
cal model' of the sound on the tape, or is converted 
to such by microphones, and is then suitably 
amplified and sent to a disc cutting machine. This is 
like a heavily engineered vertical lathe, with the 
cutter head mounted above a giant turntable platter. 
A very carefully made 14" blank lacquer master 
disc of relatively soft plastic on a precision 
aluminium blank is securely held down on the 
platter by vacuum suction. The cutting head con
sists of an accurately shaped diamond chisel which 
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is held precisely in position by a number of feed
back-controlled motors and then 'waggled' by the 
audio signal to trace a physical model of the signal 
into the plastic surface of the blank. A lot of 
sophisticated engineering is used to ensure a good 
result is obtained, with a joinless groove spiral cut 
into the plastic. A series of moulding and electro
plating processes ends up with a metal 'negative' 
stamper which is used to press the finished discs 
from lumps of hot malleable vinyl, and this should 
correspond pretty closely to the original 'cut'.

To give the required two signals for stereophony, 
the cutter head is 'waggled' by two different (though 
often similar) signals, so the head is driven by two 
motors diagonally disposed as shown in fig I. Thus 
if only one channel is cut, only one motor will be 
used and the cut will all be made along the same 
line; when both channels are used, the cutter head is 
jiggled around in all directions by the action of the 
two motors, so a complete plane is cut relative to the 
record surface is supposed to be held to an inter
national standard, so that the playback stylus can 
be set up to read it accurately, although there is a 
certain amount of variation and some controversy 
concerning exact angles, due to claimed springback 
effects in the plastics used for both cutting and 
playback for example.

THE STEREO DISC

The above diagram represents either cutter or 
stylus. The lines A(+)-B(-) and C(+)-D(-) 
show the directions of vibration corresponding 
to the signals of each channel. A side-to-side 
vibration will cut or read two signals of the 
same size and phase (ie both moving +to-to+ 
together) in each channel, giving a central 
mono signal. A vertical cut would give equal 
size signals exactly out of phase, and if mixed 
together they should cancel (see alignment)
10

Two different cartridge types
There are two fundamentally distinct cartridge 

types which need to be considered separately 
because different circuitry is needed for their 
amplification. (There are in fact a number of other 
categories such as strain-gauge and ceramic types, 
but these are sufficiently rare that none are included 
in this book; other unusual designs that are included 
are designed to work normally into the standard 
moving magnet cartridge input fitted to all 
amplifiers.) Indeed until the last two or three years 
the moving magnet cartridge was the automatic 
choice for all hi-fi users apart from a small minority 
who stuck by the moving-coil principle of 
operation. The moving-coil types were historically 
the antecedents, and there were several designs on 
the market up to about 15 years ago; then for about 
ten years a single Ortofon model only was available 
on the UK domestic market. It was usually 
considered a somewhat cranky choice, because its 
acknowledged subjective sweetness was marred by 

• a poorer tracking performance than most of the 
moving magnet competitors, and there was the 
additional disadvantage of the need for a special 
step-up transformer between the cartridge and the 
normal amp input, which significantly increased the 
total cost.

During this period, the moving-coil cartridge was 
becoming regarded with increasing respect by the 
more extreme hi-fi buffs in Japan, and a number of 
new models began appearing on their domestic 
market. Over the last five years or so these have 
started appearing on the UK market to join with the 
Ortofons, which have themselves swelled to four 
models. In the last book we included. models by 
Fidelity Research, Supex and Ultimo, while this 
time round we must add Coral, Entre, Satin, 
Denon, Elite, Mission, JVC, Audio Technica and 
Sony, and there are others in the pipeline. So the 
cult has grown despite the fact that users of most of 
the models may have a penalty of about £50 in step- 
up device costs before considering the cartridge, 
which itself tends to be high-priced.

This in turn has spawned another trend amongst 
amplifier manufacturers to incorporate circuitry 
which allows a moving-coil cartridge to be used 
without any apparent cost penalty (either including 
an extra built-in booster circuit or arranging dealer- 
replaceable boards or modules is a lot cheaper than 
producing special separate 'black boxes' with 
connectors, power supplies and the like.) Straight 
factoryl dealer options that carry no extra cost are 
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available from firms like Nairn and Meridien, and 
the Nytech receiver (which at£230 is not a lot more 
expensive than some step-up devices!) to name but 
three, and I would estimate that approximately the 
20% most expensive imported amps in many 
ranges now carry options for connecting both types 
of cartridge.

This has left us with something of a problem. 
When evaluating a moving-coil cartridge, do we 
assess its price including an associated step-up 
device, or do we assume that this role is taken by the 
amplification part of the chain? This is frankly an 
impossible dilemma with the market in its current 
changeable state, so we have tried to do both. But it 
does mean that prospective purchasers should bear 
in mind their amplification when considering 
cartridges; if a step-up device needs to be purchased 
the moving-coil is bound to be at a significant dis
advantage, but if one is unnecessary the equation 
shifts considerably.

A complete section is devoted to step-up devices, 
albeit in abbreviated form, at the end of the 
cartridge reviews, while further information and 
discussion on the electrical matching of cartridges 
and amps will be found later in the Consumer 

■Introduction and in the Technical Introduction.

Practical considerations of a disc replay system 
The disc was cut using a heavily over-engineered 
machine costing many thousands of pounds, with 
the actual position of the cutter with respect to the 
disc always known and tightly controlled; unfor
tunately the same situation does not exist for 
playback. The cutting process involves varying the 
width of the groove according to the type of program 
at any particular time, so the 'pitch' of the groove 
spiral, or the distance between the grooves in 
successive revolutions, varies from place to place; 
this system enables greater dynamic range and 
playing time to be cut than would be possible with a 
fixed pitch. The mass production of the discs 
inevitably lead to errors in the exact centring of the 
spiral and a certain amount of warping.

So when it comes to placing a cartridge in exactly 
the same position as the cutter head, forthe stylus to 
replicate the motion of the cutter and thus extract a 
similar signal to the one that went in, there is always 
a measure of uncertainty. So the cartridge cannot be 
simply driven across the disc surface in a lathe like 
structure, but must be enabled to follow the pitch 
changes, eccentricities and warps. Although an 
enormous number of variations on the pivoted 

pickup arm theme have been used with varying 
degrees of success, all the systems involve fixing the 
cartridge arm in a carrier that allows the cartridge to 
move itself up and down and from side to side. The 
stylus not only has to trace the groove modulations, 
it also has to support the cartridge and pickup ^m 
head and make sure that they are in the right place to 
enable the stylus to get on with the business of 
reading the information in the groove.

To take extreme examples, if the stylus was fixed 
to the carfridge with a rigid cantilever, this task of 
following warps and suchlike might be fairly easy, 
but then there would be bo relative movement 
possible to produce the signal corresponding to the 
record modulations! If on the other hand the canti- 
with the recorded modulations, but be unable to 
drive the cartridge along the spiral of the groove and 
would flap all over the place, producing enormous 
outputs from warps and the like.

The problems of resonances
What is needed is a happy medium, so that the amt 
and cartridge follow the record imperfections and 
they are not reproduced by the cartridge, while the 
actual recorded modulations are traced by the 
stylus and give the appropriate signal output. This is 
achieved by selecting the appropriate 'springiness' 
in the cantilever as follows: any combination of 
springiness and mass acts in a reasonably pre
dictable way in response to different frequencies. 
At low frequencies, the spring remains stiff (where 
the record eccentricities and warps tend to occur) 
and this is known as the 'stiffness region', At a 
frequency that depends on the 'springiness' (known 
as compliance) and the mass, there is a condition 
known as 'resonance', which is the 'natural 
frequency' of the system where very little excitation 
will cause poorly controlled large oscillations. At 
frequencies above resonance, the spring moves and 
the cartridge and arm stays stationary, so this 
'compliance region' is where the cartridge actually 
works. In practise the audio signals we require from 
the disc are between 20Hz and 20kHz (20,000 
Hz), while the imperfections that we don't want are 
mainly below 6Hz, so the system is best designed 
to have its resonance somewhere between these 
two, where there will be least danger of it being 
heavily excited.

However all is not yet straightforward; there are 
resonances and resonances. In order to prevent the 
resonance from being too violent and actually 
throwing the cartridge out of the groove, some 
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damping is usually applied. In technical parlance 
this changes the ‘Q' of the resonance from a high to 
a lower value, so that it is less violent, but then 
magnifies over a somewhat wider range of fre
quencies. In practise the resonance usually raises 
the output from the cartridge by several times over 
about a (subsonic) octave, and this uses up most of 
the ‘free space' between the audio signals and the 
unwanted subsonic signals, so the correct place
ment of the cartridge resonance is a matter of great 
importance. Ifit is too high, the system will tend to 
sound a little heavy in the bass (which may not 
matter too much with the majority of speakers in 
use, or on the majority of systems), but it also 
introduces phase shifting which some may feel 
gives a muddling effect in the extreme bass. If it is 
placed too low all the evidence suggests that it will 
cause unwanted large stylus excursions that will 
produce unpleasant distortions up in the audio 
region.

Design considerations: the system
So it is obvious that some care must be taken to 
match the arm and cartridge correctly, by ensuring 
that the combination of cartridge mass and the 
effective mass of the arm, when taken with the 
cartridge compliance, gives a resonance at the 
optimum frequency ( lOHz for Choice). Sad to say, 
the majority of arms fitted to turntable systems tend 
to be on the heavy side, and the cartridges are 
usually rather too compliant to give this ideal 
situation. One way of reducing the arm mass 
involves omitting the detachable headshell facility, 
which would probably lead to a significant improve
ment in sound quality anyway; any further re
duction will weaken the structure and risks reducing 
its rigidity. While the compliance/mass system 
described has been chosen to allow the cartridge as 
a whole to track the groove successfully, the best 
situation for tracing the modulations from the 
stylus' point of view would be an arm head of 
infinite mass! The only way it is possible to achieve 
this is to make the arm infinitely rigid instead, so 
that the stylus sees the entire mass of the turntable 
system reflected through the rigid arm, headshell, 
and cartridge. In short we require a fairly light arm 
to allow vertical or horizontal movement for track
ing, but one that is infinitely rigid for accurate 
tracing with respect to other forces (eg torsional 
modes) generated by the cartridge.

The reason why this is necessary is that the 
movement of the stylus with respect to the cartridge 
12

body works against the compliance and damping, 
so energy is transmitted into the cartridge body by 
the stylus movement. If the cartridge itself is 
designed as a reasonably strong mechanical 
structure, and moreover one that can be fixed firmly 
into the headshell, and if rigidity is maintained 
throughout the construction of the cartridge and 
arm, then there is a reasonable chance that the 
waggling of the cantilever will be translated into a 
satisfactorily accurate electrical reconstruction of 
the original signal. If however the rigidity is not 
maintained, and at any rate all practical examples 
of arms show significant loss of rigidity at some 
frequency or another then the cantilever generator 
and the stator will both move together at such fre
to coloration and loss of information in both 
cartridges and arms.

Design considerations: the cartridge as a whole 
We have already discussed cartridge damping as an 
aid in partially controlling the LF resonance of the 
arm cartridge, but this is often only an accidental 
result. Ite main purpose is to cope with a second 
resonance at the high frequency end of the spec
trum. This also arises from a mass/compliance 
situation, but here the interaction is between the 
springiness of the disc vinyl and the mass (or more 
accurately effective tip mass) of the stylus itself. 
The compliance of the vinyl material is fairly well 
fixed, but there is some variation with tracking 
pressure in the actual compliance seen by the 
stylus, and this depends on tracking weight and 
stylus contact area. In order to ensure that this 
resonance is beyond the range of audibility, the 
mass of the stylus and mass and length of cantilever 
and generator must be kept as low as possible, 
although once again this must not be done at the 
expense of rigidity. Indeed any flexibility in either 
the cantilever, generator, or hinge, will result in an 
inability of the generator to precisely mimic the 
operation of the stylus, with consequent inform
ation loss.

At any rate there is not a great deal one can do 
about this HF vinyl/tip mass resonance apart from 
accept that it exists and try to engineer around it to 
make its effects least pernicious. It is in the nature of 
resonances that they do not sound very nice, so any 
cartridge that does not attempt to remove the 
resonance to the supersonic region is likely to sound 
less good than one which does. Unfortunately fine 
micro engineering is invariably inversely pro
portional to its cost, ie the smaller the more expen
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sive, so the best devices necessarily cost the most. 
A degree of mechanical damping may be applied, 
though here a compromise must be reached with the 
amount of mechanical damping required to cope 
with the rest of the frequency range satisfactorily; in 
an attempt to avoid compromising the damping 
requirements at different frequencies, some cart
ridges (eg Shure VJSV, Ortofon MC30) use a 
complex mechanical filtering system to apply con
trolled optimum amounts of damping at different 
frequencies, the extent to which this has been 
successful can be gleaned from the relevant re
views.

Another approach that is used by some of the 
moving magnet type cartridges is to use an electri
cal resonance to oppose and cancel this mechanical 
resonance, by rolling off the high frequencies to 
match the rise in cartridge output. There is an old 
saying that two wrongs do not make a right, and this 
could be one of the reasons why the less convenient 
to use moving-coil types are becoming increasingly 
popular. This approach has the farther disadvant
age that the electrical rolloff is affected by the 
matching arm cable and amplifier input electrical 
characteristics, neither of which can be in
fluenced by the cartridge manufacturer and for 
which no agreed international standards exist. 
However, while the purist may find the results 
obtained from a wide bandwidth moving-coil device 
suits him best, there are circumstances when the 
more restricted 'normal' HF of the typical moving 
magnet design may be preferred, perhaps because 
the curtailed frequency response causes less pro
blem in the amplifier which is receiving the signal 
for example, or so that the diligent customer or his 
dealer may be able to modify the frequency res
ponse quite easily by adding 'trimming' com
ponents, and so achieve the desired response without 
recourse to tone controls, which are a rather crude 
instrument in this context.

Many cartridges — indeed nearly all the moving 
magnet types — are fitted with removable stylus 
assemblies. This has the advantage that the owner 
can purchase a new stylus assembly without taking 
the unit out of service (if the stylus is only starting to 
wear, rather than the cantilever being damaged 
through mishandling.) However, manufacturers 
whose products do not have this facility normally 
arrange for dealers to provide an instant cartridge 
replacement service at a stylus replacement price. 
So unless one wishes to change styli frequently (for 
example the collector who wishes to substitute an 

assembly suitable for 78s, or the family man who 
would rather let his kids loose with something less 
expensive or exotic for their 45s) there is probably 
little to be gained. In fact the incorporation of a plug 
in device necessarily involves some engineering 
compromise, because where a push-fit plug and 
socket exists there must be a degree of flexibility 
(and consequently some risk of freedom of move
ment between generator and stator with consequent 
danger of spurious signals and information loss). 
Having said that, some stylus assembly fitments are 
undoubtedly better engineered than others. When I 
questioned one of the only moving magnet manu
facturers who does not use a detachable stylus 
assembly (B&O) why they sacrificed this possible 
sales advantage, they stated that in their view the 
engineering compromises were too great, and that 
they would also rather check that the complete 
cartridge met specification on leaving the factory 
than chance a stylus/body mismatch of any sort. As 
the B & O design is not easily engineered for 
removing the stylus anyway, the latter reason is 
probably the most cogent.

Design Considerations: the moving parts
Finally we come to the requirements for the 
generator system itself: the stylus, cantilever, and 
moving-coil or magnet (or whatever else.) Mech
anically speaking the hinge that connects these to 
the 'stator' body is the most crucial part, as this has 
to behave just like the bearings on the pickup ^m 
itself, but must be constructed on a microscopic 
scale (although admittedly it does not have to 
traverse such a wide arc) and also play its part in 
providing the compliance. Therefore the hinge must 
allow horizontal and vertical cantilever motion, but 
minimise twisting or longitudinal (alone the line of 
the cantilever) motion, and should remain station
ary itself. It is important that the geometry of the 
entire assembly has been properly set, so that at the 
chosen tracking weight the generator lines up 
precisely in the groove with the agreed 20° vertical 
tracking angle and accurate horizontal alignment.

One of the frequently quoted performance 
criteria for a cartridge is 'trackability', which I feel 
would be more accurately described as 'trace
ability', and refers to the ability of the stylus to 
remain in contact with the groove modulations at all 
times, and thus cope effectively with whatever has 
been cut onto the record. If this stops happening, 
mistracking (as it is equally misdescribed, but 
unfortunately we're stuck with that one through 
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usage) occurs, and this sounds very unpleasant for 
as long as it lasts, and also results in groove damage. 
What is perhaps less often appreciated is that the 
stylus may remain in better contact with the groove 
by deliberately compromising its performance in 
other respects. When encountering a sudden 
modulation, the stylus receives a severe frictional 
jolt, which is all the harder to cope with if the hinge 
is well defined and the cantilever rigid. But this is 
vital to the accurate reading of the initial transients 
that many would argue are the most important parts 
of any musical performance. While ‘trackability' is 
certamly a vital parameter, it is important that it is 
taken in context with the less easily defined aspects 
of cartridge performance that are frequently ex
posed by crosstalk measurement for example. It is 
also valid to suggest that the prospective purchaser 
should take into account the type of music he is 
most likely to be playing; large choral classical 
works frequently strain the tracking abilities of a 
cartridge far more than rock music for example, and 
the latter is much more concerned with the music of 
a highly transient nature. So those who prefer 
choral music would do well to place trackability 
high on their list, while the rock music afficionado 

might sacrifice some of this in favour of a more 
stable geometrical relationship and better tran
sients. Likewise, it makes little sense to determine 
the relative goodness of a cartridge simply on its 
ability to cope with unusually high midrange orbass 
cuts on two or three direct cut discs, as these are 
unlikely to occupy the turntable for more than a 
miniscule fraction of the cartridge's life.

The changing shape of styli
The groove width on a record has been standardised 
within limits for many years, so there is little chance 
that the stylus will not fit the groove at all. This does 
not mean that there are not a lot of problems for the 
engineer in getting the best performance. The 
fundamental trouble is that the cutter uses a ‘V’- 
chisel type profile with a straight cutting edge, yet if 
the stylus gets too close to mimicing this, it will 
damage the groove by doing a little cutting of its 
own! • The original stylus shape used was the 
spherical tip, chosen because it is by far the easiest 
to make and doesn't require careful lateral align
ment. The spherical stylus leaves a circular ‘foot
print' on the groove wall which has a distinct ‘length' 
that will naturally limit its ability to get in and out of 

FRONT 
(ELEVATION) 
VIEW

PLAN 
VIEW

SHAPE OF 
FOOTPRINT'

ELLIPTICAL LINE-CONTACT SPHERICAL

THE CHANGING SHAPE OF STYLI
The above attempts to show how the different styli are shaped and described. It is not to strict 
scale and cannot represent a 3-D form accurately. While the plan and elevation views are self- 
explanatory, the 'footprint' shows the contact shape on the angled groove wall; its area and the 
tracking weight help determine tip mass resonance, Tracing ability and groove damage.
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the shortest modulations. This is fairly unimportant 
at the outside grooves on the edge of the disc, 
because here the vinyl is travelling comparitively 
quickly, and the modulations are well spread out; 
towards the centre of the disc, where each succes
sive revolution uses a comparitively shorter length 
of vinyl, the length required for the shortest wave
length (high frequency) modulations becomes 
smaller than the length of the footprint, so the stylus 
is unable to follow the groove modulations 
accurately.

This form of tracing distortion was first tackled 
by the introduction of elliptical styli, which made a 
shorter footprint on the groove wall and largely 
overcame these tracing distortion difficulties. To 
avoid groove damage, which for a constant tracking 
weight will increase as the area of the footprint 
decreases, these elliptical styli had to use a lower 
tracking weight, and their introduction certainly 
contributed towards the race to lower and lower 
tracking weights and higher compliances which has 
by now been fairly discredited as an end in itself, 
because of practicality and compatibility problems.

Having reduced the contact area by shortening 
the length of the footprint, it was quite a while 
before it was increased again by increasing the 
contact length up the sides of the groove. The 
original stimulus was to improve supersonic track
ing for quadrophonic (CD 4) use, and the early 
examples got something of a bad reputation for 
increasing surface noise effects due, it was claimed, 
to them scraping too close to the groove bottom. 
However nowadays nearly all the top designs use 
some form of'long contact' elliptical profile, glory
ing under a variety of trade names such as Aliptic 
(ADC), Fine Line (Ortofon), Hyperelliptic 
(Shure), but there is some doubt whether they do 
offer any improvement over the conventional 
elliptical unless the alignment is absolutely correct.

Amplifier matching
All normal amplifier disc inputs have particular 

characteristics in the load they present to the 
cartridge. Basically this consists of a certain value 
of resistance around 50kohm, plus a small amount 
of capacitance. Further capacitance is added by the 
pickup leads themselves. Typical moving magnet 
cartridges consist of a source resistance, but also an 
inductance brought about by the long coils of wire 
contained therein. And when inductances, 
capacitances and resistances are mixed in this 
way the result is known as an electrical resonance, 

which is very similar to the mechanical resonances 
described earlier. In fact the values found are such 
that the electrical resonance is found in the same 
area as the tipmass/vinyl resonance at the HF end 
of the spectrum.

By careful control of all the variables involved, 
designers can make use of the electrical resonance 
for example either to roll the cartridge off 
electrically before the mechanical resonance and so 
minimise its effect, or to use the electrical 
resonance to counteract the effect of damping and 
so extend the flat response region somewhat. While 
these techniques were undoubtedly useful in the 
past by enabling at least a reasonably flat output 
across the audible band to be obtained when 
materials and standards of cartridge engineering 
were rather cruder than they are today, this 
balancing of resonances is rather a crude technique. 
Not only are resonances undesirable per se, 
because they are indicative of a loss or lack of 
control, but the cartridge designer is not in any real 
position to influence the amplifier designer who 
controls some of the variables. So increasingly 
moving magnet cartridges are removing their 
electrical as well as their mechanical resonances to 
the supersonic regions, while amplifier designers 
are tending to provide a range of options to help the 
user obtain the best match.

In the meantime we are rather betwixt and 
between as far as conventional moving magnet 
cartridges are concerned. Some cartridges are 
relatively impervious to changes in electrical 
loading, and providing they do not suffer from other 
design problems this is probably a good thing. The 
great majority show small variations that can have a 
subtle but still significant subjective effect, yet 
provided their optimum loading is around the same 
as the typical loading presented by the majority of 
commercial systems, the customer is unlikely to 
end up with a totally 'wrong' result. As a rough 
guideline, most preamplifiers offer 4 7kohms plus 
approx. 50pf; most arm wiring negligible resistance 
plus approx l 50pf. The system is thus likely to 
present a total load to the cartridge of 4 7kohms plus 
l 50-250pf. Others require loading that is rather 
different to the current norm, and may benefit from 
the use of special pickup leads (SME) or adaptors 
(RTJ) to achieve decent results. Throughout the 
reviews we have examined loading very closely, 
recommending the figure which we feel is optimum, 
and commenting if the cartridge behaviour is 
particularly critical to its loading.
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By and large moving-coil cartridges do not suffer 
from these electrical matching problems at high 
frequencies, because their inductance is very small. 
However there is no real standard for the 
requirements of the matching circuitry beyond 
those defined by actually making a cartridge which 
works, so there is considerable variation between 
different models, and these can occasionally cause 
problems. The Technical Introduction examines 
this rather more carefolly, and each cartridge really 
needs to be examined on an ad hoe basis to ensure 
that there is no danger of matching problems in 
other areas, such as low frequency saturation in 
transformer devices or high frequency bandwidth 
problems. (The upper frequency limit of a typical 
moving-coil cartridge may be electrically as high as 
500kHz (0.5MHz) because of its low inductance, 
and while it may not be mechanically capable of 
transducing real signals at these frequencies, it is 
quite possible that spurious distortions could be 
produced and upset a head-amp.) Where there are 
potentially serious interface problems in m-c 
cartridges and step-up devices we have tried to draw 
attention to them in the appropriate reviews.

CHOOSING A CARTRIDGE
Whether you have reached this section alter 

ploughing through the preceding perambulations 
that have attempted to explain some of the complex 
interactions involved.in cartridge design and system 
matching, or have merely jumped here in the hope 
of some simple advice, the fact remains: getting 
best out of a system involves considering and 
juggling a large number of variables, many of which 
are either obscure orjust plain cussed. To even start 
to make a choice, it is necessary to try and settle 
some of these, and the most obvious starting point is 
price. How much is it worth paying for a cartridge? 
Well as with most things the very best is going to be 
fairly expensive, yet at the same time there are some 
very good cheaper designs, and the law of 
diminishing returns does tend to apply.

Balancing the system
Crucial to the whole question of cartridge choice 

concerns the accompanying turntable and arm. All 
three components add their various distortions to 
the sound, and while it is still possible for the 
experienced ear to hear the excellence of one 
component through the limitation of another, thi' 
is not really relevant to a domestic system, where 
some degree of balance between the different 
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components should be achieved.
If one is assembling an entire record playing 

system, then the choices of different permutations 
and combinations become legion. Fundamentally 
the turntable itself is the most important, because 
this supports and powers the entire system while 
.providing the environmental isolation, all of which 
are vital functions in preventing unwanted 
vibrations from interfering with the arm, cartridge 
and disc; certainly a modest arm on a good turntable 
outperforms a good arm on a modest turntable. In 
terms of sound quality, the cartridge is probably 
slightly less important than the other two, yet the 
factor of record wear must also be considered, and a 
good cartridge is an undoubted asset in preserving 
an irreplaceable record collection.

Matching arm and cartridge
Assuming that a turntable is already fixed or has 

been chosen, the chances are that it will be fitted 
with an arm anyway (not by any means the best 
approach, but we live in an age of commercial 
reality.) And it is the behaviour of the arm that 
should further help narrow down the choice of 
cartridge. If an arm has not yet been chosen, then 
the field remains wide open, but with the proviso 
that the match of arm and cartridge is vital, and a 
decision on one will certainly narrow the suitable 
choices for the other. The problems of matching 
arm and cartridge to get the very best from each are 
I believe extremely subtle, and are by no means 
susceptible to scientific analysis and mathematical 
solution yet. However, while some of the important 
interactions remain beyond our ability to formulate, 
though not beyond our ability to hear, other effects 
are well known (even though they are frequently 
ignored), and it is possible to satisfy some of the 
requirements for a good match by inserting 
measurable results into a simple formula.

If for no other reason than that we understand it 
and can therefore do something about it, this 
mechanism which optimises the mass of the 
cartridge, the effective mass of the arm, and the 
measured compliance of the cartridge can be 
considered the 'primary matching function' of the 
two components. We have dwelt at length on the 
need to try to match these elements to achieve a 
fairly 'safe' resonant frequency and minimise 
distortions arising from large cartridge cantilever 
movements at disc warp frequencies both in this 
book and in Turntables and Tonearms, perhaps to 
the point of labouring it. But there is no doubt that 
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satisfying this one requirement can immeasurably 
improve a hi-fi system, and surprisingly this is still 
not widely appreciated.

Checking that this primary match is accomp
lished may appear to be rather 'technical', but with 
the aid of the graph we have provided it is simplicity 
itself. The values for cartridge mass and cartridge 
compliance can be taken from the reviews or the 
Overall Comparison Chart in this volume. The 
values for effective arm masses are similarly 
prominent in Turntables and Tonearms, though 
they should also be available from the manufacturer 
concerned. One merely adds the two masses 
together and draws in the corresponding vertical 
line, then uses the compliance value to draw in a 
horizontal line; the point where they intersect 
corresponds to the resonant frequency of the 
combination read off the diagonal, and the shaded 
area marks out the area where the intersection 
should lie to avoid problems. The absolute ideal 
does not exist as such, but we believe that 10-l 2Hz 
is the target to aim for.

Arm damping
But what of the secondary effects of arm cartridge 

matching? There is not a great deal of advice one 
can give apart from recommending careful listening 
tests, because these are by no means properly 
understood. The first area concerns arm pivot 
damping, which is available on a number of 
separate specialist arms but not many integrated 

players. Probably the best advice is still, 'if its 
available, try it, try varying it, and don't feel you 
have to use it if you prefer the sound without it.' For 
some cartridges damping is always essential, but 
these are rare, however if a cartridge/arm 
combination has too low a resonant frequency, a 
little damping is nearly always helpful. The real 
problem with assessing the worth of arm pivot 
damping lies in the fact that it helps in one direction 
while hindering a little in others, so each case really 
needs to be examined on its merits. All cartridges 
are underdamped to some degree at their LF 
resonance, and a little moderate damping at the arm 
pivots is often more help than hindrance, so we have 
tended to recommend this for most cartridges. But it 
is by no means essential, particularly if the resonant 
frequency is fairly close to optimum, and the 
provision or lack of its is by no means a vital 
determinant when choosing an arm.

There is a limit to the extent of the damping that 
can be applied to this low frequency resonance in 
the cartridge itself, or the performance in other parts 
of the frequency spectrum will be affected ad
versely. Some improvement can often be gained by 
using an optimum amount of damping at the arm 
pivots, but this can have unpleasant repercussions 
further down the frequency range below the reson
ance, and obtaining the precise amount of damping 
to achieve the best results is not easy. Other 
ingenious ways of helping control the resonance 
have been tried, but are mainly concerned with 

ARM AND CARTRIDGE
RESONANCE MATCHING

Calculating the main arm/cartridge resonance is 
relatively simple if one knows the following 
details; arm effective mass; cartridge mass; 
cartridge compliance.

Add the arm and cartridge masses together 
and draw in the corresponding vertical line. 
Then draw in the horizontal line corresponding 
to the cartridge compliance. At the point of 
intersection the resonance can be read from the 
diagonal frequency lines; the shaded area re
presents the optimum area within which the lines 
should intersect.

While not infallible, this technique usually 
gives useful and meaningful results.

17
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accessories and arms than with cartridges them
selves; examples include the damping brush attach
ed to the Shure Vl SIV, similar devices for attach
ment to headshells from Audiomaster and Lentek, 
and a Sony prototype arm that has recently been 
announced using electronic feedback damping.

Arm/cartridge matching (2)
The most important secondary effect, and yet the 

one which is hardest to quantify, lies in the area of 
cartridge (and turntable) induced arm vibrations. 
The need for both cantilever compliance (springi
ness) and damping and the net result whereby the 
disc makes the stylus work against this spring and 
damping material and pushes energy into the 
cartridge body was discussed earlier. This tends to 
make the cartridge body try to move against its 
supporting structure the arm, because distortion 
and information loss will result if these vibrations in 
the cartridge generator cause the cartridge stator to 
move at all. Even amongst designers there is some 
disagreement about the best way to cope with the 
vibrations that are transmitted into the arm; some 
argue that they should be dissipated gradually or 
damped in the headshell or arm tube, others that 
they should be led down the arm and into the 
turntable via its bearings. But the problem is 
basically intractable, and no solution is entirely 
right for all circumstances and tastes.

The cartridge will transmit vibrations to the arm 
depending upon its compliance and internal 
damping, plus its mechanical integrity. So while a 
low compliance low internal damping cartridge 
offers some benefits here, by transmitting less 
vibrational energy, its corresponding matching arm 
will tend to be flimsier (lower effective mass) and 
less able to cope with them. The amount of 
vibration transmitted will also be reduced ifthere is 
internal flexibility in the cartridge or in its fixing to 
the arm, but if this is the case, the battle to avoid 
spurious relative movement is already lost.

The sad fact of life is that no arms are particularly 
good at coping with transmitted energy, and all 
show quite gross defects by resonating at certain 
frequencies when excited. Every arm shows a 
distinct and repeatable, if highly complex, 'finger
print' of its areas of weakness when vibrated, as we 
showed in Turntables and Tonearms; likewise 
cartridges could be shown to have similar patterns. 
What is needed is for some bright spark to work out 
how to interpret and derive compatibility from this 
type of measurement; sadly the complexity of the 
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task suggests this is a long way off.
When one considers the fact that the well

damped low compliance cartridge with high 
'mechanical impedance' transmits more energy 
into the pickup arm than a higher compliance model 
that exhibits greater trackability at lower tracking 
weights, it remains a strong possibility that some of 
the inherent virtues of the former may be offset by a 
relative failure of the arm to cope as adequately. A 
generalisation from our recent work on tonearms 
was that the arm itself played a major role in 
determining the overall sound when comparing high 
quality cartridges of a similar type, so when 
considering the highest quality models we are 
deliberately cautious, and would emphasise that 
these 'secondary' effects, which are so difficult to 
pin down, do assume considerable significance.

This was aptly illustrated by the experiences of a 
friend who had the option of using two cartridges in 
an arm not noted for its rigidity, one a high 
compliance magnetic and the other a low 
compliance moving-coil; while he preferred the 
sound of the moving-coil in absolute terms, he 
found that the extra energy transmitted to the arm 
by this model seemed to upset the stereo image 
focusing, so with some reluctance he decided to use 
the moving magnet type because it seemed to 
combine with the arm to produce the better of the 
two systems.

As far as these secondary effects are concerned, 
there is little that the magazine can do to help, as it is 
quite impossible to listen to every combination. 
Provided that the primary considerations are 
satisfied, the rest must come down to personal 
listening and the advice of a dealer. There have 
always been particular combinations of specialist 
arms and cartridges that are habitually considered 
well-matched (eg SME/Shure, Hadcock/Decca,* 
Grace/Supex), but these have usually become 
known through their promotion by manufacturers; 
undoubtedly other 'symbiotic' combinations exist, 
but are less widely known or publicised, and it is 
really just a matter of checking out two or three 
alternative§ to get a well-balanced result.

*In our view, on the basis ofour tests this combination with 
the 'standard' Decca Blue requires an extra headshell 
mass of 6-l 9g to avoid in-band LF resonance.
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GETTING THE BEST FROM A 
CARTRIDGE

Simply choosing a well-matched combination of 
turntable, arm, and cartridge is unfortunately only 
part of the story. It is equally important to ensure 
that the combination is properly set up in order to 
realist; its maximum potential performance. For the 
vast majority of players this is really just a matter of 
mounting the cartridge very tightly and with the 
correct alignment. Some of the very best turntables 
which use spring decoupled subchassis also 
respond well to small adjustments of the springs and 
carefol dressing of the arm lead-out wires, and this 
tricky job • is best tackled by someone with 
experience. But correct cartridge alignment, 
assuming the cartridge itself has been engineered 
correctly, is largely a matter of exercising care and 
doing the right things.

I should point out that a turntable system care
folly set up by an experienced dealer is capable of 
sounding a lot better than one that has been tinkered 
with by the enthusiastic amateur. However service 
of this quality is unhappily quite rare, so we have 
decided to describe a few techniques for the benefit 
of those who may not have access to this 'ideal' 
dealer.

The reason alignment is so important is that the 
cutting head moved in a fixed plane while inscribing 
the signal of the master blank. If we are going to get 
somewhere near getting this signal back, we need to 
make sure that the stylus replicates the movement 
of the cutter as far as possible, and the cartridge 
should therefore be lined up as accurately as 
possible to follow the cutter's route while the stylus 
moves in the same plane as the head. This requires 
three different modes of alignment: the minimising 
of lateral tracking error; correct alignment of the 
cartridge's 'tilt'; correct setting of vertical tracking 
angle. Unfortunately many arms, typically those 
fitted to the cheaper integrated players, only make 
provision for adjusting the lateral tracking angle 
without recourse to 'bodgLng' with clumsy packing 
shims. Full details on the provision for adjustment 
and the geometric accuracy of many available arms 
are contained in Turntables and Tonearms, 
together with an alternative explanation of cartridge 
alignment taking more account of the arm's role.

Lateral tracking angle alignment
When cutting a disc, the cutter head travels along 

a straight line which is a radius of the disc, starting 
at the circumference and travelling toward the 

centre. To exactly mimic this requires the use of a 
complex parallel-tracking arm like those fitted to 
the expensive Revox and B&O 4000 series turn
tables. But most arms, for the sake of simplicity 
and/or cheapness use a simple 'single' position 
pivot, and so the cartridge describes an arc as it 
traverses the record and will not exactly line up with 
the cutting line for much of the time. Ingenious 
application of geometry has however enabled the 
important angular error to be kept very small, so 
provided the alignment is carried out correctly the 
error should be undetectable: in fact it was once 
fashionable to use extra long arms (using a smaller 
part of their arc) lo reduce this error, but it is now 
generally agreed that attendant problems of high
mass are more significant, and that 8-9ins is 
sufficient.

The ingenious geometric 'trick' used to reduce 
lateral tracking error involves angling the headshell 
and hence cartridge 'set' with respect to the arm 
pivots, and then arranging for the stylus to overhang 
the centre spindle by a small amount. For the very 
best results, there are ideal values of angle and 
overhang for a particular arm length, a fact of which 
a number of manufacturers appear to be unaware; 
but even if the ideal relationship is not quite 
attained, the use of an alignment protractor will 
enable good results to be obtained. During its 
traverse across the record, the cartridge should 
show zero tracking error (ie be absolutely tangential 
to the groove) on two occasions, once at about 3cm 
from the start, and again near the end of the playing 
area. It seems logical to consider seriously only 
the 12" disc, and a further tactor that enters the 
calculations is the fact that the distortions are 
magnified towards the end of a record side, where 
the speed at which the vinyl passes beneath the 
stylus is at its lowest and the radius of curvature of 
the groove is tightest. The perceptive might enquire 
why the LP disc standard does not include such a 
simple innovation as a cutting lathe that moves 
along a standard arc therefore removing the need 
for carefol lateral alignment, offset angles, and 
hence bias compensation. Well the only answer is 
thank heaven we do at least have a standard. Those 
who recall the quadrophony snarl up of a few years 
ago, and are currently examining the video market 
with the same mixture of suspicion and perplexity 
must realise the importance of this, even though 
there may be some areas where it could be 
improved.

To get back to the point, the overhang angle of 
19
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offset must be varied so that the cartridge is 
tangential with the record groove taken at the point 
of stylus contact in at least one position close to the 
innergrooves of a typical LP; better still it should go 
through two zero points at 6.6 and 12.lcm radii. 
This may sound a little tricky to achieve, but with 
the assistance of a simple device known as an 
alignment protractor it becomes remarkably easy. 
Unfortunately a considerable number of the 
integrated players in Turntables and Cartridges 
specified a clumsier and far less accurate technique 
involving trying to measure the overhang in their 
manuals, and this is best ignored.

For convenience we have printed an accurate 
protractor which can be removed or traced (and will 
last longer on card.) The small circle should be 
carefully cut out and placed over the turntable 
spindle, and adjustments made to the cartridge until 
it lines up between the parallel lines when the stylus 
is resting on both marked points. The method of 
adjustment will depend on the design of the arm. 
Most arms use a headshell with two slots for fixing 
the cartridge; start by assuming that the headshell 
itself is accurately aligned, and try to 'zero' both 
points by finding the correct position along the 

Lateral tracking angle alignment, showing overhang and offset angle
20

slots. If you can't get both to line up from any one 
cartridge position, then the geometry of the arm 
doesn't match the requirements we have derived, 
but a slight twist one way or the other (viewed from 
above) changing the offset angle slightly should 
enable the 'two point' position to be found. Some 
arms do not have adjustable headshells, and the 
whole arm pivot system is moved to and fro to 
change overhang (eg SME, Hadcock). In such 
cases the offset angle is fixed, and if two point 
alignment cannot be achieved, then it is necessary 
to settle for a single point at the inner grooves.

‘Tilt' alignment
This is done to ensure that the cartridge is truly 

vertical when viewed from the front, in the hope 
(usuallyjustified!) that the stylus will then sit evenly 
on the two groove walls. It is not necessary to be 
able to adjust this if the manufacturer has done his 
job correctly, because there is only one correct 
attitude; unhappily our experiences in Turntables 
and Tonearms showed that this is not always the 
case, and it is important to check that either an 
adjustment is provided or the alignment is correct 
before purchasing an arm or player.
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'Tilt' alignment is easily accomplished by 
lowering the stylus onto a mirror at record 
surface height.

The checking is easily done by lowering the 
cartridge onto a mirror, and examining whether the 
reflection lines up square with the cartridge when 
viewed from the front. If adjustment is not possible, 
and the alignment is incorrect, the only solution is to 
resort to packing on one side of the headshell, and 
this has its own unpleasant repercussions by 
weakening the mechanical bond between cartridge 
and arm. The cancellation test described in the next 
section will also show up errors in 'tilt' alignment, 
and can be used as a check if desired.

Vertical tracking angle (v.t.a.) alignment
Last but by no means least the vertical tracking 

angle is the angle between the true vertical and the 
vertical plane of movement of the stylus when 
viewed from the side. Cutting heads have now 
become standardised internationally at 20°, so this 
is the sort of figure to which one should aim to get 
the stylus aligned, particularly if it is a line-contact 
type with large contact length up the groove wall. 
Unfortunately it is not possible to see the stylus 
angle with the naked eye, so one cannot do this 
directly. Without recourse to measuring gear there 
is little one can do but assume that the stylus is set at 
right angles to the line of the cantilever, and make 
some sort of guess as to whether the cantilever 
makes an angle of about 20° with the record surface. 
The only other approach is to do listening tests, 
either with a test record or a favourite music record.

One or two warnings however: first not all current
Alignment Protractor
(see Lal era/ /racking angle alignment.)
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discs conform exactly to the cutting standard, and 
some older records differ quite significantly. 
Certain parties have recommended in print that the 
v.t.a. should be changed with each disc if necessary, 
but this strikes me as obsessional to a degree that 
will be guaranteed to spoil the music if not lead to a 
nei .ous breakdown. If one gets fairly close to the 
average, this should be more than sufficient.

The best way to adjust the v.t.a. is to change the 
height of the arm pillar, and once again some arms 
do not provide for this. Alternative approaches 
include changing the thickness of the turntable mat 
or angling the cartridge with shims, but both these 
methods are likely to produce other detectable 
effects due to the mechanical changes introduced, 
and cannot really be considered reliable.

It was very encouraging to discover this time 
around that most cartridges correspond pretty 
closely to the 'correct' v.t.a. when their upper 
surfaces are parallel to the disc. Where significant 
variations were encounterred we have mentioned 
the fact in the reviews; however it is not easy to 
measure v.t.a. accurately, and it also depends on 
the downforce employed and perhaps sample 
variations were encountered we have mentioned 
procedure.

Vertical tracking angle (should 
be 20°), controlled by arm 
height adjustments. ,l1

Many test records available to the consumer 
contain tracks that are recorded out of phase on the 
two channels (e.g. vertical modulation tracking 
bands), and these should theoretically completely 
cancel when the pre-amp is switched to mono or the 
cartridge connections bridged to join both channels 
in phase. In fact, because of the imperfections of the 
system, some output will still be audible or 
measurable on a small meter connected across the 
speaker terminals. These distortion signals will be 
primarily crosstalk, and it should be possible to 
adjust the v.t.a. or the 'tilt' alignment (or both) to get 

the minimum output level on listening or measuring. 
When this is achieved, the vertical alignment of the 
cartridge should be correct, always assuming that 
the cutting angle on the test record was right in the 
first place! Ortofon have just released a disc which 
incorporates this test signal, and as they are 
responsible for the manufacture of a sizeable 
proportion of the world's disc-cutting equipment, 
this one should be fairly safe.

Having completed the alignment procedures, 
please check that everything has been tightened 
up, particularly cartridge and adjustment 
screws. Then tighten it all up again to make sure!

Downforce and bias compensation
All manufacturers recommend a downforce 

range for their cartridges, and this is determined by 
considering such things as the compliance, the force 
required to line up generator and stator elements 
internally, and the stylus footprint. By and large it is 
best to work in the upper half of this range to help 
avoid mistracking, which is a far more pernicious 
punisher of grooves than the downforce itself 
Recent research has shown that the influence of 
warps, particularly in a poorly matched system, can 
cause large changes in the instantaneous tracking 
weight, so a little extra 'cushion' is well worthwhile.

The best practical way to set the downforce is to 
use the trackability bands of a test record (eg 
HFS75). It is nice but not vital to cope with the 
+ l SdB 'Supertrack', but the + l SdB should not 
cause any problems. Mistracking can be heard as a 
doubling in frequency on these discs (the single tone 
is joined by another an octave higher). Probably the 
best approach is to set the manufacturers maximum 
recommended downforce and then reduce this 
slowly until tracking becomes edgy, and then go 
back a little for luck.

The trackability will also be affected by the bias 
compensation fitted to the arm, and we recommend 
this too is set by ear, because many of the arms 
tested in Turntables & Tonearms showed mis
leading bias calibration, and the required bias also 
depends on stylus shape. While reducing the 
tracking weight, one should note as mistrackfag 
starts to occur whether it happens equally on both 
channels; if it appears on one before the other, a 
small bias adjustment should be made until the first 
signs of mistracking are heard equally on both 
channels. A slight increase in tracking weight 
should restore a clean signal with the bias now 
correctly set.
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The ultimate 

conception

The AKG stereo cartridge range incorporate a 
unique and brilliantly designed single pivot 
aoint suspension system which ensures that 
svery instrument and performer will be 
□reduced not only with the highest possible 
fidelity and sound definition, but also with 
an almost uncanny aural sense of "depth" and 

directional detail Features Unique AKG 
designed TS (transversal suspension) stylus 
system Universal symmetry in respect to 
transversal movements Superb transient 
response Ultra high tracking ability Very low 
effective moving mass Every model P8E 
and P8ES is individually numbered and 

supplied with a calibrated frequency response/ 
crosstalk curve Made with the same 
meticulous care as the world famous AKG 
studio microphones

The model P8ES is the premier cartridge in this 
completely new range of five models

AKG Acoustic* Ltd. 191 Th* Vale. London W3 70S, Telephone 01-7492042 (5 Knee), Telex 28938 (akgmic a)
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No one needs to be told that hi-fi systems will sound 
different — but the cause behind such differences 
are many and varied. This discussion centres 
around the disc-playing end of the chain, and in 
particular the cartridge, as the imperfections of 
turntable design and interaction have been dealt 
with at some depth in the companion Turntables & 
Tonearms issue.

To begin with, considerable disparity exists 
between the quality of reproduction from any given 
cartridge tracing a fine record, and the same 
cartridge on a poor pressing from a second-rate 
master tape. Another vital consideration concerns 
tonearm & cartridge compatibility, as an unwise 
combination of the two can prevent a cartridge from 
ever giving of its best, but even leaving this particu
lar problem aside for the moment, the quality of 
both record and cartridge is bound to ultimately 
determine the limits of performance. Hence to 
evaluate cartridges properly it is essential that the 
records for both testing and auditioning are chosen 
with great care. At an early stage in this project, a 
disc cutting engineer and a professional recording 
technician were both consulted about the problems 
involved, while extensive lab tests suggested that 
certain cartridges whose technical standard was to 
a high standard should be selected as 'reference' 
models. This enabled comparisons to be made with 
Dolby 'A' mastertape program on the one hand, 
and recordings on direct-cut lacquer masters on the 
other.

By this means the neutrality of the cutting lathe 
(Neumann SX74 etc), the accuracy of the test 
cartridges, and the losses involved in pressing the 
final commercial discs could all be assessed. Thus 
the programme selected for the listening sessions 
included commercial records cut on this calibrated 
lathe, with the original mastertapes used as the 
reference source. Close conformity with the lab 
tests was thus illustrated, as those cartridges which 
provided good trackability, low distortion, close 
channel balance, high separation, and a wide flat 
frequency response were also the ones which gave 
the closest matching of tape to disc.

Preliminary investigations
By normal standards the lab testing programme was 
quite extended, encompassing over forty measure
ments per cartridge, together with some ancillary 
observations not included in the tables. Preliminary 
testing confirmed that the majority of the head 
amplifiers that had been supplied for review pos

sessed an extremely flat frequency response, and as 
a result, unless a special matching requirement was 
specified for any particular cartridge, a standard 
good quality head amp (Sony HA 55) was used for 
the majority of the moving coil cartridge tests. (This 
facilitated comparisons of such factors as sensi
tivity readings and the like.)

Bias and downforce
Before commencing lab tests, optimum bias and 
downforce values were investigated and were 
usually found to be at the upper end of the quoted 
specification range; in fact, these downforce limits 
were never exceeded on test.

Electrical matching
An investigation into optimum loading was also 
conducted, as with the exception of the moving-coil 
models, most cartridges are nominally quoted as 
suitable for feeding to a 47Kohm (or 50Kohm) 
amplifier pickup input resistance. Inevitably some 
parallel capacitance will also be present due to the 
connecting cable from turntable to amplifier, 
(generally 70-120pQ, plus the amplifier's own input 
capacitance (which can range from 50-150pf, but is 
often closer to the former value with modern 
designs.) While some cartridges react tolerantly to 
this total parallel capacitance, and over the typical 
120-270pf range were found to show little change in 
performance, others are so sensitive, due to a high 
coil-inductance of 400mH or more, that the speci
fication includes a stated capacitance figure at 
which the optimum frequency response will be 
obtained. Such interdependancy was noted, as well 
as the optimum value.

The moving coil models were however found to 
be less load conscious than the other types, the 
small number of coil turns used generally resulting 
in such a low coil inductance that most were 
tolerant of quite considerable capacitance. A good 
example of this is the 3ohm-impedance Entre I, 
which shows only a small IdB response change at 
20kHz with as much as one microfarad of 
capacitative loading. However, one or two excep
tions were also found to exist, notably the FRI III, 
whose performance under normal conditions was 
marred by several dB of treble lift. Fortunately 1.3- 
1.5^F of parallel capacitance controlled the re
sponse to virtual flatness, allowing the cartridge's 
true potential to be subjectively appreciated. 
Conversely, if such a loading were to be imposed on 
other models of moving-coil cartridges such as the
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Ultimo 20C or Satin 117G, which also possess mild 
response anomalies, this would have a worsening 
effect on the lower treble response. A second 
moving-coil model in the report was also found to 
respond particularly well to special loading, namely 
the Ultimo 20A. This is a high-output type for 
which various loading suggestions have appeared in 
print, ranging from 600ohms to !OK plus 500pf. 
The best however appeared to be 47Kohms in 
parallel with 68nf (0.068juF), which flattened the 
previously rising response in terms of both objective 
attainment and subjective appreciation.

Step up units
To achieve maximum output from low level 
moving-coil cartridges, it is necessary to feed them 
into an input impedance that is rather larger than the 
resistance or impedance of the cartridge itself. For 
example, a 3ohm cartridge would match a 10 ohm 
or higher input impedance (although many step up 
devices quote the relevant cartridge values instead 
which add to the confusion), while cartridges up to 
40 ohms, such as the Denon, require 100 ohms or 
more of input resistance.

Fortunately, while the mismatching of a moving
coil cartridge usually only results in a loss of output, 
a number of transformer type step-up units may 
offer a reduced performance in this mismatch 
condition. For example, a 10 ohm cartridge on a 3 
ohm transformer tapping will drive the transformer 
'harder', thereby increasing distortion, particularly 
at the lower frequencies. The transformer will also 
exhibit a reduced bandwidth, bringing in a -3dB 
point from a designed 50kHz or so to perhaps as low 
as 20kHz, with an attendant audible dulling.

When care is taken over these aspects, the so- 
called dramatic 'differences' that have been noted 
in the past between various models of step-up 
device are greatly reduced, although it is true to say 
that one or two models in the report were found to 
possess an intrinsically poorer performance by 
comparison with the typically high standard set by 
the group as a whole.

Cartridge bandwidth "'
Another aspect concerning the subjective evalu
ation of step up devices in conjunction with moving
coil cartridges, concerns the wide bandwidth of the 
latter. Ignoring mechanical resonances, the intrin
sic electrical response of m-c designs is often to 
beyond 300kHz; conversely the high inductance of 
the coils in moving magnet cartridges rarely allow a 
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bandwidth greater than 50kHz, with the limit 
usually nearer 20kHz. While almost no music 
signals are recorded above 1?kHz, the inevitable 
distortions in the replay process at high frequencies 
can result in significant output levels at much higher 
frequencies from the cartridge, and this is par
ticularly true of the moving-coil models. It would 
appear possible that the results of some of the 
amplifier comparison tests and indeed those for 
step-up devices themselves, could be affected by 
these ultrasonic signals. A given replay combin
ation might sound better with a 'poorer' (ie limited 
bandwidth) transformer than with a wide band 
electronic step-up, simply because the latter trans
mits more ultrasonic intermodulation, thus intro
ducing extraneous signals into the pre-amp input 
itself. Vice versa, and for the same reason, the pre^ 
amp might be condemned for not soundiag well with 
the 'better' electronic step up device. Thus a 
moving-coil cartridge might prove more revealing 
of difference between amplifiers than other types of 
cartridge, due to the unwanted signals they produce 
well above the audio range, but I can see no point in 
stressing an amplifier with tracing distortion up to 
0.30mHz. I would personally advocate a -3dB 
point at 50kHz or thereabouts, perhaps built into 
the step-up units or disc inputs themselves.

Low frequency resonance
The behaviour of a cartridge at low frequencies is 
also important, in that a supposedly sub-audible or 
infra-bass resonance can undoubtedly effect the 
sound quality in the audible range. The low fre
quency resonance arises from the usually largely 
undamped oscillatory combination of total moving 
mass (cartridge plus arm) appearing to act at the 
stylus tip with the compliance or springiness of the 
cartridge/cantilever suspension.

Research indicates that the best location for this 
resonance is from 10-l 2Hz, with the figure of 1OHz 
representing an attainable compromise’ in avoid
ing the maximum record warp amplitudes below 
6Hz, while steering clear of the audible range above 
20Hz. However if the resonance is both under
damped and at too low a frequency — for example 
below 8Hz — then the tracing cartridge will be 
increasingly subjected to unwanted shock and warp 
excitation, both of which can be shown to signifi
cantly impair cartridge performance. The track
ability margin is degraded due to the considerable 
downforce variations encountered from the reson
ance excitation, and in addition, the large stylus 
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deflections that are present produce inter
modulation distortion via a mechanism known as 
'scrub flutter' - a modulation of the effective 
lonititudinaL groove velocity. These deflections 
also degrade channel separation and thus reduce 
perceived stereo image depth; by the same means 
channel balance is also adversely affected.

Conversely if the resonance is placed too high — 
say above l 5 Hz — and is neither controlled nor 
damped, a typical lateral mode resonance rise of 
+ l 2dB will result in 6dB or so of lift at 20Hz, with 
possibly+ 3dB at 50Hz. This represents an audible 
change in a cartridge's frequency balance, while the 
stereo separation is also reduced near resonance. 
Effective arm damping at these higher frequencies 
is inadvisable, as the low frequency response of the 
arm combination then becomes resistance con
trolled, which causes considerable changes in the 
downforce when the stylus is forced to accomodate 
the unavoidable low frequency warp amplitudes.

An important aspect of cartridge matching thus 
concerns the requirement that the low frequency 
resonance be sensibly placed and preferably 
provided with a moderate degree of damping. My 
suggestion would be to reduce the rise to c.6dB 
instead of the 10-1SdB rise exhibited by most 
current combinations; damping in excess of this will 
again impair performance due to the arm damping 
resistance being seen as excessive arm friction by 
the cartridge. This need to sensibly locate the LF 
resonance largely explains the use of two new 
models of pickup arm for the cartridge lab tests and 
auditioning, namely the SME Ill and the Mission 
774. (A Technics SL! 700 turntable with detatch- 
able headshell was also used for the two cartridges 
requiring such a mount.)

These new tone arms offer two important 
features, namely low mass — in the 5g range — and 
provision tor arm/cartridge resonance damping. 
Although both were employed for test and audition 
purposes, the highly favourable sound quality of the 
Mission indicated its superiority in the auditioning 
stakes, while the versatile and easy to set up 
calibration facilities of the SME III were ideally 
suited to our lab requirements. No slur is of course 
intended in so far as the geometry of the Mission or 
the sound quality of the SME are concerned, 
although the inability to balance low mass cart
ridges on the Mission did make it necessary to add 
an additional gram rider to the cartridge on 
occasions (supplementary counterweights are now 
available for this model we are informed.)

The results of the cartridge measurements — 
compliance, damping requirement and compatible 
mass — were used to optimise the effective mass 
and damping for the arm employed in the audition
ing; for example, additional mass was applied with 
low compliance models to bring the resonance near 
to I OHz and thus prevent an otherwise audible 
bass lift from influencing the results. The latter 
undamped behaviour is shown by the frequency 
response graphs, taken with the low mass SME Ill 
(except in the case of the two fixed headshell 
cartridges.)

Alignment
For lab testing and auditioning purposes, the 
cartridges were carefully aligned in all four planes 
as follows:
Vertical tilt: assessed by a mirror and minimum 

simultaneous L, R crosstalk.
Overhang & lateral tracking: assessed by pro

tractor alignment at two points on the record 
radius.

Vertical tracking angle: determined by adjustment 
of arm height.

Where the latter did not conform to the 20° stan
dard, some compromise adjustment to arm height 
was made in order to accommodate some of the 
cartridge error, and thus extract the best possible 
result.

Auditioning procedure
After this careful alignment each cartridge was 
evaluated on several counts: for its subjective 
neutrality; apparent flatness of frequency response; 
stereo quality in terms of lateral positioning and 
depth impression where appropriate; incidence of 
mistracking and/or distortion; plus any general 
feelings concerning bass or treble quality, and 
whether or not the sound was likely to induce 
fatigue.

In total the programme comprised 5 sections 
encompassing a wide range of sounds, from full 
orchestra to spoken and sung voice, including 
highly percussive popular & electronic music, plus 
full cathedral choir and organ. Recording tech
niques varied from studio multitrack to simple 
spaced omnidirectional and crossed pair mike 
arrangements: Beginning and end of side sections 
were also employed.

Sound levels were frequently monitored during 
the sessions and were typically in the comfortable 
85/90dB range. The monitoring speakers were
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When a test record is cut, a tiny amount 
of wow and flutter creeps into it from the 
wow and flutter of the cutting machine.

We ought to know
We make what is probably the world's 

most accurate test record.
And we found that it wasn't accurate 

enough to measure the extraordinary low 
level of wow and flutter on our new series 
2000 record decks.

Before we tell how we solved the 
problem, let us tell you how we caused it

What's wrong with quartz.
Most advanced record decks use an 

oscillating quartz crystal to help control 
the revolutions of the platter

As quartz oscillates accurately at about 
1 3 million vibrations a second it makes 
a perfect standard to iudge the speed of the 
platter

That's why we use quartz at Denon
But, and it's a big BUT, quartz does 

not make a deck accurate. It only measures 
accurately the inaccuracies in speed rotation 

To make the deck accurate in the first 
place, we had to invent a new type of servo
mechanism.

We check the speed 500 times a second.
Most advanced record decks have a 

system that checks their speed about 100 
times a second.

That rrught seem a lot. But, as their 

specifications reveal, it allows the level of 
wow and flutter that we at Denon find 
unacceptable

So we developed our completely new 
magnetic pulse system

First, each platter is placed on the 
shaft of a special pulse wheel

Then a magnetic coating of 1000 pulses 
is recorded on the inside of the platter rim

Each individual magnetic pulse is 
placed to within an accuracy of 1 in 10,000

Then, when the platter revolves the 
special magnetic head measures the rate 
at which the 1,000 pulses are passing.

This data is turned, via integrated 
circuits, into an electronic speed signal 
and then compared with the electronic 
speed signal given off by the quartz signal

Any deviations lead to an instant 
electronic instruction to the motor

This means that any speed errors 
caused by disc warp or excessive tracking 
pressure are corrected

So the wow and flutter of the DP 2500, 
for example, at 0.015% W^MS, is a spspecifica
tion you get in practice. Not just one we get 
in our laboratory .

The new tests we developed.
With this specification, it's clear that a 

conventional wow and flutter testing system 
would only be measuring the inaccuracies 
inherent in that system »

Why a test record failed



So we developed a magnetic pulse 
system similar to that used in the deck 
itself . This gives a degree of accuracy 
greater than ever previously reached in 
record deck testing.

We also, incidentally, had to develop 
a new type of lacquer disc to measure the 
signal to noise ratio. The 75 DB level was so 
low, a conventional test record actually 
creates more noise than our deck itself

AC makes less rumble than DC.
We come now to another revolution in 

our record deck an AC motor
The snag with DC motors is that small 

amounts of audio contamination are caused 
by the pulse surge of direct current By 
definition, these surges are directly linked 
to platter speed and it shows up as rumble

Denon have developed a linear flow 
AC motor that overcomes this problem 
And with extra coils and a clean AC voltage 
system the conventional problems of an 
AC motor are also overcome.

Only one of 18 Denon Hi-Fi products.
We could continue explaining why. our 

DP 2500 is worth every penny of £318*
Like the way we've eliminated even 

the vibrations in a record picked up from 
the reverberations of the speakers

But we wouldn't like to end by giving 
you the idea that we only make out
standing record decks

:Price wihout ann Pnce with arm is £336

Our range includes a cartridge that 
was used by Hi-Fi for Pleasure as their 
reference cartridge m a comparison of 11 
top cartridges

It includes our 850 series amplifier 
that has the best in built head amplifier for 
moving coil cartridges (We haven't just 
added on integrated circuit to boost the 
signal)

It includes tone arms, tuners, cartridges, 
transformers and the revolutionary Phono 
Crosstalk Canceller that virtually eliminates 
crosstalk from your hi-fi system

Send us the coupon and we'll tell you 
where you can hear our equipment for 
yourself Bring your favourite records along 
by all means, but don't bring a test record.

They're just not good enough

I 
I
I

Please send me more details of Denon's 
equipment And where I can hear it I am most 
interested m : Record Decks 0 Amplifiers 0 
Tuners 0 Cartridges 0 Cartridge trans
formers 0. Tone arms 0 Head amplifiers 0 
Name_______________________________ 
Address________________________ _________ I

The professional standard in Amplifiers, |
Tuners, Tone Arms, Cartndges and Turntables.

Denon Customer Service Division, Eurrug 
(UK) Lt 4 Pnestley Way, London NW2 7m.

Tel: 01-450 8070. hfc/11

DENON 
to test our record deck.
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KEF R105s; an almost mandatory choice after 
their outstanding performance in the speaker issue, 
their particular qualities of accurate stereo image 
presentation and relatively clean and extended low 
frequency response proving invaluable assets for 
this project. Some subsiduary listening was also 
done with the author's own Spendor BCJs, while a 
Quad 405 amplifier provided sufficient power and a 
good load match for both these speaker pairs. It was 
supplemented by a Technics SU9070 and JVC 
JSP7 preamplifiers, the latter model offering 
convenient variable capacitance facilities, while 
a specially calibrated Revox 877 was used for 
mastertape replay, in conjunction with a Dolby 
AJOJ deprocessor.

An independant operator was called in to install 
and run the cartridges thus releasing the author to 
appear on the listening panel, which also included a 
disc cutting engineer, a recording engineer, a free
lance custom hi-fi consultant and the editor of the 
"Choice" series. The operator also contributed his 
observations on sound quality which were separ
ately assessed (as these were inevitably made with 
the knowledge of the cartridges' identities.)

Room and turntables
The listening room was the author's own which 
closely conforms to the IEC recommendations and 
possesses a remarkably uniform reverberation 
time over the frequency range, albeit a little on the 
'dry' side, at 0.3sec or so. The low frequency 
performance was not as clean as one would wish 
due to a suspended floor construction, but this did 
not appear to cause the panel any difficulty. The 
main turntable used was a modified TD 160 which 
offers low coloration and good microphony resis
tance and the 45rpm speed which was essential for 
replay of one of the discs used in the test pro
gramme. It is not possible to go too deeply into the 
details of the TD 160 mod, except to note that the 
subchassis has been heavily reinforced by alu
minium beam extrusions to stiffen the join between 
the main bearing and the arm mounts while the sub
chassis, plinth and deck plates were damped inside 
by laminated bituminous sheeting. The foam cores 
were removed from the suspension springs and the 
supplied mat discarded in favour of the high absorp
tion Spectra mat, although other good quality flat 
mats would also be suitable.Finally, care was taken 
to dress the leadout wires below the arm in an open 
loop so that the float of the sub-chassis was 
unimpaired.

A Thorens TD 125 II was also used for some 
comparisons and repeattests, in conjunction with 
the SME III.

Laboratory Tests
It is perhaps most convenient to work through the 
sequence of major tests as they appear in the tables, 
discussing the relevance of the various measure
ments undertaken as well as the actual procedural 
technique involved.

Compliance
The figure for cartridge mass is self explanatory, 
and in conjunction with the test arm mass is 
necessary in order to estimate the compliance using 
the low frequency resonance. (B&K QR2010 test 
record, lateral modulation 5-20Hz; SMEJII arm of 
6g effective mass including mounting hardware.)

The LF resonance is calculated from the formula

C = |M(2nf0)2]-'

where C is the compliance in 10—6 cm/dyne, M is 
the total effective mass in grams (arm + cartridge), 
and f0 is the charted resonant frequency.

Some inconsistency is present since the error in 
measurement of fo (a figure which often varies 
significantly with temperature) is subject to 
squaring. It is thus difficult to guarantee its 
accuracy to better than ±0.65Hz, which error may 
be approximately doubled in the final result for 
compliance, giving an overall error of perhaps as 
high as ± 15%.

The resonant frequency result gives an idea of 
what sort of arm would be suitable in terms of 
effective mass relative to the SME, and whether or 
not damping is likely to be useful. A cartridge with a 
rise of more than 12dB, for example, would cer
tainly benefit greatly from damping, while for those 
above 8dB some moderate damping would not go 
amiss. A similar recommendation also applies to 
over-compliant models, where damping helps to 
stabilise and lift a dangerously low resonance. 
Values of +8dB or less do nor require damping 
however, as sufficient is already present in the 
cantilever suspension. Incidentally, the resonance 
rises were charted with the test arm damping 
disengaged.
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Output and sensitivity
With CBS STR I00 as a level reference, the 
cartridge sensitivities were measured using the 
special B&O A2007 sweep record (now no longer 
available) with the uncorrected level shown in the 
printed response graphs, referenced to the 40dB 
line. Scaled to lmV/cm/sec lateral recorded 
velocity, the sensitivity of most modern amplifiers 
will accommodate cartridge outputs down to 
0.4mV/cm/sec without extra head amplification. 
The relative dB figure is useful in assessing the gain 
required from moving coil step-ups, which are often 
scaled in dB. For the latter cartridges, the true 
output before step-up is thus also quoted.

Stylus data
As in the previous edition, the cartridges were 
submitted to an expert independent consultant for 
evaluation of stylus quality. Aspects investigated 
included the quality and crystal orientation of the 
stone; the geometrical contour accuracy of the 
required tracing axes; the quality of polish plus 
squareness of alignment in the cantilever, and 
finally, the standard of mounting. Radii were 
measured together with an estimate of the cone 
angle and tip dimension to assess the 'fit' in a typical 
groove profile.

In the table, the manufacturer's specification is 
followed by the test measurement. Minor dis
crepancies can largely be attributed to differences 
in the test equipment used and the operator in
volved, but more often or than not, significant 
deviations of the magnitude of 50-80% are due to 
poor quality control and/or inadequate measure
ment on the part of the manufacturer concerned.

Out of shape or poorly aligned diamonds produce 
greatly increased record noise and higher treble 
distortion, over and above the inherent differences 
between the various types of stylus profile (see 
Conclusions).

Tip mass
The tip mass — the effective stylus mass at high 
frequencies as reflected on the groove — will 
ultimately determine high frequency trackability 
and record wear, and is also a pointer to cartridge 
quality. It possesses a resonance with the elasticity 
of the vinyl groove wall, which often appears as a 

. peak in the extreme treble response, in the range 
. l 5kHz-40kHz. If no peak is present, then the point 
of treble rolloff is a useful indicator of the tip mass if 
the cartridge is of a wide bandwidth, low inductance 

type. In Hi Fi Choice we have chosen to note the 
HF resonance where detectable, value judgment 
being based on a preference of greater than 20kHz.

Frequency response
Generally recorded with 'optimum flatness' 
cartridge loading, the frequency responses were 
plotted using B&O A2007, which spans 45kHz 
with good uniformity and channel balance, as well 
as offering excellent separation of the order of 40dB 
in the midband. Both left and right channels are 
shown, the difference between them reflecting any 
L/R cartridge imbalance (I dB per small division).

The lift present at low frequencies is of course a 
function of the arm/cartridge resonance, and did 
not figure significantly in the previous issue of 
Turntables & Cartridges due to the high effective 
mass of the test arm then employed (Technics 
EPA JOO.). Any excessive lift can be controlled by a 
higher arm mass, as recommended in the arm 
matching section. With low mass arms an acces
sory rider weight could be added to the cartridge to 
achieve a similar effect.

Separation
The curve printed is a composite average of the 
separation L on R, and R on L, from 100Hz to 
45kHz, the range below 100Hz being omitted as it 
is controlled rather more by the set up and test disc 
than by the cartridge itself. Up to 400Hz the 
separation is recorded by ’i- octave band weighted 
analysis, and above this by high pass filtered 
wideband recording.

The separation curves are referenced to the 40dB 
or 'O' line and not to the amplitude response, and 
thus the curves for all the cartridges may be directly 
compared and scaled.

For the record, midband separation levels below 
22dB are considered fairly poor; those above 27dB 
can be safely classed as good, above 34 as very 
good, and at the 40dB level as excellent. The ability 
to maintain high separation over a wide frequency 
range is considered a strong attribute.

Channel difference
A slight but audible stereo shift occurs with channel 
differences of more than !dB, and non-technical 
purchasers will commonly return a cartridge if the 
channel difference nears 2dB. A 0.5dB difference 
thus represents a good target for a cartridge at the 
quality end of the market.
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Trackability
A composite word brought into common usage by 
Shure, trackability refers to the ability of a cartridge 
to trace high level music modulations, the repeat
able lab equivalents being in the form of various test 
frequencies and levels. 300Hz single tones on CBS 
STR112 were used for these measurements, the 
downforce thresholds being determined for the 
+ l5dB lateral and + l 2dB vertical modulation 
bands. The + l 8dB level has come to be popularly 
known as the 'Supertrack' cut, and while it is is not 
essential for a cartridge to cope with it at a fairly 
realistic downforce, nonetheless it certainly gives 
some indication of the size of tracking margin at the 
peak mid-low frequencies. Strictly speaking, both 
the high level mid and high frequency inter
modulation tests are also indicative oftrackability, 
but since the corresponding data is in the form of a 
distortion result, these are grouped separately.

Distortion
Moderate 300Hz level bands on the low distortion 
STR 112 disc were used for harmonic distortion 
measurements, (RlAA equalisation in). The best 
cartridges can produce 0.2-0.3% readings on the 
lateral band and about 3.0% in the vertical mode, 
these representing the sum of all harmonics. Good 
cartridges again show a predominance of2nd order 
harmonic with the 3rd and higher orders comprising 
less than 1/10 of the total. While the HP3580A 
storage spectrum analyser was used for the har
monic analysis, a continuous subjective analysis 
was also made of upper band distortion over the 
frequency range, by observing the waveshape of the 
cartridge output while it reproduced the slower 
frequency sweep on B&K 2009. Although clean 
sine waves are consistently displayed by most 
competant moving and induced magnet designs, 
most of the moving-coil types were found to pro
duce almost unrecognisable sine waves at many 
points on the spectrum above 4kHz or so, and some 
of the subjective effects of'graininess' and lack of 
treble 'liquidity' and 'transparency' are probably 
associated with this behaviour.

Measured without equalisation, Shure's 
TTR103 record provided the source for the high 
level midband and high frequency intermodulation 
tests, taken at the standard test downforce. Each 
track results in its own minimum level as deter
mined by the test cartridge — about 3% for the mid
band track and 0.3% high frequency 270Hz re
petition tone burst.

A farther intermodulation test introduced in this 
issue utilised B&K QR2011, which carries pink 
noise recorded sequentially in 1/3 octave bands. In 
this case the recorded level is quite low and the test 
seeks to examine the high frequency difference
tone distortion which might 'harden' or 'cloud' the 
lower and mid frequency ranges. The maximum 
octave band energy appearing between 1 and 4kHz 
was measured, this resulting from the difference 
intermodulation of noise energy within a 1 /3 octave 
band, (12kHz, 16kHz and 20kHz.)

A progressive increase in measured distortion 
with noise frequency is only to be expected as the 
cartridge nears its tip mass resonance, but in this 
case the rise is probably due mainly to tracing 
failure caused by the finite groove contact area, and 
is clearly worse with larger contact radius styli. 
Values of3, 6 and 8% are typical for the 12, 16 and 
20kHz bands respectively.

Square wave response
This transient test employs the highly accurate 
squarewave bands on CBS STRl 12 which are 
traced by the cartridge without equalisation. The 
cut waveform is actually triangular in form, where 
constant velocity negative and positive slopes 
appear as constant voltage or flat topped square
waves in the electrical output of the cartridge. 
Excellent correlation was observed between this 
test and the measured frequency response, those 
cartridges with the widest flat characteristic and a 
low phase-shift slow rolloffbeing precisely the ones 
which also gave the squarest-minimal-overshoot 
transient response.

Phase and amplitude anomalies are also revealed 
by the waveshape; for example, a rounded leading 
edge indicates a premature treble rolloff, while a 
peaked leading edge suggests a response lift in the 
upper range, its location indicated by the period
icity of ringing following the peak or overshoot. 
Most moving-coil cartridges show considerable 
ultrasonic ringing, but the 40kHz 'ring' is merely 
indicative of their wide bandwidth reproducing a 
cutter resonance on the disc. A droop or sag 
after the leading edge equates to a low treble 
suckout (2-8kHz), and more complex irregularities 
.indicate phase and amplitude anomalies in the 
upper range, usually above 8kHz.
Stylus life
Before concluding this introduction it is worth 
examining some of the recent information con
cerning stylus life. For a number of years now it has 
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been more or less accepted that ordinary quality 
(non grain orientated) diamond styli had a usefol 
life before audible degradation of at least 1OOO 
hours and perhaps as much as 2000 hours (depen
ding on the type of stylus and cartridge), with advice 
usually given to check the stylus every 750 hours. It 
would appear that this information is no longer 
relevant in the context of modern high performance 
audio systems, as it has been shown that skilled 
operators working as record quality assessors can 
aurally and reliably detect record wear on even 
spherical styli after as little as 50-100 hours. In 
fact, despite the acknowledged superb quality of 
diamonds fitted to mostJ apanese cartridges, many 
top line models from that country are now provided 
with instructions to renew styli after 200-300 
hours, with perhaps 400 as the maximum tolerable 
— witness Sony, JVC & Audio Technica.

The reason is simply that a degree of wear that 
might have passed undetected on an old radiogram 
would be more than obvious on a modern, wide 
range audio system. For critical listeners with high 
quality elliptical styli, the point at which a 
subtle but definite deterioration in the HF clarity 
and cleanness of reproduction occurs would seem 
to be around 400 hours, and rather longer for line
contact type styli. The Editor of Hi Fi Choice 
— a heavy disc user (20 hours minimum per week) 
— apparently wears a top class grain-orientated 
elliptical styli to an unacceptable state in about 6 
months, tracking at a nominal 2.0g downforce. At 
this rate, Stylus replacement would contribute 
about £2.00 a week to his hi fi budget!

Even at a more moderate level of use — say 12 
LP sides per week — the critically assessed life of 
such a stylus would be approximately 18 months.

In view of this, the reports not only quote the 
purchase cost of the individual cartridge together 
with that of a step up unit if required, but also the 
price of a new stylus, and value for mo^y consider
ations take some account of the overall costs based 
on the assumption of moderate usage as outlined 
above.

Readers may be interested in the service offered 
by our stylus consultant: undamaged cartridges, ie 
those with the cantilever in good condition, can be 
re-tipped with a naked elliptical stone of appro
priate dimensions for typically £12-£15. Expert 
Pickups, P O Box 3, Ashtead, Surrey KT21 2QD

Test equipment (Author's lab, except where 
otherwise credited)
B&K 2603 recorder amplifier and preamp.
B&K 4416 equalisation/synchronising unit.
B&K 2305 level recorder, 50dB scaling.
B&K 1614 l3- and I-octave tracking filter.
HP 3580A storage spectrum analyser
HP 339A distortion analyser/RMS voltmeter 
ME 30A realtime octave, Voctave spectrum 
analyser

Rtference and test discs: B&O A2007; JVC 
TRS1007; Denon Audio Technical; B&K 
QR2009, 2010, 2011; CBS STRIOO, 112; Shure 
TTRI03 (no equalisation used for the latter.) 
Technics SH9070 parametric equaliser (Courtesy 
National Panasonic)
Technics SL! 700 II turntable & arm (Courtesy 
National Panasonic)
Technics SU9O70 preamplifier (Courtesy 
National Panasonic)
Quad 405 power amplifier
Thorens TD125 II turntable
Thorens TD160 turntable
Mission 774 arm (Courtesy Mission Electronics) 
SME 3009 III arm (Courtesy SME Ltd) 
KEF Rl05 loudspeakers (Courtesy KEF Ltd)

<Spendoi BC1 loudspeakers
JVC JSP7 preamplifier (Courtesy JVC UK) 
Dolby A3 01 processor 
Re vox B77 tape deck

Music programme
Prokoviev — 'Peter & The Wolf, Enigma VAR 
1047 tape & disc.
Williams — 'Star Wars, Cantina Band' Pye, BTD 
541 tape & disc.*
Real Thing — 'Raining Through My Sunshine', 
Pye 7N46113 tape & disc.*
Prokoviev — 'Romeo & Juliet', Sheffield LAB 8 
direct cut disc.
Parry — 'Coronation Ode, I was glad (chant)', 
EMI ASD3345*
+crossed pair microphones
*multitrack

Thanks are due to Mike Brown and Pye/ATV; 
Tony Faulkner and Enigma/WEA; Alan Harris, 
Paul Messenger and Paul Crook for helping with 
tape and disc material, listening jury service and 
sequence control.
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We advise you not 

'Down on the Farm' on your

At Sansui our aim has always been to 
reproduce sound as close to the 
original as possible.

To do this we have concentrated all 
our expertise for the past 30 years on 
the researching, designing and building 
of only the very best Hi-Fi equipment.

No TVs. No Toasters. No Motorbikes.
And we have perfected some pretty ' 

amazing amplifiers, tuners, cassette 
decks, record decks and now a new 

racking system (illustrated).
But don't take our word for it-Pick 

up some Hi-Fi magazines. And do not 
be misled just by figures!

Have a good look at all the Sansui 
equipment and most importantly, listen 
to it!

There's a wide range to choose from 
so take your time.

Before long you11 probably talk 
yourself into buying one. But a word of



to play 

Sansui Hi-Fi.

warning, if you happen to have a copy of 
'Gorilla Mating Calls' we suggest you 
keep the volume way down low

If you'd like to browse through our 
full colour brochure, featuring all the 
superb ranges of Sansui equipment, 
and have the name 
and address of your 
nearest stockist, fill 
in the coupon and
send it to us. Only Hi-Fi, everything Hi-Fi.
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Yes, I’d like to know more about Sansui Hi-Fi
Name_______________________________

I Address---------------------------------------------------------------

Send to: Customer Services Manager, Sansui Audio (UK 
178/202, Great Portland Street, London WJN 6AQ.



C QLM54 III
dôk Limited, Powke Lane, Cradley Hoath, W^doy, West M;d!'"d‘ B64 5QH 
0384 65191 ' . .

This relatively inexpensive ; cartridge ! performed 
well on all tests and was also placed high during 
auditioning. It proved relatively uncritical of load
ing, and 300pf gave the best result with a notably 
flat midrange. The compliance was low at 9cu, 
which is a logical value in view of its price, as it will 
go well with detachable headshell arms on less 
expensive turntables. The larger than usual_ 8^m 
tracing radius allowed a sensible 2.2g downforce 
without undue record wear, and this left some 
tracking margin for all but the most demanding of 
passages.

The excellently flat midrange has already been 
commented on, while the bass rise is due to the low 
mass test arm and would not apply with our 
recommended arm mass. The premature rolloff at 
15 kHz or so did not prove subjectively important, 
while up to lOkHz the channel balance and separ
ation were good. Trackability was satisfactory at 
the test downforce, but the 300Hz 'Supertrack' was 
beyond its capabilities. Lateral 300Hz distortion 
was on the high side although generally speaking all 
other distortions were under good control and the 
sample demonstrated fine HF waveform quality. 
The squarewave showed excellent damping and 
confirmed the frequency response characteristic.

Ranked as 'good' — in other words above aver
age — the '34 was described as a little dull in the 
extreme treble, lending a richer quality which 
helped to keep surface noise pleasantly low. The 
midrange was classed as quite 'open' with good 
rendition of detail and generally fine stereo image 
placement and depth. Heavy choral passages 
resulted in some muddling and coarsening, but the 
overall results were favoured by the panel.

This elliptical stylus consisted of a bonded 
diamond on a 280^m steel shank, the diamond 
being of good shape and close to specification, 
possessing fine alignment and polish. The cone 

angle was a sensible 50°.
This design offers generally good performance, 

possessing useful compatibility with medium to 
high mass arms, plus a pleasantly musical and open 
sound with fine stereo — at an extremely reason
able price.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass.................................................. Induced magnet. 5.8g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz .... . . 9cu (X lO -6cm/dyne) 
Specified downforce: range I g to 3g .. . . ....................... tested at 2.2g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111, 6g me + cart)..........+I0dB at 15Hz 
Sensitivity at IkHz............................................ ............ J .2mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec) ..........................+ l.5dB
Subjective sound quality................................................................................Good
Recommended loading............................ .............. 47Kohms plus 200-400pf
Recommended ann mass and damping.................... .... IS to 30g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductarice . ......................  820ohms, 580mH
Induced hum level.......... . ............................... . ....................Very good
Stylus type and spec....................................detach, shank elliptical, 8 X 18gm^
Finish and alignment.......................................................................... good, good
Tip geometry........................................................................................8 X 15gm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)..............................................indicated at 22kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz...........................................................±5dB*
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz.............. ................ . ..................±0.5dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, !kHz, 10kHz.......................... 18dB, 35dB, 20dB
Channel difference at !kHz, 10kHz .............................................0.7dB, 0.8dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15d8, + 1 8dB ('Supcrtrack')............ l ,8g, not 

possible at <2.5g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 1 2dB........................................................ 1.2g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB .......................................................... 1.1 %
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB . . ......................................................... 3.4%
High frequency waveform quality................  .. Good
Mid band intermodulation (1 kHz+ 1.5kHz)..........................................4.0%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed !OkHz, 24cm/sec peak............................ 0.22%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz. 20kHz .... 2.8%. 5.6%, 5.6%
Typical selling price inc VAT........................................................................ £ 12
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT. .................. . .................. ....................£I0
• Sec text

I kHz squarewave
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_____aDCQLM36lII
BSR Limited, Powko Lano, Crnd!oy Heath, Warley, Wes. Midlands B,4 5QH 

0384 65191

fa the same series as the QLM 34, the '36 costs 
barely six pounds more, and would appear to be 
superior, offering a l.3g downforce, higher mid 
frequency trackability, plus greater compliance. 
The latter is in fact so high that 'normal' arms on 
comparably priced turntables are strictly speaking, 
ruled out, our recommendation being for an arm 
mass of 3-6g. The '36 did not fair as well as the '34 
in the auditioning, and it was interesting to examine 
the relative performances to see if this paradox 
could be explained.

This response showed a treble rolloff similar to 
that of the '34, with the same flat midband. The few 
dBs of lift at high frequencies depended on the 
capacitative loading, with 300pf giving the most 
uniform midband. Channel imbalance was a little 
higher than for the '34 especially above 8kHz, and 
separation, although good, did not significantly 
exceed 30dB; nonetheless the high frequency result 
was fine. Distortion and trackability were good in 
the midband but the 1 0^^ pulsed intermodulation 
results were poorer than average.

Placed a little below average, this was neverthe
less a fine result for a price which is almost a third of 
the group average. The panel data suggested the 
stereo performance was quite good, but with less 
depth and precision than for the '34. The overall 
sound was clean and open with only slight dulling at 
the highest frequencies, although tracking in the 
upper range was less secure, with some sibilance 
exaggeration and occasional mild fizzy and gritty 
effects. Surface noise also proved to be a little 
obtrusive.

Of lower tip mass than the '34, this elliptical 
diamond was bonded to a 250gm diameter sapphire 
rod. Possessing a 50° cone angle, the radii were 
close to spec and, in common with the '34, were of 
good shape and quality.

A cartridge offering quite good value, the '36 was 
nonetheless outclassed by the marginally cheaper 
'34. The high compliance indicated low mass arms 

for foe best results, a fact not wholly consistent with 
its price and overall standard of performance. 
Perhaps the tested sample has a higher than usual 
compliance?
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge lypc and mass..................................................... Induced magnet 5.8g
Estimated dynamic compliam;c at 10Hz.....................27cu (X10-6cm/dync)
Specified downfoncc: range 0.75g to 1,5g.. ,, . . .. tested at I .Jg
LF resonance in test arm {SME 111,6g me + cart).. . . + 10dB at 9.0Hz 
Sensitivity at 1kHz...................................... . ................. I .OmV/cm/scc
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/scc)........................... .. OdB
Subjective sound quality . ............................. .... Below average
Recommended loading. .. 47k ohms plus 200 to 400pf
Recommended ann mass and damping................................... 3 to 6g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance .  ..........................820 ohms, 580mH
Induced hum level . . .................................. ......,...................Very good
Stylus type and spcc.................................... detach, shank elliptical, 8 X 18gm
Finish and alignment .. ................... ....................... good, good
Tip geometry... ............ ..................... ............................. 7.5 X I 5^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)...... .... indicated at 26kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz . ......................... ....................... +2, -5d8
Frequency response 100Hz5kHz.........................................................+0. -ldB
Stereo separation, 100Hz,IkHz. 10kHz........................... 23dB, 28dB, 3JdB
Channel difference at 1kHz IOkHz.............................................. l.2dB,2.5dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + I5dB, + 18dB ("Supcrtrack')...........0.9g, I. lg
Trackability 300Hz vertical + I 2dB.. ...............0.8g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB  ................... ............................................ 0.3%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB............... ......................... ....................... 3.7%
High frequency waveform quality .... .......... ... Good
Mid band intermodulation ( l kHz + 1.5kHz) . ........................................3.8%
H.F. intennodulation pulsed IOkHz, 2ikm/sec peak................................0.4%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz 16kHz 20kHz...............3.0%, 6% 6%
Typical selling price inc VAT............................................................. tJ 8
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT.. .........£ 16

50M Hz 50 100
Frequency response, re!. oUtput. and separation ref OdB (I mv/cm/scc).

I kHz squarewave
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ADCVLM Ill
BSR Limited, Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley, West Midlands B64 5QH 
0384 6S191

The VLM III represents a significant jump in price 
over the QLM series and happily a commensurate 
gain in performance is achieved. Its compliance 
checking out at 23cu indicates compatibility with 
low to medium mass arms, while 200pf loading 
gave the best results,

Noteworthy is the very uniform lOOHz-SkHz 
midband, together with the high trackability which 
was obtained despite the relatively low compliance. 
In fact, in common with one or two other carfridges, 
the VLM III proved that low compliance is not 
necessarily a barrier to coping with the + 18dB 
300Hz Supertrack. At better than 25dB, midband 
stereo separation was quite good while channel 
balance was reasonable at just over 1 dB. 
Significant improvement over the ’36 was shown by 
the high frequency intermodulation result, and 
overall the distortion levels were also pretty good. 
The flat topped squarewave with minimal ringing 
confirmed the response characteristics, and once 
again showed the strong 'family character' ofthese 
new ADC cartridges.

Rated as very good on overall sound quality, this 
result can be seen as outstanding at the price. 
Retaining the 9pen an<;! neutral sound typical of 
these ADCs, the VLM III soun<;led smoother and 
cleaner than the QLM 36, which is indicative of a 
better class of diamond stylus. Furthermore the 
high frequency detail was improved, with better 

.rendition of string tgne and vocal sibilants, The 
stereo image was stable, lacking only a little in 
terms of precision ambience rnd depth, while the 
reproduction of surface noise was reasonably low.

The report described a very well made naked 
di^ond of 200^m square form, possessing good 
shape and finish, with a 50° cone, Although the 
minor radius was smaller than specified, this could 
in fact be to its 11dvantage in terms of tracing det;. :’

Assuming the oomplil\Ilce value to be maintained 
at c,20cu, the VLM III w!l continue to be 
compatible with many of the better quality, medium 

mass arms. If this factor is taken together with its 
well above average performance, it is very 
attractive at the price.
GENERALDATA
Cartridge type and mass   .......................Induced magnet, 5.8g
Estimated dynamic compliance at lOHz.....................23cu (X 10 -fom/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 0.7J5g to 1.5 g................ .............. tested at 1.3g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111, 6g me + cart)...............+11dB, !OHz
Sensitivity at nttz................................ ...................................... 0.85mV/cm/sec
Relative oQtpu( (OdB = lmV/cm/sec).................................................... -l.5dB
Subjective sound qu^ity .................................................................... Very good
Recommended loading...............................................47k ohms plus I00-200pf
Recommended arm mass apQ damping................................3 to 10g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistllce/induetance...................................820 ohms, 580mH
Induced l\um level ................  Very good
Stylus type apd sPl'c................................... de(ach, nllked elliptical, 8 X I8^m
Finish and alignment...........................................................................Good, good
Tip geome(fY ......................................................................................... 5 X I8^m
HF resonance (tip mqss/vjnyl) . .......................................estimated at 28kHz
Freguency response 20Hz-20kHz.................................................... +2, -5dB*
Frequency response I00Hz-5kHz...........................................................±0.1dB
Siereo separation, 100Hz, !kHz, 10kHz.......................... 19dB, 26dB, 19dB
Channel difference at Iklg, !0kHz.............................................l.ldB, I.2dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 1 8dB ('Supertrack').......... 0.9g, 1.2g
Trackability 300Hz vertical+ 12dB ........................................................ 0.7^5g
Distortion 300Hz laieral +9dB...................................................................0.4%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB . ................................................ ..........3.0%
High frequency waveform guality . ........................ Good
Mid band intel'lodulatioq (I kHz + 1.5kHz).......................................... 3.8%
KF. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak.............................0.21 %
Pink Noise intermod4lation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz .... 2.8%, 6.6%, 6.6%
Typical selling price inc VAT. .......................................................................£28
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT .................................................................£19
• See text

FrequenPY response, re!- ou(pyt, and separation refOdB (I mv/cm/sec). 
(dotted !25pf + 47kohrn)

I kHz squflrewave
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ADC XLM III
BSR Limited, Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley, West Midlands B64 5QH 

0384 65191

Some samples of this catridge's predecessor the 
XLM II suffered from certain problems, notably in 
the area of trackability, and it was therefore 
encouraging to find that the Mark III showed a 
significant improvement. The compliance was 
usefully low at 20cu, ensuring compatibility with 
low to medium mass arms, and the £10.00 or so 
price rise over the cheaper VLM III would appear 
justified, as performance gains were recorded in all 
directions.

The typically uniform frequency response of 
these new ADCs was again in evidence. On 125pf 
loading, the high frequencies showed good 
extension to ultrasonic regions, and 200pf would 
appear to offer the best compromise. Channel 
balance has been improved to 0.8dB or so, and 
separation in the central region averaged some 7 dB 
better than for the VLM III, with 18dB still 
available at 20kHz. Trackability measured well 
and distortion levels were moderate, especially at 
1OkHz. Once again the typical 'new' ADC 
squarewave was reproduced with no ringing or 
overshoot, and a near flat-topped characteristic. 
Ranked in the top class, somewhat above the more 
expensive ZLM, the XLM III result is thereby all 
the more commendable. A trace of shift to the right 
(channel imbalance) was noticed but not 
considered serious, while tracking of sibilants was 
pretty good and surface noise low, with only a mild 
veiling of detail. The sound was open and neutral 
with solid imaging and a decent depth effect, while 
the overall result was easy on the ears, if just a little 
restrained and with some edge added to very 
complex passages.

Although a standard 50° cone was noted together 
with good alignment and polish, the low mass naked 
100 X 200/xm base diamond was provided with 
such vague profiles that a specific elliptical radius 
measurement was not possible. To some extent this 
contradicts the subjective findings. In view of the 
good quality of the other ADC tips, this one was

probably a ‘rogue'.
The XLM III is undoubtedly a front rank 

contender, combining a neutral sound with good 
trackability and a compliance suited to many arms 
in the low to medium mass category. At the price, it 
represents fine value for money, and potentially 
should sound better still with a 'normal' stylus. 
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass................................................. Induced magnet, 5.8g
Estimated dynamic compliance at lOHz................... 20cu (X 10 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 0.75g to 1.5g....................................tested at 1.3g
LF resonance in test (SME 111, 6g me + cart) +I!dB at 10.5 Hz 
Sensitivity at 1kHz........................................................................ lmV/cm/sec

___ ______________ -........... OdB 
____________ Excellent
..............47k ohms plus I00-200pf 
.............. ........4 to IOg moderate

.............................820ohms 580mH
.......... > ................Very good

detach, naked elliptical, 5 X 18^m
.... good, good 

............................................ See text 
..................................... est at 29kHz

.....................................+2, -1.5dB* 
.......................... ................. ±0.5dB 
. .......................22dB. 3IdB, 2ldB 
.................................. O.8dB, O.8dB

Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec)... 
Subjective sound quality...........................  
Recommended loading.............................  
Recommended arm mass and damping.. 
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance........  
Induced hum level , . . .......................
Stylus type and spec.................................  
Finish and alignment . ... ......................... 
Tip geometry.............................................
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)................ 
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz ...... 
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz... .
Stereo separation, IOOHz, !kHz, 10kHz 
Channel difference at !kHz, lOkHz ....
Trackability 300Hz lateral + ! 5dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack').......... 0.8,g l.3g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB... . ...  ...................... 0.6g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB............................................................. 0.54%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB .... . :, , < .     3.6% 
High frequency waveform quality .... ................................................   Good
Mid band intermodulation (!kHz + l.5kHz)........... , ..................3.7%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak... .................0.21 %
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz 16kHz 20kHz..........2.0%, 5.8%, 8%
Typical selling price inc VAT................ ............    .£40
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT... .... ................... £24
* See text

Frequency response, rel. output. and separation ref OdB ( l mv/cm/sec). 
(dotted I 25pf + 47kohm)

I kHz squarewave
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ADC ZLM ....
BSR Limited, Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley, West Midlands B64 SQH 
0384 65191

Representing ADC's top-of-the line model, the 
ZLM sports an 'Aliptic' tip, which uses a 'line 
contact' type of stylus profile.

In fact ADC have an even more expensive 
version, the 'ZLM Select, whose styli meet even 
tighter production tolerances.

The compliance was found to be moderately high 
at 27cu suggesting the use of a low mass ^m, while 
the largish rise at resonance indicated that some 
mild damping would also prove an advantage.

The frequency response was found to be 
marginally dependant on electrical loading, with 
200 pf resulting in the best compromise. The vital 
midband was considered flat, excellent charnel 
balance was shown throughout the range, with good 
separation, generally in excess of 30dB from 
400Hz to SkHz and 20dB at 20kHz; 300Hz frack
ability proved good. Although the 300Hz lateral 
distortion was rather higher than the price might 
indicate, the remaining distortion results were fine. 
The high frequency sinewave shape was also not as 
clean as one might expect. The squarewave photo 
was taken with 125pf loading, and the slight ringing 
shown relates to the associated dotted response 
curve, and its sharper rolloff. However with 200pf 
+ loading, the typical smooth 'ADC' waveshape 
reappeared.

Although the panel taken as a whole preferred the 
less expensive XLM IIl, the ZLMwas nonetheless 
placed well above average. While tracking was 
highly rated, the cartridge was found to produce 
more surface noise than the XLM III, and yet 
without any apparent extra brightness. A tendency 
to expose more disc distortion was also noted, 
which was at times a little fatiguing. Stereo was 
good with reasonable depth, and program detail 
was brought out well and the overall sound was very 
neutral.

Verified as being a semi-line-contact elliptical of 
18,um contact radius (not the same as the overall 
line contact radius), this 100 X 200,um base naked 

diamond was of very good shape, finish and 
alignment, with a 50° cone angle.

Although a good cartridge the ZLM did not 
appear to suit our test records as well as the XLM 
III did. Older records do appear to suffer from 
exaggerated distortion with this type of stylus, 
although new discs are usually reproduced 
satisfactorily.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass..............................
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz ..
Specified downforce: range 0.75g to l.25g

. Induced Magnet, 5.8g 
27cu (X10-'cm/dyne) 
..............tested at 1.lg

LF resonance in test arm (SME 111,6gme + cart)..............+1 2dB at 9Hz 
Sensitivity at 1kHz.......................................................................l.0SmV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/sec)...................................................+0.5dB
Subjective sound quality........ ........... very good
Recommertded loading..............................................4 7k ohms plus 150-300pf
Recommended ann mass and damping......................................3-6g. moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance...................................820ohms, 580 mH
Induced hum level....................................................................................very good
Stylus type and spec.....................detachable, naked, line contact 5 X 38^
Finish and ali^rment............................................................very good, very good
Tip geometry ........................................................... (contact radius) 5 X 18 I'm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl).................................................................... 28kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-2CkHz........................................................+2, -4dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz........................................................ ’ ±0.15dB
Steieo separation, lOOHz, !kHz, 10 kHz...........................22dB, 31dB, 20dB
Channel difference at !kHz, 1OkHz.......... :  ........................... 0.3dB, 0.1dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack').......... 0.9g, 1.lg 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB............................................................ 0.6g
Distortion 300Hz laieral +9dB.................................................................0.45%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB.................................................................2.7%
High frequency waveform quality.....................................................Fairly good
Mid band intermodulation (!kHz + l.5kHz)...........................................3.5%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed !OkHz, 24cm/sec peak................................0.3%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, !6kHz, 20kHz.............. 3.8%, 8%, 6%
Typical sellirtg price inc VAT........................................................................ £60
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT....................................................................£34

Frequency response, rel. output, and separation ref OdB (I mv/cm/sec). 
(dotted 125pf+ 47kohm)

l kHz squarewave
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_____ ________ ___ ... AKCPoE
AKG Equipm<nt Ltd., 182/184 Campdoo Hill Rood, Kensington, '

• 01-229 3695/6

A relatively inexpensive model the P6E, like the 
^DC QLM 34 III, was fitted with a large elliptical 
stylus allowing a 2.2g downforce, and the com
pliance was low enough to suit most tonearms in its 
comparable price bracket. However some 
damping would be a definite advantage, as the 17dB 
rise at resonance indicates that the internal LF 
damping was rather low.

Output was high at 4dB above nominal, and 
optimum loading occurred around 300pf, which is 
somewhat lower than the manufacturers recom
mend. The low compliance produced the expected 
rise at low frequencies in the test arm, but overall 
the response was quite uniform, and both balance 
and separation were also very good in the midband; 
however, the latter rapidly deteriorated above 
5kHz and the lOdB or so measured at 20kHz was 
only just fair. Low frequncy trackability was good, 
with lateral distortion on the high side, while the 
high frequency distortion suggested a high tip mass, 
reflected by the 1/3 octave noise intermodulation 
results.

The squarewave showed quite a good response 
— the mild ring corresponded to the tip mass 
resonance, and the small sag following it was 
related to the slight response suckout. Overall the 
design was quite well behaved.

Ranked somewhat above average with a quite 
natural balance, the P6E sounded slightly uneven 
in the treble range with occasional sibilant 
emphasis and edgy effects. Slight distortion and 
clouding of detail were also apparent, but stereo 
imagery was precise and depth information good.

The stylus minor tracing radius was 50% smaller 
than spec, which is likely to increase record wear at 
the optimum downforce. Fitted to a 300^m steel- 
shanked tip, the finish and alignment were quite 
good, although the 60° cone angle brought the 
shape nearer to a line contact; whether this is 
intentional or not is unknown.

The undersized minor stylus radius is a slight i kHz squarewave.

worry, but overall the lab performance was fairly W 
good and the sound quality even better, considering 
the price. The ability to mix with most medium 
mass ^ms was welcomed, and as such, it must 
carry a recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass.........................   Induced magnet, 5.9g
Estimated dynamic compliance at I0Hz....................13cu (X10 -'cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 1.5g to 3g................... ................... tested at 2.2g
LF resonance in test (SME 111, 6g me + cart).......... + l 7dB at I 3Hz
Sensitivity at 1kHz........... ............ .. ............ ..................1.6mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = l mV/cm/sec)..................................................... +4dB
Subjective sound quality , .............................Good
Recommended loading....................... 4 7k ohms plus 200-400pf
Recommended arm mass and damping.............................11 to 20g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance................................... 860 ohms 280mH
Induced hum level ................................................................................ Very good
Stylus type and spec............................... detach, shank elliptical, 10 X 20^m
Finish and alignment.................................    Good, good
Tip geometry ......................................................................... 5 X 18^m
hF resonance (tip mass/vinyl}.. .............................  I 7kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz . ............................................ +3, -UdB
Frequency response 100 Hz-5 kHz.................................................+0,-1.5dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, !kHz, 10kHz..........................16dB. 35dB, IBdB
Channel difference at IkHz, I0kHz........................................... 0.6dB. I.3dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + I 5dB, + 1BdB ('Supertrack')..........l .0g, I.6g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB................................................. . 0.66g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB.................................................................1.3%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB...............................................................3.4%
High frequency waveform quality.................................................... Fairly good
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz + UkHz)............................. ............3.7%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak................................. 1 %
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz. 16kHz. 20kHz.......... 1.5%. 6%, 10%
Typical selling price inc VAT.......................................................................£19
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT..................................................................£11

Frequency response. re!. output, and separation refOdB (lmv/cm/sec).
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AKG P7E
AKO Equipment Ltd., 182/184 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, London W8 7AS, 01-229 3695/6

This review comprises a complete retest of a new 
sample of the P7E, which was in fact included in the 
last issue. The compliance measured some 30% 
lower than before, thus allowing the use of medium 
mass arms, although subsonic damping is still 
advisable.

The frequency responses of old and new samples 
were similar, the latter still showing a large treble 
peak at 14kHz — some 7dB high at 300 pf. Both 
samples demonstrated an excellent charnel balance' 
with the new version showing some 8dB improve
ment in midband separation, although this was 
rapidly reduced above 8kHz. The good trackability 
at low frequencies has been maintained, and like
wise the quite good distortion results for both 
samples were similar, with the exception of an 
improvement at 1OkHz with the new model — this 
could perhaps be due to the slightly higher down
force on this new issue. The noise intermodulation 
results were also good. On squarewave the 
measurement confamed the treble peak noted above, 
as well as the otherwise good behaviour, with only a 
mild suckout being shown on the frequency 
response.

Despite being auditioned with 400pf + 4 7K 
ohms, the treble peak proved obtrusive; significant 
sibilant 'splashing' and exaggeration were noted, 
together with a steely effect on strings and an 
emphasis of surfacenoise and disc distortion, which 
proved a little fatiguing. While the overall stereo 
quality and rendition of detail were considered 
quite good, the treble forwardness did tend to mask 
stereo depth impression.

Bonded to a 30o^m steel shank, the diamond was 
found to be well shaped with polish and alignment 
also good, however, the 60° cone angle resulted in a 
near line contact profile, and the minor radius was 
30% finer than specified.

Though slightly improved, performance ad
vances made by other manufacturers at the cheaper 
end of the market have rather left the P7E behind.

The overall performance was not unreasonable for 
the price, but it nonetheless is insufficient for 
continued recommendation, except for use with 
loudspeakers which have a strongly falling response 
above 12kHz.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass................................................ Induced magnet, 5.9g
Estimated dynamic compliance at I0Hz....................16cu (X10 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range I.25g to 2.5g.....................................tested at l ,8g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111, 6g me + cart) .... +15.5 at I 2Hz 
Sensitivity at 1kHz.. .......... 0.85mV/cm/scc
Relative output (OdB = l mV/cm/sec)...................... .............................. -1 -5<lB
Subjective sound quality . . ..................................................Below average
Recommended loading..............................................47k ohms plus 200-400pf
Recommended arm mass and damping..................................9-l6g. mockratc
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance . ........ . . . ...........  860ohms. 280mH
Induced hum level.........................................................................................Good
Stylus type and spec .. . ..........................detach. shank elliptical. 8 X l 8^m
Finish and alignment , . ................................................ good. good
Tip geometry..............................................  5 X 18^m
hF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)................  indicated at J 4kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz ... . .................... . +7, -0.5dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz.................................. ................+0. -0.5dB
Stereo separation. 100Hz, 1kHz. 10kHz.......................... 22<l8. 36<l8. 20<lB
Channel difference atlkHz 10kHz.................... .................. .OdB, O.ldB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + l 5d8. + l 8dB ('Supcrtrack').......... l.Og. l.5g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB............  ............................ ...0.7g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +YdB.................................................................. 1.0%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB..........................  . . l .8%
High frequency waveform quality............................ Fairly good
Mid band intermoJulalion (1 kHz + I ,5kHz) .............. ..........................3.6%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed I 0kHz. 24cm/sec peak..............................0.6%
Pink Noise intermodulation. I 2kHz. 16kHz. 20kHz. . .. 1.5%. 2.0%. 5%
Typical selling price inc VAT.......................................... <28
Stylus replacement cost ini.: VAT............ ................................................<16

I kHz s4uarcwavc
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(revised & reprinted) AKG P8E
AKG Equipment Ltd., 182/184 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, London W8 7AS,01-229 3695/6

I kHz squarewave

Judged on the basis of the sample supplied, the 
P8E, although superficially similar to the P8ES, 
does not attain the same high standard set by the 
slightly more expensive model. Channel separation 
and balance (out 2dB), were both distinctly below 
par, although distortion values for the P8E were 
generally better than those for the P8ES, and the 
output level was up, measured at 2.6dB below 
nominal.

At 22cu, the compliance was slightly lower than 
the P8ES, and fell far short of the claimed 
specification value of 35cu. However, in my view, 
this is no disadvantage, as it makes it compatible 
with a wider range of arms. Trackability was 
excellent at 1.25g.

The squarewave results were similar to those for 
the P8ES, but showed more overshoot, and the hum 
induction was a slight problem; not severe, but 
worse than average. In' use, the stylus guard was 
considered to be too stiff which tended to promote 
mishandling. (This latter criticism is valid for all 
AKG models.) Conversely, the finish and packing 
of these cartridges was beyond reproach.

While listening tests placed theP8E a little below 
the P8ES, it was nevertheless well above average 
on the basis of its stereo imaging, detail, frequency 
balance and neutrality. Apart from a moderate 
dulling in the presence range the results were most 
favourable. Tests suggest that the maker's recom
mended loading of470pf is in error, and the lab test 
value of 47K ohms, 150pf is suggested to achieve 
the best results.

The stylus examination revealed that the polish 
of this maked elliptical tip could not be rated higher 
than 'adequate', and while the alignment was satis
factory, some offset was still visible although much 
less so than on the P8ES. The 0.3 x 0.8 thou radii 
were well shaped, though out of specification.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass  ................................................................................. ...5.9g
Test Trucking Force........................................................................... • ... l.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g cff mass) . ..;............................7.4Hz
Induced Hum Level...........................................................................  -61dB^
Sensitivity................................................................................ 0.74mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred lo ImV /cm/sec............ ... .............. -2.6dB
Subjective Sound Quality.......................................................................... good
Stylus Data
Stylus Type.................................................................................naked elliptical
Interchangeability........................................................  yes
Finish and Alignment of diamdnd. ...................................  adequate
HF Resonance............................................ ........................................... l 9kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliahce at lOHt ................ ............... 22cu
Replacement Stylus Price irtc VAT ... .................................. .......... £31.00

Frequency Response arid Separation 
20Hz-20kHz......................................................................................... . t l.25db
IOOHz-5kHz..............................      + 0.5dB
Channel Separation at lOOHt.......................................................... .. 2CdB
Channel Separation at IkHz......................................................................27dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz .................................................................23dB
Channel Balance at 1 kHz.................................. .......................... .2dB
Channel Balance at 10kHz........................................................................... ldB

Distortion 
HF Waveform Quality...................................... . _ .......... good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB JOOHz  ..................................................... .0.8%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz........................................................... 2.8%
Mid-band Intermodulation ............................     . ................1%
HF Intetmodulation pulsed IOkHi 24cm/sec peak .. ..........0.3%

Trackability
Trackability JOOHz Lateral + 14d8............................................................0.7g
Trackability 300 Hz Vertical + l ldB..................................................... .  .0.6g
Supertrackability JOOHz + 18dB Lateral passed at ........... l.25g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT................................................................£50.00

C .......
Recommended Loading ...................................... , . 100-250p
Recommended Loading............................................. ....................... 47k ohms
Low to medium mass arms compatible, ptefetably with damping 

♦see text

Y shows the lelt and nght frequency amplitude respohses. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: !dB per division.
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AKG PaES
AKG Equipment Ltd., 182/184 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, London W8 7AS, 01-229 3695/6

Evaluated in the previous edition, there iwere 
certain reservations concerning stylus quality, so 
we included a second sample for retest in this issue. 
As AKG's top-of-the-line model, the price for the 
P8ES does not appear excessive at £60 or so by 
today's standards. The sound quality was rated as 
average; in fact this second sample did not fare as 
well as its predecessor, which was recommended, 
and it would appear that stylus quality was largely 
to blame for the downgrading.

The compliance at l 6cu was much lower than for 
the previous sample, and the considerable rise at 
resonance suggests moderate damping wouldnot go 
amiss. 350pf of loading gave the best results with 
our sample, a 2-3dB rise in response appearing at 
14kHz or so, followed by an early rolloff, although 
this was not particularly critical. Channel balance 
was very good, as was separation, with 30dB or so 
available even at lOkHz. Tip mass appeared to be 
rather high, which was confirmed by the 20kHz 13- 
octave noise intermod test and the stylus report. 
Trackability was very good with moderate dis
tortion levels, the squarewave reflecting the treble 
peak noted above; otherwise a smooth overall 
response was recorded, and in this respect atleast 
the performance has certainly been improved.

Achieving a reasonable standard on sound 
quality, the panel noted good stereo reproduction 
with satisfying depth, but the frequency balance 
was not quite neutral; the word 'pinched' was used 
in the reports, while a mild exaggeration of sibilants 
and surface noise was also apparent, and treble 
sounds were not very 'dean'.

The consultant commented that the stylus was so 
poor as to defy measurement of the radii. The inner 
tracking edge was badly chipped and the stone was 
rather large, with an estimated 2.5 times more mass 
than was really necessary for the diamond part 
below the cantilever.

In view of the continuing poor quality of AKG 
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tips, it is necessary to withhold recommendation 
considering the price level. However, the P8E and 
P8ES are both potentially capable of fine 
performance.

[AKG of Vienna have commented that they 
hoped this P8ES was an isolated example and 
indicated that an improved grade oflower mass styli 
would be incorporated in supplies delivered from 
mid 1979.]
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass.......... -.........  InJuccd magnet. 5.9g
Estimated dynamic compliance atlOHz. . .. 16cu (XI0-6cm/dyne)
Specified Jownforcc: range 0.75g to l.25g..............  tested at 1.1g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111.6g me + cart). . +14at l2Hz 
Sensitivity at IkHz. 0.66mV/cm/scc
Relative output (OdB = I mV/cm/scc)    -3.5dB
Subjective sound quality.. . ............ ..................................v-cucc
Recommended loading............................................ /W: -tpop!
Recommended arm mass and damping .......... '' Htw. m,»teruic
Cartridge coil resistani.:c/indui.:tancc. ..........................¡StvHlimv jSDniH
Induced hum level ...................... 1 ’'""'I
Stylus type and spec................................... detach. naked elliptical. 5 X 18^m
Finish and alignment.............................  ... Poor. poor
Tip geometry ....... ........... ........ ....... ...... Sec text
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl). 16kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.................. ............................. .. +3. -2dB
Frequency response lOOHz-SkHz . ...................... ........ .+0.-ldB
Stereo separation. I OOHz, IkHz. I0kHz . 2 ldB. 38dB. JOdB
Channel difference at I kHz, 10kHz.............. ........................ OdB. 0.3dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + l 5dB. + l SdB ('Supcrtrack'). . 1.0g. 1.3g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + I2dB............................................................. 0.6g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB.................................................................. 0.4%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB ..... , ..... .2.5%
High frequency waveform quality. . I h:I-, ¿kM
Mid band intermodulation (I kHz + 1,5kHz) . ................ .............. ' - '
H.F. int:’m?dulation pulsed 10kHz. 24cm/scc peak. <■ -■ ■
Pink Noise intermodulation. l2kHz, I6kHz. 20kHz..........I .'.3%. S1’.» 
Typical selling price inc VAT.  ......................  V60
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT. U"

Frequency response. rel. output. and separation ref OdB (I mv/cm/scc).

! kHz squarewave



if it wasn’t

When you buy the new ADC ZLM Aliptic cartridge, you 
receive authenticated proof of its individual performance. 

That’s more than you can say for just about any other cartridge. 
So hear the ZLM and the rest of the incredible ADC range today. 

They can make records you know well, sound like you're 
hearing them for the first time.

Audio Dynamics Corporation 
A Division of BSRLimited, Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley, 

W Midlands 864 5QH.
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Audio Technica AT12XE
Audio Technica (UK) Ltd., Huns let Trading Estate, Low Road, Leed 0:32 771441

Similar in price to the AT13eAP which continues to 
be recommended and available, the new AT12XE 
has been introduced to update the '12' series. 
(Incidentally the low cost ATJJEP which was 
recommended in the previous issue is likewise still 
on the market, costing approximately £8.00). In
tended for medium priced turntables, and indeed 
often supplied fitted, to same, it is unfortunate that 
the AT12XE is overcompliant for this role; to 
produce the best results it requires a very low mass 
asm, preferrably damped.

At the. test downforce of l.Sg. trackability was 
excellent throughout, with the Supertrack cleared 
at 0.7g! The frequency response was smooth and 
relatively extended with a mild l.SdB or so pre
sence band sag. Separation was excellent midband, 
with an astonishing 34dB remaining at 1OkHz, 
while balance was similarly rated. A low tip mass 
is thus indicated, which was reinforced by the figure 
recorded for the high frequency intermodulation 
test; lateral 300Hz distortion was on the high side 
but all other readings were very good. The square
wave showed fairly good control of the tip mass 
resonance together with the effect of the mild 
downtilt in the frequency response, and the '12XE 
was thus considered basically well behaved.

Rated as 'average' on sound quality, this was 
nonetheless a good result considering the price. 
Possessing a slightly 'dull' character, the '12XE 
tracked well, with precise stereo imaging and a 
generally pleasant frequency balance. Some sur
face noise and 'grit' were occasionally noted, and 
highly complex passages were somewhat coarse
ned.

Stylus examination showed the surface polish or 
finish to the Diasa tip was fairly poor. However, 
mounting and alignment of the bonded stone were 
fine, and the elliptical radii were close to spec, 
although the cone angle was on the high side at 60°. 
Overall it was considered fair at the price if not quite 
up to Audio Technica's usual standards.

Considering its price, the '12XE has done well 
enough to be recommended, although low mass 
arms are advisable. The review showed that signifi
cant improvement should be possible if a sensible 
compliance value of approximately half that 
measured here was adopted, as well as better 
quality control on the stylus tip.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass................Moving. W magnet. 5,5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at lOHt......................33cu (X10-66m/dynri)
Specified dowhfon:c: range 1g to l.75g............ ................ tested at l.5g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111.6g me + cart) .... + 14.5dB at 7,9Hz 
Sensitivity at IkHz...................................................................... 1.2mV/cm/scc
Relative output (OdB = lmV/cm/sec).. . +2dB
Subjective soutid quality........................................................................ Average
Recommended loading..................................  47k ohms plus JOOpf
Recommended arm mass and dampihg..................................3 lo 6g. moderate
Cartridge coil resistSHce/inductancc.................................... J 200ohms. 610mH
Induced hutn level .... Very good
Stylus type and spec.................................. detach. naked elliptical. 8 X 18^m
Finish and aligritrlctit.............................................................................poor. good
Tip geometry...................................................................... .8 X 18gm
HF rcsonahce (tip mass/vihyl) estimated at I 9kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.................................................+ 1.5. -2.OdB
Frequency response 190Hz-5kHt................................................ +0. -l.5dB
Stereo scparatioh, 100Hz. IkHz. 10kHz.......................... 26dB. 40dB. 34dB
Channel difference <li IkHt, 10kHz..............................................0. IdB. O.ldB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB. + I 8d8 ('Supcrtrack')..........0.6g. 0.7g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + I 2dB.........................................................0.45g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB.................................................................0.8S4!f
Distdrtion 300Hz vcttical +6d8............................................................ 1.2%
High fre4liency waveform quality......................................................Fairly good
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz + l.5kHz)............................................3.7%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed I 0kHz. '24cm/scc peak.............................. 0.2%
Pink Noise intermodulation. I 2kHz. I 6kHz. 20kHz.......... 2.6%. 7%. 6% 
Typical selling price inc VAT................................................ . t 12
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT..................................  l I 0
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Audio Technioa AT13EaP
Audio Technica (UK) Ltd., Hunslet Trading Estate. Low Road, Leeds 0532 771441

I kHz squarewave

This moderately priced stereo cartridge is char
acterised by a response which falls with increasing 
frequency, l 50pf loading giving the most extended 
results.

At typically 25dB mid-band, channel separation 
was fine, and balance held within 0.5dB over the 
entire audible spectrum. The frequency response 
was quite even over the range, and the output was 
4dB above nominal. It proved to be a good tracker 
and the accompanying distortion readings at all 
frequencies were better than average.

The compliance was high at 34cu and this fact, 
together with minimal damping at low frequencies, 
implies that a low mass arm in the 5 g range would be 
required to give an optimum performance in terms 
of stability and tracking. ^m damping would also 
be an advantage.

The squarewave was clean and symmetrical with 
no overshoot, the rounded edge reflecting the falling 
high frequency response.

Subjective testing rated this model below average 
but not severely so. The dull, rounded character
istic was mainly to blame for its downgrading and 
on the plus side, the rendition of detail and stereo 
image was favoured. A loudspeaker with a bright 
characteristic could match this model very well.

It is worth noting that in the event of damage or 
wear, the cost of a replacement stylus represents 
almost 90% of the purchase price of the original 
cartridge. The stylus fitted to this sample was found 
to be a superb quality, naked elliptical diamond. 
The correct 0.2 x 0.7 thou radii were accurately 
shaped; polish and alignment were very good, and 
overall the assembly was of the highest class.

GENERAL DATA •
Cartridge Mass.............................................................................................. 5.8g
Test Tracking Force...................................................................................... l.5g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g eff mass)................................... 6.5Hz
Induced Hum Level................................................................................... -70dB
Sensitivity................................................................................... l.6mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to lmV/cm/sec.......................................................... +4d8
Subjective Sound Quality...................................................................... average

Stylus Data
Stylus Type................................................................................. naked elliptical
Interchangeability.........................................................................................  yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond......................................................excellent
HF Resonance......................................................................................... 18kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz................................................. 34cu
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT........................................................ £11.00

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz^20kHz.............................................................................................±1.5dB
IOOHz-5kHz.................................................................................................. ±ldB
Channel Separation at 100Hz.....................................................................15dB
Channel Separation at IkHz...................................................................... 25dB
Channel Separation at !0kHz ...................................................................17dB
Channel Balance at IkHz......................................................................... 0.5dB
Channel Balance at 10kHz........................................................................0.3dB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality................................................................................good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz......................................................... 0.5%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz. . ; ;; -______ 2.2%
Mid-band Intermodulation....................  1.7%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak .......................  0.35%

Trackablllty
Trackability JOOHz Lateral + 14dB................................................. ..........0.6g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + I ldB...........................................................0.6g
Supertrackability 300Hz+ 18dB Lateral passed at . ..... . .......... l.5g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT................ . ........................................ £14.00

Compatibility
Recommended Loading .. . ...............................................................J00-500pf
Recommended Loading ......................  47k ohms
Requires low mass arm, 3-6g

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: ldB per division.
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Audio Technica AT20SLa (revised & reprinted)
Audio Technica (UK) Ltd., Hunslet Trading Estate, Low Road, Leeds 0532 771441

I kHz squarewave. note ultrasonic cutter •ringing^

This top-of-the-range Audio Technica cartridge 
comes fitted with a Shibata stylus and is suitable for 
stereo and CD4 quadraphonic records. Possessing
an aluminium body it was fairly heavy at 8 grams, 
which proved unfortunate in view of its corres
pondingly high compliance of 34cu. A genuinely 
low mass arm, preferably one with damping is 
essential if optimum performance is to be realised. 
Only a few fluid damped arms of the unipivot type 
are likely to offer sufficiently low mass, although 
the SME (non-detachable) with the damper may be 
a suitable choice.

Proving to be an excellent tracker, this model 
also produced low distortion levels, a wide uniform 
frequency response, and excellent channel balance 
and separation. The response was unaffected by 
moderate loading variations and the output level 
was reasonable at 2.2dB below nominal. The
squarewave photograph illustrated a fast, well con
trolled rise time with some phase discrepancy after 
the leading edge. Good symmetry was also shown.

The listening tests indicated an above average 
ranking for the AT20SLa, with the sound quality 
classed as well balanced, subtle and clear, if slightly 
dull, although occasionally it was slightly edgy.

The stylus report showed that a reduced mass, 
naked Shibata diamond had been fitted. The 
mounting was superb, with very good shape, polish 
and alignment. (It is perhaps worth noting that the 
AT20SLa is a selected version of the cheaper 
ATJSSLa, which should prove very similar for 
stereo use at a reduced cost.)

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass.......... .........................................
Test Tracking Force....................................... ,
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g eff mass) 
Induced Hum Level....................  .
Sensitivity./............................................... ............
Sensitivity referred to ImV /cm/sec .....................
Subjective Sound Quality....................................

Stylus Data 
Stylus Type.............. .. ..
Interchangeability.............. ........................  
Finish and Alignment of diamond..........  
HF Resonance.............................................
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz 
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT........

Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz.................................................  
lOOHzSkHz................................................. 
Channel Separation at 100Hz..................  
Channel Separation at IkHz....................  
Channel Separation at 10kHz ................  
Channel Balance at IkHz........................  
Channel Balance at 10kHz......................

........ ............... 8g

.................... J.5g

................ 6.2Hz

.............. -65dB'
0.78mV /cm/sec
.............. -2.2dB
................ ..good

naked shibata
................  yes 
........ excellent
.......... 30kHz 
.............. 34cu 
........ . .£25.(00

l.SdB 
l.OdB 

. 20dB 
. 35d8 
. 20dB 
..OdB 
0.6d8

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality...................................................................................good
Lateral Distortion at + 9d8 300Hz ...........................................................0.6%
Vertical Distortion at + 6d8 300Hz............................................................. 2%
Mid-band Intermodulation......................................................................... 2.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak ............................ 0.66%

Trackabllity
Trackability 300Hz Latera! + 14dB.............................................................0.7g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical * 1 IdB.............................................................0.6g
Supenrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at...................................l.5g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT • £45.(00

Compatibility
Recommended Loading........................................................................I00-2(00pf
Recommended Loading......................................................................47K ohms
Very low mass arm required, preferably with damping

*see text
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Audio Technica AT25
Audio Technica (UK) Ltd., Hunslet Trading Estate, Low Road, Leeds 0532 771441

The new A T2S includes an integral headshell of the 
SME socket type, but in our opinion a major defect 
was the combination of high compliance (27cu) 
with high body mass (17.3g). A dangerously low 
subsonic resonance will thus inevitably result,and 
this factor alone could prove more significant than 
all the special aspects of its design, such as toroidal 
coils, low resonance construction, beryllium canti
lever and low mass diamond. At present the only 
^m which could cope adequately would be a 
damped SME II (detachable), but the company do 
hope to introduce a low mass conventional body 
version later in 1979, which should undoubtedly 
prove more satisfactory.

Output was about half the normal level but 
fortunately hum rejection was good. The midband 
frequency response was acceptably uniform with 
satisfactory channel balance, but the response rose 
by 4dB at 20kHz; capacitative loading did not 
prove helpful in reducing this peak since the coil 
inductance was quite low. Stereo separation was 
relatively good and was probably controlled by the 
LF resonance. The 300Hz trackability proved 
excellent and this performance was maintained 
overall, with distortion levels low on all tests, and a 
good high frequency waveform. The good 1kHz 
squarewave shape showed a flat top plus a quickly 
controlled overshoot and ring, the latter resulting 
from the tip mass resonance at 22kHz.

Rated as 'very good' on sound quality — 
commensurate with its price — the stereo present
ation was satisfactory if a little vague (LF reson
ance?) Tracking was highly rated and generally the 
frequency balance and rendition of detail was liked; 
conversely, the high frequency rise was detected 
and characterised as a slightly sibilant and fizzy 
effect, although the fine stylus clearly kept surface 
noise to acceptably low levels.

Described as a very low mass naked diamond, 
the AT25 stone was provided with well-formed 
radii on a sensible 55° cone angle, with very good 

polish and alignment.
The AT25 performed well in spite of its 'mill

stone' mass. The forcoming version, hopefully with 
reduced compliance, should prove very interesting 
and might also be less expensive, but in its present 
form we cannot really recommend the AT25.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass........Fined to headshell, moving ‘V’ magnet, 17.3g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz..................... 28cu (XI 0 _6cm/dync)
Specified downforce: range J .0g to l.5g...................................... tested at I.Jg
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111. 6g me + cart)..............+ 1 !dB at 6Hz
Sensitivity at !kHz................................... ..................0.SSmV/cm/scc
Relative output (OdB = l mV/cm/scc).................................................... -5.SdB
Subjective sound quality................................................... Very good
Recommended loading.............................................47k ohms plus 100-S00pf
Recommended arm mass and damping............As low as possible, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance..................................... 240ohms 160mH
Induced hum level................................................................................Very good
Stylus type and spec........(screwdriver) detach. naked elliptical. 5 X 17^m
Finish and alignment...................................................................Both very g^ood
Tip geometry ................................................................................ 5 X 20gm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl).................................................................22kHz.
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.................................................+4. -l.5d8
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz..............................................     +0. -ldB
Stereo separation, 100Hz. IkHz, 10kHz.......................... 21d8. 27d8. 20d8
Channel difference at !kHz. 10kHz...........................................0.6d8, 0.ldB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + I SdB, + i 8d8 ('Supertrack') .... 0.8g. 0.9Sg
Trackability JOOHz vertical + I2d8...........................................................0.6g
Distortion JOOHz lateral +9d8................................................................0.23%
Distortion JO0Hz vertical +6d8.................................................................... 2%
High frequency waveform quality.............................................................. Good
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz + I.SkHz)...........................................3.3%
H.F. intennodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak............................0.36%
Pink Noise intermodulation. 12kHz. 16kHz. 20kHz..............1.7%, 5%, 7%
Typical selling price inc VAT..................................... ............................... £110
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT..................... Importer service, approx £50

Frequency response, re\. output. and separation refOdB (I mv/cm/sec):

kHz squarewave. note ultrasonic cutter •ringing'
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Audio Technlca Signet TKsE
Audio Technica (UK) Ltd., Hunslet Trading Estate, Low Road, Leeds 0532 771441

Forming part of Audio Technica's recently intro
duced 'custom' range, these cartridges offer a 
number of stylus and cantilever options, We tested 
the standard 'SE with aluminium cantilever, im
proved detachable stylus fixing and elliptical stylus. 
The body was fairly light at 6.8g and the sensible 
compliance of l7cu will allow the use of 6-lOg 
effective mass arms, with some damping preferred.

Output levels were above average with the 
optimum frequency response obtained at the manu
facturer's recommended 47k ohm + lOOpfloading. 
While the mild LF rise was explainable by the 
subsonic resonance, the drooping HF response 
would appear characteristic of the design, and 
produced a significant 2dB loss by 5kHz; the 
smooth overall nature of the response should make 
tone control correction easy. Channel balance and 
separation were excellent throughout, and track
ability was also good at all frequencies. Distortion 
levels were fine, although the high frequency wave
forms were not entirely satisfactory; noise inter
modulation figures were however in the correct 
proportion, illustrating good behaviour. This was 
mirrored by the squarewave photographs, where 
the only significant feature — leading edge round
ing — reflected the smoothly falling treble re
sponse.

During the listening tests the TKSE did not fare 
too well, as the sound appeared to be dominated by 
an over-rich balance. Complex choral passages 
showed some coarsening, and the panelists felt that 
both detail and transparency were suppressed, thus 
masking stereo information. Reproduction of sur
face noise was fairly quiet, although occasionally 
an edgy effect was noticed, as well as a trace of 
sibilance.

Potentially a good low mass, naked stone with a 
sensible cone angle of 50° and radii close to 
specification, the stylus was spoiled by the tip of the 
cone being sharply truncated — virtually 'flat'.

It is difficult to say how much the stylus quality 
so

on this sample may have affected results, for 
certainly, measured distortion levels were fine. As 
it stands, the 'dull' balance would seem to be the 
main factor precluding recommendation. 
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass . .......... Moving V magnet. 6.8g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz.................... 17cu (XI0-*cm/dync)
Specified downforce: range 0.75g to 1.75g................................ tested at 1.5g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111 6g me + cart)..........+1 5d8 at 11 Hz
Sensitivity at IkHz.   ........... ... .............................. J ,32mV/cm/scc
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/scc).......................................................+3d8
Subjective sound quality............................................. Adequate
Recommended loading .. , .............. .....................47k ohms plus I OOpf
Recommended arm mass and damping ................................6 to I 2g. moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance................................... I 200ohms. 670m H
Induced hum level ................__  .....,<,......... very low
Stylus type and spec. ............................ detach, naked elliptical. S X Ugm
Finish and alignment ..............................................................Fairly good, good
Tip geometry . ...............................S X 18gm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)......................................................approx 20kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz ....................................................+3. -6dB^
Frequency response I00Hz-SkHz............... ..............................+0. -2dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, IkHz. 10kHz ..................... I9dB. 35dB. 22dB
Channel difference at IkHz. I0kHz............................................ .0.1db. 0.2dB
Trackability 300 Hz lateral + I SdB, + I BdB ("Supcrtrack") .... 1.3g. l .7Sg 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + I 2dB........................................................0.65g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9d8. .............. .................................. ......... 0.31%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB................................................................ 2^2i,!f,
High frequency waveform quality.....................................................Fairly good
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz + l .5kHz) ................... 3.0'h'i 
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 101kHz. 24cm/sec peak............................0.18%
Pink Noise inter-modulation. 12kHz. l 6kHz. 20kHz...........1.5%. 4%. 6.2%
Typical selling price inc VAT.................................... ....................................£28
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT..................     £ 18-50

Frequency response, rel. output, and separation refOdB (Imv/cm/sec). 
(solid lOOpf, dotted 300pQ

1 kHz squarewave



Audio Technica Signe! TK 7E
Audio Technica (UK) Ltd,, Hunslet Trading Estate, Low Road, Leeds 0532 771441

Another of the 'custom' series, the unusual styli 
available for the '7E include shibata and spherical 
types (including 78rpm), together with a variety of 
cantilever materials (titanium, beryllium, 
aluminium and carbon fibre). For the standard ‘E’ 
model reviewed here, a tapered aluminium alloy 
cantilever was fitted with a normal elliptical stone. 
At £62.00 for the ensemble, stylus niplacement is 
relatively cheap at approximately £35,00. The 
body differed from that of the 'SE in that the 
inductance and resistance were almost halved, with 
the still sufficient output some 5dB lower. The high 
compliance indicated the use of a very low mass 
arm, although damping is probably not essential,

Two samples were tried, with the first showing 
some excessive falloff above 4kHz together with 
poor balance. However the second (dotted 
response curve) gave a mgre uniform response 
together with a more consistent balance, and was 
accordingly used for auditioning and farther lab 
tests, Stereo separation was good at around 30dB in 
the midband, with 24dB still available at 20kHz, 
while channel balance was fine; a very low tip mass 
is indicated by the wide overall bandwidth, 
Although still quite good, low frequency track
ability was poorer than expected, 11nd distortion 
readings were also a fraction on the high side, 
particularly the lateral 300Hz and high frequency 
pulsed tests. On squ11rewaves the '7E showed a 
treble range anomaly distorting the shape after the 
leading edge, which is mainly due to the gradual 
premature rolloff in frequency response.

On listening, the '7E was considered a large 
improvement over the '55, possessing a more 
natural balance, but was §till a trifle dull in 
character. The stereo preseQtation lacked some^ 
depth but was generally stable with good tracking; 
complex passages were somewh11t coarnened and 
listeners noticed a mild detail loss, the adjective 
'bland' appearing in some of the panel reports.

While stylus alignment 1md pglish were very 

good with this low mass naked diamond, and the 
cone angle fine at 50°, with elliptical radii close to 
spec, the tip of the cone possessed a flattened 
triangular profile, effectively marring the overall 
major axis profile,

The TK7e, while not outstanding, was clearly 
quite a competent model, although slight reserva
tions were felt concerning overall consistency.
GENERALDATA
Cartridge type and mass. .... Moving dual •y magnet. 6.8g
Estimated dyn11mic compliance at IOHz................... JOqu (X 10 -flcm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 0.75g to l ,75g ....................... tested at l.5g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 1 11 6g rne + cart) + !OdB al 8.2Hz 
Sensitivity at IkHz.. .......................................................0.8mV/crn/scc
Relative output (OdB = lmV/cm/sec)..................................................-2d8
Subjective sound quality................................... Average
Recommended loading. .....................47k Phms plus 100-250pf
Recommended arm mass and damping................................3-Sg. moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance .......... 500ohms, 370mH
Induced hum level . .... .. .................... . Very good
Stylus type and spec...............................deiai:h. nllked elliptkal. 5 X IS^m
Finish and alignment................................................. fairly good. very good
Tip geometry ...................................... ..................5 X ! S^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)............ . ........    40kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz . .................    + 2. —4dB
Frequency response IOOHi-SkHz.. - ..... . +0.5. -1.0dB
Stereo separation. lOOHz. !kHz. IOkHz....................  ilQb. 28d8. 22dB
Channel difference at IkHi. JOkHz . 0.3dB. 0.6d8*
Trackability JOOHz lateral + 15dB. + 18dB ("Super1rack0J... I.lg. 1.4g 
Trackability 300Hz verticlll + 12d8.. ....... .. 0.6g
Distortion 300Hz luteral +9d8 . .. 0.7%
Distortion 300Hz verticlll +6d8  .................................................... .  2.9%
I ligh frequency waveform quality. .,..:<,<.<.... fairly good 
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz+ l ,5kHz)..................... ............... 3.1 %
H.F. intermodulation pulsed IOkHz. 24cm/sec pc;ik.. 0.4%
Pink Noise intermodulation. 12kHz, 16kHz. 20kHz..............2%. 5%. 6% 
Typical selling price i11c VAT...............................................................£62
Stylus rpplaccrnent cost irw VAT. ......... £35

Frequency response, rel. outp4i. and separation refOdB (Imv/cm/sec). 
(dotted curve set onu sample)

1kHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter “ringing'
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Audio Technica Signet Mk Ill E
Audio Technica (UK) Ltd., Hunslet Trading Estate, Low Road, Leeds 0532 771441

Audio Technica's first moving-coil model, this 
interesting design overcomes patent problems by 
using two separate silver plated coils positioned in a 
similar fashion to the ‘V magnet series.

Audio Technica also plan to introduce an 
economy m-c cartridge later in '79, selling for 
about half the MKJ 1 JE price and with user inter
changeable styli, but the MKJ 1 JE needs to be 
exchanged/replaced to effect stylus renewal. Body 
mass was quite low at under 5g, the stylus being 
bonded to a solid beryllium cantilever. Arn 
damping is not really essential but a low mass type 
is required in view of the high compliance.

Tested with the MKJOT transformer, the res
ponse was essentially very flat, except for a gentle 
2.0dB rise above 8kHz; the output was good for a 
moving-coil, requiring only X 10 or so step-up to 
normal levels. Separation was very good through
out, as was balance, except at higher frequencies 
and trackability also proved exemplary on all teste, 
the MKllJE passing the 'Superfrack' at 1.25g 
winch is unusual for a moving-coil cartridge. Dis
tortion levels were very low except on the 300Hz 
lateral band, where an 'average' result was ob
tained. The high frequency waveform was not all 
that clean however, while the squarewave showed 
some ultrasonic ringing with significant overshoot 
plus the cutter. The noise intemod results were fairly 
typical, with the 20kHz figure rather on the high side.

Placed in the 'excellent' category, the MKJ 1 JE 
did very well on the listening tests, as indeed it 
should considering its price. The sound was clean 
with less apparent distortion than usual, and al
though it was considered a trifle bright with a touch 
of surface noise, the cartridge possessed a very 
neutral and transparent midband. Stereo imaging 
was precise with convincing depth.

The stylus consultant found a finely shaped 
naked diamond to the elliptical specification, with a 
very good polish and alignment. The cone angle 
measured 50°, and the low mass tip was fashioned 

from a tiny 90p.m square stock.
A costly carfridge, the MKJ1JE did at least 

deliver a performance commensurate with its price; 
in desired, a touch of treble cut on the pre-amp 
would help to ensure an accurate frequency 
balance. Note that 10 ohm pre-amp input types 
such as the Yamaha are not suitable if used without 
the accessory transformer, and that a low mass ^m 
is also required for the best results.
GENERAL DATA

........Moving-coil, 4.8g
28cu (XIO-'cm/dyne)

Cartridge type and mass............................
Estimated dynamic compliance at lOHz
Specified downforce: range 1g to 2g..........................  
LF resonance in test (SME 111, 6g me + cart)

... tested at I.8g 
+ lOdB at 8.8Hz

Sensitivity at 1kHz (alone 0.077mV/cm/sec) 0.9mV/cm/sec
   (alone -23dB)-ldB 

 Excellent 
 50 to 500otos plus - pf 

. ? ..............3-6g. moderate
..................................... I Sotos -mH 
................................................... Good 
fixed, naked elliptical, 5 X 17:5gm 
..........................................Very good 
...................................... 5. X l 7.5pm 
...........................................est 30kHz 
......, .. . . ........ .. ^^^^1, ^^^^Î.^J^d^B
.............................................±0.ldB 

............................  25dB,34dB,27dB
....................................0.2dB, l.OdB

Relative output (OdB = lmV/cm/sec) . 
Subjective sound quality .. .........
Recommended loading..............................  
Recommended arm mass and damping . . 
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance.... 
Induced hum level...................................... 
Stylus tri>e and spec.................................. I
Finish and alignment. ............
Tip geometry.................... .............

resonance (tip mass/vinyl)........  
Frequency response 20HIn-20kHz..........  
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz - . . . 
Stereo separation, lOOHz, 1kHz, 10kHz 
Channel difference at 1kHz, 10kHz ...
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack') .... I.lg, I.25g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB .............. ............
Distortion 300Hz Lateral +9dB..................................
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB ..................................
High frequency waveform quality..............................
Mid band intermodulation (I kHz + l.5kHz)............  
H.F. intermodulation pulsed lOkHz, 24cm/sec peak. 
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz 
Typical selling price inc VAT (inc transformer)........ 
Stylus replacement cost inc vAt.........................

..................0.75g 
................. 0.8% 
.................1.5% 
.................... Fair 

....................... 2% 
................. 0.3% 
.. 2%, 5%, 10% 
.... £125 (£190) 
estimated at £80

1kHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter ringing
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Bellex BXu-SONE
Monitor Audio, 347 Cherry Hinton Rd., Cambridge CBI 4DJ 0223 42898/46344

One of several versions available including a 
Shibata tipped model, this inexpensive Japanese 
cartridge came equipped with a titanium cantilever 
fitted with a moderate mass naked elliptical stylus. 
A conventional moving magnet type without tie 
back wires, employing a user detachable stylus 
assembly, the total mass was typical at 6g but the 
compliance rather high at 30cu, thus necessitating a 
very low mass asm, preferrably with damping. The 
generator was of quite low impedance and hence 
uncritical of loading.

Although intrinsically the L or R separation 
figures alone were quite high, because the gener
ating axes were apparently not at right angles, 
below average separation was produced in the 
midband. Channel balance was just satisfactory 
and the frequency response showed the classic 
presence band suckout of some 3dB, followed by a 
tip mass resonance at 16kHz or so. Tracking 
however proved very good and distortion levels 
were reasonable, but the frequency response would 
appear to be the point of major weakness, and the 
tip mass resonance was also rather low for a true hi
fi cartridge. As a result, the below average I kHz 
squarewave shape reflected the uneven response, 
with the visible ringing corresponding to the tip 
mass resonance.

Ranked as below average, the results of the 
auditioning are not too unreasonable considering 
the price level. While a trifle uneven in subjective 
response, the balance sounded quite fair, neither 
too bright nor too dull overall. The channel im
balance was noted as a mild image shift to the left, 
and although frontal stereo was satisfactory, little 
'real' depth was apparent. Detail was held back to 
some degree with a touch of sibilant emphasis, the 
'exposed' treble rise heard as a slight 'fizz' and/or 
surface noise emphasis.

The naked stone was to specification, being of 
generally good quality with a normal 50° cone angle 

on a 200 gm square rod.
Offering some good technical points at the price, 

the modest overall sound quality plus high com- 
■ pliance and consequent need for a very low mass 
damped ^m preclude any recommendation.
GENERAL DATA
CarlrMg« Wnand mass ..........   Moving Magne., 6g
Eslimafed dyn:mtc cornph8ncc al iOHz................... 38cu(X10 -‘cm/dynel 
Specified downforce: range 0.75g to I.5g ................ ............... lested at I.25g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111. 6g me + cart) + 13dB. 7.5 Hz 
Sensitivity at I kH^>.        0.75mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = I mV/cm/sec)..................... ............-2.5dB
Subjective sound quality ........ . ................... Below average
Recommended loading................... .......................47k ohms plus JOO-3OOpf
Recommended arm mass and damping................................... 4g. moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance.....................  300ohms, approx 270mH
Induced hum level . , .............. .............. . Very good
Stylus type and spec ................................ deiach, naked elliptical 5 X 20gm
Finish and alignment. . , , . ...... Good. good
Tip geometry...................................................................................... 5 X 20gm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)............... .................................................I6kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz . +2. -3d8
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz.........  ..........+0.25, -2.5d8
Stereo separation. IOOHz, I kHz, IOkHz ... Av 20d8, Av 25d8, Av 21 d8* 
Channel difference at lkHz. IOkHz . ................................. l.2dB. I.2d8
Trackability 300Hz lateral+ ISdB. + i SdB ('Supertrack') . . 0.75g. l.Og 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12d8  ................................................. 0.65g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9d8.................................................................0.9%
Distortion JOOHz vertical +6dB...............................................................4.5%
High frequency waveform quality...................................................Fairly good
Mid band intermodulation {IkHz + l .SkHz)  ............................3.2%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed I OkHz. 24cm/sec peak ...............  0.38%
Pink Noise intermodulation, I2kHz. 16kHz. 20kHz............. 2.7%. 8% 9% 
Typical selling price inc VAT . .... ........ . . . approx £15
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT. ..................................................... est £IO

Frequency response, rel. output, and separation refOdB (lmv/cm/scc).

l kHz squarewave
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Bang & Olufsen MMC20E
Bang & Olufsen UK Ltd., Eastbrook Rd., Gloucester GL4 7DE 0452 21591

From a new range of four 'MMC' cartridges 
these models plug directly into the B & 0 arms of 
their. integrated players, and are supplied with a 
universal fixing adaptor bracket for conventional 
arms. The '20E reviewed here also has a 
spherically tipped brother available at a reduced 
cost, and as with all B & 0 designs, the complete 
body ijlt must be exchanged for stylus replacement A
medium compliance model, the 'WE would be 
suitable for medium mass arms around the lOg 
mark, and as some cantilever damping is provided, 
arm damping becomes optional.

Output was at the nominal lmV/cm/sec level, 
with fair but consistent channel balance and very 
good channel separation. The response showed a 
gentle fall in the higher frequency range but without 
any peak to disturb the subjective balance; overall, 
the resppnse was wide, with the well-controlled and 
even characteristic confirmed by good squarewave 
results. In general trackability was fine although the 
lOkHz pulsed distortion seemed a trifle high. Tip 
mass proved to be quite low for this class of 
cartridge,

Ranked as above average in the 'good' class, the 
sound quality was considered a little dull although 
'open' enough to give good rendition of detail, 
Stereo image precision and depth were also fine, 
althoygh occasionally some surface noise and disc 
distortion intruded, and complex passages 
resulted in a degree of added hardness and 
coarsimess. A trace of'sheen' was also apparent on 
strings, but sibilants were traced quite well,

The shank-mounted diamond was of very good 
quality, with well formed radii to specification, a 
sensibie 55° cone angle, and fine alignment and 
polish, The quality of this diamond was far superior 
to that found in the last issue for a previous 
equivalent B <& 0 catridge sample.

The MMC20E was realistically priced in view of 
its overall performance. The stylus was of gppc;I 

quality, and the lower than average compliance 
allows the use of medium mass arms. This design is 
therefore worthy of recommendation, but a tighter 
channel balance on future production would be 
welcome.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass...............................Induced magnef micro cross, 5.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz...................... I8eu (X JO -'cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range -g to l.5g...................................... tested at l.5g
LFresonance in test (SME 111, 6g me + cart).........+lldB at I0.6Hz 
Sensitivity at !kHz...................................................................................ImV/cm/sec
Relative OHtpul (OdB = lmV/cm/sec)................................................................ OdB
Subjective so!ild quality.......................................................................................Good
Reco^eqded loading...........................................47k ohms plus 150 to 300 pf
Recommended arm m8ss fQld P8Pl-pin&................................ 5 to 14g, tooderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance..............700ohms, nom 200mH at IkHz
Induced hum level...................................................................... ..............Very good
Stylus type aqil spec.... replaceable body, shank mounted elliptical, 5 X 15^rn
Finish and alignment............................................................. Very good, very good
Tip gepmelfY................................................................................................ 5 X J8^m
HF resonance (tip massfvinyl)..............................      22kHz
Freguency response 20Hz-20kHz.................................................... +2.5, -2.SdB
Frequency response I00Hz-5kHz.......................................................+0.5, -2dB
Stereo sep§ration, 100Hz, !kHz, 10kHz..........................  2898, 33dB, 20dB
Channel difference at !k^, 10kHz............. ................... l.ldB, I.OdB
TrackabiJity 300HZ lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Sqportrack')........... O.Sg, I.lg
TTackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB........... .. . > , , . , < .. O.Bg
Distortion JO0Hz lateral +9dB........... ................................... ........0.5%■ • * —-
Distortion 300Hz vertic'I! t6dB.................................................... .................2.7%
High freqqeqcy wavefonn quality..................................................................... Good
Mid band intennodulation (IkHz + l.5kHz)..............................................3.3%
HiF. inte^odulation pulsed I0kHz, 24cm/sec wak............................0.6%
Pink Noise intennodqlation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz...............2%, 5.5%, 8% 
Typical selling price inc VAT............... ................... ........................ .. . £35
Stylus replacernent cost inc VAT.......................... ............................ ............. £25

Frogqeqcy response. rel. putput, anP separatiqfi ref OdB (I my/cm/sec).

1kHz squarewave.
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Bang & Olufsen MMC20EN
Bang & Olufsen UK Ltd., Eastbrook Rd., Gloucester GL4 7DE 0452 21591

At a 30% premium over the '20E, the 'EN is 
equipped with a naked elliptical stylus of reduced 
tip mass, together with a. perhaps less welcome 
increase in compliance; a low mass is thus 
essential for the best results. As with all the B & O 
models, easy cueing was facilitated by the ‘ex
posed' stylus in its transparent stylus guard. The 
c^ridge appeared to be quite tolerant of electrical 
loading, giving an output only fractionally below 
the nominal level. The 'EN came complete with 
accessories, calibration and h-inch adaptor 
bracket, but ‘replacements' are less lavishly pre
sented in economy bubble packs, and lack any 
documentation.

The response curve showed a strong similarity to 
that of the '20E, with the same 2dB presence droop, 
but a greater ultrasonic extension, albeit with amild 
hump around 20kHz. Channel balance was very 

and separation excellent particularly from 
100Hz-7kHz, where it was generally in excess of 
35dB. Trackability was fine, although strangely enough 
a little inferior to the lower compliance ‘20E, and 
excepting an only ‘fair’ result on the 300Hz lateral 
band, all measured distortions were under control.

Ranked as ‘very good’ on sound quality this was a 
fine result in view of the below average price. 
Considered a significant improvement over the 
20E, the stereo imaging showed good precision and 
depth, but while detail was well conveyed, the 
frequency balance was slightly flat and ‘distant’, 
due primarily to the mild presence recess. A touch 
of mild sibilance and surface noise effects were also 
apparent on occasion, but generally speaking disc 
distortion sounded low, with a clean rendition of the 
programme. The treble range was liked despite the 
mild HF lift.

The stylus fitted was a low mass 150gm square 
shaft stone with well shaped radii to specification 
and with a 55° cone angle. The polish and alignment 
were good, although not quite up to the 20E

standard in these respects.
On subjective grounds alone the MMC20EN 

would qualify for a recommendation at the price, 
and the fine overall standard of technical per
formance and stylus quality only serve to reinforce 
this decision. Note that a low mass am must be 
used for the best results. 
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass........................... Induced Magnet ‘micro cross’,5.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at lOHz....................26cu (X 10 -cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range -g to l.2g......................................... tested at l.2g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111,6g me + cart)..........+ll.5dB at 9Hz 
Sensitivity at 1kHz....................................................................0.88mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = I mV/cm/sec)...............................................-1.2dB
Subbective sound quality........................................... Very good
Recommended loading......................................... 47k ohms plus 150 to 300pf
Recommended arm mass and damping ................................3 to 8g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance........... 700 ohms nom 200mH at 1kHz
Induced hum level............................ ................ ■ ■  Very good
Stylus type and spec................replaceable body, naked eHipttcal, 5 X Itym 
Finish and alignment   ,.,.,,,: ;,. ,, , .  good, good 
Tip geometry................................... . .................................................5 X 20J.Lm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl) . .... .... indicated at 38kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.................................................... +1, -2dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz.. .  ---------- . ,  +O, -2dB
Stereo separation, lOOHz, I kHz, 10kHz......................... 30dB, 38dB, 22dB
Channel difference at 1kHz, lOkHz........................................... O.ldB, 0.6dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + l5dB, + l8dB ('Supertrack') .... 0.7g, 1.25g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + l2dB 0.9g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB.................................................................0.7%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB...................................................................2%
High frequency wavefonn quality . .... Good
Mid band intermodulation (1kHz + 1.5kHz).............................................. 4%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak..............................0.5%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz..........3.3%, 6.5%, 9%
TypicaJ selling price inc VAT...................................................................... £40
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT..................................................................£30

Frequency response, rct. output. and separation ref OdB (I mv/cm/scc).

I kHz squarewavei note ultrasonic cutter 'ringing'
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Bang a Olulsen MMC20CL
Bang & Olufsen UK Ltd., Eastbrook Rd., Gloucester GL4 7DE 0452 21591

B & O's MMC20CL represents their most costly 
cartridge to date, and for the present will only be 
supplied in fully calibrated form. The implication is 
that the need for a new ‘CL stylus will mean a 
completely new cartridge. A lowish mass ^m per
haps with a little damping is to be preferred in view 
of the measured compliance of 26cu. Incidentally 
those B & 0 users who have the earlier grey 
universal mounting bracket should note that the 
newer black one, made of stronger moulded mat
erial, has also been improved in other respects, 
notably by giving a tighter fit (although still not tight 
enough we feel!)

The specified downforce was rather lower than 
average and the results to some degree will reflect 
this — for example, it is to be expected that the 
noise intermod distortion will be somewhat in
creased; despite this the overall results were good 
and highly consistent throughout the frequency 
range. The response was marginally more uniform 
than for the ’EN with a better maintained presence 
band, and a surprisingly uniform extension to 
45kHz. Stereo separation was outstanding, typ
ically 35dB from 150Hz-6kHz, and still 20dB at 
20kHz. Trackability was very good, and the 
squarewave photo showed a fine result

Placed unreservedly in the highest category on 
listening tests, the 'CL proved to be easy on the ear, 
apparently minimising subjective disc noise and 
distortions. Siblants were accurately reproduced, 
the sound was highly neutral if slightly 'distant', and 
the stereo imaging was stable, wide and presented 
with very good depth. The treble range was con
sidered notably 'transparent', with the usual traces 
of 'grit' and 'sizzle' virtually absent.

The stylus consultant noted a very well shaped 
naked line/elliptical stone on a 200^m square rod 
stock, with correct 50° cone angle and a very good 
polish and setting.

The MMC20CL represents a top class cartridge 
at a realistic price and is thus recommended. Some 

of the credit must go to B & O's own form of line 
stylus, which does not appear to suffer from some of 
the ill effects noted on many other models with Ais 
type of tip, and also presumably the new single 
crystal sapphire cantilever.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass...........................Induced magnet ‘micro cross', 5.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at IOHz....................23cu (X 10 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range -g to 1g................................................ tested at 1g
LF resonance in test (SME 111, 6gme + cart) +11.5dB at9Hz 
Sensitivity at 1kHz...................................................................... 0.85mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/sec).................................................... -1.5dB
Subjective sound quality.........................................................................Excellent
Recommended loading.......................................... 47k ohms plus ISO to 300pf
Reco^ended arm mass and damping................................ 3 to Sg, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance............ 700 ohms nom 200mH at 1kHz
Induced hum level.................................................................................Very good
Stylus type and spec................................replaceable oody, naked line contact
Finish and ali^ment..........................................................Very good, very good
Tip geometry................................................................................... 7.6 X line 14m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl).............................................. indicated at 38kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz...................................................+1, -1.5dB
Frequency response IOOHz-SkHz...................................................+0, -1.5dB
Stereo separation, IOOHz, !kHz, !OkHz.......................... 30dB, 38dB, 29dB
Channel difference at !kHz, !0kHz............................................ 0.8dB, 0.9dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack')..........0.8g, 1.2g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB.............................................................0.6g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB.................................................................0.38%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB.................................................................3.3%
High frequency waveform quality................................................................ Good
Mid band intermodulation (!kHz + l ,5kHz).............................................. 4%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed !OkHz, 24cm/sec peak.............................. 0.4%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, !6kHz, 20kHz.............. 3%, 6%, 10%
Typical sellin& price inc VAT.........................................................................£65
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT..................................................new cartridge

Frequency response, rel. output, and separation reFOdB ( lmv/cm/sec).

lkHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter ‘ringing'
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Coral 777EX
Videotone, 98 Crofton Park Road, London SW16 01-690 1914

This modestly priced moving-coil model is also 
available in a similar but slightly less expensive 
version. The importers recommend their own brand 
of battery powered step-up, although the relatively 
high output versus coil impedance means that it is 
.uncritical of loading, and only needs X l 0 or so 
gain. The importer also specified a downforce 
somewhat higher than the manufacturer's recom
mendation at 2.2g. With compliance at a sensible 
l 7cu, the 777EX will work well with a variety of 
medium mass arms, and in general will not require 
any damping.

Offering a decently uniform extended response, 
balance was satisfactory and separation, main
tained to the highest frequencies, very good. But 
despite this, the HF waveforms were quite poor, 
and 2.25g was required to track the lower level 
lateral band indicating excessive damping. Dis
tortion levels were quite typical except for the HF 
IM tests where a poor value was recorded at the 
higher pulsed level, whereas the lower level noise 
bands were quite clean, indicative of some HF 
tracking problems at higher levels. The squarewave 
was essentially flat with minimal overshoot and 
mild ultrasonic ringing. .

The rating overall was 'good' but this disguises 
quite strong contrasts. An appealing low level 
transparency and delicacy was marred by increas
ing hardness, mild edginess, and sibilant slurring on 
the high modulation sections (less obvious on pop 
than classical). The balance was quite open and 
neutral, with good stereo precision and perspective.

The stylus was ground on 200mm square stock 
with a 55° cone angle, with the elliptical radii very 
well shaped, polished and set; this was clearly a 
typical high quality stone even though the major 
radius was a little smaller than specified.

Sounding a trifle better if partnered by a more 
costly head amp, the Coral clearly has limited 
tracking abilities but would nonetheless cope well 
with most material. It would also match a number of 

arms, and is thus worth auditioning, especially 
when the low cost of stylus exchange is taken into 
account; it is again likely to appeal strongly to a 
minority.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass............................. Moving-coil, 5.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz................... 17cu (XI0 -4cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 1.8g to 2.5g................................. . tested at 2.2g
LF resonance in test (SME 111,6g me + cart)........+lOdB at l 1.5Hz 
Sensitivity at !kHz.......................(Alone 0.0063mV/cm/sec) l.7mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec)........................(alone -24dB) +4.5dB
Subjective sound quality..................  Good
Recommended loading................................................. 20 to 500ohms plus -pf
Recommended arm mass and damping.............................. 6 to 15g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance.................................... . 6ohms, -mH
Induced hum level............................................................................ Fairly good
Stylus type and spec ........................... fixed, naked elliptical, 5 X 20^m
Finish and alignment : ;:. ........................................ Both very good
Tip geometry.............................................  5 X 18/.lm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl) . .. __.... estimated at 30kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz..   ......... ......... ................. ±1.5dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz.....................................................+5, -IdB
Stereo separation, lOOHz, !kHz, 10kHz......................... 22dB, 33dB, 25dB
Channel difference at !kHz, 10kHz........................................... l.OdB, 0.1dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack') ... 2^25g, 2.75g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB............................................................1.0g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB................................................................ 0.4%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB......................... 3.0%
High frequency waveform quality.............................................................. Poor
Mid band intermodulation (!kHz + UkHz)................... 3.3%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 1OkHz, 24cm/sec peak............................... 1.6%
Pink Noise intermodulation, l 2kHz, l6kHz, 20kHz......... 1.7%, 2.8%, % 
Typical selling price inc VAT (total with step-up)......................... £60 (105)
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT . , .. ............. ... £34

Frequency response, rel. output, and separation refOdB (lmv/cm/sec).

I kHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter 'ringing'
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Decca Blue
Decca, Decca Special Products, Ingate Place, Queenstown Road, London SW8 3NT 01-622 6677

In this unique cartridge type, there is no cantilever 
as we know it; instead the stylus is joined directly to 
an unusually fabricated steel armature, whose 
motion in the vertical and lateral planes is separ
ately sensed by low inductance coils, and then 
mixed to obtain the L and R signals on the three wire 
output terminal. The cartridge body slides onto a 
0.5" standard bracket, and must be returned for 
stylus repair or replacement. The armature sus
pension gives the design markedly different lateral 
and vertical compliances and hence two LF 
resonances. The rise was very large at 23dB 
(14Hz), and a medium to heavy arm with effective 
damping is deemed essential (Decca's own being 
close to the mark.)

The published response illustrates well the un
suitability of a low mass arm here, the dotted line 
applying when a higher mass arm was substituted. 
The 280Hz anomaly was believed to result from the 
low compliance and relatively flimsy mounting 
bracket combination, as the response otherwise 
was quite flat, with fine balance and a good mid
band separation. The latter however failed rapidly 
towards higher frequencies. Tracking was unexcep
tional particularly in the vertical planes; neither 
were the lateral and high frequency distortion levels 
all that good. The 300Hz lateral distortion was 
found to be dominated by 3rd harmonic accom
panied by significant higher odd orders, which may 
account for some of the subjective comments.

A difficult to balance mixture of virtue and vice, 
the listening panel rated the Blue at ‘average' 
which is no disaster considering the price. The 
frequency balance was judged neutral with fine 
detail, quiet surfaces, and quite good stereo, but 
complex passages resulted in sibilant, ‘fizzy' and 
‘edgy' effects which were judged potentially 
fatiguing. In addition, the tonal balance of some 
instruments was 'thinned' and 'hardened'.

Of good polish and ali^ment, the 250pm round 
stock naked diamond possessed an 18pm spherical 
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radius on a 55° cone; a little larger than specified, 
but nonetheless of good quality.

With some tracking and compliance problems, 
the Decca Blue was difcult to evaluate. While it 
can on occasion sound remarkably accurate — for 
example, on string quartets and the like — the 
overall consensus was that its problems outweighed 
its virtues. 
GENEKAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass...................................................Induced magiet, 5.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at lOHz....................12cu (X 19 -'cmdyne)
Specified downforce: range 2g to 3g.............................................. .. tested at 3g
LF resonance in test ^m (SME 111,6g me + cart)..........+23dB at 14Hz
Sensitivity at 1kHz........................................................................ 1.1mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/sec) .............................. +1dB
Subjective sound quality................ .................. .....................Average
Recommended loading...............................................47k ohms plus 100-500pf
Recommended arm mass and damping ., . 12-20g, moderate damping essential 
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance  .......................... .. 4,400ohms, 130mH
Induced hum level............................................. .............. Fairly good
Stylus type and spec...........................................Fixed, naked spherical, 16um
Finish and alignment................ ................................   Both good
Tip geometry................................................................................................... 18trm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)..............................................................  28kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.................................. ;......................±3dB*
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz.......................... +O, -IdB
Stereo separation, lOOHz, !kHz, 10kHz .......................... 17dB, 29dB, lldB
Channel difference at !kHz, 10kHz............................................ 0.2dB, 0.1dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack')..........1.8g, 2.4g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB............................................................. 2.7g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB..................................................................• 2%*
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB  .......................................... ........ .. 2.7%
High frequency waveform quality................................................................. Poor
Mid band intermodulation (1kHz+ 1.5kHz)...........................................3.7%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak...............................0.9%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz .... 2.8%, 5.7%, 5.5% 
Typical selling price inc VAT...... . : ; f ;..................£40
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT............ .................................  est £25

Frequency response, rel. output, and separation ref OdB ( 1 mv/cm/sec). 
(dotted with 20g arm elf. m-mi



Decca Gold
Decca, Decca Special Products, Ingate Place, Queenstown Road, London SW8 3NT 01^622 6677

A recent introduction, the Gold represents a 
more expensive version of the London, employing a 
reduced mass armature of somewhat lowered com
pliance; however, the characteristic staggered LF 
resonances remained. An elliptical stylus was fitted 
and downforce has been reduced; 12-18g damped 
arms are recommended for this cartridge, although 
a low mass damped arm with an additional head
shell weight could be used.

As with the Blue, lab measurement revealed high 
levels of lateral distortion; whereas most cartridges 
show 0.2-0.4% 2nd harmonic and little else, the 
Deccas possessed several times this value th an 
extended h^monic series with 3rd dominating. 
Although I felt the particularly high values recorded 
by the Gold sample may be atypical, quite normal 
distortion readings were obtained on he other teste. 
Trackability was improved relative the Blue, while 
a similarly flat midband response was charted, 
albeit with a larger 2.5dB rise at 20kHz. Midband 
separation was very good but deteriorated rapidly 
at HF, while channel balance was also fine. The 
squarewave result reflected the rather sharp HF 
resonance at 22kHz, with continuing ultrasonic 
ringing following the initial overshoot.

An 'average' overall result was obtained for 
sound quality, slightly above the result for the Blue. 
The American Sound Advice magazine aptly 
summed up the Decca sound as a 'little of heaven 
and hell' with which we agree; We found the 
balance to be neutral with good midband depth, 
clarity and stereo precision, but with a slight 
metallic lustre added to strings and French Horn, 
while surface noise was rather evident with a degree 
of edginess and exaggerated crispness whiGh some 
panelists found a little fatiguing.

Stylus examination revealed a very good stone 
mounted on a 250mm rod section. The naked 
elliptical tip possessed excellently shaped radii 
close to specification on a 55° cone, while polish 
and alignment were both good.

The Gold offered a tracking and definition 
improvement over the Blue but would appear to 
alter the timbre of sounds more strongly. Surfaces 
were not very quiet and the distortion noted was 
worrying. Despite the good midband qualities, we 
felt the Gold's limitations were sufficient to 
preclude general recommendation, though it will 
probably have a strong appeal to a minority.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass.. ....................Induced magnet, 5.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at lOHz.....................20cu (XlO -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 1g to 2g , ...................................  tested at l .6g
LF resonance in test (SME 111. 6g me + cart)..........+20dB at I OHz
Sensitivity at 1kHz..................... ............... ................................. l.lmV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/sec) ................................................. + 1.2dB
Subjective sound quality.... ,..............    Average
Recommended loading... , ,, .......... ........47k ohms plus I00-500pf
Recommended annmass and damping ... 12-16g. moderate damping essential 
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance...................................2,200 ohms, 60mH
Induced hum level................ .......................... Fairly good
Stylus type and spec.................................... fixed, naked elliptical, 8 X 16gm
Finish and alignment..........................................................................Both good
Tip geometry...................................................................................... 8 X 18/.lm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl).................................................................22kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.............................................+2.5, -1.5dB^
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz................................... ............. +0, -1.SdB
Stereo separation, lOOHz, I kHz, 10kHz......................... I9dB, 34dB, I 2dB
Channel difference at 1kHz, 10kHz............................................... O.JdB, OdB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + I 5dB, + I SdB ('Supertrack')..........I.2g, l.5g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB.....................   .. I.4g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB.............................................................. 9.0%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB..................................  5.0%
High frequency waveform quality............................... Poor
Mid band intennodulation (1kHz + 1.5kHz) .... ................................3.3%
HF. intennoduiation pulsed 10kHz. 24cm/sec peak..............................0.7%
Pink Noise intennodulalion, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz .... 3.2%, 6.1%, 6.0%
Typical selling price inc VAT.... ..............................................................£65
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT............................................................est £40

Frequency response. rel. output, and separation refOdB (lmv/cm/sec). 
(dotted with 21g arm eff. mass)

I kHz squarewave
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Denon DLtO3(C)
Denon, Eumig (UK) Ltd., 14 Priestley Way, London NW2 7TN 01-450 8070

This long established medium output moving
coil cartridge was developed in the mid sixties 
primarily for Japanese broadcasting use (and un
fortunately not taken up by the BBC!) It uses a 
conical stylus at a safe 2.5g downforce, and with a 
40 ohm coil impedance only really requires a step- 
up ofX4, althQugh he Denon transformer provided 
a higher X10 ratio. In fact, some amplifiers may 
have sufficient gain to dispense with a transformer 
altogether. Of moderate compliance, arms with an 
effective mass up to 15g may be used and damping 
is not essential.

Lab testing revealed many good qualities, not
ably the very fine stereo separation (still better than 
20dB at 25 kHz), while channel balance was 
excellent and the response well maintained up to 
15kHz, with some mild variation above. Tip mass 
would appear to be low, and trackability at the 
stated downforce was more than sufficient. The 
lateral and high frequency distortions were a little 
on the high side but not excessively so, while other 
distortions were well controlled and the high 
frequency waveform was quite clean for a m-c type. 
The noise figures were typically good, and the 
squarewave showed a fast risetime with quite good 
damping and a basically flat top.

A rating of'good' was awarded overall, with plus 
points including the excellent, stable stereo imaging 
with fine depth rendition, plus high clarity and a 
neutral mid band. The negative comments largely 
related to the stylus type, and concerned some 
sibilance and trackability limitation at very high 
frequencies, together with some intolerance of disc 
distortion, particularly at end of side; surfaces 
however, were reasonably quiet.

The stylus examination showed a well finished 
naked stone of 22^m square stock, the 55° cone 
being well polished to a slightly large 18mm radius.

Clearly a well engineered cartridge with a 

generally good balance of performance, the 
DLJ 03C possessed outstanding stereo imaging and 
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separation and proved essentially quite neutral. It 
would be compatible with many medium mass 
arms, and if an amplifier with a suitable match or 
sufficient gain were available, the DL103C would 
be well worth considering. Unfortunately, the extra 
cost involved in purchasing a step up unit would 
take the total ensemble beyond the value for money 
range.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass...........................................................Moving-coil, 8.5 g
Estimated dynamic compliance at lOHz.....................l3cu (XlO -'cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 2.2g to 2.8g...................................... tested at 2.5g
LF resonance in test (SME lll, 6g me + cart).......... +I !dB at l2Hz
Sensitivity at lkHz............................ (alone 0.l2mV/cm/sec) 1.2mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/scc)................ .. (alone -l8dB) +l.5dB
Subjective sound «quality........................................ Good
Recommended loading.................................................100 to 500ohms plus -pf
Recommended arm mass and damping................................9 to 15g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance..............................................40oluns, -mH
Induced hum level.......................................................................................... Good
Stylus type and spec..............................................fixed, naked spherical, l 6^m
Finish and ali^ment............................................................................good, good
Tip geometry................................................................................................. . l 8^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)..............................................indicated at 30kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz..............................  ± 1.5dB
Frequency response 100 Hz-5 kHz............................ +O, -IdB
Stereo separation, lOOHz, !kHz, lOkHz...........................30dB, 35dB, 25dB
Channel difference at !kHz, lOkHz.................................................0.2dB, OdB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + l8dB ('Supertrack').......... l.6g, 2.3g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + l 2dB............................................................ l.Og
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB...................................................................0.7%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB.................................................................3.8%
High frequency wavefonn quality...........................................................Average
Mid band intermodulation (!kHz + 1.5kHz)............................................... 4%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed lOkHz, 24cm/sec peak.............................0.65%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, l6kHz, 20kHz..............1.6%, 5%, 7%
Typical selling price inc VAT (with step-up).................... ....est £93 (150)
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT................................................ factory est £60 •

Frequency response, rel. output, and separation ref OdB (I mv/cm/scc).

tkHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter 'ringing'



Denon DLIOs(D}
Denon, Eumig (UK) Ltd., 14 Priestley Way, London NW2 7TN 01-450 8070

reduced tip mass, lower body weight, and increased 
trackability. Providing some 0.25mv at 5cm/sec 
' !kHz, a step up ofX8 would give a nominal 2mV
output suitable for most amplifiers, while the 33 
ohm coil impedance requires a step-up input im
pedance of some 100 ohms or more. A tapered dual 
material cantilever with a semi-line-contact stylus 
is employed, the compliance being on the high side, 
thus indicating the preference for low to medium 
mass arms; however, the unspectacular rise at 
resonance suggested that damping was probably 
not essential.

At a 1.7 g downforce the lab results were encour
aging, with excellent separation, exceeding 35dB 
600Hz-4.5kHz. The extended and even response 
was without significant irregularity to 45kHz, and 
Denon's claim to 65kHz does not appear unreal
istic. However a mild channel imbalance was 
apparent with a slight depression at 8kHz, followed 
by a very gentle lift above l 5kHz. While distortion 
was found to be low on both the mid and high 
frequency intermodulation sections, it was rather 
higher on the 300Hz lateral and vertical modulation 
bands. The HF waveform showed typical moving
coil anomalies, but conversely, trackability as a 
whole measured well, and the squarewave shows a 
definite improvement over the 103C.

A disappointing overall ‘average' rating was 
attained, resulting from a balance of very good 
aspects such as neutrality, clarity, stability, precise 
imaging and great depth, contrasted with a ‘wir
iness' to massed strings, an incidence of‘grit' and 
‘fizz' at very high frequencies, an occasional 
aggressive quality plus a mild emphasis of disc 
distortion.

Stylus investigation confirmed the fitting of a 
very low mass diamond on a 100mm square stock. 
Polish, alignment and shape werejudged very good, 
although the major contact radius was rather large 

at 25.4pm.
This cartridge certainly had a number of good 

points which could prove appealing, but certain 
subjective effects together with some aspects of 
measured distortion indicated that recommend
ation should be witheld at this high price.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass.. ............ ........................... Moving-coil, 7.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz......................18cu (X 10 -’cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range l.5g to l.7g..................................... tested at 1.7 g
LF resonance in test (SME 111,6g me + cart)..........+lOdB at 9.8Hz 
Sensitivity at 1kHz............................. (alone O.lmV/cm/sec) l.0mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/sec). ......................................(-20dB) OdB
Subjective sound quality.. .......... .. ........................................... Average
Recommended loading........................... ........... . I00 to 500ohms plus -pf
Recommended arm mass and damping.............................. 4 to 10g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance............................................ 33ohms, -mH
Induced hum level........................................................................................Good
Stylus type and spec.................. Special profile naked elliptical/line
Finish and alignment.................................................................. Both very g^ood
tip geometry ........................................... 5 X line jum
hF resonance (tip mass/vinyl) . .....................  indicated at 35 kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.....................................................-1, +2dB
Frequency response I00Hz-5kHz.........................................................±0.7dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, IkHz, lOkHz........................... l 8dB, 39dB, 31dB
Channel difference at 1kHz, lOkHz . , ..................0.6dB, l.OdB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack') .... 1.25g, 1.6g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical+ 12dB....................................................... 0.65g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB . . ......................... ........ ......... 1.2%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB..................................................................8%
High frequency waveform qua1ity . .......................... . ...........................Fair
Mid band intennodulation (!kHz + l.5kHz).............................................. 4%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak ........................... 0.3%
Pink Noise intennodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz..........2.7%, 4.5%, 8% 
Typical selling price inc VAT......................................................................£140
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT . ................................... ........
Tested with Denon transformer

I kHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter 'ringing'
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Elaa ITlSSsE
Elac, Paul Spting Electronics, 6 Oast House Way, Cray Valley Road, Orpington, Kent 
Orpington 31341

Elac were the originators of the moving-coil system 
and their cartridges have been intermittently avail
able in the UK for some years now. The '355-E is a 
relatively inexpensive moving magnet model re
tailing around £22.00; the cantilever suspension is 
of moderate compliance, and thus fortunately well 
suited to popular medium quality tone^ms. in the 8- 
l 4g effective mass range. It proved relatively insen
sitive to loading variations with 47K ohms plus a 
range of values from I 00 to 300pf producing very 
similar results.

The lab report revealed a generally competant 
standard with pleasingly low distortion levels 
throughout, plus reasonable trackability. However 
channel balance was only fair at higher frequencies 
and stereo separation, although acceptable, was not 
really up to current standards, even if it was well 
maintained at higher frequencies. The frequency 
responses were dominated by a considerable upper 
mid suckout (-4dB at 5kHz) and the output' never 
really recovered after this. These days this order of 
response anomaly(reflected also in the squarewave 
photo) cannot be expected to go unnoticed.

Rated below average on sound quality, this result 
is not unrealistic considering the price level. The 
balance was clearly over-rich giving a 'shut in' 
effect, and while disc surfaces were quiet, some 
complex passages resulted in some coarse and edgy 
effects. Stereo imaging was satisfactory in the 
lateral plane but was somewhat vague, with little 
depthj one nevertheless became accustomed to the 
sound and overall it was considered quite pleasant.

Stylus examination found a largish 250^m stock 
naked elliptical tip with a sensible 50° cone angle 
and well chaped 7.5 x 18^m radii, the minor figure 
somewhat larger than specified. Alignment was 
considered good, but polish was barely adequate.

To conclude, the 355-E would clearly benefit 
from an improved finish to the stylus, but this aside 
it Offe <» a fair standard of peformance at the price, 
and was usefully compatible with most inexpensive 
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turntables.
GENERALDATA
Cartridge type and tnass................................................... Moving maghet, 6.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz................. 15cu (X10 -6cm/dyhe)
Specified downforce: range 1g to I.75g  ................  tested at 1.5g
Lf resonance iri te<t atm (SME 111,6g me+ cart)..........+ 15dB, 11.5Hz 
Sensitivity at IkHz............  ........1.1mV/crrVsec
Relative output (0dB = ImV/cm/sec)....................................................... +!dB
Subjective sound quality...............................................................Below average
Recommended loading.............................................. 47k ohms plus J0Q.J00pf
Reconunended arm mass and damping...................................6—4g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance........................................ -ohms, 550mH
Induced hum level..................................................................................Very good
Stylus type and spec ............................  detach, naked, elloptical 6 X 18^m
Finish and ali^mient...................................................................Adequate, good
Tip geometry................................................................ 7.5 X 18^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vihyl)...................................................................20kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz . ................ . .......................... +3, -5dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz.................................................. +0.4, -4dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, !kHz, 10kHz.......................... 19dB, 24dB, 22dB
Channel difference at !kHz, 10kHz.............................................0.5dB, l.ldB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack') .... 1.0g 1.75g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB............................................................0.7g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +"9dB.................... ........................................ 0.31%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB.................................................................2.8%
High freqtiency waveform quality ........................  Fairly good
Mid band intermodulation ( 1kHz + 1.5kHz).................................. .. 3.5%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed I0kHz, 24cm/sec peak............................ 0)5%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz .... 2.4%, 5.5%, 7.0% 
Typica1 selling price inc vAt. .............. £22
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT..................... £19

Frequency response, rel. output, and separation ref OdB (I mv/cm/sec).

1kHz squarewave



.. . , Elac STS455E
Elac, Paul Spring Electronics, 6 Oast House Way, Cray Valley Road, Orpington, Kent 

Orpington 31341

The '455-E represents a step up from the '355-E in 
\ Elac's series, differences including a slightly higher 
price, a degree of frequency response improvement, 
and a higher compliance. The latter measured 20cu 
in our sample, with a fairly considerable resonance 

• rise of 13dB which suggests that damping would be 
helpful with low to medium mass arms in the 4-1 Og 
range. As with the '355-E, loading was uncritical, 
with little change occurring from 100-300pf; 200pf 
is suggested as the optimum value.

The lab results closely mirrored those for the 
'355-E, with similarly good distortion figures, 
although some small improvement was shown on 
the 20kHz 1/3 octave noise intermod test, and the 
high frequency waveforms were also cleaner. 
Trackability proved very similar, with the output 
quite high at 2dB above reference. Channel balance 
was excellent, and separation was improved to the 
'good' level, presumably due to the final control up 
to the 45kHz limit. A similar drooping response to 
the '355-E was however recorded, but its smooth 
character could allow some mild treble lift correc
tion ; the final 20kHz point was somewhat recessed 
at -7 dB with 300pf capacitance, this improving by 
a few dB with a reduction to l 50pf.

Sound quality was rated as 'below average', 
overall in numerical terms this was a little ahead of 
the '355-E. Considered to be pleasant with reason
able clarity, the balance was described as dull, 
although even and free of ‘peakiness’. Surfaces 
were quite quiet and stereo satisfactory with a 
marginal improvement over its less expensive 
brother.

The stylus report described the same quality of 
diamond as fitted to the '355-E a 250/j.m stock, 
naked elliptical with well shaped radii but only just 
adequate polish. Further finishing could turn these 
into good stones.

Proving to be a well balanced and competant 
performer, with low perceived and measured 
distortion and good tracking, the STS 455-E was 

not over compliant and achieved a reasonable 
ranking on the listening tests. Unfortunately it was 
not quite neutral sounding enough to be recom
mended, although it would probably help tame a 

. system with overbright loudspeakers. 
GENERALDATA
Cartridge type and mass................................... Moving magnet, app 6.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at lOHz.....................20cu (X10 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 0,75g to l.5g................................... tested at l.3g
LF resonance in test (SME 111, 6g me + cart).......... + l 3dB at 9 .8Hz 
Sensitivity at 1kHz...................................................................... I.2mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = lmV/cm/sec). .. ................... . ................... +2dB
Subjective sound quality............................................................ Below average
Recommended loading . . .............. ......... 47k ohms plus 300pf
Recommended arm mass and damping ............................ 4 to lOg, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance .. ................................. -ohms, 550mH
Induced hum level............................................................................... Very good
Stylus type and spec.. ................. .. detach, naked elliptical, 6 X 18,wn
Finish and alignment........... .............. ................ . adequate, good
Tip geometry.. ..........7.5 X I 8J.tm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl).........  ......................................... . 25kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz......................................................+3, -7dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz . ......... ................................. +I, -3dB
Stereo separation, lOOHz, !kHz, 10kHz......................... 24dB, 30dB, 23dB
Channel difference at lkHz, lOkHz  .....................................O.ldB, 0.2dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack')..........I.lg, 1.7g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12d8.. ................................................  -0.5g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB.................... 0.35%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB .................................................................2.8%
High frequency wavefonn quality . .. Good
Mid band intermodulation (!kHz+ l.SkHz).......................................... 3.1%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak.............................0.26%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz..............3.3%, 6%, 6%

Frequency response, rel. output, and separation ref OdB ( 1 mv/cm/sec).

I kHz squarewave
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Elite EEJSOO
Elite Electronics, 74 Old Oak Common Lane, East Acton, London W3 (01) 743 3733

This Australian specified but Japanese made 
moving magnet cartridge uses a 'parabolic' stylus, 
another version of the line-contact variety. Elite are 
also marketing a range of fairly expensive replace
ment styli for other manufacturer's cartridges, each 
with 'parabolic' tip. Electrical loading proved 
uncritical with 300pf giving the optimum result, but 
compliance was rather high at 27cu, necessitating 
low mass arms for the best results; damping will not 
be required however.

During lab testing the distortion results were 
carefully examined to assess the effect of the 
parabolic tip, and the '500 in fact proved fine in this 
respect. Trackability was also satisfactory at all 
frequencies, channel balance was very good, and 
output only a little below normal. . Tip mass was 
evidently quite low, and separation good, especially 
at the higher frequencies, but the response did show 
a classic upper-mid suckout on lOOpf loading, 
which improved a little with a rise to 300pf. The ’j 
octave noise distortion was a little high at 20kHz, 
but fine elsewhere, and the squarewave 'photo 
showed few other anomalies than the response 
droop.

Subjective testing ranked the '500 as 'below 
average' overall, which was a little disappointing. 
Some surface noise effects were noted, together'with 
an insecure 'prickly' effect at very high frequencies, 
which on occasion became mildly sibilant and 
fizzy. The balance sounded distant, with average 
midband, stereo imaging and depth, complex 
passages resulting in a degree of extra confusion.

The stylus report described a low .mass metal 
cone mounted diamond with a 55° angle and good 
alignment. The minor radius was close on spec, 
with the major axis taking a well-shaped parabolic 
form, although the surface polish was only just 
adequate. The vertical tracking angle on our sample 
was rather too high at our estimated 30°.

In conclusion it was felt that the parabolic tip did 

not offer any dramatic improvement in perform
ance; in fact, the '500 as a whole was somewhat 
below average both in terms of its measured and 
auditioned performance.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass. .. Moving Magnet, 6g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz......................27cu (XIO -'cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range l.3g to 2g . ....... . .......... tested at I.6g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111,6g me + cart)................ +SdB at l.6g
Sensitivity at lkHz.......................................................................0.85mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec)  ................................................- 1.SdB
Subjective sound quality...............................................................Below average
Recommended loading.............................................. 47k ohms plus 220-370pf
Recommended arm mass and damping..................................3 to 6g. moderate
Cartridge coil resisOmce/inductance...........................- ohms, approx 360mH
Induced hum level.................................................................................Very good
Stylus type and spec...................... detach, short shank, line contact. 7 X ^m
Finish and alignment........................ adequate/good
Tip geometry........................................ . .............................. 7.6 X parabolic ^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl).............................................................................. . 25kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz........................................................+1, -3dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz.......................................................+0, -2dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, lkHz, 10kHz.............................l 7db, 28dB, 3ldB
Channel difference at 1kHz, 10kHz............................................ 0.2dB, 0.2dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + l 5dB, + l 8dB ('Supertrack').......... l.0g, l.8g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB............................................................ 0.9g
Distortion 300Hz +9dB............................................................................ 0.38%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB.............................................................. 4.0%
High frequency waveform quality.....................................................Fairly good
Mid band intermodulation (1kHz + l.5kHz)............................................3.0%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak............................2.37%
Pink Noise* intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz .... 2.1 %, 5.8%, 9.2% 
Typical selling price inc VAT................ ...........................  £45
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT,................ ...................  £30

20 Hz SO 100 200 SO 1k 2k 5k 10k D; 40k
Frequency response, re!. output, and separation ref OdB (I mv/cm/sCc). 
(dotted curve 300p0

1 kHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter 'ringing'
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Ellie MCSSS
Elite Electronics, 74 Old Oak Common Lane, East Acton, London W3 (01) 743 3733

Initially I had supposed this Japanese-made cart
ridge would possess the same parabolic tip fitted to 
the other Elite styli; in fact, this moving-coil design 
used a spherical stylus. The compliance was found 
to be quite low, which will allow arms in the 
medium to heavy effective mass range to be used (8
18g is suggested), preferably with damping in view 
of the high 15dB rise at resonance. Both coil 
resistance and output were low, requiring a fall X 30 
ratio for nominal output; in fact, Elite will shortly 
have their own step-up device on the UK market.

The iab results were dominated by the frequency 
response, which showed a falling trend from !kHz, 
reaching 4.5dB down at 15 kHz and with deterio
rating channel balance. Although not up to the 
usual standard set by moving-coil models, the 
midband separation was fairly good, with the higher 
frequency figure numerically satisfactory. Track
ability was adequate with some indication of higher 
distortion on the pulsed 10kHz waveform; the 
waveshape at high frequencies was also quite poor. 
Although the vertical and midband IM figures were 
fine, the 300Hz lateral distortion was rather on the 
high side, while on 1kHz squarewaves, the shape 
was asymmetric with considerable leading edge 
rounding.

Rated similarly to the EEJ 500 at 'below aver
age' overall the MC555 was found to have reason
ably good stereo imaging, a quiet background and a 
recessed, dulled balance. The latter significantly 
altered the tonal balance by comparison with the 
tape, but the effect was not unpleasant, and except 
for some end of side distortion, the '555 proved a 
easy on the ears, with only an occasional tracing 
problem.

The stylus check found a good quality naked 
conical stylus ground on 150pm square rod section. 
Polish, alignment and shape were very good; the 
angle was 50° and the spherical tip had a radius of 
12.7 p.m.

In conclusion, this pleasant if distant sounding 

cartridge had few vices, and with damping it will 
suit higher mass tonearms. On the basis of our 
sample it does not appear to be in the same stereo or 
neutrality class as the best m-c models in this re
port; but we have some reason to believe that these 
results may not be typical, so audition is worth
while.

GENERAL DATA 
Cartridge type and mass........... ........................... .  ••Moving-Coil, approx 7g
•Estimated dynamic compliance at I OHz . . .13 cu (X I 0 -'cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 0g to 2g............................................... tested at 2g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111,6g me + cart)........+15dB at 12.8Hz 
Sensitivity at !kHz (alone 0.033mV/cm/sec). . ... 0.62mV/cm/sec 
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec) (alone -30dB).......................   .-^db
Subjective sound quality.............................................................Below average
Recommended loading,.................. .. ........................................ 10 to 100 ohms
Recommended arm mass and damping.................................8^18&. moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance...................................................... 30ohms
Induced hum level.............................................................................Fairly good
Stylus type, spec..................... Fixed, not stated, parabolic initially assumed 
Finish and alignment.................................................................... Both very good
Tip &eometry...........................................  spherical, rad f27^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)............................................................. 30kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.......................................................+3, -4-5
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz................................................. +O.5, -3dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, !kHz, lOkHz.........................20dB, 27dB, 18dB
Channel difference at 1kHz, 10kHz........................................... 0.7dB, 1. IdB
Trackability 300Hz lateral+ 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack') .... l.75g, 2.5g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical+ 12dB............................................................ 1.2g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB..................................................................0.7%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB................................................................3.5%
High frequency waveform quality........ ....................................... poor
Mid band intermodulation (1kHz + 1.5kHz)...........................................3.2%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak......................... ’• • 0.7%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz.............. 3.3%, 6%, 6%
Typical selling price inc vAt (inc step-up).....................................£95 (150)
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT........................................................... est £69

Frequency response, rei. output, and separation ref OdB ( lmv/cm/sec).

i 1 kHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter 'ringing'
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Empire 20001 Ill
Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter SL9 9EW
02813 88447 

This review is a complete retest of a model that was 
covered in the previous issue. There it was recom
mended, albeit with specific reservations concern
ing stylus quality, as our sample had come with an 
incorrect spherical tip (see stylus section.) This 
retest also aimed to assess other areas of possible 
improvement: for example, we found compliance 
showed some reduction from 3 2cu to 24cu, which 
will allow 3-8g effective mass arms, preferably 
with some damping. The cartridge proved fairly 
load sensitive and give the best results for us with 
47K ohms, 400pf.

In the event Lab measurement produced some 
worrying results, with an excessive 2dB channel 
imbalance, common to both samples we tested, 
while separation was also relatively weak on one 
sample (upper curve), but fortunately improved 
considerably with the second sample measured. 
The frequency response was good, but lateral and 
high frequency pulsed distortions were on the high 
side. Other figures proved more typical, with the 
exception of the 16kHz h octave band, which also 
showed higher distortion than usual.

The second higher separation sample was used 
for both the auditioning as well as the stylus check. 
Its sound quality rating was 'good', which was very 
promising at the price. While on occasion a little 
sibilance was observed with some HF distortion — 
mild 'fizz' and 'edge' — the sound was considered 
'open' and neutral with close copying of the tape 
and satisfying stereo presentation.

It was thus all the more disapointing to find that 
the tip quality was still questionable. It was barely 
elliptical, since the spec of 5 x 18gm was measured 
at 12.7 x 15.2gm, and the radii were poorly shaped. 
In addition the vertical tracking angle of our sample 
was an egtimated 27°.

In conclusion we have a cartridge which poten
tially offers good sound quality for the price, but at 
the same time shows variability from one sample to 
another, and for the second time around has been 
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fitted with a tip of much poorer quality than 
specified. Until Empire can come up with evidence 
of a major improvement in quality control, recom
mendation must be withheld.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass....................................................Induced magnet, 7.5 g
Estimated dynamic compliance at lOHz......................24cu (Xl0 -‘cm/dyne)
Specified downforce range .75g to l.5g.......................................tested at l.3g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111, 6g me+ cart)..........+12dB at 9.5Hz 
Subjective sound quality................................................................................Good
Recommended loading...............................................47k ohms plus 300-400pf
Recommended arm mass and damping..................................3 to Sg, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance...................................900 ohms, 600mH
Induced hum level.................................................................................Very good
Stylus type and spec.............................................. detach, elliptical 5 X 18^m
Finish and alignffient..............................................................................poor, good
Tip geometry.......... . .................................................................... 12.7 X 15.2jum
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)............................................. indicated at 16kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz................................................ +2.5, -0.5dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz..........................................................±0.5dB
Stereo separation, lOOHz, !kHz, !OkHz I7dB, 21 (38)dB, 16 (30)dB' 
Channel difference at !kHz, !OkHz.............................................2.2dB, 2.ldB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack').......... l.Og 1.6g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB............................................................ 0.6g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB............................................................ 0.9%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB...................................................................4%
High frequency waveform quality................................................................Fair
Mid band intermodulation (!kHz + l.5kHz).......................................... 3.5%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak..............................0.6%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz..............4%, 8%, 6.2% 
Typical selling price inc VAT......................................................................... £16
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT................................................................... £14

Frequency response, rel. output, and separation ref OdB ( l mv/cm/sec). 
(lower separation is second sample. see text)

I kHz squarewave



Empire 2000 T
Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter SL9 9EW 

02813 88447

This new cartridge was welcomed as an econgmy 
version of the Z reviewed in the previous issue, as 
for a moderate price it offered very low tip mass plus 
high trackability — apparently little inferior to the 
Z itself. However we had noted that the Z 
possessed an extremely high compliance, and 
unfortunately the T was little better in this respect, 
with a value of 50cu measured for two samples. 
This was enough to cause some problem with the 
tody scraping the disc, and requires the use of a 
preferably damped tone^m with the lowest 
possible mass,

These points aside, the T went on to produce 
some good figures in the lab testing, notably with 
respect to distortion and trackability, and this 
excellent performance was maintained to high fre
quencies, Frequency response was very flat in the 
midband, with a mild droop towards 20kHz which 
was somewhat dependant on loading; we founP that 
,'200pf probably gave the widest as well as foe 
flattest bandwidth. On the debit side the separation 
was really only just satisfactory with both samples 
reforming a very similar figure.

Treated carefully the T proved capable of very 
good results on audition, although it was noted that 
stereo imaging was rather vague at times and 
without much depth. Points in its favour were a 
neutral if slightly rich balance with impressive 
detail, gQod tracking and quiet surfaces although 
one panelist commented on a mild but worrying 
'fizzy' effect at yery high frequencies,

As with the 2OOOE 11l, the results of the stylus 
examination were disappointing. While the ellipti
cal radii were well-shaped, they were larger than 
specified and showed poor surface polish. The cone 
was at a satisfactory 55° angle and the setting was 
good, b1,1t the ellipse was found to be slightly rotated 
relative to the main cantilever axis.

Despite the problems described, this cartridge 
survived the listening tests very well consiPering its 
price and th1,1s deserves a recommendatign, With

improved tip quality, better stereo separatign, and 
reduced compliance, Empire would have a winner; 
unfortunately the present version theoretically 
required negative arm mass to achieve our 
lOHz subsonic resonance objective, and prospec
tive purchasers should reject samples showing 
limited clearance between body and disc.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass................................... Induced Magnet, approx 7.Sg
Estimated dynamic compliance Ill 1OHz....................50cu (X I0-6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 0.7Sg to l .25g . ..............tested at I.lg
LF resonance in test ami (SME 111,6g me + cart)............+BdB a) 6.fiHz 
Sensitivity at !kHz.. ......................................... 0.9mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec)......................................................-IdB
Subjective sound quality..................................... ...............................very good
Recommended loading............................... ..............47k ohms plus 200-300pf
Recommended arm mass and damping..............as low as possible, moderate 
Cartridge coil resis\ance/inductance.................................l.lk ohms, 675mH
Induced hum level.................................................................................very good
Stylus type and spec.................................detach bonded elliptical, 5 X I Bmm
Finish and alignment............................................................................ poor, fair
Tip geometry.................... ............................................................7,6 X 20.3fLm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl).............................................................. 20kHz
Freguency response 20Hz-20kHz.........................................................+O-SdB
Frequency response lOOHz-SkHz................... ........... .......................±0.1 SdB
Stereo separation, JOOHz, IkHz, JOkHz...........................20dB, 23dB, l4dB
Channel difference at JkHz, IOkHz............................................0JdB, 0JdB
Trackability 300Hz lateral+ ISdB,+ JBdB ('Supertrack') ....O.JSg, 0.6g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical+ 12dB.......................................................0.25g
Distortion 300Hz la teral -I SdB ............................................................ o.33%g;::ortion jggH: vertrc^ +g:s ........................ i,8%
High frequency waveform quality................................................................good
Mid band intermodulation (1kHz 4- l.SkHz).........................................3.2%
H.F. intennodulation pulsed lOkHz, 24cm/sec peak............................. 0.3%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz  3.5%, 6%, 5.8%
Typical selling price inc VAT.......................................................................£32
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT. .............................................................£26

Frequency response, rei. output, and separation ref OdB (lmv/cm/sec).

I kHz squarewaye
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Empire 2000Z (revised & reprinted)
Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter SL9 9EW
02813 88447

This cartridge is Empire's most expensive stereo 
model, and while it sounded good, judging by the 
compliance of this sample, great care must be 
taken in selecting a matching arm.

The compliance was extremely high at 65cu, 
measuring more than twice the specified value, 
and consequently, only the very lowest mass arms 
are suitable, preferably possessing damping to 
provide additional control.

Overall, the distortion values were low, except
ing the mid-band intermodulation track which 
caused some difficulty. Channel separation and 
balance were reasonable, and the output was3.4dB 
below the nominal Im V /cm/sec level.

The squarewave photograph showed a fast, well 
controlled rise time with good symmetry, a flat top 
and negligible anomalies. Optimum frequency 
response was obtained with the manufacturer's 
recommended 47K ohms 300pf, this loading im
proving the illustrated responses by a dB or so in 
the 6kHz to 20kHz frequency range. The track
ability was high including the supertrack band. 
Note should however be taken of the all-metal 
body which may need the use of insulating plastic 
screws and washers when using certain metal 
headshells.

Judged on the basis of listening tests, the 2000Z 
was highly ranked. It was described as slightly dull 
but delicate, with fair stereo imaging and possess
ing both good detail and an extended clean bass. 
Some hardness and muddling were however noted 
on highly modulated passages.

The stylus/body fit was a trifle loose and the 
cost of replacement stylus was high, at £37.00 odd. 
It was found that a well-shaped naked elliptical 
diamond has been fitted, slightly out of spec at 0.3 
x 0.7thou. The alignment was good but the surface 
finish was poor; to quote the report: 'polishing the 
radius would make it a very good diamond'. A 
second sample was tried for 1979 with a similar 
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performance and the same excessively high 
compliance.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass....................................................................................................7g
Test Tracking Force............................................................................................Jg
LF Resonance in Standard Arm {16g eff mass) ...................................4.5Hz
Induced Hum Level......................................................................................-70dB
Sensitivity....................................................................................0.67mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to lmV /cm/sec .. ............ . . .. -3.4dB
Subjective Sound Quality.............................................................................good

Stylus Data
Stylus Type................................................................................... naked elliptical
Interchangeability.............................................................................................. yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond........................................................adequate
HF Resonance...............................................................................................24kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz...................................................65cu
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT...............................................................£37

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz................................................................................................... +2dB^
100Hz-5kHz..................................................................................................... UdB
Channel Separation at 100Hz....................................................................... 18dB
Channel Separation at l kHz.........................................................................23dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz .................................................................... 20dB
Channel Balance at IkHz..........................................................................l .5dB
Channel Balance at 10kHz.............................................................................OdB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality...............................................................................average
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz.............................................................0.6%

Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz................................................................2%
Mid-band Intermodulation...........................................................................2.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed I0kHz 24cm/scc peak ...............................0.6%

Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB............................................................. 0.9g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + l ldD........................................................... 0.75g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18d8 Lateral passed at....................................I.lg

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT................................................................. £55.00

Compatibility
Recommended Loading.........................................................................250-350pf
Recommended Loading...................................................................... 47K ohms

Very low mass arm essential to extract optimum performance, preferably 
damped

•see text



Lentek Audio Limited, Eddison Road Industrial Estate, St. Ives, Huntington, 
Cambridge 0480 62225

This Japanese-made moving-coil cartridge is a low 
resistance type, but with an output which needs 
only X 8 or X 10 step up for most amplifiers. Of low 
body weight, the cartridge uses silver coil windings 
and a tapered aluminium alloy cantilever, and while 
the Lentek head amp is its usual partner, the Entre 
will in fact suit almost any step up device or moving
coil input. With a compliance measured at 14cu, 
arms in the 8-15g range are recommended although 
damping would not appear to be essential.

Lab testing revealed a highly capable perform
ance, its only weakness concerning the mid fre
quency trackability, although the 2.5 g equipment 
for 'Supertrack' is in fact fairly typical of this type of 
cartridge. Distortion levels were low even on the‘,_ 
octave noise bands, and the high frequency wave
form was better than for most moving coils, with 
channel balance and separation both excellent; the 
latter recorded an astonishing 34dB at lOkHz, and 
26dB at 20kHz! The frequency response showed a 
slight l.5dB recess in the upper range,'but the 
imbalance noted above 20kHz was inconsequen
tial. Two separation traces were recorded, to show 
the effect of 1) a 2° vertical tilt and 2) the lower 
trace as recorded with the cartridge truly square.

On sound quality grounds the Entre was classed 
as being in the top group. Its qualities included 
stable precise stereo imaging up to the highest 
frequencies with excellent depth; the balance was 
neutral if very slightly 'dulled'. Detail, distortion 
and surface noise were all very good, but occasion
ally some hardening on complex passages was 
detected together with an infrecquent trace of 
sibilance and slight HF 'grit', these effects often 
associated with moving-coil models.

Upon examination, a superb 150^m square rod 
naked elliptical diamond with 55° cone angle was 
found to be fitted; the well-formed radii were to 
specification, with fine polish and alignment.

*Clearly this model is a front rank contender. In 
the trade it has established a reputation for con
sistency, and this, taken together with the high 
sound quality rating, goes a long way towards 
justifying the total price. The latter would of course 
prove more attractive if a me compatible pre-amp 
were used, and as an added bonus, relatively 
inexpensive stylus replacement has also been 
arranged in the UK.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass..................
Estimated dynamic compliance at JOHz

. . Moving-coil, 5.8g
14cu (X 10 -cm/dyne)

Specified downforce: range J.5g to 2.lg. ....................... tested at 1.9g
LF resonance in test (SME 111,6g me + cart)....... +IOdB at 12.5Hz 
Sensitivity at IkHz............................. (alone.045mV/cm/sec) 1.6mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = lmV/cm/scc)........................... (alone—27dB) +4dB
Subjective sound quality.. . .......... ............. ........... ................... Excellent
Recommended loading.................. .. ......................... I0 to SOOohms
Recommended arm mass and damping....................... .... 8-15g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance......................... -.....................3ohms
Induced hum level.............................................................................. Good
Stylus type and spec.............................  . fixed,naked, elliptical, 7.5 X 20^m
Finish and alignment...................................................................Both very good
Tip geometry............................ ..................................... 7-5 X 20^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)............................................ indicated at 27kHz
Frequency res^nse 20Hz-20kHz  ...........................  + I, -2dB
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz....................... ................. +0,-l.5dB
Stereo separation, lOOHz, IkHz, 10kHz . ................... 21dB, 38dB, 33dB
Channel difference at 1kHz, 10kHz . ................. ..O.ldB, 0.2dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + l 5d8, + I&dB ('Supertrack')..........l .6g, 2.5g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical+ l 2dB.. .......................................... .. l.Og
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB........................... ..........................0.4%
Distortion 300Hz vertical+6dB ..................... ...................... .1.8%
High frequency waveform quality . ... ........................ .... Fair
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz + l.5kHz).........  ........ 3.3%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak................. .. 0.2%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, I6kHz, 20kHz ■ ■ ■. 2.6%, 4.5%, 6.3%

Frequency response, rei. output, and separation ref OdB ( lmv/cm/sec)

IkHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter ’ringing'
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Technics

The RS 1800 usesTechnics' advanced 'isolated loop'system to achieve wow and flutter of0.01% 
echnics.107/109 Whitby Road, Slough, Berks. SL! 30R.Tel: Slough 27516



WRMS at 30cms per second. With digital pitch control and auto search facility. £4,229.95.
All prices inclusive ofVAT and correct at time of going to press.



Fidelity Research FR1 II (revised & reprinted)
Fidelity Research, Wilmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE 
01-940 2545.   

1 kHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter ringing

At first sight, this cartridge (a low output moving
coil model) seems reasonably priced considering its 
performance standard. However, it has the 
complication of requiring a special pre-amplifier 
('Fidelix' recommended), as very few pre
amplifiers possess a moving-coil input. Alterna
tively, one of several available transformers may be 
used, (Nakamichi, Ortofon, FR) ranging in quality 
and price from £20.00 to over £60.00. However, 
while the least costly model from Ortofon is 
satisfactory, greater expenditure is required to 
exploit this model's potential to the full, and the 
tests were accordingly carried out using the large 
Denon transformer set to.3 ohms.

Considering the cartridge's substantial mass 
(9.5g) the compliance was fairly high at 20cu, but it 
was considered to be well damped. Consequently, 
most low mass arms (5-l0g) of good rigidity will 
work well with the FRI, and excessive arm 
damping may in fact impair tracking. Channel 
balance and separation were both excellent; the 
response commendably even, albeit with a slight 
droop with rising frequency, and the distortion 
levels were satisfactorily low. Trackability was 
generally very good, with success on the supertrack 
band realised at 0. lg above the recommended I. 7g 
downforce. The squarewave photograph illus
trated a poorly damped upper resonance (fortun
ately supersonic), and both the symmetry and the 
phase characteristics were good. However, the 
output was rather low even for a moving-coil.

Listening tests put this cartridge among the top 
models. While the balance was considered to be a 
little dull and rounded, qualities of good imaging, 
depth, detail and midband naturalness won the 
day. Slight hardness in the extreme treble was 
occasionally observed.

Specified as an 0.3 x 0.8thou 'super' elliptical, the 
tip on this model was found to be excellent quality. 
with a naked mount, finely shaped 0.3 x 0.7 radii 
and very good alignment and polish.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass................................................................................................. 9.5g
Test Tracking Force................................................. ....................................
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g eff mass) ..................................   7.5Hz
J.nduced Hum Level.........................................................................  -56d8*
Sensitivity............................................................. ............................ ImV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV /cm/sec.........................................................OdB
Subjective Sound Quality................ ............................ excellent

Stylus Data
Stylus Type . ... ............................................  . . . naked elliptical
Interchangeability........................ ................................................................. no
Finish and Alignment of diamond....................................................... excellent
HF Resonance............................................................................................ 30kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at I OHz ............................... .... 20cu
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT............................................................ £40.00

Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz..................................................................................................... ±.!dB
IOOHz-5kHz......................................................................................................±.ldB
Channel Separation at 100Hz................................................................. .. 25dB
Channel Separation at IkHz......................................................................... 35dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz ....................................................................35d8
Channel Balance at 1kHz .................................................................. .. 0.3d8
Channel Balance at I 0kHz..........................................................................0.4dB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality....................................................................................poor
Lateral Distortion at + 9d8 JOOHz............................................................0.3%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB JOO Hz...................... ........................ .......... .  3.5%
Mid-band Intermodulation............................................................. ..1.3%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak ................ .... 0.22%

Trackability 
Trackability JOOHz Lateral + 14dB.................................................................. lg
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + I !dB.................. ...........................................0.6g
Supertrackability 300Hz + !8dB Lateral passed at...................................J.8g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT....................... £65.00

Compatibility 
Recommended Loading.....................................................................>30 ohms^
Suits moderate mass arm, damping not required

•see text

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: !dB per division.
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fidelity Research fRl Ill
Fidelity Research, Wilmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE 

01-940 2545

In rather limited supply at present, the FRJ IIl 
represents an advance over the less expensiveFRJ 
II. Output was higher for a lower coil resistance, 
improving signal-to-noise ratios, and a tine contact 
type of reduced mass diamond was fitted. FR in fact 
quoted an upper limit of +7dB for 20Hz-10kHz, 
which we confirmed on test, but the compliance 
proved a trifle high for such a heavy cartridge, and 
while damping is not really essential, a low mass 
armm is desirable. The 1 Oohm coil resistance suited 
30 ohm and higher step-up impedances, and an 
unusual loading capacitance of 1.5^F was con
firmed as providing the best results.

Lab testing with the special 1.5^F loading 
suggested by the importers resulted in a fine overall 
balance of performance. Frequency responses were 
very flat in the midband with just a minor wriggle 
near 20kHz. Midband separation was to excellent 
moving-coil standards with very good balance, 
while trackability was also good, especially at 
higher frequencies, and at the recommended down
force some margin was in hand. Distortion levels 
were remarkably low throughout, although the HF 
waveform was not particularly clean. The square
wave confirmed the good frequency response and 
showed good HF control.

Subjectively this cartridge (with UAD step up) 
was highly rated at 'very good'. Favoured for its 
good clarity, stability, tracking, stereo precision, 
neutrality, and depth, the panel did note a slight 
hardening on complex passages with a trace of that 
brittle almost metallic quality which is often found 
with line-contact tips. In addition the very high 
frequencies sounded a little bright and fizzy.

The stylus report described a moderate mass 
250^m square rod stone, very well made, with 
clean radii, polish, and alignment. The minor radius 
was narrow at 5^m and the line profile was derived 
from a 20^m major radius allied with an oversized 
60° cone angle — moving towards the Shibata 
form, in fact.

A cartridge with considerable merit, the addition 
of the 1.5^F loading cured an otherwise excessive 
6dB odd rise at 17kHz. It is believed that the mild 
reservations concerning its subjective performance 
relate mainly to the tip profile and theFRJ III thus 
remains well worth auditioning, particularly in view 
of its compatibility with many m-c inputs.
GENERAL DATACartridge type and mass ............. ...................Moving coil, 10gEstimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz ........... I 8cu (X I0 -cm/dyne)Specified downforce:-g to - g................................ tested at 2gLF resonance in test ^an (SME I I I, 6g me + cart.) +8.5dB at 9.5HzSensitivity at IkHz........ (aJone 0.045mV/cm/sec) UAD l.6mV/cm/secRelative output (OdB = I mV/cm/sec)......... (alone -27dB), UAD +4dB Subjective sound quality ................................... Very goodRecommended loading . ......... ............. 30-500 ohms plus l ,5gf
Recommended arm mass and damping.................. 3-9g, not essentialCartridge coil resistance/inductance  .....................  ......IOohmsInduced hum level............................................ Fairly goodStylus type and spec......................fixed, naked, line contact profileFinish and alignment......................................... good, goodTip geometry ................... major contact radii 5 X 20gmHF resonance (tip mass/vinyl) . ................... est at 32kHzFrequency response 20Hz-20kHz............................... ± 1.5dB*Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz............................. +0.2 --OdBStereo separation, IOOHz, IkHz, 10kHz...............25dB, 36dB, 21dBChannel difference at IkHz, 10kHz............................OdB, 0.2dBTrackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 1 8dB ('Supertrack")......l.4g, l.7grrackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB..................................0.7gDistortion 300Hz lateral +9dB....................................0.35%Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB...................................... 2%High frequency waveform quality.....................................FairMid band intermodulation (!kHz + l.5kHz)........................3.6%H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak. / ............ 0.32%Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz ....1.4%, 1.6%, 3.5% Typical selling price inc VAT (inc. step up)................... £90 (£155)Stylus replacement cost inc VAT................:............... est £60

Frequency response, rcl. output, and separation refOdB (Imv/cm/sec). (solid I 00 ohm only, dotted + 1.3gQ

1 kHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter 'ringing^
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Goldring GOOOE
Goldring Products Ltd., Anglian Lane, Bury St. Edmunds IP32 6SS 0284 64011

Goldring have achieved moderate success with 
their new generation G900SE, and the G900E 
reviewed here represents a less expensive version of 
that basic recipe. A steel shank diamond has been 
'substituted for the naked type used on the SE and 
compliance has been marginally reduced, but 
nevertheless still suggests the use of a very low mass 

• preferably with damping. (The lowish body 
mass is certainly a help here.) With a downforce 
range quoted at l-3g, we found 1.8g to be a 
reasonable value, with the E almost acheiving the 
‘Supertrack' at this level.

Lab testing revealed a mild channel imbalance 
together with high frequency loss with high capaci
tance loading, at 300pf, however, the response was 
undoubtedly good, with a very flat midband. 
Separation was just reasonable throughout. Track
ability was generally good although the relatively 
high distortion values on the 20kHz noise and 
300Hz lateral bands were a little worrying; other-• 
wise, the figures recorded were pretty good. The 
squarewave was flat-topped and well-controlled.

Auditioning placed the 900£ at 'average' which 
is quite good for its price. The frequency balance 
was considered quite neutral and open, but the 
sound was frequently commented upon as slightly 
lead' with no great transparency and restricted 
stereo depth. Surface noise was rather obtrusive, 
and sibilants were often mildly slurred, while a 
grainy quality was observed in the treble register, 
particularly on strings.

It is possible that the poor polish observed on the 
stylus is partly to blame for the subjective results. 
The tip, built on a 250^m steel shank, had a minor 
radius below spec on a 55° cone, and while the 
alignment and shape were good, the final finishing 
of the diamond was poor. '

This cartridge was quite reasonably priced but 
did not really do well enough for a recommen
dation. Optimum electrical loading should be 
observed and a damped low mass is theoret

ically required for he best performance.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass ............................................. ... Moving magneI' 4g
Estimated dynamic compliance at IOHz .....................30cu (X I0 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range I g to 3g............................................ tested at l.Sg
LF resonance in test (SMe 111, 6g me + cart)..............+ l 2dB at 9Hz
Sensitivity at IkHz. . .................................. ................................ I.OrnV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = I mV/cm/sec)............ .. . ______....... OdB
Subjective sound quality...........................................................................  Average
Recommended loading.......................................... 47k ohms plus 200 to 400pf
Recommended arm mass and damping................................ 4 to 6g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance.................................. 700 ohms, 560mH
Induced hum level.......................................................................................... Good
Stylus type and spec ...................detach, shank mounted elliptical 7 X 18I'm 
Finish and alignment ........................................................................... Poor, good
Tip geometry ............................ .................................................... 5 X 18I'm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)........................................... indicated at 21kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz...................................................... +2, -3dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz.................................................. +O, -0.5dB
Stereo separation, lOOHz, IkHz, lOkHz.......................... 20dB, 24dB, 12dB
Channel difference at lkHz, lOkHz............................................ O.SdB, O.SdB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + I 5dB, + I 8dB ('Supertrack’).......... l.3g, l.9g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + J2dB................................ l.lg
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB  .......................................... . .  0.9%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB.................................................................3.1%
High frequency waveform quality................................................................ Good
Mid band intermodulation (I kHz + l.5kHz)  ...................................... .. 3.7%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed lOkHz, 24cm/sec peak................. ..........0.25%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz..............2%, 5%, 12%
Typical selling price inc VAT........................ .............................................£27
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT.............. . .....................................est£18

+«o

0
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Frequency response, rel. output. and separation refOdB (I mv/cm/scc). 
(solid 300pf. dotted 400pf)

I kHz squarewave.
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Goldring G900SE II
Goldring Products Ltd., Anglian Lane, Bury St. Edmunds IP32 6SS 0284 64011

The G900SE was reviewed in the previous issue 
and now appears in Mark II form, at virtually no 
increase in price,but sporting certain detail im
provements. It appeared to be somewhat less 
temperature sensitive, while the magnetic structure 
had been revised to allow improved body clearance 
above the record. We agreed with the recommend
ed loading of 150p£ The compliance measured high 
at 35cu, necessitating a genuine low mass arm, 
preferably with some damping.

On lab test a very good frequency response was 
obtained with a notably uniform mid band. Sep
aration peaked at around 1 kHz — to a very good 
level, but it deteriorated rapidly at higher fre
quencies, recording only 13dB at 15kHz, which is 
suggestive of excessive damping at this point. 
Channel balance was reasonably good and track
ability very good (the 'Supertrack' was cleared at a 
1.3g downforce.) The intermodulation distortion 
tracks were also well handled but the lateral har
monic distortion and the J-octave noise at 20kHz 
were rather high. On squarewaves, the flat-topped 
appearance reflected the wide even response with 
only a hint of HF overshoot, which undoubtedly 
represents an improvement over the Mark I 
version.

A modest 'average' rating was achieved on 
audition, which is nevertheless reasonable at the 
price. The 900SE II did not produce strong 
reactions, either negative or positive, for while the 
balance was obviously neutral, the stereo image, 
depth and detail were described as oddly veiled, and 
the tonal colour seemed lightened — difficult to 
describe but reminiscent of a slightly squashed or 
compressed effect. Surfaces were quiet and track
ing essentially good, except for occasional blurring 
of sibilants.

The stylus proved to be a naked stone of 250^m 
rod form with well shaped and aligned radii to 
specification. The cone angle was a trifle small at 
45°, and final polish was also rather poor.

In conclusion, the 900SE II proved to be a 
generally competant cartridge free of obvious vices 
and capable of producing pleasant results in a 
number of systems, but with a geniune low mass 
arm required to give the best results. Overall it 
would not appear to have done as well as its 
predecessor, though this is presumably because 
overall standards have improved in this second 
issue, and thus competition for recommendation is 
much fiercer.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass...................................................... Moving magnet, 4g
Estimated dynamic compliance at lOHz....................35cu (X 10 -'cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 0.75g to l.5g...........  ............ tested at l.3g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111, 6g me + cart) + 12dB at 8.5Hz 
Sensitivity at 1kHz  ..................................................... . O.8mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = lmV/cm/sec).................................  -2dB
Subjective sound quality........................ Average
Recommended loading..,,:.      47k ohms plus 100 to 200pf 
Recommended arm mass and damping  ............................... 5g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance.................................. 700ohms, 560mH
Induced hum level ........................................................................................ Good
Stylus type and spec.............................  detach, naked elliptical, 5 X 18pm
Finish and alignment.. ............ ............................poor', good
Tip geometry.............  ........................................ ..........5 X I8pm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)......................................................... est. 25kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.....................................................+5, -2dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz................. .................................. ±0.5dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, IkHz, 10kHz......................... 23dB, 39dB, 15dB
Channel difference at 1kHz, 10kHz. .. ............................. 0.7dB, 0.8dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + I8dB (Supertrack')..........1.0g, 1.3g 
Tny:kabi1ity 300Hz vertical + I2dB...........................................................0.8g
Distortion 300Hz. lateral +9dB.......................................................................I%
Distortion 300Hz. vertical +6dB....................................................... 3.8%
High frequency waveform quality ......................................................... . Good
Mid band intermodulation (1 kHz + 1.5kHz)..........................................3.7%
H.F. intermodu1ation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak............................0.25%
Pink Noise intermodu1ation, 12kHz, 16kHz., 20kHz.......... 2.5%, 5.8%, 9%
Typical selling price inc VAT................................................ £40
Sty1us rep1acement cost inc VAT..........................................................est. £22

Frequency response. rel. output, and separation ref OdB (I mv/cm/sec). 
(dotted curve I 50pf)

I kHz sqUarewave
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The Lentek Moving Coil Cartridge Pre-Amplifier is 
designed to amplify the signal from low output 
cartridges whilst preserving the superior definition 
available from these transducers.

Pl rase send me detail s of the Lentek range of equipment I 

and the address of my nearest dealer. |

Name______ _____________________ . ___ j

Address ___ . . __ ____________________ |

------------------------ I
I_____ ____ ______□

I 
I
I 
I

I ts many features include low noise and distortion, 
excellent RF noise rejection, magnetic shielding, 
and gold plated connectors.

The Entre is a precision engineered moving coil 
transducer which will accurately reproduce subtle 
detail from quality recordings. It exhibits wide 
dynamic range and extremely flat frequency 
response, free from resonances within the audio 
band. The Entre's low mass of 5^8 grams allows it 
to be used in a wider range of tone arms than I i"s 
previously been possible with moving coil designs.

Lentek Audio Limited
Edisoo Road Industrial Estate St Ives Huntingdon Cambridgeshire PE17 4LF England 

tel St Ives (0480162225 telex 32303



(revised & reprinted) Grace F9L
Grace, Linn Products Ltd, 235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45 9SZ 041-634 3860

The F9 series includes several other models in 
addition to the L type presented in this report. Of 
Japanese origin, a moderate compliance is spec
ified (20cu), which was confirmed on test. As such, 
the Grace will prove compatible with a number of 
low and medium mass arms (up to l 2g), especially 
as it does not require any additional damping.

A degree of temperature sensitivity was noted 
below 20°C, which revealed itself as an additional 
2dB odd depression in the upper presence range, 4
1 OkHz. Above 20°C the basic response was seen to 
fall gently with frequency, levelling out at around 
-2dB from 4kHz onwards. However, a touch of lift 
on the associated pre-amplifier could easily correct 
this. Channel balance and separation were both 
good, high frequency wave form quality fair and the 
output level 3.3dB above reference.

Distortion levels were average, and trackability 
fairly good, except on supertrack where greater 
than 2.Sg downforce was needed. On squarewave, 
some asymmetry was visible together with a minor 
phase anomaly immediately following the initial 
overshoot.

Despite the visible dull response trend, the F9L 
faired quite well on audition. Ranked highly its 
above average sound quality was classed as smooth 
and rounded, with fairly good imaging, although a 
loss of depth and a moderately veiled character was 
also noted.

The stylus was found to have a fine 0.2 x 0.7 thou 
naked elliptical diamond of good shape, alignment 
and polish.

GENERAL OATA
Cartridge Mass............................ .................................... .............. ..6.0g
Test Tracking Force . ........................ ..................... .................... ...l.Sg
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g eff mass) . . ............................7.8Hz
Induced Hum Level ...................... ........................................................... -70dB
Sensitivity.................................................................................... I.SmV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec....................................................+ 3.JdB
Subjective Sound Quality ................   good

Stylus Data
Stylus Type ................................................................... naked elliplical
Interchangeability.............................................................................................yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond....................................................... ..good
HF Resonance.......................................................................................... 23kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz.............................. ........ .. 21cu
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT....................................... £53.00

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz.......... ........ . ........................................  t2dB
100Hz-5kHz...................................................................................................±2dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz ................................................. 20dB
Channel Separation at IkHz ..................................... 24dB
Channel Separation at I0kHz .............................................................. lldB
Channel Balance at IkHz . ........ ....... ................................0.4dB
Channel Balance at JOkHz . ....................   OdB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality.................................... average
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz  ................................ .............. 0.7%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz.............................................................4%
Mid-band Intermodulation . ..................... 1.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak ........................ 0.55%

Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB.............................  lg
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + I ldB............................................................... lg
Supertrackabiliiy 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed ai . ..................... ? 2.5g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT ......... ......... ................................ £95.00

Compatibility
Recommended Loading .. ............................................. 100-200pf
Recommended Loading....................................................................47K ohms
Compatible with most low to medium mass arms, damping not required

Y shows the lelt and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows crosstalk.
Note: ldB per division.
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Grado rs+
Transonic Importers Ltd., 18 Whitsed Street, Peterborough 0733 44488

A relatively inexpensive cartridge, the Grado was 
designed using a unique moving ring induced 
magnet armature, whose principle is reminiscent of 
the B&O micro-cross. An elliptical stylus was fitted 
with the recommendation that the cartridge track at 
1g, and with the strange instruction that no bias 
compensation should be applied. In the event, 
tracking tests showed that not only was 1g insuf
ficient — 1.5g is our final suggestion — but also that 
the usual 10-15% of downforce biasing was cert
ainly worthwhile. The cartridge was a very low 
inductance type which rendered it uncritical of 
loading; conversly there was no easy way to correct 
the charted response lift. Compliance was moder
ate but the 15dB rise at L.F. resonance indicated 
strongly that damping would be beneficial.

Lab testing revealed a mild response suckout 
followed by a 4dB rise at 20kHz, with excellent 
balance and reasonably good separation. Track
ability was quite good although the 10kHz pulsed 
level was not too clean; likewise the high frequency 
waveshape. The midband intermodulation distor
tion level was poor, which is indicative of mis
tracking at the recommended 1 g — our l .5g setting 
helped matters here. The low level 1/3 octave noise 
I/M figures were fine however.

Auditioning placed this model well down the 
field, with its positive qualities heavily outweight- 
ed, in our panel's opinion, by the fatiguing effects 
induced through emphasised surface noise, sibil
ance, edgy high frequencies, and tracking in
security. Stereo presentation lacked much depth 
although the mid balance was open, neutral and 
quite clear. Increased tracking force again helped a 
little.

The stylus examination revealed a 375pm 
aluminium shank mounted stone with well shaped 8 
x 18pm radii on a slightly small 45° cone. Both 
polish and alignment were considered good.

In conclusion it is not possible to recommend the 
F3+; the use of a pre-amp filter at 10kHz might 
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ameliorate the treble 'sting' somewhat, and a 
damped medium mass arm will also help stablise 
tracking, together with the use of a 1.5 g or so 
downforce and the addition of the usual biasing 
(both apparently quite safe.)
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass ........................... Induced ring magnet, 4.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz...................15cu (X 10 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range -g to 1 g........................ ................... tested at Ig
LF resonance in test (SME 111, 6g me + cart).........+ l 6dB at 12Hz 
Sensitivity at 1kHz................................................. .............. 0.85mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec)............. ......... - 1.5dB
Subjective sound quality.. . ,, ............................. Adequate
Recommended loading........................JOk to lOOk ohms plus 100 to 500pf
Recommended arm mass and damping .... 8to 15g moderate damping essential 
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance .................................... 700ohms, 55mH
Induced hum level..........................................................................  Good
Stylus type and spec.. ............ .... detach, shank elliptical, 8 X l 8^m
Finish and alignment....................... Both good
Tip geometry ................................................................................ 8 X 1 8^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)....................................................... — 20kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.................................................. +4, -IdB
Frequency response 100 Hz-5 kHz........................... +0.5, -1dB
Stereo separation, IOOHz, !kHz, 10kHz........................ I 8dB, 26dB, 23dB
Channel difference at !kHz, lOkHz.................................... O.ldB, 0.2dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack')......... 1.2g, l.7g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB...................................................... 0.6g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB............................................................ 1.0%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB .......................................................... 4.0%
High frequency waveform quality.................................................Fairly poor
Mid band intermodulation (1kHz + 1.5kHz)..........................................8%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed lOkHz, 24cm/sec peak .........................0.5%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz .... 3.3%, 6.3%, 4.5% 
Typical selling price inc VAT. .............. .......................................£17
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT............................................................£12

Frequency response. rel. output. and separation refOdB (Imv/cm/sec).

1kHz squarewave. note ultrasonic cutter •ringing^



Grado ri+
Transonic Importers Ltd., 18 Whitsed Street, Peterborough 0733 44488

The F1 + would appear to be a very similar 
cartridge to the FJ+, the extra cost apparently 
going towards a more advanced stylus, discribed as 
a Grado 'multi-radius.' Examination revealed a 
naked elliptical oflow tip mass — virtually only the 
cone was employed. Compliance proved to be quite 
low, and this, taken in conjunction with the low 
body mass, allowed the use of normal medium mass 
arms, although damping would be helpful. Output 
was at the nominal ImV/cm/sec level, and the 
cartridge was tolerant of wide load variations.

On test a similar frequency response to the FJ+ 
was recorded, with a 3.5dB rise at 20kHz following 
a mild IdB lower treble suckout. Channel balance 
was satisfactory, but not to FJ+ standards, al
though separation was similar, at a reasonable 
24dB while the 22dB recorded at lOkHz was of 
course pretty good. Tracking was again reminiscent 
of the FJ+, but high distortion was measured on the 
300Hz lateral band as well as on the mid-band 
intermodulation track, although other distortions 
were pretty well controlled. The high frequency 
waveforms were none too clean, and the essentially 
even squarewave shape was disturbed by the fast 
overshoot at the leading edge followed by the upper 
range sag already described.

The ranking obtained from the listening tests was 
quite disappointing, and was not particularly 
promising considering the price. At the manu
facturer's directed downforce (1g) and in common 
with the FJ+, tracking was none too secure, with 
surface noise in evidence together with a brightened 
'thinned' quality and an emphasis of disc distortion 
Lateral stereo was satisfactory but the depth pre
sent in certain recordings was supressed. A small 
improvement in stability was however effected by 
an increase in downforce to 1.5 g.

The stylus report noted a very low mass tip with a 
48° cone angle, the 8 x 18gm elliptical radii being 
well-shaped with good polish and alignment.

In view of its sound quality the F1 + cannot be 

recommended at its price level. In our view the 
manufacturers have misjudged the correct playing 
weight for both the Grado JTIodels we tested, 
although we do definitely approve of their sensible 
compliance values.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass............ ............................Induced ring magnet, 4-Sg
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz.................... I Seu (X 10 -'cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 0g to Ig....... . . tested at Ig
LF resonance in test ann (SME 111,6g me + cart)..........+ 1 IdB at 12Hz 
Sensitivity at !kHz.. .......... ................ ....... .1.0mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/sec). ....................................................... OdB
Subjective sound quality........................................................................Adequate
Recommended loading .. !Ok to IOOk ohms plus ?, up to 500pf no effect 
Recommended arm mass and damping................................8 to 15g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance .................................... 700 ohms, 55mH
Induced hum level.........................................................................................Good
Stylus type and spec .. ................detach, special Grado profile (elliptical) 
Finish and alignment.............................................................................Both good
Tip geometry........ . .............................................................................8 X 18^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)............................................ indicated at 25kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz..................................................+3.5, -IdB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz . .................................. +0.5, -IdB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, IkHz, IOkHz.......................... !8dB. 24dB, 22dB
Channel difference at I kHz, IOkHz ......................................0.8dB, I .2dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral+ 15dB, + l8dB ('Supertrack')..........l.Og, l.6g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + I2dB..........................................................0.8g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB................................................................... 1.0%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB................................................................3.1%
HighJrequency waveform quality .................................................   Fairly poor
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz + l.5kHz) ... .......................... 8.0%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed lOkHz, 24cm/sec peak............................ 0.45%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz .... 2.3%, 5.6%, 4.5%
Typical selling price inc VAT......... ................. ....... ..................£37
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT.............. ................................................. £21

Frequency response. re!. output. and separation ref OdB (Imv/cm/sec).

I kHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter 'ringing"
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VC Z~2E
j VC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Comer, 6-8 Priestley Way, 
London NW2 01-450 2621

This cartridge's predecessor the Z-1 was tested in 
the previous issue and produced a competant if 
undistinguished performance using a Shibata tip 
optimised for CD4. In contrast the Z-2E has been 
directed at stereo listeners, and uses an elliptical tip 
which is fitted to a low mass alloy cantilever; a 
single-point tensioned suspension has been used to 
closely define the vibrational axis. A moving 
magnet design, the element was of samarium-cobalt 
with laminated generator poles.

Lab testing revealed a well designed cartridge, 
and although tested at l.8g (the mean of the 
manufacturer's recommended range), it showed 
such a tracking margin that the lower limit of l .5g 
could safely be adopted. The frequency response 
was wide and quite uniform, rising slightly on lOOpf 
to +IdB at 28kHz, which indicates the tip mass 
resonance. Channel balance was good, separation 
excellent throughout the range, and distortion 
levels were well ordered and at the lower limit 
defined by the test records. The high frequency 
waveform was clean and the fine squarewave taken 
with lOOpfloading reflected this overall character
istic; with 150-200pf the overshoot practically 
disappeared.

Listening tests ranked the Z-2E as 'very good' 
overall an excellent result for the price. Stereo 
presentation was fine with good depth rendition and 
the overall sound was neutral and clear, with quiet 
surfaces and little distortion. A hint of edge and 
hardness was noted on the occasional heavy com
plex passages, while strings could sound a little 
'sharp'.

The stylus report noted a low mass naked ellip
tical diamond ground from 200pm square rod, with 
very well-shaped 5 x 18pm radii, the former a bit 
smaller than specified. Alignment and polish were 
both good, and the cone angle was a satisfactory 
50°.

It is apparent that the Z-2E was a fine all 
rounder, and as such certainly deserves recommen- 

dation. A low mass damped arm is however re
quired to exploit it to the fall and produce its top 
class imaging, neutral balance, and very good 
tracking at a l.5g downforce.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass.................................................. Moving magnet, 5.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz....................25cu (XIO -cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range l .5g to 2.0g...................................... tested at l ,8g
LF resonance in test (SME 111, 6g me + cart)..............+13 at 9.6Hz 
Sensitivity at !kHz.......................................................................I.65mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = lmV/cm/sec)........................................................+4dB
Subjective sound quality ......................................................................Very good
Recommended loading.................................................... 47K ohms plus 200pf
Recommended am mass and damping..................................4 to 8g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance...................... 51Oohms, approx 35OmH
Induced hum level.................................................................................Very good
Stylus type and spec....................................detach, naked elliptical, 8 x 18^m
Finish and alignment............................................................................ Both good
Tip geometry............................................    5 X 18 jam
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)............................................estimated at 28kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz............................................................± l ,5dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz...................................................... +O, -!dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, IkHz. 10kHz...........................24dB. 37dB, 29dB
Channel difference at IkHz, 10kHz.............................................0.3dB, 0.6dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB. + 18dB ('Supertrack')........ 0.9g, l.3g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical+ 12dB...................... ..............................0.65g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB  ................................................................0.3%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB.................................................................2.9%
High frequency waveform quality . . ................ Goodd
Mid band intennodulation (IkHz + 1.5kHz)...........................................3.2%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak............................ 0.25%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz.............. 2.5%, 4%, 8% 
Typical selling price inc VAT........................................................................ £40
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT........................................................ ..est £28

Frequency response. rel. output, and separation ref OdB (I mv/crn/scc)

I kHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter •ringing^
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JVC X-2
JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Comer, 6-8 Priestley Way, 

London NW2 01-450 2621

Successor to the famous X-1, arguably one of the 
best CD4 cartridges ever produced, the X-2 con
tinues the CD4 capability but with a stronger 
emphasis on stereo use. The stylus is still by 
Shibata, but in a revised form with improved stereo 
compatibility, mounted on a beryllium cantilever. 
As with the Z-2, a tiny samarium-cobalt high 
energy moving magnet was employed, with a 

• laminated core structure for the generator poles. 
The compliance was high enough to recommend 
low to moderate mass tone arms, but damping was 
not considered essential.

In the lab 150pf/47.Kohm loading was indicated 
as producing the flattest overall response, and this 
was confirmed on audition. The midband respqnse 
was exceptionally flat and the overall characteristic 
very good. Balance and separation were also fine, 
the latter particularly so at higher frequencies. 
Trackability was excellent throughout, and dis
tortions generally low, bar the high frequency 
results for both the 700Hz lateral and 20kHz •,_ 

octave bands. The square wave response was 
exemplary; indeed the ringing farther down the 
response has been confirmed as being a product of 
the cutter and is in fact impressed on the test disc!

Auditioning placed this cartridge in the top group 
with a highly accurate and neutral sound, plus 
stable, precise stereo imaging exhibiting satisfying 
depth. Surface noise and distortion were apparently 
low, but a slight shift towards hardness and bright
ness occurred on higher level complex passages, 
although this was not sufficient to displace the X-2 
from the top group. One listener commented that 
the rendition of detail was almost too clear!

Examination revealed a very good naked dia
mond tip ground from 150^m square rod, with a 50° 
cone angle and very good polish and alignment. The 
effective major contact radius was a Shibata line 
profile extension, but the minor radius proved 
:suprisingly large at 10.8^m and is oversize.

In conclusion, this cartridge clearly deserves

recommendation in view of its high standard of 
performance for a price which is only a little above 
the test group average. It would appear to suit 
slightly 'rich' speaker systems and required a low 
mass arm for the best results, although damping was 
not essential. Incidentally, JVC quote a 800 hour 
life for this stylus as compared with the 400 
suggested for the Z-2 and MC2E.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass................................. Moving magnet, 7.5 g
Estimated dynamic compliance at I OHz................... 23cu (X I0 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 1.3g to I.7g......................................tested at 1.6g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111, 6g me + cart).......... +IOdB at 9.5Hz
Sensitivity at IkHz.. .............................................................1.3mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec)..................................... ............... +3dB
Subjective sound quality........................................................................ Excellent
Recommended loading..................................................... 47k ohms plus l50pf
Recommended arm mass and damping.................................3 to 7g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance . . 470ohms, approx 330mH
Induced hum level............ . .............................................. Very good
Stylus type and spec....................................... detach, naked Shibata II profile
Finish and alignment... . .................................................Both very good
Tip geometry..................................... ......................................... 1 0 X line pm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl) .. ........................Indetenninate
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz........................................................+ l-2dB
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz................................................. +O, -0.2dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, I kHz, 10kHz..........................17dB, 29dB, 27dB
Channel difference at !kHz, 10kHz...........................................0.2dB, 0.7dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral+ 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack')..........0.9g, l.3g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical+ 12dB.. ......................................................0.5g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB................................................................. 1.0%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB............................................................... 2.7%
High frequency waveform quality................................. _........................... Good
Mid band intermodulation (I kHz + l .5kHz)..........................................3.2%
H.F. intennodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/scc peak...........................0.2%
Pink Noise interm^ulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz..........1.5%, 5%, 12% 
Typical selling price inc VAT.......................................................................£70
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT................................................................ £40

Frequency response. rel. output. and separation refOdB (I mv/cm/scc).

1kHz squarewave. note ultrasonic cutter 'ringing^
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JVC MC-2E
JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way, London NW2
01-450 2621

For this interesting new moving-coil cartridge 
JVC have developed tiny circuit 'chip' microcoils 
each just I mm square; their mass is so low that the 
coil pair can be placed near the tip of the cantilever 
rather than at the hinge. The coil resistance was 30 
ohms indicating I 00 ohms or more step-up input 
impedance, while the output for this resistance was 
rather low, suggesting low efficiency. The highish 
compliance necessitates a low mass arm, though 
damping would not appear to be essential.

Lab testing revealed an immediate and unfor
tunate weakness: namely the combination of a 
firm tracking force limit of l.9g (stylus bottoms) 
and a need to further increase down-force to 
achieve reasonable trackability. Even the + l5dB 
300Hz band required l.8g, which was outside the 
manufacturer's limits and clearly caused non
linearities. This aspect aside, the frequency res
ponse was wide and quite flat, although some odd 
small steps occurred above lkHz. Separation was 
good and balance fairly good, while distortion was 
generally fine particularly at low levels; however 
on the higher +9dB 300 Hz lateral cut the l % figure 
was considered a trifle excessive.

On auditioning it was pretty obvious to the 
panel that the tracking was insufficient to deal 
with some of the louder sections, and yet a fair 
overall rating of 'above average' was nonetheless 
recorded. The '2£ sounded a little insecure with 
slightly metallic sibilants and occasional brittle
ness and fizz, while the midband was potentially 
strong with a neutral clear balance and reasonable 
stereo depth. However surface noise showed 
some emphasis and the overall sound was not 
particularly relaxing.

The stylus report showed a very well shaped 
naked elliptical stone ground from tiny low mass 
rectangular stock. The cone angle was 50° with 
very good polish and alignment, although the radii 
measured 5x20^m rather than the claimed 7xl4.

In conclusion this promising design was un- 
accepiably flawed by its limited trackability, but it 
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must be admitted that as it stands, the repro
duction was undoubtedly pretty good on un
demanding programme. However, a happier com
promise would probably be reached with reduced 
compliance, a larger minor radius and an increase 
in permissible downforce.
GENERAL DATA 
Cartridge type and mass............................. Moving-coil, 8.7g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz......................22cu (X 10 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range l.3g to l.7g........................................tested at l.6g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111,6g me+ cart).. . ... +8dB at 9Hz 
Sensitivity at I kHz......................   (alone 50pt.V)
Relative output(OdB = ImV/cm/sec)........ (alone-26dB) with HA55 + l.5dB
Subjective sound quality.................... .. , ............................ Good
Recommended loading.............................................I OOohms plus up to 500pf
Recommended arm mass and damping................................ 3-7g, not required
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance.............................. 30ohms -mH
Induced hum level........................................................................... Fairly good
Stylus type and spec......................................fixed, naked elliptical, 7 X 14^.m
Finish and alignment........  ............Both very gocxl
Tip geometry . . .............. .......................... S X20,um
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl}..............................................indicated at 19kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz..........................................................± 1.2SdB
Frequency response I00Hz-SkHz........................................................+0. -ldB
Stereo separation, !00Hz, lkHz, lOkHz. .... ........22d8,3Jd8,22dB
Channel difference at I kHz, 10kHz ............................................. l.OdB. I .2dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + I SdB, + I SdB ('Supertrack')............ I .Sg, not 

possible
Trackability 300Hz vertical+ l 2dB.............................................................I.Og
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB.................................................................... !%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB.................................................................. 1.9%
High frequency waveform quality . . .................................... Good
Mid band intennodulation (I kHz+ l.SkHz)................................................3%
H.F. intennodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak.............................. 0.4%
Pink Noise intermodulation, l 2kHz, 16 kHz. 20kHz..............1.6%. 4%. 6% 
Typical selling price inc VAT (inc step-up).......... ..........................£110(160)
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT.............................................................. est £70

Frequency response. rel. output. and separation refOdB ( lmv/cm/scc.

l kHz 5quarcwa\ c. nule ultra ..uni..: ..:uth:r ïmgmg^



<revised & reprinted) Mlcro-Acouslics ODC2a2E
PO Box 70 Unit 7, 129 Waltham Green Road, Moore Park Rd., London SW6 01-385 9478

!k!l/ stiuare'.va'.c. note ultrasonic culler •ringing'

This American cartridge is unusual in utilising the 
piezo electric effect. An internal micro-circuit 
equalises and matches the output so that it is 
suitable for feeding normal magnetic cartridge 
inputs. However, the high internal impedances 
imply a sensitivity to hum fields and indeed, a hand 
passed near the cartridge dramatically increased 
the hum level. On the test rig, a level of -66dB was 
recorded, which although not outstanding, proved 
to be entirely satisfactory.

The cartridge compliance measured a moderate 
2 lcu with reasonable damping, which means that a 
wide variety of medium-to-low mass arms are 
cqmpatible.

The overall frequency responses met + 2dB limits 
and were characterised by about 2dB of shelf lift 
below 400Hz. Channel balance was fairly good, 
separation fine, and overall distortion levels low. 
However, an analysis of the crosstalk signal gave 
1.5% distortion at 1kHz which is rather greater than 
the 0.3% typical of most of the other models.

Trackability was of a high order except on the 
supertrack + 18dB 300Hz lateral band, which 
required a 1.7g downforce. On squarewaves, some 
asymmetry was noted together with a well damped 
initial rise time.

Listening tests ranked the QDC 282£ as 
somewhat below average. Essentially the bass lift 
was audible in the subjective frequency balance. 
Higher up, it was considered quite open with 
pleasant voice rendition and detail, but just 
occasionally it was judged a trifle sibilant.

The tip mass was low, as the 30kHz resonance 
indicates, the stone being a naked elliptical 
diamond. The radii were measured at 0.3 x 0. 7thou 
with a good shape, but for a manufacturer who 
produces in-house styli, it was surprising to find 
that the polish was only adequate and the ellipse 
alignment on the cantilever was definitely poor.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass ......................................................
Test Tracking Force..............................................
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g eff mass) 
Induced Hum Level . =.. . . . .
Sensitivity.. .................................... ............
Sensitivity referred to ImV /cm/sec...................
Subjective Sound Quality . ..............................

.............. 5-2g

............ l.25g

..........7.7Hz

........-66dB^ 
lmV/cm/sec 
..............OdB 
.. acceptable

Stylus Data
Stylus Type ..................................................................................naked elliptical
Interchangeability . . ................. .............................. yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond. ...................    poor
HF Resonance........................    JOkHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz. ..............  lieu
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT ................................................ £19.56

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz...................       ±2dB
100Hz-5kHz.......................... .................. .. ................................±.l.25dB
Channel Separation at lOOHz ....................................................... 17dB
Channel Separation at IkHz......... ............................................................ 28dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz ....................................................................18dB
Channel Balance at IkHz . , .  ..........................................................l.ldB 
Channel Balance at 10k Hz......................................................... ............ 0.8dB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality.................................. poor
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB JOOHz......................................................... 0.5%
Vertical Distortion at+ 6dB JOOHz......................................................... 2.5%
Mid-band Intermodulation ............................   1.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak ......................... .. 0.25%

Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB . . .......... ...................... 0.8g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + IldB............................................................0.7g
Supertrackability 300Hz+ 18dB Lateral passed at..................... l.7g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT .£50.00

Compatibility 
Recommended Loading...................................................................... I00-500pf
Recommended Loading......................................................................47K ohms
Compatible with most low to medium arms damping not required 

•see text

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: ldB per division.
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Micro-Acoustics MA2002-E
PO Box 70 Unit 7, f29 Waltham Green Road, Moore Park Rd., London SW6 01-385 9478

An American cartridge using electret materials 
which generate the output when flexed, the 
MA2002-E uses a system of plastic beams to 
couple the conventional cantilever to the electret 
elements — a sort of 'super crystal' cartridge with 
passive electrical equalisation of the output to 
make it compatible with normal magnetic pre
amp inputs. The lack of metal screening made this 
model somewhat susceptible to hum pickup 
although not excessively so, and the low body 
mass and moderately high compliance suggests the 
use of a low effective mass arm, in the 4-8g range. 
Damping is however probably unnecessary, and 
the design was not found to be at all load 
conscious.

Lab testing produced few surprises — distortion 
levels were about average, separation reasonable 
and balance satisfactory. Tracking was quite good 
although some difficulty was shown on the high 
frequency pulsed test, while the lower level 1/3- 
octave noise bands were reproduced in good 
proportion, albeit with higher than average 
distortion. The frequency response charted the 
typical MA characteristic — a mild 2dB suckout 
around 8kHz followed by some reasonably well 
controlled irregularities and good extension to 
45kHz, and this behaviour was accurately 
reflected by the squarewave.

Auditioning produced rather disappointing 
results as the panel did notjudge the2002-£to be 
very accurate. The balance was sweetened, the 
stereo was considered vague, and detail was veiled. 
In addition stereo depth impression and ambience 
were supressed while surface noise was apparent, 
and the response was notjudged to be particularly 
even.

The stylus report described an approximately 
220 gm metal shanked diamond of good quality, 
shape, alignment and finish, but with out-of
specification radii at 8x18 gm. The cone angle 
was estimated to be 55°.

In conclusion, the price of this cartridge was 
rather high for the standard offered, both in terms 
of auditioned and laboratory performance, and it 
therefore does not receive recommendation. A low 
mass arm will be needed to give the best results.

Note: It was subsequently discovered that the 
frequency response and more particularly the 
separation were rather dependant on downforce, a 
range between l.2-l.4g thus being suggested to 
help control matters. l .2g was used on test.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass  ............................................ Electret, equalised, 4g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz......................25cu (X I0 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 0.7g to 1.4g............ .................... tested at 1.2g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111, 6g me + cart)............ .. +9dB at 10Hz 
Sensitivity at IkHz............................................................ . l.OmV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec)... ...................................OdB
Subjective sound quality.................................. Adequate
Recommended loading.......................... 10k to 100k ohms plus I00 to 500pf
Recommended arm mass and damping....................................4 -8g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance...........................................4k ohms, -mH
Induced hum level.........................................................  Fairly good
Stylus type and spec............................................ detach, elliptical, 5 X 18^m
Finish and alignment..................................................... .................Both good
Tip geometry ..........................................................................................8 X 18^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl).. ....... .............. .... unclear
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz................................................... +2, -2.5dB
Frequency response I00Hz-5kHz....................................... ±0.6dB
Stereo separation, I00Hz, IkHz, I0kHz .................21dB, 25dB, 1SdB
Channel difference at IkHz,I0kHz............................................ l.ldB, I.3dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral+ l5dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack').......... l.0g, l.4g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical+ 12dB.............................................................0.6g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB...................................................................0.5%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB.............................. .................................. 2.6%
High frequency waveform quality.....................................................Fairly good
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz+ l.5kHz)...........................................4.0%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed I0kHz, 24cm/sec peak...............................0.7%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz 16kHz, 20kHz...............4%, 8%, 10%
Typical selling price inc VAT..... ................................................ . . £70
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT........... ......................................

Frequency response, rel. output, and separation ref OdB (Imv/cm/sec).

I kHz squarewave. note ultrasonic cutter "ringing^
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Mission 773
Mission Electronics Ltd., P.O. Box 65, London SW7 1PP 01-589 0048

It is hoped that this model reviewed here in early 
form will be freely available by publication date. A 
Mission co-designed and specified cartridge, it 
represents an advanced Japanese made high output 
moving-coil, equipped with a boron rod cantilever 
tipped with a low mass 'line' stylus from Germany 
(a paroc by Weinz.) Of low body mass and pro
vided with a moderate compliance unlikely to need 
subsonic damping, the sample supplied would work 
well with arm effective mass in the 5-lOg range, and 
no step-up device was required.

Lab testing confirmed a well balanced perform
ance with a wide flat frequency response, close 
channel balance, and excellent separation through
out. Tracking was generally good bar the 'Super
track' which required 2.5g, at which the cartridge 
was showing signs of nonlinearity, and while the 
other distortion readings were pretty good, lateral 
distortion was slightly high, and the 20kHz 13 - 

octave inexplicably so.
Auditioning indicated a place in the top quality 

group. On the debit side, disc surface noise was 
slightly emphasised, with a trace of grit, fizz and 
sibilance exaggeration, these effects often related to 
the type of tip profile used, and/or mid HF distor
tion. On the plus side the sound was open and 
neutral with very close copying of tapes. Highly 
detailed, the stereo effect was stable and precise 
with fine depth rendition, although tracking was 
very occasionally imperfect on heavy bass 
transients.

The stylus report described a top class minimal 
mass diamond cone with very good polish and 
alignment at a 55° included contact angle. Con
forming to the extended line contact type, the shape 
was sensible with a fine 5^m minor tracing radius.

In conclusion the performance of this cartridge 
goes a long way towards justifying its undoubtedly 
high price. It would be premature to offer a full 
recommendation from this examination of an early

sample, but the potential of the design has clearly 
been demonstrated. We have since been informed 
that the trackability has been improved to l .6g on 
Supertrack with reduced nonlinearity, and the 
vertical tracking angle corrected (the first sample
measured 33°). 
GENERAL DATA 
Cartridge type and mass High output moving-coil, approx 5.2g

22cu (X IO -6cm/dyne) 
................tested at l.9g 
..............+8dB at IOHz 
..............0.4mV/cm/sec 
............................ -8dB 
......................Excellent

Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz....................
Specified downforce: not specified...............................
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111, 6g me+ cart). • *
Sensitivity at IkHz.................. . ...........................
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/scc)........................
Subjective sound quality................ ...............................
Recommended loading...................................47k ohms, capacitance uncritical
Recommended arm mass and damping.........................5 to 10g, not required
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance..................................... 200ohms, -mH
Induced hum level........................................................................................Good
Stylus type and spec................................................. fixed, naked line contact
Finish and alignment.................................................................... Both very good
Tip geometry . . ,, : : : : : o, : : : :«.. , ............. 5 X line contact ,um
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl).....................................................est at 28kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.................................................+2, -I.5dB
Frequency response I00Hz-5kHz.................................................+0. -0.8dB
Stereo separation, !00Hz, !kHz, !0kHz......................... 23dB, 39dB, 25dB
Channel difference at IkHz, \0kHz...........................................0.3dB, O.ldB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + I5dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack') .... l.25g, 2.5g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + I2dB.......................................................... l .0g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB.................................................................0.7%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB......................................................... 3.3%
High frequency waveform quality...................................................Fairly good
Mid band intec;odulation (!kHz + l.5kHz)......................................... 3.3%
H.F. intec;odulation pulsed lOkHz, 24cm/seC peak........................... 0.38%
Pink Noise intec;odulation, I2kHz, I6kHz, 20kHz.......... 3.3%, 6%, 12%
Typical selling price inc VAT...................   approx £140
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT............................................................est £70

Frequency response, re\. output and separation ref OdB (I mv/cm/sec).

I kHz squarewave. note ultrasonic cutter •ringing'
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A single play turntable for those 
who demand quality to the last detail

Dual
o-* DUAL CS 504 {illustrated)

finest A belt drive semi-automatic turntable■HICM that comes complete with cartridge, 
msound Available in walnut or black finish.

For Dual, quality begins with excellent engineering. This is reflected in an outstanding performance and 
dependable operation. Not just in the drive system performance but, in the tone arm functioning and 
tracking ability as well. So with the Dual CS 504, just as with every Dual, you can be sure you are 
getting only the best in performance, operation and reliability.
The CS 504 is just one of a number of belt drive and direct drive turntables in the Dual line and to 
complete the range. Dual can offer cassette decks, amplifiers, tuners and racking systems.
Further detailed information can be obtained from one of our Dual dealers or by contacting

Hayden Laboratories Ltd.
Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter, 
Bucks SL9 9EW. Telephone: Gerrards Cross (STD 02813) 88447

|HAYDEN[
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(revised & reprinted) Nalional PanasonicEll20SC llL
National Panasonic UK Ltd., 107-109 Whitby Road, Slough, Berks SLI 3DR 0753 34522

I kHz squarewave, note ullrasonic cutter •ringing
Although this is a Technics cartridge, due to the 
close similarity between this manufacturer's name 
and another leading hi-fi company, it is marketed 
under the National Panasonic label.

The model reviewed is the L, low output version, 
but the S normal output and the H high output 
versions should be very similar and carry an 
otherwise identical specification. The output of the 
205 HL measures -3dB at the normal reference 
level, but actually this is higher than several other 
conventional designs in the report! A very low 
output impedance is specified, and the unit is thus 
highly insensitive to loading variations. The 
specified compliance is 12.5cu at lOOHz; our 
sample measuring 25cu at below lOHz, with little 
internal damping. Low-to-medium mass arms are 
therefore compatible, and if a lOHz system 
resonance is aimed for, the headshell supplied must 
be discarded and a 5g effective mass arm employed; 
in any case, extra arm damping would improve 
matters.

The frequency response was found to vary with 
temperature; below 20°C the output dropped a 
further couple of dB above lOkHz, .and the mild 
upper resonance was suppressed. At 25°C the 
overall response met ± 2dB limits, ±0.5dB sufficing 
for the mid band. Channel separation was fairly 
good and balance excellent. Both distortion and 
trackability were better than average and although 
the supertrack required l .6g, this is not unusual 
with medium compliance models. The squarewave 
showed a well damped, fast rise time with some 
mild supersonic ringing and phase shift.

Listening tests placed this cartridge as just about 
average. Smoothness, clarity and clean bass were 
all noteld, but the balance was described as dulled 
with a loss of depth and only average imaging.

A superb naked elliptical diamond of 0.3 x 0.7 
thou radii was fitted and polish, alignment and 
shape were all beyond reproach.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass ............. ..................................................................... 6.5g
Test Tracking Force.....................................................................................l.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g eff mass)..................................... 7Hz
Induced Hum Level................................................................................... -70dB
Sensitivity....................................................................................0.7mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to lmV/cm/sec ............   -3.ldB
Subjective Sound Quality..........................   . - .average

Slylus Dala
Stylus Type.................................................................................naked elliptical
Interchangeability.............................................  yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond.............. .................................... excellent
HF Resonance.......................................................................................... 21kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at IOHz..................................................2Scu
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT....................................... ................£23.00

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz..................................................................................................i.OdB
lMH^-5kHz................................................................................................. 0.5dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz ..................................................................19dB 
Channel Separation at IkHz.................................................................... . 22dB
Channel Separation at 10k Hz ................................................................. J 7dB
Channel Balance at IkHz . .............. , ............ OdB
Channel Balance at IOkHz .  .......................................... 0.7dB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality.................................................................................good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz ....................................................... 0.25%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz........................................................... 3.5%
Mid-band Intermodulation . . ................ ...... .1.2%
HF Intermodulation pulsed IOkHz 24cm/sec peak ..............................0.3%

Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14d8........................................................... 0.8g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + t !dB .............................................................0.7g
Supertrackability 300Hz. + t8dB Lateral passed at . ..............................l.6g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT .............................................................. £46.00

Compatibility
Recommended Loading..................................... ,.................................100-SOOpf
Recommended Loading..........................................................IOK-IOOK ohms
Low to medium mass arm ideal, preferably with damping

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: ldB per division.
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GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass........................
Estimated dynamic compliance at IOHz.
Specified downforce: range I g to 2g ....

Ortofon rr t5E II
Hannan UK St. Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks HPlO 8HR. 
049 481 5221

This cartridge was reviewed and recommended in 
the previous issue in Mark 1 form. The new version 
is best used with Ortofon's optional CAP210, 
which is a dual capacitor chip which fits at the back 
of the cartridge and typically loads the total capaci
tance to a recommended 400pf or so. A compliance 
reduction from 35 to 25cu has been achieved, but 
this latter figure still requires the use of a moderate 
mass arm below 1Og or so. Strictly speaking, 
damping is desirable, but for most inexpensive 
players it will not be possible, and no undue harm 
will result.

Lab measurement indicated a strong perform
ance for such an inexpensive model; with the 
correct loading the response was remarkably flat 
with very good separation and excellent channel 
balance. Trackability was good, being maintained 
to the highest frequencies, while distortion levels 
were reasonable, although the J-octave noise 
figures were poorer than average. The squarewave 
photo showed a fine flat-topped result on 1kHz, 
with only a small ring at the leading edge which is 
related to the relatively sharp cutoff at 20kHz.

Auditioning placed this model at the 'average' 
level which was very encouraging at the price. It 
sounded less 'even' and capable than it in fact 
measured, with a touch of sibilance, surface noise, 
occasional brittleness, and some mild nasality and 
compression, particularly on complex loud sec
tions. However, its open neutral balance, generally 
good clarity, plus well-presented stable stereo with 
good depth rendition, together won the day.

The stylus reportnoted a well shaped elliptical of 
8 x 18^m — to spec — set in a 300^m metal shank. 
The cone angle was 55" with satisfactory alignment 
but the polish of the contact surfaces was just 
adequate — a frequent occurrence however at this 
price level.

In conclusion the moderately priced FF15E II 
clearly merited a recommendation. It is perhaps 
wishful thinking to hope for better stylus polish and 

reduced compliance, but both these steps would 
further advance this good value design.

Induced magnet ‘VMS', 5g 
.... 25cu (XIO -6cm/dyne)

LF resonance in test (SME 111,6g me + cart.) .
Sensitivity at 1kHz................................................... .
Relative output (OdB = 1 mV/cm/sec). .. ..................
Subjective sound quality............................................
Recommended loading.............................................
Recommended arm mass and damping....................
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance.........................
Induced hum level . ....... .................. .........

.......... tested at I ,6g 

...+I!dB at9.5Hz 
....... l.25mV/cm/sec 
.........................+2dB 
.....................Average 
47k ohms plus 400pr 
... 4 to 9g, moderate 
... 800ohms, 600mH 
................ Very good

Stylus type and spec................................detach, shank elliptical, 8 X 1814m
Finish and alignment............................................................... adequate/good
Tip geometry ........... , .................. - .............. 8 X 1814m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)....................................... estimated at 20kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.. ............ . ± l .SdB
Frequency response IOOHz-SkHz............................................. +0, -l.2dB
Stereo separation, IOOHz, !kHz, I0kHz.........................22dB, 32dB, 23dB
Channel difference at !kHz, JOkHz........................................0.2dB, 0.2dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + ISdB, + 18dB ('Supertrack')......... I.lg, J.8g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB...................................................... 0.7g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB............................................................0.6%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB........................................................... 2.7%
High frequency waveform quality . .... . -.......  Good
Mid band intermodulation (!kHz + l.SkHz) . ,. .. . ......,. . ,. 3.4% 
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak............................(0.2%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz... 3.2%, 7.1%, 12.5% 
Typical selling price inc VAT. . ... ....................£14
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT............................................................. £10

Frequency response, rel. output, and separation ref OdB (I mv/cm/sec).

I kHz squarewave
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Oriofon VMS20E II
Harman UK St. Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks HPlO 8HR.

049 481 5221

This model was also reviewed in Mark I version in 
the previous issue, but did not achieve any partic
ular distinction. The first ‘20E II tried here offered 
good but not especial separation, the generator axes 
showing a lack of mutual alignment, but a second 
sample (not selected) provided the improvement 
shown by the dotted trace on the graph; accordingly 
this sample was used for all subsequent testing. 
Two frequency responses were also charted to 
exlore the criticality of loading, with the optimum 
dotted 400pf curve clearly the best. Without too 
great elaboration the VMS with a naked elliptical 
tip may be regarded as a improved version of the 
FF15E.

Measurement showed the VMS compliance to 
be a little higher than the ‘15, at 28cu, but track
ability was significantly increased, the Supertrack 
needing just 1g. Most distortions were similarly 
good except for the 13 -octave results which were 
much better than for the ‘15, while an excellent 
frequency response and channel balance were both 
charted, plus very good separation throughout.

On audition the ‘20E II appeared in the top group 
which is an excellent result for the price paralleling 
the achievement of the ADC XLM III in this 
respect. Considered very slightly nasal and dull in 
tonal colour it was nevertheless sufficiently neutral 
to achieve close tape copying. Stereo imaging was 
reproduced with precision and depth, and the treble 
range was clean and clear even on complex pass
ages; overall a very musical and accurate sound 
with quite quiet surfaces.

The stylus report showed a naked 220^m round 
stock elliptical diamond to specification. with a 50° 
cone angle and good shape. The alignment was fine 
but polish disappointingly poor.

In conclusion, the 400pf loaded VMS 20EII can 
be strongly recommended on the assumption that 
the second sample rather than the first was typical, 
but is best suited to low mass arms. In addition, a 
cartridge of this calibre should really have better 

stylus polish, which would 'complete' the otherwise 
fine diamond fitted.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass................ ..........Induced Magnet 'VMS', Sg
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz....................28cu (X 10 -'cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 0.75g to 1-5g.................................... tested at I Jg
LF resonance in test (SME 111,6g me + cart)...........+ l l dB at 8.9Hz
Sensitivity at I kHz.......................................................................l .2mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = I mV/cm/sec) ...................................................+2dB
Subjective sound quality........................................................................ Excellent
Recommended loading........................... ..............47k ohms plus 400pf
Recommended arm mass and damping............................... 3 to 8g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance...................................800ohms, 600mH
Induced hum level............................................................................... Very good
Stylus type and spec...................................detach, naked elliptical, 8 X 18pm
Finish and alignment......................................................................... Poor, good
Tip geometry................. 8 X 18 pm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)............. .............................. indicated at l 8kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.........................................................±I.3dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz..................................................... +O, -IdB
Stereo separation, 1OOHz, 1kHz, 10kHz......................... 20dB, 35dB, 22dB
Channel difference at IkHz, 10kHz................................................... OdB, OdB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack').............0.8g, 1g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB........................................................... 0.4g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB.................................................................0.7%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB...............................................................2.8%
High frequency waveform quality.............................................................Good
Mid band intermodulation (lkHz + l.5kHz)......................................... 3.8%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak..............................0.2%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz. 16kHz, 20kHz..........3%, 6.4%, 6.6%
Typical selling price inc VAT..................... ........................................... £30
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT.................................................................£24

Frequency response. rcl. output. and separation rcfOdU ( Imv/cm/sec) 
(dotted curve 400pf; separation sec text).

I kHz squarewave
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Orlofon M20rL Super
Harman UK St. Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks HP10 8HR. 
049 481 5221 _______ ____

This top-of-the-line induced magnet cartridge was 
built to have a moderate compliance of 20cu, thus 
allowing the use of medium mass arms up to 10g, 
and subsonic damping is probably not essential. 
Although employing a different stylus assembly, 
the 'FL Super had the same body resistance and 
inductance as the other Ortofon models in the 
report, and the obligatory 400pf of loading was 
therefore required, the output also proved sup- 
risingly high. A standard alloy cantilever was fitted 
but with a line contact tip which allows tracking 
forces of up to 2g without accelerated wear.

On test 1. 7 g was in fact required to cope with 
Supertrack + 18dB, so perhaps the permissible 
downforce range was just as well! Frequency re
sponse was as excellently controlled as with the 
cheaper VMS and balance was fairly good, with 
channel separation excellent throughout. Track
ability at the test downforce (1.6g) was fine with all 
distortions held to very good levels; in fact, the 
usual rise in lateral distortion so often noted with 
line styli was avoided here.altogether. The square
wave reflected the fine channel response, the single 
'ring' simply deriving from the steep rolloff above 
20kHz. High frequency waveforms were notice
ably cleaner than average.

Auditioning ranked the 'FL Super in the top 
class. Distortion was very low right to end of side, 
as well as on high level sections which often caught 
other models out. Stereo was fine with great 
musical clarity and depth plus an open, quite 
neutral balance, but surface noise was slightly 
obtrusive, and on occasion a marginally cold, steely 
quality was detected — something not noticed with 
the VMS20EH.

Stylus examination revealed a superb square 
stock naked line contact diamond with correct 8pm 
minor radius and a 50° cone angle. Polish and 
alignment were very good, though the shape neared 
a Shibata profile, extending a little deep.

Another fine Ortofon cartridge, the M20 FL

Super was obviously not such good value as the 
companion VMS, but nevertheless easily deserves 
recommendation. The lower compliance was a help 
in achieving a match with medium mass arms. 
GENERALDATA
Cartridge type and mass..............................
Estimated dynamic compliance at 1OHz..
Specified downforce: range l.25g to 1.75g

Induced magnet 'VMS', 5g 
.... 20cu (X 10 -6cm/dyne)

LF resonance in test (SME 111, 6g me + cart).
Sensitivity at 1kHz................ ........................................
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/sec)........................
Subjective sound quality........................................ ...
Recommended loading............................................... ...
Recommended arm mass and damping......................

........... tested at l.6g 
... +10dB at 10.8Hz 

........ 17mV/cm/sec
...................... +4.5dB
....................Excellent
4 7 k ohms plus 400pf 
..4 to 1 Og, moderate

Cartridge coil resistance/inductance.................................... 800ohms, 600mH
Induced hum level.................. .............................................................. Very good
Stylus type and spee.......................... detach, naked line contact 8 X line ^m
Finish and alignment.....................................................................Both very good
Tip geometry .. ............. ...................................................................... 8 X line ^om
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)................................................ not clear, 30kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-2CkHz...........................................................± 1.6dB
Frequency response 100Hz,-5kHz...................................................+0.2, -IdB
Stereo separation, 1UUHz, 1kHz, t UkHz.......................... 20dB, 36dB, 28dB
Channel difference at 1kHz, 10kHz............................................ 0.9dB, l.OdB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack')...........l.2g, l.7g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB.............................................................0.8g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9d8...................................................................0.3%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB......................................................................2%
High frequency wavefonn quality.......................................................Very good
Mid band intermodulation (!kHz + l.5kHz)...........................................3.3%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed IOkHz, 24cm/sec peak............................ 0.14%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz.......... l.7%, 5.8%, 4%
TypicaJ selling price inc VAT......................................................................... £60
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT................  ....................................... £33

+10
dB

o

-10

-20

-30

... .. .. .20 Hz 50 HIO 20 500 1k 2k 5k 10k 20k 50k
Frequency response, rel. output, and separation refOdB (lmv/cm/sec).

1 kHz squarewave'
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Orlofon MCIO
Harman UK St. Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks HPlO 8HR.

049 481 5221

Introduced after completion of the last issue, the 
MCJO represents Ortofon's least expensive 
moving-coil model. A low impedance, low output 
type, 10 ohms or more of step-up input impedance 
was required with a full X30 gain to bring the output 
to nominal levels. Hum induction could be a mild 
problem, and care was needed with both the signal 
wiring layout and the location of units. Compliance 
was moderate, indicating conventional arms in the 
9-16g effective mass range, preferably damped. 
Fitted with a small alloy tube cantilever, the tip was 
a naked elliptical, specified at 8 x l 8p.m radii.

Tracking at a 2g downforce the MCJO returned a 
commendably uniform frequency response, the 
slight suck out not recovering to resonance until 
right outside the audio band. Separation was very 
good and was well maintained to high frequencies; 
balance was also fine while at the stated downforce 
trackability was quite good, and although the b- 
octave noise distortion measured at 20kHz was a 
little high, the remaining figures were satisfactory. 
A degree of asymmetry was present on the square
wave since the rising overshoot was better damped 
than the falling one, but the continued bursts of 
ringing also apparent were responsibility of the disc 
and not the cartridge.

Auditioning placed the MCJO in the 'average' 
category overall which is a reasonable result at the 
price if no extra step-up is required by the user. The 
sound was generally good on lower level passages 
with fine stereo depth and detail. The balance was 
slightly rich with a touch of 'fizz' and 'edge' at the 
highest frequencies, and it was occasionally caught 
out on tracking, with complex passages showing a 
thickening and hardening, with detail loss.

The stylus report described a well made naked tip 
ground on a 250^m rod section. The minor radius 
was smaller than specified, which is unfortunate in 
view of the highish tracking force, record and tip 
wear will be increased with this particular sample. 
With a cone angle of 55° the tip was considered 

well-aligned.
While the MCJO is clearly quite a decent per

former, in our view it outclassed by Ortofon's own 
complication-free induced magnet designs, 
although it would appear that the MC10 is probably 
better than its more expensive brother, the MC20. 
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass  ......................................................... Moving-coil, 7g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz..................... 14cu (X 10 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 1.7g to 2.3g..................................... tested at 2.0g
Lf resonance in test amt (SME 111, 6g me + cart)........+12dB at 12.5 Hz 
Sensitivity at 1kHz..........................(alone 0.024mV/cm/sec) 0.5mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec)........................... (alone -32dB) -6dB
Subjective sound quality.......................................................................... Average
Recommended loading . ......................................................... I0 - 500ohms
Recommended arm mass and damping............................. 9 to 16g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance ....................................................... 3ohms
Induced hum level . ...................................................................Fairly good
Stylus type and spec.................................. Fixed, naked elliptical, 8 X l 8gm
.Finish and alignment........................................................................... Both good
Tip geometry.......................................................................................5 X l 8gm
hF resonance (tip mass/vinyl) .................................... estimated at 32kHz
Frequency res^nse 20Hz-20kHz  ............................... ............... +2, -1.5dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz  ....................... ..................... .. +0, -l.2dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz..........................23dB, 34dB, 25dB
Channel difference at 1kHz, 10kHz...........................................0.5dB, 0.5dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack') ... 1.75g, 225g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + I2dB...........................................................0.9g
Distortion 300Hz 1ateral +9dB............................................................0.35%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB...............................................................1.8%
High frequency wavefonn quality . ................................................... Poor
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz+ 1.5kHz)......................................... 3.5%
H.F. intennodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak............................. 0.4%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz.......... 3%, 6.5%, 11%
Typica1 selling price inc VAT (inc step-up)...................................£46 (£95)
Stylus rep1acement cost inc VAT...........................................................est £30

Frequency response, rel. output, and separation refOdB (Imv/cm/sec).

1kHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter 'ringing'
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Orlofon MC20 (revised & reprinted)
Harman UK St. Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks HPIO 8HR. 
049 481 5221

IkHz squarewavc. note ultrasonic cuner •ringing^

This is Ortofon's latest model in their long line of 
moving-coil designs and is equipped with a 'line 
contact' stylus. (Essentially the only difference 
between this model and the SL20E and SL20Q is 
in their tip shapes, elliptical or Shibata.) The cost of 
an accompanying pre-amplifier or transformer 
must also be taken into consideration, in addition to 
the quoted purchase price.

On test, the MC20 was found to have an 
adequately damped low compliance of l 6cu, giving 
good compatibility with the majority of rigid, 
medium mass arms (8-15g), without the need for 
additional damping.
The response was quite uniform in the audible 
range, but showed a strong resonance at 35kHz 
which dominated the squarewave response. The 
latter nevertheless showed evidence of a down-tilt 
towards the treble range, which was sufficient to 
require ±0.75dB limits to contain the mid-band 
region. (Incidentally, this and all the other square
wave photographs of moving-coil cartridges were 
taken without a transformer which would have 
distorted the picture.) Separation was classed as 
good, channel balance excellent and distortion as 
satisfactorily low. Trackability rated only average, 
with the supertrack band requiring over 3g 9own- 
force. The output level was 2dB above the FRl, 
delivering 1.3mV/cm/sec from the Denon '3 ohm' 
transformer setting, and hum induction was sat
isfactory for a moving-coil model if care was taken 
with the transformer location.

Listening tests placed this model at an only 
average position, despite evidence of some of the 
favourable qualities of depth and mid-band natural
ness so often associated with moving-coil designs. 
Criticisms included an apparent loss of bass, a hint 
ofharshness and muddying ofdetail, particularly on 
the higher level passages.

The diamond was found to be a top class naked 
stone with excellent 'line contact' shape and polish. 
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GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass........ ..................  7gt
Test Tracking Force...................................................................................... .1.8g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g eff mass) ............ 9Hz
Induced Hum Level . „ o. „ - - ... , .. .... , „ „,,: ..... ..............approx -57dB
Sensitivity................................................................ l.JmV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec............................ , . +2dB*
Subjective Sound Quality................................................. . , . .average

Stylus Data
Stylus Type . ......................... . .............. . ........................ naked line contact
Interchangeability.......................................    no
Finish and Alignment of diamond....................................................  adequate
HF Resonance............ ................................. .. .......... ........................ 35kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at lOHz. ........................ . ................ 16cu
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT .......................  £40.00

Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz.................. ..............................................................................t.l.SdB
100Hz-5kHz. .............................................................................................±-0.75dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz.......................................................................21dB
Channel Separation at IkHz................   24dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz .................................................................... 2JdB
Channel Balance at IkHz ..  OdB
Channel Balance at !0kHz.....................................  0.5dB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality............. ............................ .............. ............ . poor
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB JOOHz.............................................................0.2%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB JOOHz..................................................... .. 3.3%
Mid-band Intermodulation . . . ....................................................................2%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak  .................. .. 0.32%

Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB  .........................................................  I.lg
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + I !dB . ............ ....................................... . . 1g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at............ ...................... Jg

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT................................................................. £67.00

Compatibility
Recommended Loading ............................. ........................................ > 10 ohms^
Medium mass arm suitable. damping unnecessary

•see text

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: ldB per division.



Orlofon MC30
Harman UK St. Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks HPlO 8HR.

049 481 5221

The almost 'stop press' inclusion of this very new 
and costly cartridge caused some problems for 
Ortofon, since two samples submitted from the first 
production batch were not quite to their expect
ations. Since then, the possibility of damper 
changes in subsequent production has been con
firmed, and a third sample was supplied, but was 
unfortunately too late for full- lab testing, so the 
results should be viewed with some caution. 
Designwise the MC30 is a highly developed 
version of the MC20, incorporating HF damping 
derived from a seismic platinum mass behind the 
moving-coil. Its low output necessitated a full step- 
up ratio, while am damping also proved desirable; 
the suggested effective arm mass lies in the 6-l 2g 
range.

The high frequency waveform was typically 
moving-coil, but distortions were low and track
ability very good. The frequency response was very 
flat in the midband but showed an unbalanced 
premature rise of up to +4dB at 20kHz (+5dB was 
returned by the third sample, although with the 
latter, the channel balance was improved.) IpF of 
parallel loading had no perceptible effect!

On audition it was clear that this cartridge had 
great promise, with fine detail, clear open imaging, 
and good tracking. This mix of line contact with HF 
lift was however clearly heard as an emphasis of 
surface noise, disc distortion, and a bright sheen 
high up in the range. The final rating of 'good' 
reflected these effects, but a treble filter might be 
used to help matters.

The stylus was an excellent low tip mass stone of 
90pm square rod, line contact, with the minor 
radius to spec. Cone angle was correct at 50°, with 
fine polish, shape, and alignment.

With more control of the high frequency response 
and tighter tolerances on channel balance and 
separation, the MC30 would have all the makings 
of a top flight design. As it stands it is undoubtedly 
good, but extravagently costly.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass................... ........................................Moving-coil, 7g
Estimated dynamic compliance at IOHz..................... l 7cu (X 10 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range -g to l.5g.........................................tested at 1.5g
LF resonance in test (SME 111, 6g me + cart)..........+13dB at 11 Hz 
Sensitivity at IkHz (alone 0.043mV/cm/sec).................... .  .0.56mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec)......................... (alone -27.SdB) -5dB
Subjective sound quality...............................................................................Good
Recommended loading.......................................  10 to 100 ohms
Recommended ann mass and damping.................................b to 12, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance......................................................... 3ohms
Induced hum level..............................................................................Fairly good
Stylus type and spec............................ fixed, naked line contact, 8 X line gm
Finish and alignment................................... ................................Both very good
Tip geometry....................................... 8 X line contact gm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)............................ ......................est at 32kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz  ....................................................+4, -IdB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz . ..........................................+ 0, -O.5dB
Stereo separation, I00Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz  .................. 10dB, 30dB, 28dB
Channel difference at I kHz. 10kHz . ... 0.8dB, l.4dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral+ ISdB, + 18dB ('Supertrack') .. l.25g. l.6g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB.................................................. .0.8g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB.................................................................0.4%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB . ................ ............................. 2.5%
High frequency waveform qua1ity...................... ........................Fairly poor
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz + 1.5kHz) . ......................................3.6%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed I0kHz, 24cm/sec peak.., ............ 0.25%
Pink Noise intermodulation, l 2kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz..............1.8%, 5%, 6% 
Typica1 selling price inc VAT......................................... ........ est £250+
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT..........................................................est £100

I kHz squarewave. now ultrasonic culler •ringing
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Philips GP400 II (revised & reprinted)
Philips Electrical Ltd., City House, 420/430 London Road, Croydon CR9 3QR, 
01-689 2166 

I kHz squarewave
This cartridge is fitted to several of the cheaper 

Philips record decks and hence is of particular 
interest. Modestly priced (typically below £10), it 
is equipped with a spherical tip and is intended for 
use at around a 2g downforce. The compliance was 
somewhat higher than specified at a measured 
33cu, and the design thus requires a low mass arm 
for optimum results, preferably one with additional 
damping. It would appear that the compliance of 
both Philips' cartridges in this report are a little high 
for the arms incorporated in Philips' turntables. We 
also found that an increase in loading to 400pf gave 
best results. On test, a gently falling response trend 
was shown, sufficiently shallow to allow ± 1dB 
limits to contain the IOOHz to 5 kHz mid-band.

The output level was similar to that of the GP412 
mk II at+3.3dB and once again, the hum level was 
exemplary. Distortion levels were higher than 
average, particularly on the vertical modulation 
band, which may indicate a lack of cantilever 
constraint in the fore and aft direction. Trackability 
was very good with channel separation and balance 
both excellent. The squarewave photograph shows 
a clean response with a quickly damped 20kHz tip 
mass resonance, the slight rounding related to the 
drooping response.

On audition, it was rated as a little above average 
and was considered to have fair detail and imaging, 
accurate bass, some constriction at high levels, and 
a slightly distant and 'nasal' mid-range.

Stylus examination revealed a commercial 
quality 0.6 thou spherical diamond in a brazed steel 
shank mount. The alignment was satisfactory and 
the polish just adequate.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass....................................................................................................6g
Test Tracking Force............................................................................................2g
LF Resonance in Standard Am (16g eff mass) .  6.JHz
Induced Hum Level.........................................................  -78d8
Sensitivity...................................................................................... l.5mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV cm/sec . ,..............      +3.3dB
Subjective Sound Quality.............................................................................good

Stylus Data
Stylus Type...................................................................................shank spherical
Interchangeability...............................................................................................yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond. . ............................................... adequate
HF Resonance......................... .............................................................20kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz...................................................33cu
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT ... ............................   . .£5.S0

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz............................................  t2dB
100Hz-5kHz.............. ..............   ±!dB
Channel Separation at IOOHz............................................................... .. .20dB
Channel Separation at IkHz........................................................................32dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz ................................................................... 19dB
Channel Balance at !kHz ...................................    0.2dB
Channel Balance at I 0kHz......................................................................O.ldB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality..............................................................................average
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz ............................................... ... 0.7%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB JOOHz. . .............. .......... .......... 8%
Mid-band Intermodulation ....................... 3%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak ........................ . 0.75%

Trackability
Trackability JOOHz Lateral + 14dB.............................................................0.7g
Trackability JOOHz Vertical + I !dB.............................................................0.8g
Supertrackability JOOHz+ 18d8 Lateral passed at ....................................... 2g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT. ...........,..........,............    :110.00

Compatibility
Recommended Loading...................................................................... 300-SOOpf
Recommended Loading...................................................................... 47K ohms
Needs low mass arm for optimum performance

Y shows the left and right fluency amplitude responses. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: tdB per division.
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Philips GP401 II
Philips Electrical Ltd., City House, 420/430 London Road, Croydon CR9 3QR 

01-689 2166

Omitted from the earlier issue, this model com
pletes the line up of lower priced Philips moving 
magnet cartridges, this example retailing at round 
£14.00 and fitted with a shank mount elliptical 
stylus. Two years ago it was commented that the 
GP400 II and '412 II were rather high in com
pliance and were therefore theoretically poorly 
suited to the current range of Philips turntables, and 
indeed to many other models then available. The 
present '401 II would also seem overcompliant at 
27cu, and ideally it required a genuine low mass 
arm, preferably damped. Two samples were tried, 
with the second showing better separation (the first 
recorded little better than 20dB midband.)

Measurement described an adequate quality 
cartridge having a 4dB suckout in the upper treble 
register and fairly good midband separation, with 
excellent values at higher frequencies. Channel 
balance was fair, tracking very good and distortions 
generally favourable, the distorted squarewave re
flecting the response anomaly. High frequency 
waveforms were fairly clean.

Auditioning confirmed an 'adequate' rating, this 
commensurate with the price. The contrast between 
the depressed upper mid and the following high 
treble recovery was audibly apparent, sibilants 
were occasionally slurred and the balance was dull 
and recessed, and with the relative treble boost, the 
stereo impression was impaired. Complex passages 
were somewhat confused with an almost nasal 
coloration, but the '401 II was nevertheless better 
in this respect than several others at much higher 
prices.

This stylus was quite good, possessing a 25011m 
metal shank with well-shaped radii close to specifi
cation on a 55° cone.

A realistically engineered cartridge with a 
reasonable stylus tip and good tracking, the GP 401 
II did not however sound good enough to merit 
recommendation and furthermore, some evidence 
of quality variation was observed between the two 

samples. A low mass damped arm is necessary to 
give the best results, together with 300pf + 47K 
loading.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass.......................................................Moving magnet, 6g
Estimated dynamic compliance at IOHz..................... 27cu (X10 —'cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range I.Sg to 2.5g........................ tested at I.7g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111, 6g me + cart)..........+14d8 at 8.9Hz 
Sensitivity at IkHz......................................................................... J .2mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = l mV/cm/sec)..................................................... +2d8
Subjective sound quality......................................................................... Adequate
Recommended loading.......................................... 47k ohms plus 200 to 300pf
Recommended arm mass and damping....................................3-7 g. moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance.................................... 95 0ohms, 540mH
Induced hum level................................................................................Very good
Stylus type and spec..........................detachable, shank elliptical. 7 X 17pm
Finish and alignment ........................................................................Both good
Tip geometry....................................................................................... SX 15 pm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)..................................................................20kHz
Frequency res^nse 20Hz-20kHz................................... ............+I, -4dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz ,,.<.,-.,..,,..-,,..... +O, -3.0dB 
Stereo separation, 100Hz, IkHz. !0kHb........................19dB, 27dB, 28dB*
Channel difference at IkHz, 10kHz................................................!dB, l.6dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB. + 18dB ('Supertrack").......... l.Og. l.3g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + l 2dB............................................................0.6g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB................................................................. 0.6%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB............................................................... 3.0%
High frequency waveform quality...................................................Fairly good
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz + 1.5kHz)...............................................4%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz. 24cm/sec peak. ,, .„. ., ...0.41 % 
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz..........2.8%, 5.5%, 7% 
Typical selling price inc VAT....................................................................... £14
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT.....................................................................£9
* See text

Frc4ui.:ncy response. ri.:l. output. and :-.i.:paration rcfOJB 1 lmvicm/sce). 
l>ulid lOOpf. dotted 500pl)

I kHL s4uarewavc
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Philips GP412 IJ (revised & reprinted)
Philips Electrical Ltd., City House, 420/430 London Road, Croydon CR9 3QR, 01-689 2166

I kHz squarcwavc. note ultrasonic cutter ringing^

This cartridge is the most expensive of the stereo 
models, and is supplied with a shank mounted 
elliptical tip and a loading recommendation of less 
than 250pf.

As with the GP400mkll, on test we found a 400 
pf loading to offer an improvement in response 
uniformity, and even with the latter, a gently falling 
trend is present with rising frequency. Nevertheless 
the 100Hz to 5 kHz midband was held within good 
±l.25dB limits. The output was 3.SdB above 
nominal, and the induced hum level excellent, as 
were both channel balance and separation.

The stylus compliance measured 42cu with low 
damping, which was a little higher than specified. 
Hence, a genuinely low mass arm is necessary for 
optimum stability and tracking. Theoretically, this 
makes the arms in Philips' own turntables no
minally incompatible, since the combination 
resonance is not likely to exceed 7Hz.

Distortion values were moderate and trackability 
very good. The squarewave photograph illustrates 
fair symmetry with the initial overshoot quite 
quickly damped. Few anomaJies are visible.

Listening tests placed the design slightly above 
average and it was considered to have good detail, 
stereo imaging and depth, allied with a degree of 
nasality and brashness, and' a dulling in the 
presence band.

The audible 'brash' quality may in fact be 
associated with the poor quality of diamond that 
was fitted to the sample supplied. Upon examin
ation, it was found to have a 0.7 x 0.3 thou tip, with 
a very bad shape on both radii; small chips were 
actually visible on the major axis. This is dis
appointing in view of the long manufacturing 
experience that this company possesses, and the 
relatively high cost of the cartridge. Had a better tip 
been fitted, its rating could well have been 
improved.

GENERAL DATA 
Drt^FM=.................................................................................................... 6g
Test Tracking Force...................................................................................... l.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g eff mass) .......... 5.4Hz
Induced Hum Level .........................   -76dB
Sensitivity...................................................................................... l.SmV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec............ ......................  + 3.8d8
Subjective Sound Quality................................................................. good

Stylus Data
Stylus Type.........................................    shank elliptical
Interchangeability..........    yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond............................................................... poor
HF Resonance............................................................................................ 2lkHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at JOHz........................... .......... 42cu
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT..........................................................£17.00

Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz. ...................................................................................... , . .±2dB*
IOOHz-5kHz.............................................................................................. ±J25dB
Channel Separation at JOOHz..................................................................... 21dB
Channel Separation at !kHz.......... ......................................... ..............35d8
Channel Separation at !OkHz ................................................... ................33d8
Channel Balance at !kHz..................................  , ; : „ . 0.3d8
Channel Balance at !OkHz.............................................................................OdB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality.................      average
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz ........................................................... 0.4%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz............................................................. 3%
Mid-band Intennodulation..............................  3%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak .................... .. 0.55%

Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral+ 14dB ................................................... O.Jg
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + l ldB.................................................... 0.6g
Supertrackability 300 Hz + 18dB Lateral passed al................  1.25g

Typical Selling Price inc. VA;..................................................................£30.00

Compatibility
Recommended Loading . .... ..........   . .. 300-500pf
Recommended Loading .. ..................................................... .. 47K ohms
Needs very low mass arm for optimum performance

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: ldB per division.
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Pickering SE I
Pickering, Sound Source, 39 Valley Road, Rickmansworth, Herts, Tel 75242

Adding to Pickering's line in this edition, we 
examined the SEI (a rather brief name by this 
company's usual standards.) In this instance the 
cartridge body slid into a close fitting back plate, 
and the latter could be prefitted to a tonearm, the 
cartridge being clipped in afterwards. A deliber
ately robust general purpose model, the downforce 
range was specified as l-3g, with the mean at 2g 
chosen for our test purposes. The medium com
pliance of 16cu provided good compatibility with 
typical medium mass 8-14g tone arms, although the 
unit was a little underdamped at low frequencies; 
300pf plus 4 7K ohms gave an even response.

The charted curve was quite flat out to 10kHz, 
beyond which the output was curtailed somewhat 
on 400pf loading; a reduction in capacitance to 
300pf provided greater extension. Separation was 
to a good standard although failing rapidly towards 
the tip mass resonance at l 8kHz, while balance was 
just satisfactory and trackability fairly good. Dis
tortions on the 10kHz pulsed band and the 300Hz 
lateral cut were on the high side, while the i, octave 
noise 16kHz band was also much poorer than 
average with 12% difference tone content. The 
squarewave photo clearly reflected the even re
sponse with a 20kHz or so bandwidth, and showed 
a clean characteristic.

Rated as just 'adequate' on audition, the sound 
was open in the midband with quite good stereo; 
however treble detail was poor, with edgy and 
fatiguing effects, while some brittleness on strings 
and a hardening on complex passages! were also 
apparent. It was also a trifle sibilant and lacked 
energy high in the treble — one panelist suggested 
that a filter had been put in.

The stylus expert's report described a 275^m 
metal shank diamond of radii close to spec and good 
alignment (55° cone), but of such poor finish on the 
major radius — pits were visible under a micro
scope — that he felt the diamond should never have 
been used.

In conclusion, one is left to wonder what degree 
of degradation this poor tip might have imparted. 
Certain points were potentially encouraging — for 
example, a well controlled response plus good 
separation and a sensible compliance — only time 
and the market can tell what this cartridge's future 
will be.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass . ....
Estimated dynamic compliance at JOHz

Induced magnet, approx 6g 
.... 16cu (X10 -cm/dyne)

Specified downforce: range Ig to 3g.................. ... tested at 2g
LF resonance in test (SME 111, 6g me + cart)....... +I 3dB at 12.5 Hz 
Sensitivity at I kHz................... ................................................. I.4mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec) .
Subjective sound quality.......................
Recommended loading.
Recommended arm mass and damping 
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance ... 
Induced hum level.................................  
Stylus type and spec. .................... 
Finish and alignment ., ,. -. ... .
Tip geometry . ..................
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)..............

....................................................+4dB 
........................................... Adequate

.. 47k ohms plus 200-400pr 
.. 8-14g, moderate
............................. 850ohms,575mH 
...........................................Very good 
detach, shank elliptical, I0 X I 8^m 
................................... Poor, good 

...........................................8 X l8Mm 
................................................ I 8kHz

Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz......................... . ..................... .  +5, -8dB*
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz.. . ±0.5dB
Stereo separation, IOOHz, IkHz, !OkHz......................... 20dB,31dB, 22dB
Channel difference al IkHz, IOkHz............................................ l.6dB, l.2dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + I 5dB, + ! 8dB ('Supertrack')..........1.2g 1.9g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB.............................................................. Ig
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB................................................................ 1.5%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB...............................................................2.3%
High frequency waveform quality. ................. ................... Fairly good
Mid band intennodulation ( l kHz + 1.5kHz)  ............................... .. 3.8%
H.F. intennodulation pulsed IOkHz, 24cm/sec peak............................... 1.0%
Pink Noise intennodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz............. 3%, 12%, 9%
Typical selling price inc VAT........................................................................£16
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT.............................................. est £10
• See text

Frequents tryghfoc. œi output. and separation rcfOdH \ 1 mvic 111/scc).

I kHz squarewave
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Pickering XV15 62 SE (revised & reprinted)
Pickering, Sound Source. 39 Valley Road, Rickmansworth. Herts, Tel 75242.

!kHz squarewave. nolc ullrasonic cutter •ringing^

This medium priced cartridge is fitted with a 0.3 x 
0.7 thou elliptical tip intended to track between 1 
and 1.5g. The measured compliance was moderate 
at 20cu, allowing the use of medium' mass arms, 
preferably with additional damping. A 15g •arm 
would place the main resonance near 7Hz which is 
rather low.

The response trace shows a falling trend with 
frequency which is accentuated by additional 
capacitance, and .the 275pf recommended loading 
is thus agreed to be optimal. Reasonable ±l.5dB 
limits served to contain the midband; channel 
separation and balance were good, trackability was 
of an average standard (the supertrack needed 2g), 
and distortion levels quite typical. The tip mass was 
moderate as the 19kHz upper resonance indicates, 
this being well damped, and the squarewave 
photograph showed a fairly clean wave-shape, with 
the resonance under good control. The output level 
was exactly ImV/cm/sec and the hum level low. 
(As with the XS V3000, and for the same reasons, 
the brush was abandoned on test.)

On audition, the XVJS 625£ fared little worse 
than the XSV3000, but was still ranked highly. 
Essentially pleasant, the criticisms included a slight 
nasality, veiling and loss of detail.

The stylus report confirmed the 0.3 x 0.7 thou 
specification, describing a well shaped radii and a 
well finished dural shank mount, with good radii, 
surface polish and alignment.

GENERAL DATA 
Cartridge Mass.............. ................................ .
Test Tracking Force.......................... . .
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g eff mass) 
Induced Hum Level .......................................
Sensitivity..................................................... . . .
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec................
Subjective Sound Quality .................................

Slylus Data
Stylus Type ..........................................................
Interchangeability........................................... .
Finish and Alignment of diamond...................
HF Resonance............. .................................. . ,
Measured Dynamic Compliance at lOHz .... 
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT.................

Frequency Response and Separalion 
20Hz-20kHz.......................................................... 
I00Hz-5kHz.........................................................
Channel Separation at 100Hz..........................
Channel Separation at IkHz.............................
Channei Separation at 10kHz .........................
Channel Balance at I kHz............................
Channel Balance at 10kHz...................... .

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality. ...........................................
Lateral Distortion al + 9d B 300Hz .........................
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300Hz..........................
Mid-band Intermodulation . ........................ .
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak

Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB.........................
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + I ldB..........................
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at .

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT

Compatibility
Recommended Loading.............................................
Recommended Loading.............................................
Compatible with most low to medium mass arms

.. approx 6g 

............1.25g 

.............. 8Hz

...........-71dB
ImV/cm/sec 
.............. OdB 
............good

shank elliptical 
.................... yes 
................ good 
............ 19kHz 
.................20cu 
.............. £22.00

±.t.5dB 
.. 21dB 
..23dB 
..15dB 
. 0.2d8 
... ldB

good 
0.7% 
1.5% 
2.4% 
0.3%

... I.lg 

.... 1g 

.... 2g

.£30.00

. 250-350pf 
47K ohms

Y shows the left and right fluency amplitude responses. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: ldB per division.
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(revised & reprinted) Pickering XSVJOOO
Pickering, Sound Source, 39 Valley Road, Rickmansworth, Herts, Tel 75242

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass......................................................
Test Tracking Force........................ ......................
LF Resonance in Standard Arm ( 16g cff mass) 
Induced Hum Level..............................................  
Sensitivity................................................................ 
Sensitivity referred to lmV/cm/scc....................
Subjective Sound Quality ..................................

...................5.5g

................. l.25g

..............6.7Hz
........^75dB

l.2mV/cm/scc 
..........+ l.JdB 

............good

1 kHz squarcwavc. note ultrasonic cutter •ringing^

Stylus Data
Stylus Type . .......... .
Interchangeability......................................
Finish and Alignment of diamond. ...
HF Resonance.. . , ; : .
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz 
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT........

This is Pickering's top stereo cartridge which has 
been developed from their CD4 range and carries a 
new 'line contact' diamond tip. An induced magnet 
type similar to the Stantons, the makers recom
mend a 47K ohms, 275pf loading for the 
XSV3000, which was agreed on test. The 
measured compliance value of 27cu was judged 
sensible although little damping was present. A low 
mass arm in the 5g range is ideal, but the use of arm 
models up to 1Og is possible, particularly if some 
form of damping is available.

While ±2dB limits were needed to contain the 
overall response, the midband was commendably 
flat, meeting ±0.SdB limits. Channel separation 
and balance were classed as good, distortion satis
factory and trackability very good, the supplied 
tracking brush being discarded as it interfered with 
the testing and could potentially have been a source 
of coloration. Distortion in the crosstalk signal was 
however higher than average. Output was slightly 
greater than nominal (± 1.3dB) and hum rejection 
was excellent. The squarewave response was also 
essentially good, bar the minor phase and frequency 
anomalies following the rise.

On listening tests, the XSV^000 ranked well 
above average. Overall, it was considered to be 
musical and pleasant if at times a trifle 'shut-in', 
distant and nasal, and occasionally mid-dominant.

The stylus report confirmed the line contact form 
of the naked diamond tip and the radii were consid
ered to be of fine shape. Unfortunately, the align
ment surface polish and mounting quality were all 
felt to be below par in view of the cost of the 
cartridge.

naked line contact
........................ yes 
....................... good 
......... 20kHz 
-......................27cu

..........£34.00
Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz. ....................................
1OOHz-5kHz................ ....................

.. ±2dB 
tD.5dB

Channel Separation at lOOHz................................................................... 2ldB
Channel Separation at lkHz............  ............................................24dB
Channel Separation at !OkHz ...................................................................22dB
Channel Balance at 1kHz............................................................................OdB
Channel Balance at 1OkHz.............................  0.8dB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality .. ......................................... ....................good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300 Hz . . ........................................ . 0.35%
Vertical Dislortion at + 6dB 300Hz..........................................................3.5%
Mid-band Intermodulation........................................................................2%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak ....................... .. 0.3%

Trackability
Trackability JOOHz Lateral + 14dB.............................................................0.6g
Trackability JOOHz Vertical + I IdB.............................................................0.6g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at................................. l.25g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT . £63.00
Compatibility 
Recommended Loading.......................................................................250-350pf
Recommended Loading .................................................................447K ohms
Low mass arm recommended, preferably with damping

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: JdB per division.
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THE 
THOROUGHBREDS

In the complex and often 
confusing world of hi-fi it’s becoming 
harder to find a company that 
specialises in what it knows best.

At Audio Technica, 
however, we find that specialisation 
keeps us ahead of the field and 
ensures that state-of-art technology 
and high quality micro-engineering 
combine to produce the best range of 
transducers available anywhere, at 
any price.

Take om phono cartridges. 
See how closely our and only our 
construction resembles the original 
cutter head used to cut the master 
disc. Our patented designs of Dual 
Magnet and Dual Moving Coil 
cartridges embody many unique

features designed to minimise? moving 
mass and ensure superior stereo 
reproduction.

The s me kind of success 
is evident m the development of cur 
other products, which include 
stereophones, microphones, precision 
tone-ams and accessories.

Sixteen years of continual 
research has placed us today as 
leaders and innovators of a truly 
thoroughbred line of audio 
components. Many of these are still 
hand assembled with the same skill 
and enthusiasm for high-fidelity that 
created our reputation back in 1962.

The 'form' on our 
thoroughbred range is now yours for 
the asking.

audio-technica
THE THOROUGHBREDS

Hunslet Trading Estate, how Road. heeds 1U. Tel. 0333 771441.

Please send details on the Tatest Audio Technica developments.
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Salin M-1170
Howland West Ltd., 315 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ 01-609 0293

The M1I7G is the least expensive of Satin's 
unusual range of cartridges, all of which are beauti
fully engineered and employ an internal high-output 
moving-coil system coupled by delicate beryllium
copper levers to a user-detachable stylus and canti
lever. With a high body mass of 9.2g and a 
compliance of 25cu a low mass 3-7g arm is to be 
preferred, although the need for extra damping is 
questionable. No step-up unit was required and it 
may well be worth experimenting with parallel 
capacitance to cope with the upper response lift: up 
to 0.68,uF may be needed.

On test the charted response showed an ex
tremely flat midband, but it then rose to some 6dB 
at I ?kHz, presumably the tip mass resonance. 
68nF loading was tried, shown in the lower chain- 
dotted curve, but no time was available for a further 
run; 0.68,uF is however worth a try. Separation was 
fairly good if not to the usual moving-coil standard, 
but balance proved fine: however certain tracking 
problems were encountered, with the 'Supertrack' 
lying beyond this Satin's capabilities. In addition, 
while the low level booctave noise distortion read
ings were good, the higher modulation test resulted 
in above average distortion. The squarewave re
sponse reflected the resonance at I ?kHz, although 
the overshoot was quickly damped, the remaining 
response clearly being flat.

On audition with normal loading, the Satin was 
rather disappointing and did not appear to offer the 
traditional strengths ofa good moving-coil cartridge. 
While the mid balance was pleasantly open and 
neutral, the response peak was clearly obvious as a 
spikey, overbright treble with sibilant and surface 
noise exaggeration, more obvious distortion than 
usual, and not infrequent mistracking on difficult 
sections. The stereo effect was just satisfactory, 
with reduced depth.

The stylus consultant found a good 250,um metal 
shanked diamond of smaller radIT than specified - 
rather too small in fact in view of the downforce 

requirement. With a 55° angle, shape, alignment 
and polish were all good.

In conclusion this cartridge would not appear to 
have offered sufficient performance on our tests for 
a recommendation, when its fairly high price is 
taken into account. Higher capacitative loading 
could well help matters somewhat. 
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass................................... High output moving coil, 9.2g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz................... 25cu (X 10 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range I g to 2g...........................................tested at 1.8g
LF resonance in test am (SME 111,6g me + cart)................+8dB, 8.8Hz
Sensitivity at IkHz. ...............................................................0.4mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = I mV/cm/sec)................................... . ... -?dB
Subjective sound quality........................................................................ Adequate
Recommended loading....................................... 10 ohms to 47k ohms plus •pf
Recommended am mass and damping......................... 3-7g, little required
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance........... ............................... 40ohms, -mH
Induced hum level................................. Good
Stylus type and spec.....................................detach, shank elliptical, 8 X 20p.
Finish and alignment.......................................................................... Both good
Tip geometry....................................................................................... 5 X 18 ^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl) . . .................................... estimated at 17kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz .. ........................... . --0, +6dB
Frequency response I00Hz-5kHz.................................................. --0, +0.5dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, 1kHz, 10kHz............... ......... 21dB, 26dB, 19dB
Channel difference at I kHz, 10kHz............. ...................OdB, 0.3dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + I5dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack')............l.6g, not 

possibJe
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB................................... ....................0.6g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB.................................................................. 1.0%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB...............................................................1.6%
High frequency waveform quality.................................................... Fairly good
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz + l.5kHz)..........................................6.2%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed !OkHz, 24cm/sec peak........................... 0.75%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, I6kHz, 20kHz..............2.7%, 5%, 6%
Typical selling price inc VAT....................................... ............................... £75
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT................... ............... ............................. £37
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Shure M75ED II (revised & reprinted)
Shure Electronics Ltd., Ecclestone Road, Maidstone MEIS 6AU. 0622 59881

IkHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter ’ringing

As with the M95ED II a naked elliptical diamond 
is fitted, and in this case the stylus assembly 
represents about three-quarters of the total pur
chase price. The recommended 450pf loading again 
provided the best response, with the nominal l50pf 
load resulting in + 3dB region peak at l 9kHz and 
increased 'suck-out' in the 5-15kHz region. The 
compliance measured the same as the M95EDII at 
30cu, and the same low mass arm recommen
dations will therefore apply here.

The overall response met ±ldB limits with the 
approved loading, the trend characterised by a 
slight (2dB) suck out in the upper presence band. 
The squarewave showed moderate damping at the 
upper resonance but was basically 'clean'. Balance 
was very good and separation fairly good, with 
distortion better than average and the trackability 
very good (the supertrack only required 1.5 g). The 
output level was 2.9dB above nominal with excel
lent hum rejection.

Listening tests placed the M75EDII on a similar 
level to that of the M95ED II well below average. 
Criticisms concerned its stereo imaging, a noted 
detail loss and harshness, with a distant presence 
band and an over-prominent mid-band.

The stylus examination revealed an out-of-spec 
0.3 x 0.5 thou tip, naked set, with poorly shaped 
radii. The surface polish was described as adequate 
and the alignment as good. Again, a disappointing 
result since this stylus costs around £14.

GENERAL DATA 
Grt^pM=............ ..........................................  
Tesi Tracking Force...........................................
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g eff mass) 
Induced Hum Level . .............................
Sensitivity................................................................ 
Sensitivity referred to ImV/emfsec....................  
Subjective Sound Quality.....................................

..................6g
................ l^25g
............ 6.5 Hz
.............. -75d8
l.4mV/cm/sec
........ + 2.9dB

.... acceptable

Stylus Data
Stylus Type . ................................................................................naked elliptical
Interchangeability...................................................  yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond.................................. poor
HF Resonance.......................................................... .............................. 19kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz...................................................JOcu
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT............................................... ..........£14.00

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz......................................................................................................±.ldB
IOOHz5kHz......................................................................................................±.ldB
Channel Separation at 100Hz.................................................................... 19dB
Channel Separation at !kHz.............. ...................... .................. 2JdB
Channel Separation at !0kHz ........................ -.............................. ......... 17dB
Channel Balance at l kHz................................................................... 0.5dB
Channel Balance at 10kHz.......... ...................................................... OdB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality................................................................. good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz ........................................................... 0.3%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB JOOHz............................................................. 2%
Mid-band Intermodulation......................................................................... 0.9%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak ...............................0.3%

Trackability
Trackability JOOHz Lateral + l4dB.............................................................0.6g
Trackability JOOHz Vertical + I !dB.............................................................0.6g
Supertrackability JOOHz + ISdB Lateral passed at.................................. l.5g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT............ ............ .......................... £17.(00

Compatibility 
Recommended Loading.......................................................................  350-500pf
Recommended Loading.....................................................................47 K ohms
Low mass arm and optimum loading ideally required 

•see text
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Shure M95EJ
Shure Electronics Ltd., Ecclestone Road, Maidstone MEIS 6AU. 0622 59881

Our previous issue included some. rather high 
compliance models from Shure, so this time we 
included the M95EJ as part of a conscious general 
attempt to include some good quality more robust 
cartridges better suited to typical turntables. The 
'95EJ is a moving magnet design, specified with an 
elliptical stylus with larger than usual minor radius 
for higher downforces: 1.5-3.0g was quoted by 
Shure, with 2g adopted for our tests. In the event, 
and despite the manufacturer's description, com
pliance was not found to be all that low at 20cu, and 
theoretically 4-!0g effective mass arms are most 
suitable. Also proving more critical of loading than 
anticipated, 400pf + 47K ohm gave the best 
compromise (see curves).

Initial lab measurement plotted a quite flat re
sponse to 8kHz then falling early to -lOdB at 
20kHz, but investigation showed that we had used 
excessive capacitance, 30pfhigher than the maxi
mum recommended. Accordingly, further runs at 
400pf and 250pf was made to show the possible 
variations, and at the recommended 400pf level the 
20kHz point was -7dB: well within factory toler
ance for the model. Balance was good and separ
ation very good, although surprisingly the 'Super
track' was failed at 2.Sg. Distortions were generally 
low throughout, and the squarewave photos taken 
at the excessive capacitative loading reflected the 
restricted bandwidth.

Auditioning (400pQ produced a disappointing 
result, but if set in a price context, the '95EJ costing 
a fraction of the group average, then the result 
appears less disastrous. The treble range sounded a 
trifle dead and musical detail was somewhat lack
ing. Stereo imaging in consequence appeared 
masked, with little 'hear through' depth, while 
complex passages gave a compressed, hardened 
and thickened effect, which the panelists did not 
favour.

The stylus report described a 'tumbled' stylus 
with virtually no polish on a 45° cone angle. The 

elliptical radii were well out-of-spec at 5 x 15^rn 
rather than the claimed 10 x l 8Jum, while the minor 
radius was considered too fine for the recom
mended downforce. A large c.450^m aluminium 
shank mount was used.

In view of the stylus quality and overall perform
ance, this model cannot be recommended.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass . , . . , , ..............Moving magnet, 6g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz....................20cu (XI0-6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range l .5g to 3g . . . ................... tested at 2g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111, 6g me+ cart)........+I0dB at 10.5Hz 
Sensitivity at !kHz.......................................................................1.2mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = lmV/cm/sec). . ....- ..... ............+2dB
Subjective sound quality........................... ....................... ............... Adequate
Recommended loading . ............................................. 47k ohms plus 400pf
Recommended arm mass and damping...............................4 to IOg, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance...............................  1,550 ohms, 650mH
Induced hum level........... ...................................................................Very good
Stylus type and spec................................detach, shank elliptical, 10 X l B^m
Finish and alignment.........................................................................Poor, good
Tip geometry  .....................................................................................5 X15 ^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)............  ........................ . 1 8kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.....................................................+2, -7dB
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz.................................................+0, -l.5dB
Stereo separation, IOOHz, IkHz, IOkHz......................... 21dB, 33dB 28dB
Channel difference at lkRz, IOkHz........................................... 0.2dB, 1.0dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + l 5dB, + I 8dB ('Supertrack") . ... 1.5g, 2^5g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB...........................................................0.8g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB......................................................... .. 0.28%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB............................................................... 3.0%
High frequency waveform quality .............................. .......................Very good
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz+ l.5kHz)......................................... 2.8%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed IOkHz 24cm/sec peak..............................0.5%
Pink Noise intermodulation. 12kHz 16kHz 20kHz .... 1.5%, 3.5%, 5.0% 
Typical selling price inc VAT.. .............................................................£15
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT . ....................................................  £10.25

Frequency response. rcl. output, and separation refOdB (I mv/cm/sec). 
(solid 530pf, dashed 400pf. dotted 250pf)

I kHz squarewave
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Shure M95ED II (revised & reprinted)
Shure Electronics Ltd., Ecclestone Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU. 0622 59881

1kHz squarewave

This medium priced cartridge is fitted with a naked 
elliptical tip, and among the Shure models ranks in 
line behind the VJSI1I and IV. At 30cu the 
measured compliance was lower than that of the 
VJS11I, although the cantilever damping was 
somewhat reduced. A low mass am is recom
mended for use with this cartridge and additional 
damping might improve matters if a heavier arm 
were to be employed.

The test results mirrored those for the VJS1II the 
only real difference being a slightly higher dis
tortion value. In all other respects, namely track
ability, frequency response, output, balance and 
separation, the two were very similar. Again, the 
450pf'Shure' loading was confirmed as producing 
the best response, and the squarewave shape 
proved particularly clean with reasonable damping 
of the tip mass resonance at approximately 20kHz.

On listening tests, the M95ED II faired slightly 
worse than did the VJ51II, as the mid-band nasality 
and hardness, together with a rather flat stereo 
presentation were all considered to be obtrusive.

The stylus report revealed an 0.3 x 0.6 thou tip 
radii of unexceptional shape and good polish and 
alignment. Considering the high replacement stylus 
cost of around £17 .00 this result was a disappoint
ment, particularly from a company with such a good 
reputation, and both radii were out of specification.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass......................................................................................... 6g
Test Tracking Force.............................................................................. ..l.2Sg
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (I 6g eff mass) . .... ............6.5Hz
Induced Hum Level .......................  -7SdB
Sensitivity...................................................................................... 1 .2mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to lmV/cm/sec................................... .................. + l.3dB
Subjective Sound Quality....................................................................acceptable

Stylus Data
Stylus Type  ..................................................... ........ .... naked elliptical
Interchangeability........................ ........................ .................................. yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond...................................................   adequate
HF Resonance............................................................................................ 20k Hz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz...................................................JOcu
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT..........................................................£17.00

Frequency Response and Separation
2^01 Iz 2^0^t^^Iz ..... .......... ■ ■ . ... ■ ..... .. •••• . .. ••. ...... ...^t.J ldB
100Hz-5kHz.......................................  ±0.SdB
Channel Separation at 100Hz..................................................................... 20dB
Channel Separation at I kHz............................................................. 24dB
Channel Separation at lOicHz ..............................  22dB
Channel Balance at I kHz....................................... .......................... 0.2SdB
Channel Balance at 10kHz............................................................................ OdB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality...........................................   good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB JOOHz ............................................................ 0.4%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB JOO Hz............................................................. 3%
Mid-band Intermodulation . ....................................................................... 1.2%
HF Intermodulation pulsed !0kHz 24cm/sec peak .............................. 0.4%

Trackability
Trackability JOO Hz Lateral + 14dB..............................................................0.7g
Trackability JOOHz Vertical + I ldB..............................................................0.6g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at .................................. 1.25g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT............................................... ..................£22.00

Compatibility
Recommended Loading........................................................................ 350-SOOpf
Recommended Loading................................................. ................  47K ohms
Requires low mass arm 

*see text

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: ldB per division.
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Shure Electronics Ltd., Ecclestone Road, Maidstone MEIS 6AU. 0622 59881
(revised & reprinted) Shure VIS Ill

I kHz squarcwavc
This established top-of-the-line cartridge from 
Shure has been available for some years now and 
possesses an enviable pedigree. The cantilever is 
specified as carrying a low mass naked elliptical tip 
of 0.2 x 0.7 thou nominal radii, and examination 
revealed a well shaped 0.3 x 0.7 tip (0.2 is quite 
difficult in practice to produce to any degree of 
accuracy). The surface polish and alignment were, 
however, only classed as 'good', which is a trifle 
disappointing in view of the price level.

Shure do not quote compliance values; this 
sample measured a well damped 40cu and is suited 
to genuinely low mass arms. Even with a 5g arm the 
basic resonance will not be above ?Hz, some 
distance from the lOHz optimum. The output level 
was l.6dB above nominal with excellent hum 
rejection. Tested with the recommended 47K ohms 
plus 450pf (approx) loading, commendably flat 
response traces were obtained, ± ldB sufficing 
overall. Balance was excellent and separation 
good, with distortion low and trackability exemp
lary. The squarewave was clean and well balanced, 
and showed the reasonably damped tip mass reson
ance at approximately 2lkHz.

Unfortunately, the Vl5111 proved to be rather 
disappointing on audition, and was ranked slightly 
below average. The sound quality was described as 
possessing an upper-mid emphasis, only fair depth 
and imaging, with a degree of hardness unexpected 
from the lab results.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass .............................. 6g
Test Tracking Force.................................................................................. l.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm ( 16g cff mass) ..............  5.SHl
Induced Hum Level . ...... .... . . -75dB
Sensitivity................................................  l.2rnV/cm/scc
Sensitivity referred to J mV/cm/sec.............. .  , .. t J .6dB
Subjective Sound Quality ................................................   ..average

Stylus Data
Stylus Type ............................................................................... . naked elliptical
Interchangeability. ............................................................................. yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond. ................... good
HF Resonance........... ...............................................................  21kflz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at lOHz. . . ..........40cu
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT . ............... ..£20.00

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz............................................. . ............. ............................±.ldB
1001-lz-SkHz......................................................................................... . tD.5dB
Channel Separation at lOOHz..................................   24dB
Channel Separation at IkHz........   24dB
Channel Separation at lOkHz .............. 21dB
Channel Balance at IkHz . ........ , , ......... . ....OdB
Channel Balance at lOkHz . ....................................   Odil

Distortion 
HF Waveform Quality............ .................................................... good
Lateral Distortion at+ 9dB 300Hz .................................................... 0.15%
Vertical Distortion at t 6dB JOOHz.................    2.6%
Mid-band Intermodulation ..............................................   l.8%
HF Intermodulation pulsed lOkHz 24cm/scc peak ,, .. ........ .........0.3%

Trackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB .................................. ........0.75g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + J JdB.................................... ...0.5g
Supertrackability JOOHz + !&dB Lateral passed at..................... l.25g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT . . ................................. ......................£50.00

c .. pjllbliny
Recommended Loading. .......................................................  350-SOOpf
Recommended Loading . . , .................................................... 47K ohms
needs low mass arm but arm damping not required 

•sec text

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: ldB per division.
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Shure VIS IV
Shure Electronics Ltd., Ecclestone Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU. 0622 59881

Shure's latest top-of-the-line model, the VJ 5 IV 
incorporates an integral subsonic damper in the 
form of a carbon fibre anti-static tracking brush with 
viscous damping in the hinges of the brush arm 
assembly. The double section cantilever carries a 
rear seismic damper for high frequency resonance 
control, and the usual need for high capacitance 
loading has bee designed out, with 220pf proving a 
compatible value. A line contact diamond called a 
'hyper-elliptic' was fitted and compliance was high 
at 32cu, which would necessitate a low mass arm in 
the absence of the damper. Its inclusion will control 
arms up to l 2g and possibly more, although some 
odd interference was noticed on the subsonic 
graphs with the damper engaged (see concluding 
paragraphs.)

The response graphs showed a wide flat response 
with a minimal l .5dB, 20kHz falloff at l 20pf, 
increasing to -3dB with 330pf; the midband how
ever was very flat. Separation was a little dis
appointing although balance was very good, while 
distortion levels were pretty good and trackability 
predictably excellent. The square wave showed a 
clean characteristic, the main overshoot seen on 
l 50pf clearing by 220pf, and the high frequency 
wave forms were also clean.

The listening panel rated the VIS IV as 'below 
average' (220pf loading). While the sound was 
commendably neutral and open with good lateral 
imaging, listeners noted a lack of depth; the pre
sentation was described as 'flat'. A touch of surface 
noise was noted together with a lightened and 
hardened effect on voices, particularly massed 
choir.

The stylus report described al 50pm stock naked 
diamond of good polish and alignment on a 55° 
cone angle. The basically elliptical contact radii 
were 5 x l 8pm and of good shape, with the major 
radius then swept out lo form a mole extended or 
line contact profile.

In conclusion, this cartridge achieved some 
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favour in view of its incorporated damper, which 
facilitated matching with many tonearms, although 
I am not entirely convinced that no deleterious 
effects result from its use. Furthermore the reason
able sound quality, fine trackability and essential 
neutrality, plus its well made stylus, were all plus 
points.
UENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass..............................................  Moving Magnet, 6.4g
Estimated dynamic compliance at lOHz.................... 32cu (X 10-6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 0.75g to 1.25g..................................tested at I.ig
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111, 6g me + cart).............. +12dB at 8Hz 
Sensitivity at 1kHz ............................................................................. lmV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/sec)...................................................+0.2dB
Subjective sound quality....................................................... below average
Recommended loading.............. ........................... 47k ohms plus 200 to 300pf
Recommended arm mass and damping......................4 to 12g, none required*
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance................................ 1.38k ohms, 500mH
Induced hum level................................................................................... very good
Stylus type and spec...................... detach, naked, 'line contact', 5 X line ^m
Finish and alignment............................................................................. both good
Tip geometry...............................  5 X 'line' ^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)............................................undefined, 20kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz...................................................+1, -1.5dB
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz.................................... ....................±0.25dB
Stereo separation, IOOHz. 1kHz, !OkHz............................ 1 9dB. 25dB. 16dB
Channel difference at 1kHz, lOkHz  ................................. 0.5dB, 0.5dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack')..........0.9 g, 1.2g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12QB.............................................................. 0.6g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB.................................................................... 0.6%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB.................................................................3.3%
High frequency waveform quality..........................................................very good
Mid band intermodulation (1kHz + I.5kHz)...........................................3.7%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak..............................0.4%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz.............. 2%, 5.6%, 8%
Typical selling price inc VAT. .....................................................................£65
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT.. ....................... ..... £28
•See text

Frequency response. re!. output. and separation ref OdB (I mv/cm/sec). 
(solid 3 30pr. dotted 220pl)

I kHz squarewave. note ultrasonic cutter •ringing^



(revised & reprinted) Sonus Silver P
C.E. Hammond & Co Ltd., 105-109 Oyster Lane, Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7LA 09323 41131

I kHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter •ringing •
On paper, the indications were that the performance 
of this half-price version of the Blue should in fact 
approach that of its more expensive brother. A 
similar line touch diamond tip is fitted, although in 
this case a brazed metal shank is employed, rather 
than the naked mount of the Blue. Surprisingly 
enough, the stylus examination revealed that the 
shape of both the major and the minor radii were 
rather better than those of the Blue, as was the 
polish, and was rated as good. However, it was 
commented that rather a lot of adhesive had been 
used in securing the tip.

By comparison with the Blue, the frequency 
response was similarly uniform, rising to a +6dB 
peak at a supersonic 26kHz. ±0.5dB limits sufficed 
for the mid-band. Output was 0.4dB below nominal 
and hum induction was very good. However, 
distortions were even higher than with the more 
expensive model, with the vertical level at 11% 
which was considered more than a little excessive 
for the price. Tracking was very good as was 
separation, while channel balance was only fair. 
The squarewave shape was also similar to that of 
the Blue with little to distinguish between the two.

While the compliance was lower than spec at 
34cu, this still rates as a high value, requiring a 
genuinely low mass ^m of less than 7g effective 
mass to give the best results.

On audition, the SilverP did poorly, rating a well 
below average position. While the basic frequency 
balance was considered neutral and open with good 
potential, the cartridge appeared to alter the 
harmonic structure of both voice and instruments 
producing a reedy and harsh effect which may be 
the result of the high distortion values.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass................................................................................. 5.5g
Test Tracking Force..................................................................................... l.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g eff mass) ..................................6.IHz
Induced Hum Level....... ......................................... -70dB
Sensitivity.. . ......... ............................................................... 0.95mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV /cm/sec..................................................... -0.4d8
Subjective Sound Quality ..................................................................acceptable

Stylus Data
Stylus Type .................................................................. .. shank line contact
Interchangeability............................................ yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond. ........ . .............................. good
HF Resonance............................................................................................ 26kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz .................................................. 34cu
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT.......................................... £20.00

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz.................................................. ........................................... ±2.5d8
100Hz-5kHz.................. .................................................................... tD.5d8
Channel Separation at 100Hz.....................................................................22dB
Channel Separation at I kHz ..... . ..........  37dB
Channel Separation at !0kHz ...................................................................30dB
Channel Balance at IkHz............................................................................. ldB
Channel Balance at !0kHz........................................................................ l.2dB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality...................................................................... ..average
Lateral Distortion at +9dB JOOHz.........................................................   1.2%
Vertical Distortion at + 6d8 300Hz.............................................  11%^
Mid-band Intermodulation........................................ 4%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak . .......... 0.28%

Trackability
Trackability JOOHz Lateral + 14dB.......................................................... 0.65g
Trackability JOOHz Vertical + I !dB............................................................0.7g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at ., ... .... l.25g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT ...... ....... . ...................... . .£43.00

Compatibility
Recommended Loading ... ....... ..............I00-400pf
Recommended Loading.................................................................. 47K ohms
Low mass arm required but damping unnecessary

"sw text

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: IdB per division.
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Sonus Blue
C.E. Hammond & Co. Ltd., 105-109 Oyster Lane, Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7LA 09323 41131

Conflicting reports concerning sample variability 
of the Sonus Blue have reached us since the strong 
recommendation accorded this model in the pre
vious issue, and have led us to undertake a complete 
retest on a recent sample. It proved markedly 
different from the original; not only was the re
sponse dissimilar and channel balance poor, but the 
compliance was halved and the waveshape altered. 
To recap, the Blue is an induced magnet design with 
a low inductance body and a 'line contact' tip. The 
present sample measured a 23cu comliance, suited 
to 3-9g mass arms without the need for damping.

Lab measurement on 330pf revealed a 4dB 
response lift at 20kHz although the midband was 
very uniform. Separation was good, especially at 
high frequencies, but channel balance was much 
poorer than average, although within the manu
facturer's spec. Trackability was excellent despite 
the damped moderate compliance, while distortion 
levels were reasonable, the lateral band being 
poorer than average at 1 %. The high frequency 
waveforms were clean, the squarewave ringing and 
overshoot reflecting the underdamped treble re
sponse, with the ultimate tip mass resonance rise 
being no less than lOdB at 28kHz, which might 
embarrass some pre-amplifiers.

Auditioning resulted in a 'below average' rating 
— considerably poorer than for the last edition. The 
panel noted a mild shift to stage left with sibilant 
peaky HF range, plus noisy surfaces and some 
sizzle. Distortion was emphasised and a lack of 
tracing security was apparent. Despite these fail
ings it was however possible to discern a neutral and 
detailed midband, with good stereo fighting for 
attention.

The stylus report described a reduced mass 
naked stone with the cone only present. Good 
shape, finish and alignment were exhibited with a 
55° cone angle, a Spm minor radius and a rath r 
deep contact line major radius.

This cartridge may be summarised as 'marred 

potential'. It is unfortunate that in confirmation of 
some of our field reports the new sample should 
have proved so inferior to the model tested only 
eighteen months ago; the onus would now appear to 
be on Sonus to retrieve the earlier standards.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass....................................................Induced Magnet, 5.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at lOHz.................... 23cu(X 10 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 0.75g to l.25g................................ tested at I.lg
LF resonance in test (SME 111,6g me + cart)...... +8dB at 10Hz 
Sensitivity at I kHz....................................................................... 0.66mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec)...................................................-3.5dB
Subjective sound quality...................................... ........................Below average
Recommended loading................ .................... 47k ohms plus 250 to 500pf
Recommended arm mass and damping........ 3 to 9g, moderate with higher mass 

arms
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance....................................  300 ohms, I50mH
Induced hum level ............................................ ....................................Very good
Stylus type and spec.................................................detach, naked line contact
Finish and alignment.............................................................................Both good
Tip geometry..................................................................................... .5 X line ^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)................................................ indicated 30kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.............. ....................................+4, - 0.3dB
Frequency response I00Hz-SkHz.. ........................ +0, -0.3dB
Stereo separation, I 00Hz, IkHz, !0kHz.......................... !9dB, 30dB, 30dB
Channel difference at 1kHz, 10kHz.................................................I.6dB, 2dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + !SdB ('Supertrack').......... I.lg, I.Jg 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB........................................................ 0/75g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB...................................................................1.0%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB  .............................................................. 4.0%
High frequency waveform quality.................... Good
Mid band intermodulation (1 kHz + l.5kHz)............................................4.0%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed JOkHz, 24cm/sec peak.............................. 0.3%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz..........2.2%, 6%, 10%
TypicaJ selling price inc VAT....................................................................... £70
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT...................................................................£38

Frequency response. rel. ouipui. and separation rcfOdB (I mv/cm/sec)

I kHz S4uarewavc
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Sonus Gold Blue
C.E. Hammond & Co Ltd., 105-109 Oyster Lane, Byfleet, Surrey KT14 7LA 09323 41131

This is a new generation cartridge based on the 
standard Blue also reviewed here. It has a gold
coloured body and used a line contact 'Blue' coded 
stylus assembly, but one which is not interchange
able with the standard Blue, hence the rather 
confusing name. The manufacturer cited detail 
improvements for this new model, but the essential 
induced magnet Sonus design remains unchanged. 
Alternative standard elliptical, spherical and 
78rpm styli were available. Our sample showed a 
high compliance of 35cu, indicating use with the 
lowest effective mass tone arms; damping is not 
essential, and the low impedance generator proved 
very tolerant of loading.

The charted frequency response illustrated an 
extraordinary ruler flat response to 8kHz, beyond 
which the output quickly rose to +6dB, 20 kHz, and 
again to +9dB at 28kHz (tip mass resonance.) 
500pf loading (dotted line) showed negligible 
effect, and if correction were possible several nf 
would appear necessary. Separation was quite good 
with poorer than average balance while trackability 
was excellent and distortion figures good on all 
tests. The high frequency waveform was clean with 
the squarewave photo showing the large overshoot 
and ringing resulting from the underdamped HF 
resonance.

On audition an 'average' overall rating was 
obtained. It possessed some attractive qualities, 
notably very clear rendition of detail and transients 
plus quite good stereo with fair depth, while the 
midband sounded highly neutral and open. How
ever the extra high frequency rise to some extent 
countered these positive factors by exaggerating 
surface noise and sibilants slightly. while disc 
distortion was also apparently increased.

A disappointing state of polish was observed on 
the stylus which was also poorly and asymetrically 
shaped on the major line contact radius. Alignment 
was good with just the diamond cone (55°) used.

In conclusion it would appear that potentially the 

Sonus cartridge as a design is capable of an excel
lent performance, but both our models were marred 
by excessive treble lift and poor control of both 
balance and stylus consistency. If you are in
terested in a Sonus, then listen to your sample 
before you buy.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass .. ................................. . . Induced magnet, 5^5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at JOHz....................35cu (X I0 -cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range Ig to 1.5g.....................................tested at 1.3g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111,6g me + cart)........... +9.5dB at 8Hz 
Sensitivity at IkHz........................... ................. ..................0.66mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = lmV/cm/sec)....................................................-3.5dB
Subjective sound quality..................  Average
Recommended loading............................................. 47k ohms plus I00-300pf
Recommended arm mass and damping ....................................34g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance  ..................... ........  300ohms, 150mH
Induced hum level .........................................................................  Very good
Stylus type and spec.................... ................detach, naked line contact
Finish and alignment. . ................. ......................... Adequate, good
Tip geometry.....................................................................................5 X line ^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)...............................................estimated 28kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz  .................................... --0, +6dB
Frequency response I00Hz-5kHz. . ........................... ................. ±0.IdB
Stereo separation, lOOHz, IkHz, !OkHz . . . 2ldB, 29dB, 2ldB
Channel difference at IkHz, IOkHz  .........................................l.2dB, 1.048
Trackability 300Hz lateral + I 5dB. + I SdB ('Supertrack')..........0.9g. 1.2g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical+ 12dB........................................................ 0.8g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB .... ......................................... 0.5%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB............................................................... 4.5%
High frequency waveform quality . ... ...........................................Good
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz + l.5kHz)..........................................4.0%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed IOkHz, 24cm/sec peak..............................0.3%
Pink Noise intennodulation, 12kHz, J6kHz, 20kHz..............2%, 5.4%, 6% 
Typical selling price inc VAT........................................................................£80
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT.... ........................... ............... .est £40

Frequency response. rcl. output. and separation ref OdB (I rnv/cm/sec). 
I 100-500pf spread shown)
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Sony XL45
Sony (UK) Ltd., Consumer Inf. Dept. Showroom, 134 Regent Street, London WI 01-439 3874

The most expensive in this range of XL moving 
magnet designs (including the '35 and 'J 5), the '45 
was fitted with a composite alloy cantilever 
carrying a naked line contact diamond tip. 
Optimised for stereo use, it nonetheless claimed a 
bandwidth to 45kHz, and Sony suggested that a low 
loading capacitance of under 200pf would produce 
the best results. With a body mass at 5.5g and a 
compliance close on spec at 25cu, an optimum 4-8g 
effective arm mass range is suggested, apparently 
not really compatible with Sony's own tonearms. 
The vertical tracking angle was also too high at an 
estimated 30°.

Lab testing revealed a smooth response in the. 
audio range, albeit with a 2.5dB suckout around 
8kHz. Separation was very good throughout, with 
fairly good balance, while trackability was 
excellent, 'Supertrack' only needing l .2g, and with 
a safe margin present at the nominal l .6g down
force. Admittedly the lateral distortion was worse 
than average, but the other readings gave no cause 
for concern, and in fact the J-octave results were 
very good. The mild squarewave tilt reflected the 
response suckout while the tip mass resonance 
generated little overshoot and was quickly damped.

Auditioning rated the XL45 as 'below average'. 
Overall the result was quite reasonable with clean 
sibilants and good tracking but somehow the 
panelists were aware of the juxtaposition of upper 
suckout and recovering extra high frequencies 
thereafter, and commented on a slight 'edgy', 
'metallic' effect. The mid balance was notably laid 
back and dulled, which appeared to detract from the 
stereo accuracy.

The stylus report described an excellent diamond 
• ground on 150^m square stock. The well shaped 
radii had good polish with excellent alignment on a 
55° cone angle, and the major radius was rather 
large. tending towards the Shibata form.

In conclusion, although the XL45 was quite a 
good cartridge in several respects, at the price the 
110

sound quality was not accurate enough to justify 
recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass ....................................................Moving magnet, 5.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz.................... 25cu (X10 -"cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range I g to 2g............................................tested at 1.6g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111, 6g me + cart) + l IdB at 9.5Hz 
Sensitivity at I kHz . . ............ . . , . ... lmV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec)............................................................OdB
Subjective sound quality...............................................................Below average
Recommended loading..........................•..............47k ohms plus I00 to 300pf
Recommended arm mass and damping.....................................4-9g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance....................... 500 ohms approx 430mH
Induced hum level . .................. .......... ........Very good
Stylus type and spec..................................................detach, naked line contact
Finish and alignment.................................................................... Both very good
Tip geometry . . .. .......... . .. 8 X line pm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)..............  ............ ................................ 28kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.............................................. + 1.5, -3.0dB
Frequency response J00Hz-5kHz.............................................. +0.5,-2.5dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, IkHz, 10kHz.......................... 2ldB, 34dB, 22dB
Channel difference at !kHz, 10kHz............................................ 0.2dB, 0.7dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + I 5dB, + ! SdB ('Supertrack')..........0.9g, l.2g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB.............................................................0.8g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9d8.................................................................0.75%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB........................ .......................... ......... 3.2%
High frequency waveform quality................................................................Good
Mid band intermodulation (lkHz + l.SkHz)............................................3.8%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed I0kHz, 24cm/sec peak............................. 0.45%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz.............. 2%, 4%, 6.2%
Typical selling price inc VAT..........................................................................£50
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT.............................................................est £25

Frequency response. rel. output. and separation rd JB (I mwcmisec)

I kHz squarl!wavc. note ultrasonic cutter ianging^



......  Sony XL55
Sony (UK) Ltd., Consumer Inf. Dept. Showroom, 134 Regent Street, London WI 01-439 3874

A bulky looking cartridge weighing I Og, the XL55 
is a low output, medium compliance moving-coil of 
sophisticated design. The coil was coreless, and the 
cantilever of triple construction employing alu
minium, carbon fibre and beryllium. Compliance 
was rather high at 19cu, indicating compatibility 
with 4-8g effective mass arms (and thus excluding 
Sony's own), but not requiring any damping.

Lab measurement revealed good channel bal
ance and separation, with a smooth but not quite flat 
frequency response. The output gradually fell from 
200Hz to some 2dB down at 6kHz, before graduc 
ally recovering to IdB or so of lift at 20kHz. Tip 
mass resonance was indicated at 26kHz, the bal
ance deteriorating somewhat above I OkHz, and 
while trackability atlow frequencies was excellent 
for a moving-coil, the high distortion on the I OkHz 
pulsed section did give cause for concern. In 
addition, the high frequency readings were reason
able, especially the lower level ii-octave noise. The 
squarewave showed a strong overshoot, greater 
than the steady state response would indicate, but it 
should be noted that the continued ringing after
wards was a product of the disc.

The listening panel awarded an 'average' rating, 
worthwhile, although undeniably disappointing at' 
the price. The panel felt the midrange to be a little 
'shut in' and the upper treble slightly bright, 
emphasising sibilant distortion and surface noise. 
The word 'grainy' was used on occasion and HF 
mistracking was noted on difficult sections. On the 
plus side it was described as quite detailed with 
good stereo presentation.

The stylus was found to be of excellent quality, 
polish and shape, with a 55° cone angle on al 50^m 
naked square rod. The minor radius was approxi
mately 20% undersize, which is a little worrying at 
this downforce.

At an all-in price of around £170.00 with the 
HA55 step-up (or £85 .00 if a suitable high gain, 

high impedance step-up were already available), 
the XL55 would not seem to offer a good enough 
performance to merit recommendation in this 
highly competitive survey. It remains a pretty good 
cartridge but needs careful arm matching for the 
best results.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass.......................................Low output moving coil, l Og
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz..................... 19cu (X 10 -cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range l.2gto 2.2g.. ................ .. testzd at 1.8g
LF resonance in test (SME 111, 6g me + cart)........+ 9.5dB at 9.2Hz 
Sensitivity at I kHz............................. (alone ,05mV/cm/sec) 0.8mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec)................................. (alone -26) -2dB
Subjective sound quality...................... Average
Recommended loading ............   I UU to 5UUohms -mH
Recommended arm mass and damping...............................4 to 8g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance............................................ 40ohms, -mH
Induced hum level . ............................................. ...........................Fairly good
Stylus type and spec............................. . fixed, naked elliptical, 6 X 20^m
Finish and alignment.............................................................. . Both very good
Tip geometry .......................................................................................5 X l8^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl).. ......................... indicated at 26 kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20k.Hz.........................................................± l.5dB
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz .. ........................... ..+ l, —2dB
Stereo separation, lOOHz, !kHz, lOkHz......................... 2ldB, 32dB, 18dB
Channel difference at lkHz, lOkHz............................................0.3dB, 0.3dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + I 8dB ('Supertrack") ...0.75g, l.25g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB........................................................0.5g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB :................................................................0.6%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB...............................................................2.5%
High frequency waveform quality .................................................................Poor
Mid band intermodulation (!kHz+ 1.5kHz)......................................... 3.5%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed lOkHz. 24cm/sec peak ............................1.2%
Pink Noise intermodulation. 12kHz, 6kHz. 20kHz ..........2.7%. 5%. 7.0%
Typical selling price inc VAT (total) . , .. £85 ( 170)
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT............................................................ est £60

Frequency response, rel. output. and separation ref OdB (I mv/cm/scc).

I kHz squan:w;nc. note ultrasonic cutter ïingmg^
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Stanton 500Ä (revised & reprinted)
Wilmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE 01-940 2545

I kHz squarewave

This robust cartridge is intended to track between 2 
and 5g, and accordingly it was tested at 3g. A 
spherical tip is specified, which on examination was 
found to have a good 0.7 thou tip radius in a naked 
mount, and while the alignment was satisfactory, 
the polish could have been much improved.

The overall response fitted within ±2dB limits, 
with the midband to within ± I dB. Channel balance 
was excellent with the separation to a good stan
dard, and trackability proved to be fine at the test 
downforce. Distortion levels were average and the 
output was 2.5dB above nominal, with excellent 
hum rejection. The squarewave photograph re
flected the slightly drooping response, with the 
l 9kHz tip mass resonance showing good damping.

A compliance of 12cu was measured which 
makes the SOOA compatible with a number of 
medium to heavy arms of up to 25g effective mass, 
and although it is probably not justified at the price, 
some arm damping would be a farther advantage.

The subjective tests results were somewhat of a 
surprise, as this model's pleasant, clean and re
strained nature clearly found favour. It was ranked 
moderately above average; higher than some more 
expensive brothers, and although the slightly dull 
balance was commented on, it was not considered 
to be at all objectionable.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass....................................................................................................Sg
Test Tracking Force............................................................................................ Jg
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g eff mass) ...................................10.SHz
Induced Hum Level ...................................................................................... -7JdB
Sensitivity.........................................   . , . l.JmV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to lmV/cm/sec..................................................... + 2.5dB
Subjective Sound Quality.............................................................................good

Stylus Data
Stylus Type . ........................................... .................................... shank spherical
Interchangeability .........................................   . .......................... yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond................................  adequate
HF Resonance.......................................................................................... 19kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at IOHz................................................. l lcu
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT..........................................................£10.00

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz. ......................  .:t.2dB
100Hz-5kHz........,.................... ... .......... ..,, ,......... ,...,...,...ildB
Channel Separation at IOOHz.............................................................  22dB
Channel Separation at IkHz.........................................................................25dB
Channel Separation at !OkHz .....................................................................20dB
Channel Balance at !kHz.............................................................................. OdB
Channel Balance at !OkHz ...................................................... 0.8dB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality...............................................................................average
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz ................................... 0.5%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB JOOHz.............................................................. Jo/
Mid-band Intermodulation . .... . . . .......... 3%
HF Intermodulation pulsed !OkHz 24cm/sec peak ........................  0.8%

Trackability
Trackability JOOHz Lateral+ 14dB.............................................................l.25g
Trackability JOOHz Vertical + I IdB...............................................................l.5g
Supertrackability JOOHz + 18dB Lateral passed at...................................... Jg

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT. . . , . , ......... ... ..£16.00

Compatibility
Recommended Loading. ....... .... .............................. I00-250pf
Recommended Loading...............................     47K ohms
Compatible with medium to high mass arms

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: ldB per division.
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Slanlon 500EE
Wilmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE 01-940 2545

Since a good performance was attained by this 
model's brother the SOOA in the last issue, it was 
logical to look this time at the SOOEE elliptical 
tipped version. An induced magnet design of low 
body mass, a downforce range of l-2g was speci
fied, with l.7g adopted for test; 275pf maximum 
was quoted for electrical loading, while compliance 
was found to be slightly on the high side at 23cu, 
indicating a 4-8g arm mass. The large l 6dB rise at 
resonance also suggested that LF damping would 
prove helpful. (Note that the Stanton SOOE is a less 
compliant version.)

Lab measurements on 300pf capacitance 
showed excellent channel balance and good mid
band separation. The latter however failed dra
matically at higher frequencies where tip mass 
resonance was reached at 1?kHz, the separation 
being essentially zero above 15kHz. The frequency 
response was also very smooth until resonance, but 
with a gentle downtilt, and reduced capacitance 
increased the resonance rise. Low frequency track
ability was truly remarkable but it clearly failed the 
1OkHz pulsed I/M cut at 1.7g, and even the low 
level ij-octave noise distortion was poor, particu
larly close to the resonance on the 16kHz band. 
Despite the general response tilt, the squarewave 
shape was clearly dominated by this underdamped 
resonance.

Surprisingly the tip mass resonance effects did 
not prove all that obvious on audition, although the 
stereo image clearly reverted to a central 'mono' 
presentation at high frequencies. The overall fre
quency balance was satisfactory with reasonable 
midband stereo effects, but sibilants were obtrusive 
and the higher frequencies were often mistracked. 
However Despite these problems areas it scored an 
overall 'below average' rating — which is accept
able at the price.

The stylus was a quite well made 300gm metal 
shank type with radii to spec, on a 50° cone. The 
major radius was a little 'pointed' at the tip, but 

otherwise the shape was good.
Clearly inviting comparison with the SOOA, the 

latter would appear to be the better of the two. The 
uncontrolled and early tip mass resonance of the 
'EE really precludes hi-fi use, and it is quite 
possible that the larger stylus radii and lower 
compliance of the SOOE would make it a better bet.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass.....................  Moving magnet, 5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at l(0Hz  ..................23cu (X 10 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range Ig to 2g . .............. . tested at 1.7g
LF resonance in test (SME 111,6g me + cart)..........+J 6dB at 10Hz 
Sensitivity at IkHz....................... ................ ................1.4mV/cm/scc
Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec)..................................................... +3dB
Subjective sound quality ...............................................................Below average
Recommended loading.............................................. 4 7k ohms plus 100-300pf
Recommended arm mass and damping................................... 3-Sg, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance........................... 800ohms, 550mH
Induced hum level................ ................   Very good
Stylus type and spec..................................delach, shank elliptical, 8 X l8^m
Finish and alignment............................................................................Both good
Tip geometry . ..................... . ................................. 8 X 18^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)..................................................................i 6kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz............................... +J, -JdB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz. . ............................. ...... +0, -2dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, !kHz, 10kHz.............................2ldB, 27dB, 9dB
Channel difference at 1kHz, 10kHz................................................OdB, 0.4dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral. 15dB,+ l 8dB ('Supertrack')..........0.6g, 0.9g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB... ................................. ................. 0.6g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB............................................................... 0.58%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB. . . ........ 3.3%
High frequency waveform quality ............................     Fairly good
Mid band intermodulation (1kHz + 1,5kHz)  ........... ................. 3.2%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed I0kHz, 24cm/sec peak..............................3.4%
Pink Noise intermodulation, l 2kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz............ 3%, 20%, 10%
Typical selling price inc VAT. ..............  £20
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT.................................................... ........... £14

20 Hl. 50 100 200 500 Ik 2k 5k 10k 20k 4Ok
Frequency response. rel. output, and separation refOdB ( lmv/cm/Sec).

I kHz squarewave
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Slanlon 680EECrevised &reprinted)
Wilmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE 01-940 2545

I kHz squarewave

While not compromising performance, this recent 
introduction to the Stanton range is claimed to 
withstand rough handling, as might be encountered 
in professional situations.

In common with the more expensive 681EEE, 
the stylus brush was removed during testing. The 
maker's specified loading is 47K ohms 275pf, but 
measurements showed that a moderate increase to 
400pf levelled the upper presence band by a dB or 
so, and suppressed a small peak at 19kHz, while 
rolling off the response above that level.. With 
400pf, the 1OOHz to 1 OkHz band fitted within good 
±1dB limits. A moderate downtilt was evident but 
was not as severe as with the 681EEE. Overall, 
trackability and distortion were both fairly good 
although the cartridge was not too happy on the 
10kHz pulsed test band. The output was a nominal 
ImV/cm/sec, with good hum rejection.

The squarewave flat top illustrated the uniform 
frequency response, the initial tip mass resonance 
being quickly damped. The measured compliance 
was 25cU; higher than that of the 681EEE, and its 
nominal damping suggests, the use of a medium 
effective mass arm (up to l 2g), preferably damped 
for best tracking stability.

Subjective tests placed this model below average, 
although marginally above.the 681EEE. A curious 
effect was noticed whereby the singers appeared to 
have their pitch altered by a subtle balance change. 
Slighthardness was also apparent.

The stylus was found to be a dural shank mount
ed elliptical of good polish and alignment, but with 
0.3 x 0.6 thou radii, the latter poorly shaped. This 
aspect could be improved especially in view of the 
£35.00 odd purchase price.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass ............  .... ...................................5.5g
Test Tracking Force , ... .................  .........................  l.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g eff mass) . ...................  7Hz
Induced Hum Level................................................................... -JldB
Sensitivity.......................................................................................... I mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to ImV/cm/sec............................... - - .,   ............. OdB
Subjective Sound Quality ................................................. average

Stylus Data
Siylus Type ..............................................................................shank elliptical
Interchangeability...................................................................  yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond......................................... adequate
HF Resonance........ ..................    20kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz.........................  25cu
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT.......................................................... £24.00

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz.........................................................   tJ.5dB
100Hz-5kHz................      ±.JdB
Channel Separation at 100Hz................................................... .......... 20dB
Channel Separation at IkHz..................................................... 22dB
Channel Separation at !0kHz ..................................................................... 15dB
Channel Balance at IkHz . . ........................... ...................... ............ 0.5dB
Channel Balance at !0kHz.......... .......................................  OdB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality......................................................................ÿ.........good
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz......................................................... 0.65%
Vertical Distortion at + 6dB 300 Hz. ...............................................................2%
Mid-band Intermodulation.............................................................................. 2%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak ................................. 1%

TraCkabilily
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB......................................................... ..O.Jg
Trackability 300Hz- Vertical + 1 ldB............................................................... 1g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at................................. 1.75g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT .£35.(00

Compatibility 
Recommended Loading........... . ....................... .........J00-5(00pf
Recommended Loading................................................ 47K ohms
Low to medium mass arm ideal, damped if possible

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: ldB per division.
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(revised & reprinted) SlaitlOIt 681 EEE
Wilmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE 01-940 2545

I kHz squarewave

This high cost induced magnet cartridge is equipped 
with a naked elliptical diamond tip. Specified at 0.2 
x 0.7, the well shaped radii actually measured at 0. 3 
x 0.6. Both finish and polish were only classed as 
good, and in view of the high purchase price they 
could have been better. As with the Pickerings, the 
supplied stylus brush was removed before testing as 
it could possibly have introduced coloration effects.

The measured compliance was 20cu which was 
surprisingly low, and offers a useful match with 
medium weight arms of up to 15g effective mass 
(preferably those with some damping). However, 
as this compliance value was lower than that for the 
more robust680EE it is possible that it represents a 
sample anomaly.

The reponse was flat to 2kHz with the by now 
familiar roll-off, continuing to fall to -4dB at 
l 5kHz. However, a touch of pre-amplifier treble lift 
should provide some correction. Channel balance 
and separation were both good and trackability 
fairly so. Tip mass was low, judged by the 25 kHz 
upper resonance which was barely visible on the 
squarewave due to the rounded leading shoulder, 
the latter a function of the frequency response. 
Distortion levels were moderate; the output 1.9dB 
below nominal, and the hum rejection satisfactory.

The cartridge ranked signficantly below average 
on the listening tests, mainly due to its rather dull 
balance. Some hardness and nasality were also 
evident with only fair stereo imaging.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass .. ........ 5.5g
Test Tracking Force .. .......................................... 1.25g
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g cff mass) . = >.,.....,... 8Hz
Induced Hum Level .......................................... ^68dB
Sensitivity................................................................................... 0.8mV/cm/sec
Sensitivity referred to lmV/cm/sec ..................................... -l .9dB
Subjective Sound Quality..................................................................acceptable

Stylus Data
Stylus Type ................  naked elliptical
Interchangeability .......................................................................................  yes
Finish and Alignment of diamond.................................  good
HF Resonance...........................................  . .................... 25kHz
Measured Dynamic Compliance at lOHz..................................... ..........20cu
Replacement Slylus Price inc VAT.......................... ............................. £28.50

Frequency Response and Separation 
20Hz-20kHz..  ..±.2.5dB
100Hz5kHz........................... ................................... ..........±.I .5dB
Channel Separation at 100Hz................................................................   17dB
Channel Separation at I kHz...................................................... ..............25dB
Channel Separation at lOkHz ...................................................................19dB
Channel Balance al J kHz......................................................................... 0.5dB
Channel Balance at !0kHz ...............   OdB
Mid-band Intermodulation ........................................................................ 1.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed IOkHz 24cm/sec peak ............. .. 0,4%

lrackability
Trackability 300Hz Lateral + 14dB..........................................................t.25g
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + I !dB...........................................................0.9g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at...............................'. l.4g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT.... ........... ............ £50.00

Compatibility
Recommended Loading .. . ......................150-300pf
Recommended Loading......................................................................47K ohms
If sample typical, then medium mass damped arm suitable

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responds. Z shows crosstalk. 
Note: ldB per division.
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Stanton 881S
Wilmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE 01-940 2545

This new top-of-the-line introduction, in common 
with the '68 series, was fitted with an optional brush 
which helps prevent dust fouling the stylus and whose 
articulated seismic action can act as a mild sub
sonic damper, reducing the l6dB resonance rise of 
this model to l4dB (although this is still not 
enough.) A word of caution is necessary: certain of 
these cartridge mounted brushes have been shown 
to modify biasing and induce mild pre-echo; how
ever, their use is optional. A new lower inductance 
body is introduced with a line contact 'Stereo- 
hedron' tip. Compliance checked out at a reason
able 2lcu, allowing the use of 3-lOg arms, prefer
ably with damping.

On test the 881S exhibited good channel bal
ance, a very flat overall response (230pf), and 
particularly well maintained separation over the 
whole band. Trackability was superb; who said that 
medium compliance cartridges couldn't track? 
Aside from a moderate reading on the 300Hz 
lateral cut, all other distortions were very good, 
with clean high frequency sine waves, while the 
squarewave was essentially flat-topped, with a fast 
risetime and negigible overshoot, albeit with a 
minor anomaly following.

A 'good' rating was attained on audition. The fine 
tracking was appreciated, together with excellent 
overall rendition of detail, and a fine stereo image 
with good depth. The 881S proved essentially very 
open and neutral with only marginal constriction on 
complex sections, but this was marred by a poorer 
than average incidence of surface noise and 'edgy' 
disc distortion effects, linked, in our consultant's 
estimation, to an excessive depth of groove swept 
by the stylus contour. This apparently made the 
sound more uneven and accentuated in the treble 
than the response alone would indicate.

The stylus report described a low mass 1501-tm 
rod naked diamond of quite good finish and align
ment, with a c.81-tm minor radius.

This new Stanton was undoubtedly a fine pro
duct, compatible with low to medium mass tone 
arms. However I can't help wondering how it would 
have sounded with a less extended line contact tip, 
or perhaps even a conventional elliptical. Clearly 
there is great potential here.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass............................Moving Magnet (excl. brush) 5.7g
Estimated dynamic compliance at lOHz .................... 2lcu (X 10 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 0.75g to l.25g................................ tested at 1.1g
LF resonance in test am (SME 111, 6g me + cart)..........+ 16dB at lOHz
Sensitivity at 1kHz.........................................................................l.lmV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = 1mV/cm/sec)........ .................................... +dB
Subjective sound quality ... ............ _ . , .. Good
Recommended loading...............................................4 7k ohms plus 200-300pf
Recommended arm mass and damping.............................. 3 to lOg, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance.................................. 904 ohms, 527mH
Induced hum level...................................................................................very good
Stylus type and spec ........................ detach, naked line contact, 8 X line 14m
Finish and alignment.............................................................................Both good
Tip geometry.......................................................................................8 X line 14m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl).............................................indicated at 28kHz
Frequency response 20 Hz-20kHz...................................................+2, - 0.2dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz..........................................................±0.2dB
Stereo separation, lOOHz, !kHz, lOkHz...........................22dB, 33dB, 28dB
Channel difference at !kHz, lOkHz................................................ 0.6dB, OdB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack') .... 0.55g, 0.8g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + l2dB.............................................................0.6g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB...................................................................0.7%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB.................................................................3.%
High frequency waveform quality........ ....................................................Good
Mid band intermodulation (!kHz + l.5kHz)...........................................3.1%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed lOkHz, 24cm/sec peak............................ 0.24%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz...........2%, 4.5%, 6.2%
Typical selling price inc VAT........................................................................ £83
Stylus replacement costinc VAT.............................................. •...................£50

Frequency response, rel. output, and separation ref OdB (I mv/cm/scc). 
(solid 350pr. dotted 220o1)

'I kHz squarcwavc
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Supex SD901S
Linn Products Ltd., 235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45 9SZ 041-634 3860

The 901 is a high output moving-coil which has 
been available for a few years now and does not 
require a step-up device, its 80 ohm impedance 
matching any input of 2mV nominal sensitivity. 
With a high 9.5g body mass, the compliance was 
low at 8cu for our sample, suggesting compatibility 
with preferably damped arms in the 15-30g range.

The rise of c.6dB at 20Hz is merely due to the low 
test arm mass. Above 1kHz the well balanced 
output drifted slowly down to -4dB, 1OkHz, before 
some unbalanced recovery took place. Separation 
was undoubtedly excellent, and trackability 
reasonable, considering the compliance and high 
downforce (tested at 2.25 g). Distortions were fairly 
good although both the lateral 300Hz and I OkHz 
pulsed figures were definitely poorer than average, 
and the HF waveforms were none too clean. The 
squarewave photo confirmed the downtilt plus 
upper treble peak but the ringing along the flat top 
merely reflected the wide bandwidth of the cart
ridge in showing the cutter ring.

Auditioning ranked this model high at 'very 
good'. A distant 'sweet' frequency balance was 
observed together with some HF graininess and 
fizz, for example on cymbals. Occasional sibilance 
and the odd tracking failure on high level complex 
passages were also apparent, but the generally high 
quality of the reproduction won through, as detail 
rendition was excellent with unusual transparency, 
and stereo reproduction equally g^ood, exhibiting tine 
lateral precision with exceptional depth.

The stylus report described a top class naked 
elliptical ground on 200^m square stock with a 55° 
cone angle and excellent shape, polish and align
ment. The minor radius was below spec at 5^m — 
dangerously so in view of the 2g plus downforce 
requirement.

In conclusion this fine sounding cartridge had 
one or two weaknesses but many listeners would 
probably tolerate these in view of the 'musical' 
sound. As such its high price is not unjustified 
although personally I would prefer to see an 8^m 
minor radius and a slightly increased compliance, 
say to l 2cu.
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass................................... High output moving coil, 9.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz.......................Seu (XlO -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 2g to 2.5g............................. . . tested at 2.25g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111, 6g me + cart) .. +11.5dB at 14.5Hz
Sensitivity at IkHz........................
Relative output (OdB = I mV/cm/scc)

0.54mV/cm/sec
..............-5.5dB

Subjective sound quality......................................................................Very good
Recommended loading..........................500ohms to 47kohms plus 0 to SOOpf
Recommended arm mass and damping........................... I 5 to 3Ug, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance............................................ 80ohms, -mH
Induced hum level................................................................................Very good
Stylus type and spec.................................fixed, naked elliptical, 7.5 X 20^m
Finish and alignment.................................................................... Both very good
Tip geometry .......................................................................................5 XI 8^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)...................................................... indeterminate
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz...................................................+5, -4dB*
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz............................................... +0.5, -2.5dB
Stereo separation, lOOHz, !kHz, lOkHz..........................20dB, 39dB, 3ldB
Channel difference at 1kHz, lOkHz...........................................0.5dB, 0.3dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + I5dB. + 18dB ('Supertrack') .... 2.lg, 2.75g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical + I2dB.............................................................l.Og
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB.................................................................. 1.0%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6d.B................................................................5.5%
High frequency waveform quality................................................................ Poor
Mid band intermodulation (I kHz + l.5kHz)..........................................3.5%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak..............................0.6%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz..........3.3%, 5.5%, 9%
Typical selling price inc vAt. .. ................................................................. £106
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT................................................. est £70
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Supex SD900E Super
Linn Products Ltd., 235 Drakemire Drive, Glasgow G45 9SZ 041-634 3860

This low-output moving-coil model was favourably 
reviewed in the last edition, and is retested to keep 
up to date with current production. In fact several 
samples were originally auditioned to select a 
'matched pair' for some of the work in Turntables 
and Tonearms, and these were then retained. 
^faen measured they showed some discrepancy 
with the original review: the frequency balances 
were similar to each other, but closer to the 901 
than the original 900 (see solid curve); there were 
variations in compliance, and one sample showed 
poor separation (dotted curve.) A farther sample 
was then supplied which measured very close to our 
original, even down to the odd 7kHz crosstalk spike 
(dashed response, solid separation), albeit with 
somewhat reduced compliance at 13cu, and was 
used for all subsequent tests including audition. 
Linn engineers co^^med that these first samples 
were faulty, with internal damping damage. This 
naturally casts something of a shadow over our 
findings, but it is only fair to point out that all three 
sounded pretty good despite the problems, although 
the third was clearly the best.

On audition the 900 acquitted itself as well as it 
had originally, maintaining its place in the top 
group. The tonal balance was universally favoured 
in the midband, with excellent stereo imaging, very 
good depth and clarity, plus a stable 'fall' feeling. 
This was countered to some extent by a suspicion of 
occasional mistracking, some slurring of sibilants, 
and a little high treble 'fizz', 'grain' and emphasis, 
although disc surfaces were pretty quiet.

The stylus report described a diamond equally 
fine and similar to the '901, but again the minor 
radius was below the written spec at 5^m, which is 
likely to accelerate stylus and disc wear at the 
recommended downforce.

Although the price is high (particu larly if a step- 
up is needed), the commensurate performance 
dictates recommendation, albeit with reservations 

concerning variability or fragility and the stylus 
dimensions. 
GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass....................................... low output moving coil, 9g
Estimated dynamic compliance at lOHz ................ l3cu (X I0 -6cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 2.0g to 2.5g... .tested at 2.25g
LF resonance in test ^m (SME 111, 6g me + cart).........+13dB at 12Hz
Sensitivity at IkHz.............................. {alone O.lmV/cmsec) l.8mV/cm/sec
•Relative output (OdB = ImV/cm/sec) .........................(-20dB alone) +5dB
Subjective sound quaJity.................................................................Excellent
Recommended loading........................................ 20 to 500 ohms plus 6.8nf
Recommended arm mass and damping...........................11 to 18g, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance...................................... 3.5ofuns, -mH
Induced hum level....................... Good
Stylus type and spec . . ........... .. fixed, naked elliptical, 7.5 X 20gm
Finish and aligrunent..............................................................Both very g^ood
Tip geometry................................................................................ 5 X 18gm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)........... . .......................  indeterminate
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz............................................. +4, -1.3dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz......................... ....................+O, -l3dB
Stereo separation, lOOHz, !kHz, !OkHz........................19dB, 37dB, 24dB
Channel difference at !kHz, !OkHz............................................0.2dB, !dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + l8dB ('Supertrack').........2.0g, 2.7g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB.......................................................l.2g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB............................................................ U.51b
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB.......................................................... 1.8%
High frequency waveform quality........................................................... Poor
Mid band intermodulation (I kHz + l.5kHz)......................................3.3%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed lOkHz, 24cm/sec peak...........................0.3%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz..........2.5%, 4.7%, 7%
Typical selling price inc VAT (inc step-up) ................. £124 (250)
Stylus replacement cost inc vAt........................................... est £80
Linn head-amp step-up used.

Frequency response. rcl. output. and separation ref OdB (I mv/cm/scc) 
(dashed response, solid separation from final sample; solid response, 
dotted separation from early sample)
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UlllmolOX
Condor Electronics Ltd., 100 Coombe Lane, London SW20 OAY 01-946 0033

The JOX represents a development of the 20A 
which was well received in the last issue, with an 
elliptical tip instead of the Shibata. (NB: A spheri
cal tipped version is also available, designated the 
JOA) A high output moving-coil with a tapered 
aluminium cantilever, no step-up was required, and 
the body is here electrically loaded internally for a 
flat response on a normal 47K ohm input. As 
supplied and tested, the 10X possessed a com
pliance of 45cu which is very excessive in view of 
the high body mass at 9.5g, necessitating a very low 
mass damped arm. But Ultimo have subsequently 
informed us that by means of a simple adjustment 
on production, the JOX will in future have a 
compliance of between 12 and 15cu, which will be 
suited to normal 6-1 4g arms, with damping not 
essential.

On test a remarkably flat response was obtained 
with very good separation and balance. Track
ability was excellent, and while it is likely to be 
somewhat reduced on the lower compliance 
version, there is clearly much in hand here. Dis
tortions were pretty low throughout, while the 
square wave was remarkably good for an inexpen
sive moving-coil — almost textbook — with the 
minor ringing being the cutter's responsibility.

Listening tests placed this model high, indeed 
above the 20A on a comparative basis. The sound 
was characterised by an open neutrality with good 
detail and little surface noise while stereo precision 
and depth were both good and complex passages 
were competently handled. On occasion a trace of 
'grain' and coarsening could be detected, and the 
balance was sometimes a touch 'thin', but distortion 
was generally low.

The stylus report described a 25011m diameter 
metal shank mounted diamond of very good quality 
in terms of its polish, alignment and cone angle 
(55°). The well-shaped radii measured 8 x 1811m; 
the minor radius proving fully satisfactory for the 
quoted downforce.

If the high compliance can be reduced without 
sacrificing trackability, as Ultimo intend, this 
model is a potential Best Buy. As it stands it is still 
worthy of firm recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Carlridge type and mas. High ouiput, moving-coil 9.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz ................. 45cu (XI0—cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 1.25g to 2.0g.................................... tested at l .8g
LF resonance in test arm (SME 111, 6g me + cart) +5dB at 6Hz(l2) 
Sensitivity at IkHz...........  ................................................. 0.4mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = I mV/cm/sec)........................................................ -8dB
Subjective sound quality...................................................................... Very good
Recommended loading...........................................4 7k ohms plus 100 to 500pf
Recommended arm mass and damping.......................less than 6g*, moderate
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance........................................ 200ohms, -mH
Induced hum level...................................................................... Very good
Stylus type and spec...........................................................fixed, shank elliptical
Finish and alignment................................................................... Both very good
Tip geometry........................................................................................8 X 18pm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl).............................................indicated at !5kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.........................................................± l.5dB
Frequency response 100Hz 5kHz ..,:-:- . ..............+O, --0.2dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, !kHz. 10kHz......................... 16dB, 32dH, 19.5dH
Channel difference at IkHz, 10kHz...........................................0.5dB, 0.5dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 1 5dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack") .... 0.75g, 0.9g 
Trackability 300Hz vertical+ 12dB...........................................................0.7g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB.................................................................0.5%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB...............................................................2.9%
High frequency wavefonn quality ... ........................................................ Fair
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz + l.5kHz)  ____ ___  .  . ... 3.5%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak............................0.35%
Pink Noise intermodulation, l 2kHz, l 6kHz, 20kHz................2%, 5%, 7%
Typical selling price inc VAT.................................  £52
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT....................... est £40

Frequency response, rel. output, and separation ref OdB (1 mv/cm/sec).

I kHz squarewave. note ultrasonic cutter •ringing
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I kHz squarewave, note ultrasonic cutter • ringing

Uli l mo 20A (revised & reprinted)
Condor Electronics Ltd., 100 Coombe Lane, London SW20 OAY 01-946 0033

This unusual moving-coil cartridge has sufficient 
output to drive a normal pre-amplifier input. Our 
sample measured 5dB below nominal, which 
corresponds to a reasonable 2.8mV from a 5cm/sec 
lateral band and is sufficient for most modern 
amplifiers.

The body was quite heavy at 9.5g, so it was 
fortunate that the compliance was moderate at 
20cu. The damping was fair and with a low mass 
arm (5g) extra damping should not be necessary; 
however, if a higher mass arm (up to l 2g) is used it 
might prove beneficial. On the normal 47K ohms 
l 50pf load the response showed a rise above 5kHz, 
reaching +SdB at 25kHz. A new loading of 22K 
ohms, 500pf, tamed the rise considerably, resulting 
in ± 1 dB limits over the 20Hz to 30kHz range (see 
final paragraph.) The mid-band fitted within 
±0.SdB limits.

The squarewave showed an essentially flat top
ped wave shape, with a quickly damped, very fast 
initial overshoot possessing some inaudible super
sonic ringing. The trackability was classed as fairly 
good, channel balance superb and separation as 
very satisfactory. Despite its moving coil design, 
hum inductfon ranked as good, and distortion levels 
were low throughout the range.

Subjective testing ranked the Ultimo high with a 
light, open and detailed balance, excellent vocal 
clarity and good stereo perspective and imaging. 
Occasionally a hint of grittiness was detected, 
possibly due to tracking difficulties.

The stylus report described a naked Shibata tip of 
excellent polish. very good alignment, fine shape 
and beautiful setting.

Further testing for 1979 has shown that perform
ance has been maintained and that 47K + 68nf 
gives a consistently flat response and improved 
sound quality.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge Mass ........................................................
Test Tracking Force...............................................
LF Resonance in Standard Arm (16g eff mass) 
Induced Hum Level............................................... 
Sensitivity.................................................................  
Sensitivity referred to lmV/cm/sec....................  
Subjective Sound Quality.....................................

Stylus Data
Stylus Type.................................................
Interchangeability.......................................
Finish and Alignment of diamond.. . .
HF Resonance.............................................
Measured Dynamic Compliance at 10Hz 
Replacement Stylus Price inc VAT........

Frequency Response and Separation
20Hz-20kHz.................................................
100Hz-5kHz.................................................
Channel Separation at 100Hz..................

.....................9.5g

.................... l.5g

.....................7Hz
.............. -67dB
0.56mV/cm/sec
....................-5dB
............ excellent

naked shibata 
....................no 
........ excellent 
..........33kHz 
..............20cu 
........ -..£42.00

.\

..+!dB^ 
+0.5dB^ 
... 19dB

Channel Separation at IkHz.............. ...............................................25dB
Channel Separation at 10kHz ...................... ................................ ............18dB
Channel Balance at IkHz.........................................................  OdB
Channel Balance at 10kHz .........................    OdB

Distortion
HF Waveform Quality..........................................................................average
Lateral Distortion at + 9dB 300Hz ...........................................................0.3%
Vertical Distortion At + 6dB 300Hz................................................................3%
Mid-band Intermodulation.................................. 1.5%
HF Intermodulation pulsed 10kHz 24cm/sec peak ................................0.2%

Trackabilily
Trackability 300Hz Lateral+ 14dB......................  1.Sg
Trackability 300Hz Vertical + l ldB.............................................................. l.4g
Supertrackability 300Hz + 18dB Lateral passed at....................  2.2g

Typical Selling Price inc. VAT. ... ................................  ..........£75.00

Compalibilily
Recommended Loading................................................... ............................ 68nr
Recommended Loading......................................................................47K ohms
Compatible with low to medium mass arms, some damping may by helpful 
•see text

Y shows the left and right frequency amplitude responses. Lshows crosstalk. 
Note: !dB per division.
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Ultimo 2^C
Condor Electronics Ltd., JOO Coombe Lane, London SW20 OAY 01-946 0033

This medium output moving-coil required a step up 
unit and came with a matching D V6a silver wire 
transformer, which offered a low ratio lift to a 
nominal 0.5mV/cm/sec. Fitted with an exotic boron 
cantilever and Shibata III line contact diamond, the 
20C represents one of Ultimo/Dynavector's top 
line models, but it did not unfortunately match up to 
their usual standard. Compliance was high at 28cu, 
indicating low mass arms, although damping was 
not required.

On test, channel balance was none too good, and 
there was a rise in response towards 20kHz; a check 
with a trial load capacitance of l^F 100 ohms (top 
curve) showed that it was not possible to compen
sate for this. Separation was good, but trackability 
only fair with the 'Supertrack' beyond its capa
bilities, and while distortion levels were on the 
whole pretty good, the 300Hz lateral band was only 
just satisfactory. The squarewave confirmed the 
extended bandwidth, revealing the disc cutter ring, 
but also carried a significant overshoot correspond
ing to the response rise.

On audition, the panel ranked the 20C at 'aver
age', a disappointing result. A balance shift to the 
left was noted with a high frequency lift and slight 
fizz, while surface noise was a little prominent. The 
combination of line contact and treble lift proved 
unfortunate, with some emphasis of distortion and 
sibilance together with occasional mistracking. 
Conversely the midrange was open and sweet with 
good rendition of detail and the promise of fine 
stereo imagery.

The stylus report mirrored that for the JOB, a 
superb quality Shibata line contact stylus but in this 
case with a slightly smaller 8^m minor radius.

In conclusion the 20C cannot be recommended 
in view of its overall performance and high price, 
the latter of course increased further when a step-up 
is included.

GENERAL DATA
Cartridge type and mass ...... .. Low output moving coil, 9.5g
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz .................. 28cu (X 10 -6cm/dync)
Specified downforce: range 1.2g to 1.8g....:;...........tested at 1.7g 
LF resonance in test am (SME 111, 6g me + cart)................+6dB at 8Hz 
Sensitivity at 1kHz . .  ................. (alone 0.08mV/cm/sec) 0.5mV/crn/scc
Relative output (OdB = I mV/cm/scc)............................ (alone -22dB) -6dB
Subjective sound quality......................................................................... Average
Recommended loading................  ..................100 to 500ohms plus -pt*
Recommended arm mass and damping............................4-6g, none required
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance............................  40 ohms -mH
Induced hum level....................................................... ................Fairly good
Stylus type and spec................................. fixed, naked Shibata line profile III
Finish and alignment........................................................... Both very good
Tip geometry...................................................................................... 8 X line gm
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)........... Indicated at 30kHz
Frequency response 20Hz-20kHz.......................................................+4, -2dB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz..........................................................±0.dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, !kHz, 10kHz..........................15dB, 17dB, 20dB
Channel difference at 1kHz, I 0kHz .. L5dB, 2dB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + 18dB ('Supertrack’)............1.4g, not

possible
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB .. ............................................... 0.65g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB ............................................................. 0.6%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB.................................... ................1.8%
High frequency waveform quality............................................................... Fair
Mid band intermodulation (1 kHz + 1.5kHz) . . ........................... ... 3.(6%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed I 0kHz, 24cm/sec peak............................0.24%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz..........2%, 4.5%, 7.0% 
Typical selling price inc VAT (inc step-up)..................................£108 (200)
Stylus replacement cost inc vAt..................................................................£75
stei>-up used was DV6a 
• See text.

Frequency response. re\. output. and separation ref OdB (I mv/cm/sec)

I kHz squarewave. note ultrasonic cutter "ringing^
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Ultimo SOB
Condor Electronics Ltd., 100 Coombe Lane, London SW20 OAY 01-946 0033

This new cartridge is part of the 'JO integrated 
headshell series, the total weight being a consider
able l 9g, excluding the tonearm contribution. A 
high output moving-coil needing no step-up device, 
the JOB uses a beryllium rod cantilever fitted with a 
new Shibata III stereo oriented line contact stylus. 
— Our sample measured an untenable (in my 
opinion) compliance in excess of 50cu, guaranteed 
to produce a resonance below 5 Hz in all but a 
'negative mass' servo-controlled arm!

Tested with damping (SME J009 H D) the JOB 
measured extremely well although it was adversely 
affected by record warps as one might expect. The 
frequency response was superbly flat with truly 
excellent balance and separation while trackability 
was also very good, with all distortions under 
control. The excellent squarewave was marred by a 
slight leading edge overshoot resulting from the 
steep ultrasonic rolloff at 25kHz, while the high 
frequency waveforms were fairly clean for a 
moving-coil model.

On audition it achieved a rating of 'good' — 
limited I am sure to some degree by the poor 
available mass/compliance match. Comments 
were made concerning slight stereo 'vagueness' and 
'instability', together with a variable touch of sur
face noise. However, the sound balance was highly 
neutral and clear with close tape matching. A touch 
of 'wiriness' was observed on strings and the JOB 
could also sound a trifle 'bright' on occasions, with 
some of the oft-noted moving-coil 'grain'.

The stylus report described an immaculate naked 
tip cut from 150^m square stock. All parameters 
were very good: angle (55°), polish, alignment, and 
radii shape, although the minor radius was rather 
large at 10jUm (5^m is the norm for a 'line'.)

In conclusion, although this model undoubtedly 
possesses many good qualities, it cannot be recom
mended due to the adverse affects of high mass and 
high compliance in what is after all a very expensive 
cartridge.
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GENERAL DATA
Cart.ridge type and mass ... Integral headshell highoutputmovingcoil, l9g(inc

shell)
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10Hz....................50cu (X 10 -'cm/dyne)
Specified downforce: range 1.2g to 1.8g. .................................. tested at l.6g
LF resonance in test ^ro (SME 111,6g me + cart) ....est +8dB at :!4Hz 
Sensitivity at IkHz..................................................................... 0.48mV/cm/sec
Relative output (OdB = I mV/cm/sec)......................................................... --6dB
Subjective sound quality ....................................  Good
Recommended loading........................lOk to 100k ohms plus 500 to 1O00pf
Recommended arm mass and damping . See text, mandatory
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance ........................200ohms, negligible mH
Induced hum level . ....................................... Very good
Stylus type and spec . ........ .......................... fixed, Shibata III line contact
Finish and alignment. .............   Both very good
Tip geometry.....................................................................................10 X line ^m
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl).....................  estimated at 25kHz
Frequency res^nse 20Hz-20kHz............................................................±ldB
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz................................................+O. -O.I 5dB
Stereo separation, 100Hz, IkHz, !UkHz........................... 24dB. 41dB, 23dB
Channel difference at IkHz, 10kHz............................................O.ldB, O.ldB
Trackability 300Hz lateral + 15dB, + I 8dB (‘Supertrack').......... 0.8g, 1.3g
Trackability 300Hz vertical + 12dB.. ............................................... 1.3g
Distortion 300Hz lateral +9dB............................................................... 0.35%
Distortion 300Hz vertical +6dB . ........................ ........................... 2.2%
High frequency waveform quality..........................  Fairly good
Mid band intermodulation (IkHz + l ,5kHz)  ........................................ 3.1%
H.F. intermodulation pulsed 10kHz, 24cm/sec peak........................ .. 0.37%
Pink Noise intermodulation, 12kHz, 16kHz, 20kHz.. .2.5%, 5.5%, 9%
Typical selling price inc VAT..................................................................... £135
Stylus replacement cost inc VAT.............................................................est £93

Frequency response. rel. output. and separation refOdB (I mv/cm/sec).

I kHt s4uarcwave
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Transformers, headamps and loading plugs
The material in this section largely relates to 
considerations ofpriceand impedance matching, as 
these are probably the most important factors to be 
borne in mind. The survey should not however be 
regarded as a comprehensive review of all the 
devices currently available — a total of 15 were 
included with the cartridges submitted for evalu
ation in this issue, and comments have been made 
where possible.

Anzai A75 (£85.00)
This Japanese made transformer unit is imported 
by Rogers (Swisstone) and carries no output cable, 
being fitted with nickel plated phono sockets. The 
unit offers a single ratio of step up, the input 
impedance being optimised for 10 ohm coil resist
ance cartridges. The gain measured 30dB or X30 
approximately, while the claimed distortion was 
less than 0.05%, and the -IdB frequency response 
point given at a high lOOkHz. The manufacturers 
do suggest that cartridges of impedance 6-40 ohms 
are also quite well suited, including the Supex 900, 
the Denon 103 series and the Entre (the latter made 
possible by its above average output), but with high 
coil resistance cartridges, bass rolloff becomes 
increasingly apparent. Otherwise the sound quality 
was judged as good, and considerations of price 
aside, the final decision should preferably be based 
on a listening test, together with the chosen car
tridge.

Audio Technica MK lOT (£60)
This compact cylindrical unit is fitted with an 
output cable, plus gold plated phono plugs and 
sockets. The matching cartridge impedance is 
specified at 18 ohms, with a gain ofX15 or some 
24dB and bandwidth as 15Hz-100kHz (no limits, 
presumably -3dB points.) Claimed distortion is 
quoted at 1kHz, and measured less than 0.01 % at 
this frequency, at a 5mV output.

Essentially the MK JOT is designed to partner 
the MK 11 IE moving-coil cartridge, and the com
bination was highly rated on listening tests. How 
ever, purchasers should find that other cartridges in 
the 5 to 20 ohm impedance range, requiring 24dB of 
step-up should also work well.

Jeremiah Braithwaite RA14 (£75.00) & ST17 
(£49.00)
The ST17 is a battery operated electronic step-up 
unit somewhat similar in principle to that produced 
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by Lentek, and of similarly good sound quality. Its 
more complex brother, the RA14, utilises a separ
ate boxed and cable connected mains power supply, 
both versions being supplied with output cables and 
fitted with gold plated plugs and sockets.

Gain is specified as 32dB or X34 (with a 
provision for a 4dB adjustment on the Jul4); 
distortion as well below 0.01% and signal to noise 
ratio as -70dB. The RA14 also carries adjustments 
for input resistance and frequency response (Rl & 
R2) the controls concealed beneath a cover, while 
the input capacitance is fixed at 6.8nF. The latter 
does not become electrically significant with most 
typical cartridges until c.500kHz, and its presence 
is largely explained in terms of reducing RF break
through. The input resistance is nominally 1 Kohm, 
to which 560 ohm and 150 ohm resistors may be 
paralleled, providing values down to I 00 ohms. As 
might be expected from the relationship of the 
changes, these appeared to have very little subjec
tive effect on low impedance, low output cartridges. 
The two capacitance settings (Cl & C2) provided 
by the RA14 proved to be more significant in 
subjective terms, largely because they comprised a 
variable turnover frequency. 6dB/octave treble 
filter at the output of the head amp. With no 
capacitance selected, the unit is wide band; on the 
Cl setting, the response measures -IdB at 20kHz, 
and on C2 -4dB at 20kHz; with both engaged (as 
suggested for use with the SLlSE II cartridge), 
almost -6.0dB at 20kHz. Of course such a correc
tion could also be made independently, by means of 
the appropriate preamplifier tone controls or filters. 
As a matter of interest the recommended settings 
for the Supex 900E were quite appropriate — low 
gain (via small pre-set adjustment), Rl 'on' (c.470 
ohms), and C2 'on' (-ldB, 20kHz) — which gave 
good subjective results on test.

For a mains powered unit the price is quite fair, 
but indications of certain reliability and service 
problems means that unreserved approval must be 
withheld until these have been resolved.

Denon AU320 (£105.00), AU310 (£63.00)
The A U320 is a well established and versatile 
transformer unit possessing two inputs and two 
matching impedance/gain ratios, plus a 'pass' or 
straight-through connection. All switches, sockets 
and plugs are gold-plated, while the unit is triple 
shielded for low hum induction. A 1 meter cable is 
fitted as standard. The setting for 3 ohm impedance 
cartridges carries a gain of30dB orX30, and the 40
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. ohm match is for cartridges of over 6 ohm resistance 
(specifically suited for the Denon 103 series), and 
carries a gain of 20dB or X10.

On the 40 ohm setting the -Idb bandwidth is 
specified at 1OHz-1OOkHz, and for those cartridges 
which have sufficient output to employ this setting 
(eg: S'upex, Entre & Denon), the subjective results 
are very satisfying. Some mild deterioration is 
however apparent on the 3 ohm setting needed for 
Ortofons and the like, and although the standard is 
still good, on balance the price seems rather high.

TheAU310 is an economy version of the '320 
with a highly reduced bandwidth. The input is 
provided with either a 'pass' or 40 ohm step up 
match with a 20dB, X10 gain, the -1dB points 
being specified as 20Hz and 40kHz. The '310 was 
not felt to be subjectivly as clear as the 320, its 
performance falling somewhere between the latter's 
quality on the 3 ohm and 40 ohm tap settings. 
Overall, it can be classed as a good, but rather 
expensive like its brother.

Fidelity Research FRT4 (£140.00) FRT3 
(£72.00)
Three step up units are currently produced by 
Fidelity Research, — namely the FRT-3 and the 
FRT-4 transformers, and the Fidelix LNl pre
amplifier (£150.00).

The FRT-3 offers two input matches of 10 ohms 
and 30 ohms plus 'pass', with gains of 26dB or X20, 
and 31dB or X30 respectively. The inform
ation provided by the manufacturers suggests the 
use of the 30 ohm setting with the 10 ohm FRl II 
cartridge, thus indicating that the transformer 
settings relate to the impedance of the transformer 
and not the cartridge; accordingly, the 10 ohm 
setting would be appropriate for 3 ohm cartridges. 
Subjectively the performance of this unit was quite 
good, but the price seems to be rather on the high 
side.

The FRT-4 is considerably more expensive than 
the '3, and when appropriately matched sounds 
rather better despite the same quoted '20Hz- 
30kHz' frequency response. This versatile unit, 
fitted with a 1 metre cable and gold plated plugs and 
sockets, will accept three cartridge inputs, and 
offers 'pass' plus matching for 3, 10, 30 and JOO 
ohms with respective gains of 31,26, 25 and 20dB. 
Thus, for example, the 100 ohm tap would suit a 
Denon 40 ohm cartridge, the 30 ohm a Supex, FR 1 
or similar model, and the 10 ohm tap an Ortofon. 
As one might expect, the more gain asked for, the 

poorer the performance, and hence the use of the 
highest possible impedance gives the best results. 
Appropriately matched the subjective performance 
was undoubtedly good, but it still remains difficult 
to justify the price.

The Fidelix was not evaluated, but it is believed 
to be a good performer, albeit once again, at rather a 
high price. Comprising a battery powered pre
amplifier, it offers an unnecessarily wide band 
width from 5Hz-.5mHz (-3dB), but does provide 
two inputs with two gain settings, namely 26d8 and 
32dB, with the input impedance at JOO ohms 
almost the same for both settings.

Lentek (£53.00)
Specifically intended for use with the Entre 1 
cartridge, this neat electronic step-up unit is reason
ably quiet (apart from switch on thumps,) as well as 
comparatively free of RF breakthrough. Battery life 
is estimated at 300 hours, and check light is built in, 
while all the sockets and switches are gold plated, 
and an output cable is supplied. The gain is 28dB or 
X25 with distortion less than 0.05% at 26dB 
overload, the response flat from 20Hz-20kHz and 
the input impedance is 100 ohms. Although this will 
suit all the cartridges in this report, it is perhaps 
rather high in gain for the Denon series. The 
subjective results were good throughout — better 
than those obtained from some more costly devices 
— and as step-up units go, this one represents quite 
good value.

Linn (Type P.N.A.G., made for Linn by Nairn 
Audio Ltd £112.00)
This electronic step-up unit comes split into two 
boxes, namely a separate power supply and head 
amplifier. An 0.5m output cable is fitted, but in 
contrast to many of the other devices in the report, 
none of the plugs or sockets were gold plated — this 
can be advantageous in maintaining the low contact 
resistance necessary for low impedance moving 
coil cartridges. In electrical terms, the preamplifier 
was not particularly quiet, producing sufficient low 
frequency flicker noise to be just audible on wide 
band speakers at a decent volume setting; farther- 
more, the mains power unit was found to produce 
noticeable mechanical hum from its transformer, 
and this really should be reduced.

A fixed gain of 25dB or so, just under X20, is 
offered, together with an input impedance of 470 
ohms in parallel with 6.8pF — suitable for most of 
the higher output cartridges, from 3 ohms to 30 
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ohms coil resistance.
Subjectively fine results were obtained using the 

Supex 900E which the Linn is specifically designed 
to partner, while with the Entre and other similar 
higher output cartridges, the results were equally 
pleasing; nonetheless, the unit would appear to be 
rather costly, particularly in view of the 'noise' 
problems outlined above.

Ortofon STM72 (£20.00), MCA76 (£105.00) 
Representing an improved version of one of 
Ortofon's earliest step up transformers, the STM 
72 is claimed to be suitable for CD4 use up to 
50kHz. However, our measurements suggested 
some shortcomings, notably a restricted low fre
quency response (some-3.5dB at 1OHz) and a poor 
HF response with cartridges of higher impedance 
than the 2-3 ohm models for which it is intended.
The gain is also rather high at 36dB orX60, and the

The intrinsic gain or step-up is X30.5, or 29dB, 
uriit is consequently susceptible to hum induction.

The sound quality was judged not unreasonable 
considering the low purchase price, but despite this 
it was felt to adversely affect the performance of 
even the least expensive and compatible Ortofon 
cartridge, namely the MC1O, and hence it cannot 
be recommended.

The MCA 76 is a well built, mains powered head 
amplifier. No output cable is provided, the phono 
sockets being finished in nickel plate, and a 'CD4' 
switch is provided, offering a restricted bandwidth 
of -3dB, 50kHz. A subsonic filter is inbuilt (-3dB, 
13Hz) and the unit was found to be quiet with a 
distortion of typically less than 0.02%. Input 
impedance is 75 ohms, suitable for almost all 
models up to 25 ohm coil resistance, but the gain is 
clearly optimised for the low output of Ortofon's 
own cartridges, and is consequently rather high at 
35dB. The sound quality was felt to be quite good 
although not outstanding, and as such, the unit 
appears rather costly.

RAM Universal Transformer (£50.00)
An unusual device, the RAM is claimed to work 
with any cartridge coil resistance from 2 to 100 
ohms, but on test, using a 47k + 1OOpf secondary 
load fed from a 33 ohm source it was found that a 
loss of some 2dB occurred at 20Hz, together with 
2.6dB at 20kHz. However, a 10 ohm source gave 
negligible loss at low frequencies, and a minor 
l.3dB loss at 20kHz; as such, 10 ohms or lower 
resistance values are judged best for hi-fi purposes.
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The intrinsic gain or step-up is x 30.5, or 29dB, 
but this factor is modified by an impedance network 
within the unit which provided an actual gain 
dependant on the source impedance. For example, 
while a 3 ohm source provides X22 or 26.SdB, 10 
ohms gives X 15.4 or 23.7dB, and 30ohms,X8.3 or 
18.4dB. Thus the output is nearly constant from a 
low impedance, low output cartridge to a higher 
impedance, higher output cartridge.

Hum levels were satisfactory and although the 
subjective quality proved quite good for a trans
former costing around £50.00, other similarly 
priced electronic units were in fact preferred. But of 
course the latter do suffer from certain incon
veniences compared to the ^AM, namely the need 
for on/off switches and the use of batteries.

Sony HA-55 (£130.00)
This beautifully made mains powered step-up unit 
comes with a short, high quality accessory phono 
cable, and is equipped with gold plated input/output 
sockets. It clearly represents a well thought-out 
design, incorporating as it does switch-on muting; 
all the other battery units, with the exception of 
those lacking an on/off control, tended to produce 
considerable DC switching thumps.

The selector control provides for 'pass' and 3 
ohm or 40 ohm coil resistance cartridges, with a 
fixed gain of27dB orX22.4. The '3 ohm; seiection 
relates to an input impedance of25 ohms, and that 
for '40 ohms' to an input of 100 ohms.

Essentially free ofhum or noise, this unit offers a 
response with unnecessarily wide limits at 6Hz and 
0.5mHz, but distortion proved virtually unmeasur
able, at 0.003%, 1kHz.

In terms of its sound quality, theHA-55 was well 
favoured, but it does not show any significant 
advantage, apart from its quiet operation and lack 
ofbatteries over the Lentek or Braithwaite at almost 
1/3 of its price.

UAD MCPl (£45.00)
A relatively inexpensive step- up device, two ver
sions are currently available, both using dual 
parallel batteries.

The 'standard' model offers a gain of 30dB or 
X30 with a continuous battery life of some 8 
months, if two 9 volt cells are employed. Lead-outs 
and sockets are plain nickle plated for both ver
sions, the 'standard' unit quoting a high impedance 
input of200K ohms in parallel with 6.0nF. A single 
soldered resistor inside may be altered so as to
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change the gain of both channels, and in so doing, 
the current drawn also changes, so that, for 
example, with a gain of 20dB or X 10 the resistor is 
increased by 3, this reducing consumption by 2/3, 
and thus offering an approximate 2 year shelflife for 
the alkaline cells.

While the bandwidth is wide it is also rather noisy 
— clearly audible at decent volume settings with 
a powerful amplifier. Sound quality was judged 
fairly good at the price, although some mild loss of 
detail was noted by comparison with certain other 
devices (for example, the Lentek unit.)

A second version was also tried which was 
specifically adapted for use with the FRJ III 
cartridge, involving the addition of a 1.5^F cap
acitor in parallel with the input; this certainly tamed 
the upper response rise apparent with this particular 
cartridge.

Ultimo DV-6A (£160.00)
This compact and costly transformer is intended for 
use with the lower output 20C and 30C Ultimo 
cartridges. The flattest response is obtained from a 
I 0 ohm source thus confirming its claimed input 
impedance of 40 ohms; with gold plated switches 
and connections throughout, further money has 
clearly gone to provide the solid silver wire used for 
the windings. The latter are arranged so that the unit 
may be used in balanced or unbalanced mode, the 
former possibly conferring benefits in terms of 
improved hum rejection is some layouts. Response 
is specified at-1 dB, I 0Hz-70kHz, distortion at less 
than 0.01% at a 20dB overload, and the gain at 
22.3db or X 13.

Switches are provided for the 40 ohm step-up or 
'pass', and an attached output phono cable was also 
supplied. The sound quality was judged fine with 
lower impedance cartridges such as the Entre, but a 
marginal rolloff (-1dB, 20kHz) occurred with the 
40 ohm Ultimo 20C that' we tested — in the event 
not such a bad thing, as this cartridge is a trifle on 
the 'bright' side. However, all things considered, as 
with so many other devices in this report, the price 
does seem a trifle high.

Videotone HA-200 (£45.00)
Believed to be made under contract by UAD, this 
unit employs a single battery and is permanently 
gain set for the Coral cartridges which Videotone 
import into the UK. In most respects it is similar to 
the UAD, and in common with theMCP 1, it shows 
rather poor stereo channel separation at the lowest 

frequencies. The screw up earth terminal of the 
UAD is here replaced by a simple socket, and none 
of the connectors are gold plated to provide low 
contact resistance.

RTJ Loading equaliser (c.£5.00 Per pair)
Finally it is worth mentioning these well made 
phono plug extenders, which contain a load capacit
ance of 2Z0pf suitable for a number of moving 
magnet cartridges such as the Ortofon and other 
related models. These require a total load of400pf, 
and the remainder is normally made up by the arm 
leads and amplifier. A special version offering 68nf 
to equalise the Ultimo 20A is also available, while 
another using 1.5^F tantalum capacitors is curren
tly on trial for use with the FRJ III. RTJ can also 
make up other versions to order, with various 
resistance and capacitative loadings, and these are 
well worth using with load critical cartridges.

Finally it is perhaps worth noting that Ortofon 
provides their own "CAP 210”, a thick film unit 
which fits directly onto their cartridge pins.
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For all thats best in HiTi -
Cavendish is your Choice!
Visit Cavendish Sales where you can shop 
for your Hi Fi in the most modern surroun
dings at 317 Whitechapel Road, London, E1. 
Here there's just about everything from all 
the world's leading manufacturers. Ampli-
fiers, 
kers, 
Music 
units 
these

Receivers, Tuners, Turntables,
Dolby Cassette Decks 
Centres... it's all here. 
to complete systems. 
hard-to-beat prices that

and 
From 
And 
have

Spea- 
Dolby 
single 
all at 
made

Cavendish such a famous name over the 
years. Plus they offer a personal service 
which has become a vital part of Cavendish 
Sales policy.

Superb selection of top HI-FI
Our Price

£47.95
Our price

£99.95

■« a a -i:t fr CAmstrad EX 220
Quality Hi-Fi at a low price with 
this 25W output stereo amplifier 
giving a full range of filters and 
bars, treble and balance controls 
have click position potentiometers

Pioneer PL-514

£114.95
Aiwa AD 6350K
New front loading Dolby 
cassette d!ck with bias line control.

;o:;::i:. :uta stop.a W&f :forly0.08%.

JVC QL A2 >5E.c«trM_
Beautiful Quartz-locked auto

I o complement any system.

Rotel RX403
High performance AM/FM Stereo Receiver.
25 W per channel, 20-20.000 Hz.Tuning Meter.
Loudness Switch.High Fitter, Tape Monitor, 
connects 2 pairs of speakers

servomotor, & W&F of only 0.025%.

Goodmans MODULE 130
Top performance AM/FM stereo 
receiver — |65W per channel into 4 ohms, 
five pre sets on FM, five two-octave 
slider tone controls, full range of inputs.

2 speed belt-drive turn 
table with W&F of only 0.055%, 
static-balance S shaped tonearm.

PIONEER CT-F 500 ------
Just released - latest front 
loading Dolby Cassette Deck 
from Pioneer with full auto stop, 
pneumatically damped loading 
door, permalloy play head and ferrite 
erase head, W&F of only 0.17%.

Wharfedale 
Linton XP2 
Successor to the famous Linton 
3XP, this unit has an improved 
Hi Frequency unit, a power rating 
of 35W and suitable for amplifiers 
of between 4-8 ohms.

Test on our comparators all the latest 
Hi-Fi from the following manufacturers:
Aiwa, Akai, Amstrad, Celestion, 
Castle, Ferguson,Garrard,Goodmans, 
Hitachi, JVC, Kef, Leak, Nakamichi,
National, Philips, Pioneer, Rotel, 
Sanyo, Sony, Sharp, Sansui, Tannoy, 
Technics, Teac, Tandberg, Toshiba, 
Trio, Wharfedale &Yamaha.

CASSETTE CENTRE >jaies
317 WHITECHAPEL RD.. LONDON El
HI- FI CENTRE JUST1MINS.WHITECHAPELUNOERGHOUNDSTN.

279/283 WHITECHAPEL RD.. LONDON El 
n A C C t TTC r* CMTD C Richt next door to Whitechapel UMoOE I I E U E IM I n E Underground Stet ion
Tel: 01-247 3453 24HourAnsweringService
Open 9am-6pm Phoneyour Access/Barclaycard NIJ. £¿^¿2

Mon-Sat j^^^overwithyo11r order for prompl delivery
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Conclusions, Best Buys & Recommendations:
Cartridges

It is not until a survey of this ambitious size nears 
completion that one begins to see the wood for the 
trees, and many factors emerge which can only then 
be proportioned and related. An important feature 
of the Choice methodology concerns the automatic 
establishment of a 'normal' or average attainment, 
this derived from the multiplicity of assessments of 
overall performance, both objective and subjective, 
as well as considerations of price. The individual 
reviews are inevitably cast in relation to this norm.

Starting with the question of price, it is clear that 
in this second issue the average cost per cartridge is 
rather higher than for the first, even after taking 
inflation into account. Models below £10-£12.00 
were omitted, and a larger number of expensive 
moving-coils assessed, and these become even 
more costly when step-up devices are required. 
Consequently, the 'average' price has risen to 
£50.00 without the inclusion of step-ups, and by a 
further £10.00 to £60.00 level if such devices are 
taken into account. The average level of attainment 
was also higher, and hence the judgments made 
some eighteen months ago and carried over in the 
20 repeat reviews in this issue require some re
scaling. This has been done in the master 
comparative table, but unavoidably, the text for the 
reports remains largely unaltered.

There is also the danger that by representing a 
rather artificial 'normality', this average standard of 
performance may be taken too seriously. Whether 
it in fact represents the typical level of achievement 
or failure currently on offer from the market 
spectrum reviewed will depend on one's viewpoint. 
In addition, no real attempt has been made to rank 
the top quality models on an absolute comparative 
basis; whether a B & O MMC20L is better or worse 
than a Supex 901 or JVC X-2 is often a matter of 
personal opinion as to the relative merits of a 
particular balance and compromise of perfor
mance. However when the vital factor of price is 
taken into consideration, it is much easier to give a 
value-for-money judgement.

Compliance
It was stated in the previous issue that 

compliances in general, were far too high for 
compatibility with the typical 15g effective mass 
detachable arms that are fitted to the majority of 
turntables today, this premise based on a target 
subsonic resonance of l OHz. However this picture 
is slowly changing for the better, and while it is true 
that excessive compliances are still encountered, 

many manufacturers have at least moved in the 
right direction. Most designs in this issue were 

• below 30cu, and no less than 34 of them measured 
20cu and below. (Admittedly these figures owe 
something to the inclusion of more moving-coil 
cartridges than before, as these typically possess 
lower compliance values.)

However much of an improvement, even 20cu is 
still on the high side, and a number of excessively 
compliant cartridges are still being produced 
including new introductions from Audio Technica, 
Bellex, Empire, Goldring, Sonus and Ultimo, all of 
which require ultra low mass arms, or in some cases 
even negative mass!

However, to help in the fight for a sensible match 
of arm and cartridge, there does appear to be signs 
of a new generation of Japanese turntables with 
rigid lower mass arms, and when these become 
freely available the compatibility problem will 
largely disappear if they are partnered by recent 
sensibly designed cartridges.

Stylus quality
In the past issue considerable criticism was 

voiced, concerning the poor quality of the crucial 
diamond stylus or tip fitted to many costly models 
of cartridge. While a number of manufacturers 
would appeal to have improved standards in the 
interim, for example, B & O, Ortofon and Philips, 
others are still lagging behind — witness examples 
from ADC, AKG, Empire, Goldring, Pickering 
Sonus and Shure. With some manufacturers it 
would still seem to be a matter of luck as to whether 
your cartridge has a good tip or not.

While it is obvious that the tolerancing on the 
minor radius of an elliptical or line tip cannot be too 
tight, and that 5,um is considered about as fine as it 
is safe to go without generating excessive stylus and 
groove wear, on test it was found that the 'edgs' or 
minor radius of fine line and elliptical tips could 
vary from 5 to as much as l O^m, the latter figure 
rather negating the original design intention. It was 
also a source of worry that several cartridges 
designed for high tracking forces from 1.8 to 2.3g 
and specified for comparatively safe 8,u or 1O^m 
minor radii, in fact possessed 5^m radii, which is 
rather too sharp for comfort with a downforce in 
excess of 2g.

With the styli themselves only costing a small 
fraction of the total for an expensive design, it is 
surely not unreasonable to expect a relatively 
accurate and well finished stone?
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DO YU HAVE
DIFFICULTY CHOOSING?

It is now accepted that it is essential to have comprehensive demonstration of 
any equipment you are considering purchasing.

That is why we at Audio T have over 20 pairs of- headphones on permanent 
demonstration and more than 60 different cartridges always available for audi

tion.

Agents for:--
aDc, AKG, AIWA, ATR, Connoisseur, Coral, Decca, Denon, Dual, Elite, 
Empire, Entre, Fidelity Research, Formula 4, Gale, Grado, Harmon 
Kardon, Jeremiah Braithwaite, J.V.C., Lentek, Linn, Mitchell, Micro 
Seki, Monitor Audio, Mission, Optonica, Ortofon, Revox, 
Ratel, Sansui, Satin, Shure, S.M.E., Stanton, S.T.D., Stax, Supex, 
Technics, Thorens, Trio, Ultimo, Yamaha.

AudioT
The Audio Consultants

190 West End Lane 
London NW6 1SQ

Tel. 01-794 7848.
Mon-wed 11-6 Thurs-Fro 11-7 Sat 10-5
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Conclusions, Best Buys & Recommendations:
Cartridges

Stylus profile
Some confusion now exists over the question of 

which stylus profile is the best for normal stereo 
use. A great variety of so-called different styli are 
now available, their dissimilarities ranging from 
differences in the type of mounting to the shape of 
the stone itself. Mounts include steel, aluminium, 
titanium, and sapphire shanks, or naked pure stock 
stones of lower mass, while a great range in size and 
mass is also offered by the stone itself, from large 
naked splints varying from 250p.m in diameter 
driven through the cantilever, to minute residual 
diamond cones of 90^m diameter or less, and 
possessing possibly one fifth the mass. The profiles 
and shapes include the simple round cone or 
spherical (conical), which usually has a tip radius of 
between 12^m and 18p.m; next come elliptical tips, 
so called if a section of the cone is elliptical in 
profile, and where the grinding process fails to 
provide a true ellipse, the similar result is often 
called 'Bi-radial', in direct reference to the usual 
specification for such a tip: eg: 6X 18^m (0.2 X 0. 7 
thou). These two figures represent the effective 
major and minor axis radii intended to be in contact 
with the groove. A further version, the Shibata tip 
was originally produced by grinding two facets on 
the rear of a cone to thin down the effective vertical 
edge in contact with the groove. This process 
extends the contact length in both directions, 
downwards as the cone tip is 'sharpened', and also 
in the opposite direction, to the top of the groove. In 
theory this makes sense by reducing contact 
pressure per unit area, but since neither the floor nor 
the top edges of most grooves are well formed or in 
good condition, this full contact profile usually 
increases noise and distortion with the only real 
benefit being an extended tracing bandwidth for the 
ultrasonic CD4 carrier and modulations.

A revised Shibata tip known as Shibata III is now 
fitted to recent stereo rather than CD4 oriented 
cartridges, this providing a swept minor radius 
which truncates the previously over-deep tip of the 
first profile. With an apparently reduced cone 
angle, the III also steers clear of the imperfections 
at the top of the groove wall, and as such, it qualifies 
for inclusion in the final group, usually known as 
'extended' or 'line contact' styli. Commercial 
names for these include: 'Aliptic'; 'Fine Line'; 
'Garrot'; 'Hyper Elliptical'; 'Stereohedron' and 
'Super Elliptical'. All these possess cone angles 
ranging from 50° to 60°; and different degrees of 
contact extension on the major radius. One obvious 

difficulty arises with these tips, namely that their 
precise relationship with the groove depends 
initially on the symmetry of the grinding and the 
accuracy of alignment of the stone, as well as the 
geometry of the cartridge as aligned in the arm. 
Vertical 'tilt' angle misalignment quickly results in 
one edge riding near the groove top with the other 
asymetrically scraping a small contact path 
somewhere nearthe middle, and this often produces 
poorer results than a misaligned elliptical. It is also 
true that several of the 'line' styli cones are rather 
pointed similar to Shibata 'l' and thus they scour 
too deeply in the indeterminate and distorted 
groove floor. Our test samples of the Denon 
DLI03D, Sonus 'Gold Blue' and Stanton '88IS' 
all gave cause for concern in this respect. Some of 
these models also possessed contours which swept 
back too slowly thus inviting contact with the 
undesirable uppermost groove sections.

In our judgment, unless the line contact form is 
very carefully executed, mounted and aligned, its 
advantages are quickly lost and a conventional 
elliptical stylus is often preferable. We have also 
found that the inherent but slightly more clinical 
and accurate character of a line contact can be 
magnified beyond subjective accuracy by any 
additional treble lift in the cartridge response; this is 
a combination to be avoided if at all possible.

Loading
Once again, examples appeared in this report 

which required correct electrical loading if their 
potentially flat frequency response was to be 
obtained — noteworthy examples include the FRI 
III; the Ortofon induced magnet models; all the 
Shures with the exception of the VIS IV; and 
finally, the Ultimo (Dynavector) 20A. A number of 
others also proved fairly critical with respect to 
loading, these described in detail in the text.

Technical summary
It appears that taken as a whole, cartridges have 

advanced significantly in recent years with respect 
to their technical standards and performance. 
Trackability has been improved, distortions 
reduced, and many low cost models are producing 
ruler flat text-book frequency responses over most, 
if not all of the audio range. In many cases a quite 
remarkable correspondance is apparent between 
the tonal balance, stereo and detail as reproduced 
by a cartridge, and that of the original tapes. 
Because of these advances, it must be realised that a
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The new Richmond II. 
Built by Castle to stand 

the test of time and taste.

Richmond II by Castle.
The latest development in the Castle range of quality 
speaker systems. Designed to give smooth listening 
pleasure over the widest variety of musical taste- 
for many years to come.

Retaining the basic design features and 
specification of its predecessor the Richmond II has 
a slightly larger (15cm) bass/mid-range unit and the 
front appearance has been redesigned to exploit the 
acoustic advantages of a reticulated foam grille.

The new Richmond II is an efficient speaker 
system, offering realistic sound levels, clear treble 
and excellent response throughout the full frequency

range, even with low power amplilication.
As ever, Castle maintains its formidable 

quality ensuring superb construction and linish by 
manufacturing both its own units and cabinets.

Finish. All Castle systems are hand linished 
in selected real wood veneer. In teak, walnut, oak, 
mahogany and rosewood. With other quality linishes 
available to special order.

See and hear the new Richmond II.
The latest Castle contribution to your 

listening pleasure. Use the coupon for detailed 
performance specilication and the address of your 
nearest Castle appointed dealer.

Castle
Acoustics 
Limited

rcouponsemce
1 Please provide me with the full facts on the new Richmond II and other I 

speaker systems in the Castle Range. |

I Name ... .   |
lAddress---------- -- --------- _ ------------ --- |
L---_________________________________________—hm

Post to:
Castle Acoustics
Shortbank Road.
Skipton.
North Yorkshire
Tel Skipton (07Sol S.1.11
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number of designs which did not achieve elevation 
to the exclusive 'recommended' categories are 
nonetheless fine models in their own right and often 
worthy of consideration for specific matching 
systems. Choice makes it clear that 'neutrality' is 
one of the prime factors involved in the 'Best Buy' 
selection; obviously an otherwise well behaved 
'bright' or 'dim' model might perform well with 
suitably complementary speakers and/or room 
acoustics.
CARTRIDGES 
BEST BUYS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Having come to the end of the review programme, 
selecting the Best Buys and Recommendations 
remains one of the hardest jobs. The difficulty lies 
not so much in assessing which cartridges have 
performed well, but in relating this performance 
with price to give value-for-money recommend
ations. Because what may seem extravagant to one 
person may be a bargain to another; a £50 cartridge 
may seem expensive to the owner of a £50 turn
table, but cheap to a person who has already 
invested £500 on his turntable system.

However a general finding of this and the Turn
table and Tonearm project has been that a cheap 
cartridge in an expensive arm will usually sound 
better than vice-versa, and moreover that a cheap 
arm on an expensive turntable will also tend to 
sound better than vice-versa; consequently it makes 
some sense to economise first on the cartridge. 
With this in mind, our Best Buy section concen
trates on the cheaper models, and even the most 
expensive amongst them does not exceed the 
overall average price by very much. Those higher 
priced models that performed extremely well have 
been restricted to the recommended category; 
undoubtedly they will represent 'best buys' for a 
minority, but it is our considered opinion that the 
more 'typical' consumer, working on a restricted 
budget, would do better to regard them as luxuries, 
worthy of consideration only with the better turn- 
table/arm combinations.

We should also emphasise that the following 
value judgements are based on limited sampling of 
the products concerned, and the prospective pur
chaser is always advised to try first to hear his own 
sample, preferably in his own system. In addition to 
price perse, criteria have included the compatibility 
of the product with turntable systems in a similar 
price band, and good performance on both labora
tory and listening tests. Where certain reservations 
exist, the characterisation is enclosed in brackets, 

eg (BB), (R). Despite our best intentions, this 
extreme form of summary leaves many stones 
unturned, so the reader is advised to consult the full 
review text as frequently as possible, and use data in 
the Overall Comparison Chart to compile his own 
personal shortlist according to particular needs and 
preferences.

'Best Buys' are as follows:
BB - ADC QLM 34 III £12.00

This model offers a remarkable sound quality 
for the price, plus compatibility with typical 
medium to heavy mass arms and a good all 
round performance.

BB - ADC VLM III £28.00
Remarkable sound quality for the price, plus a 
fine lab performance. Low to medium mass 
arms are best.

(BB) - ADC XLM III £40.00
While of excellent sound quality and worthy of a 
best buy, the stylus on our sample was not up to 
scratch; hence the reservation. Other comments 
are as for the VLM.

BB - B & O MMC20EN £40.00
This generally well balanced performer offered 
very good and neutral sound for the price, with a 
compliance suited to moderately low mass 
arms.

BB - B & O MMC20CL £65.00
An excellent performer capable of successfully 
taking on many of the top moving-coil models, 
the '20CL in addition offers extended stylus life 
(of probably 1000 hours or so) due to a fow 
downforce/line contact combination.

BB -JVC Z-2E £40.00
Very good sound quality for the price, plus a 
well balanced technical performance. Suited to 
low and moderate mass arms up to 8g.

BB - JVC X-2 £70.00
A very good all-round performer offering out
standing sound quality and compatible with low 
to moderate mass arms; damping is not 
essential.

BB - Ortofon VMS20E II £30.00
Another high ranking design, greatly improved 
over the Mark 1 version. Compliance was a 
trifle high requiring low to moderate mass arms 
for the best results, and also a full 400pf of 
electrical loading (use CAP210 for con
venience.)

BB -Ortofon M20FL Super £60.00
As with the VMS 20E, 400pf loading was
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is of most concern to you. Rarely is it also 
the concern of the hi-fi dealer. Yet, 
Hampshire Audio is one of those rare 
Independent Hi-Fi Specialists who put 
quality and value first and foremost. 
Volumes abound on the whys and where
fores of this and that ... black is proved to 
be white, and white black ... but you still 
have to make a choice. Buying hi-fi should 
not be like betting on a horse, whether you 
study form in detail or just use a pin. On 
average the punter does not win because the 
odds are stacked against him. Test reports 
never show variability between different 
samples nor general reliability - good or 

bad - but these facts a good dealer learns 
from experience. In any event your require
ment might be best met by a model not 
included in test reports. The risk is just not 
worth it, so approach Hampshire Audio if 
you have not already been recommended 
to come to us. In fact, recommendation we 
consider to be our most effective form of 
advertising (sorry Hi-Fi Choice and other 
magazines). Recommendations from those 
persons who really appreciate the joys of 
music are valued greatly for enjoyment is 
the final result of our endeavours. This we 
are committed to. Hi-Fi equipment is our 
only speciality and we stock nothing else.
Come and try us ...

.. •ll Haminh/reA../o LOC
8 & 12 HURSLEY ROAD, CHANDLER'S FORD, HANTS. TEL: (04215) 2827 & 65232

Your best buy
We stuck selected items from the 
ranges of:-
► AOC,Aiwa,AKG,AR,A&R, Ariston 

Armstrong, B&W, Beyer, Celef, 
Celestion, Coral, DBX, Dahquist, 
Decca, Denon, Entre, Eumig, 
Ferrograph, Fidelity Research, 
Fuji, Gale, Grace, Grado, Had^ 
cock, Harbeth, Harman Kardon, 
!AS, !MF, Infinity, JR, JVC, 
KEF, Lentek, Linn-Sondek, 
Maxwell, Meridian, Michell, 
Micro^eiki, Mission, Monitor 
Audio, Nakamichi, Neal, Ortofon, 
Pioneer, QED, QUAD, Radford, 
RAM, Reference, Revox B, 
Rogers, Sansui, Satin, Sennheiser, 
SME, Spectra, Spendor, Stanton, 
Stax, STD, Sugden, Supex, Tand
berg, Tangent, Tannoy, TDK, 
TEAC, Technics, Trio, TV A-I, 
UAD, Yamaha and others.

► TAPE BY FUJI. MAXELL. SONY AND TDK 
AT SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICES

► ALL EQUIPMENT CHECKED BEFORE SALE 
NO SEALED BOXES SUPPLIED

%, Chandlers

ToWonchHter 
Nllbury

► OUR OWN TWO-YEAR LABOUR 
AND PARTS GUARANTEE

• •

► EXTENSIVE FREE PARKING

Il ACCESS AND BARCLAY CARD 
ACCEPTED BY TELEPHONE

► OPEN THURSDAYS UNTIL 8pm
k OVER-THEllOUNTER AND 

PERSONAL EXPORT

► DIRECT CUT DISCS STOCKED

..COMPARATOR demonstrations
IN THREE STUDIOS

Southampton
PortsmouthAll enquiries with S.A.E .

• .ll Haminh/reAud/o LOC
8 & 12 HURSLEY ROAD, CHANDLER'S FORD, HANTS. TEL: (04215) 2827 & 65232
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essential but slightly heavier arms may be 
accomodated.

Recommended as either good value for money 
and/or offering a very promising performance, 
particularly with respect to sound quality, the 
following models also stand out.
R-ADC QLM36 III£18.00

A higher compliance design suited to very low 
mass arms, and representing good value for 
money.

R - ADC ZLM £60.00
Also a low mass compatible cartridge. While 

(R)- Audio Technica Signet Mk HIE £ 125 (step- 
up required)
Albeit at a high price, this unusual moving-coil 
cartridge gave a very good overall performance 
and was much liked on audition, if sounding a 
trifle bright. Despite a very low body mass the 
compliance suggested compatability with low 
mass arms. Trackability was excellent.

R - B & O MMC20E £35.00
While not quite to the same standard as the 
'20EN, the '20E was nevertheless a fine cart
ridge and offered the benefit of a lower com
pliance more suited to popular medium mass 
arms. Stylus replacement cost was higher than 
average, however.

(R) - Empire 2000T £30.00
With reservations concerning cartridge bottom
ing and excessive compliance, the cartridge 
otherwise performed very well on audition and 
lab test, proving little different from the older 
and more expensive 2000Z, and therefore 
apparently supplanting that model. Only very 
low mass arms are suitable.

R- Entre 1 £95.00 (step-up required)
An expensive but top class all round performer 
at a not unrealistic price. It was compatible with 
most arms and proved to have a neutral if 
slightly dry character.

R - Fidelity Research FRl II £65.00 (step-up 
required)
A high performance moving-coil model brought 
forward from the last edition, it continues to 
deserve recommendation.

R - Fidelity Research FRl III £95.00 (step-up 
required)
A more individual moving-coil cartridge need
ing electrical compensation and a step-up unit, it 
nonetheless performed well on test and audition.

(R) - Mission 773 £140.00
Despite the high price this model deserves 

recommendation on grounds of its perform
ance, possessing as it did an excellent and 
neutral sound quality. The reservation simply 
relates to our analysis of an early rather than a 
full production sample. No step up is required.

R - Ortofon FF15E II £14.00
Highly recommended in Mark 1 form in the last 
issue, it only just failed to repeat this by virtue of 
competition from other more recept models. 
The optional loading capacitance is likely to be 
well worthwhile, and low to medium mass arms 
are suitable. The sound quality was undoubt
edly good for the price.

(R) - Philips GP400 II £10.00
Recommended in the last issue, this rather 
compliant cartridge is again suited to low to 
medium mass arms, nevertheless offering quite 
good value for money.

R-Pickering XV15-625E £30.00
Another recommendation from the previous 
issue, this cartridge is a competant performer 
with a moderate compliance suited to an arm 
mass in the low to medium range.

(R) - Pickering XSV3000 £63.00
Also recommended in the last issue, this model 
is not quite as competitive now as it was then; 
the compliance suggested low mass, damped 
arms.

R - Stanton 500A
Another recommendation carried over from the 
previous edition, this robust model is suited to 
medium to high mass arms, although damping is 
theoretically required.

(R) -Stanton 881S £83.00
While the price is rather high, this cartridge had 
many good points and is worth considering. Of 
reasonable compliance, our main reservation 
concerned our sample's tip profile, with its 
apparent increased sensitivity to disc surface 
noise.

(R) — Supex SD901S £106.00
A rather costly but pleasant sounding moving
coil requiring no step-up unit, and which gave 
excellent stereo. The reservation concerns the 
high downforce requirement together with the 
small minor radius on the elliptical stylus.

(R) — Supex SD900S £125.00 (step-up required) 
The high sound quality qualified the 900S for 
inclusion, but with strong reservations con
cerning price and variability between different 
samples; in addition, the highish downforce in
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You can't buy any product 
reviewed in this publication

None are for sale. Because every 
product reviewed has been supplied 
by a manufacturer or importer for 
review. And no two samples of any 
product will ever be exactly the same.

Certainly, you can walk into any 
dealer and ask for something that 
appears to be identical. The manu
facturer's name, the model number, 
the location of the controls, the 
cosmetics -these will be the same. 
Of that you can be certain.

But you can't be sure that the 
sample you buy and the sample that 
has been reviewed have been 
assembled with exactly the same care. 
That there is no batch variation 
between the components used. Or 
that the quality control department 
wasn't having an off-day when your 
sample left the factory.

And even the smallest discrepancy 
can make a considerable difference to 
performance.

Of course, you could be lucky. 
You might end up with a sample that's 
better than the review might have led 
you to believe. But, then again, you 
might not.

The only way you can be certain 
of knowing what you're buying is to 
actually review the sample you're 
thinking of taking home for yourself.

Which means coming to a dealer like 
Superfi. Where we have on permanent 
demonstration over half a million 
different possible system 
combinations. So you can hear exactly 
what you're going to be going home 
with. And not something similar to 
what a reviewer might have heard.

Put simply, if it sounds good to you 
it could well be right for you. Nor do 
you have to worry about reliability. 
Because, at Superfi, we offer a minimum 
two years' parts and labour guarantee 
on every product we stock.

In addition we often offer interest 
free credit and accept Access and 
Barclaycard.

Come to Superfi - we want you to 
know exactly what it is you're getting. 
Because it's simply a better way of 
buying hi-fi.

Sqjerf 0

Where hi-fi matters
15 Market Street. Nottingham.-Telephone (0602) 412137 

34/36 Queen Victoria Street. Leeds. Telephone (0532) 449075
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conjunction with its rather small elliptical minor 
radius could cause some problems.

(R) - Ultimo 20A £75.00
Carried forward from the last issue, reservations 
concern the Shibata CD4 stylus and need for 
68nf loading.

(R) — Ultimo IOX £52.00
On the basis that the promised moderate 12- 
15cu versions will be supplied, thus suitable for 
most medium mass arms, the JOX can be 
recommended. It did not require a step-up and 
offered a very good overall performance.

Finally it is worth listing those cartridges which 
have notable merits irrespective of price, or offer 
reasonable value but are not sufficiently good 
overall to appear in either the 'Best Buy' or the 
'Recommended' categories, in some cases because 
of problems on stylus quality and/or variability. 
These are as follows: AKG P8E; AKG P8ES; 
Audio Technica AT25; Bellex BXU-5ONE; Coral 
777EX; Decca Blue; Denon DLI03c; Elac ST3 
3SSE; Empire 2000£ III; Empire 2000 Z; Gold
ring G900E; GraceFQL; OrtofonMCJO; Ortofon 
MC30; Shure VIS III; Shure VIS IV; SonusBlue; 
Sonus Gold Blue; Sony XLSS; Ultimo JOB.

OJo

with capacitance for pickup input

The Simple Solution to the Pro
blem of Cartridge Loading

Most stereo amplifiers have a fixed input 
load which is typically less than 200pf 
with low capacitance pickup leads but, as 
can be seen from the reviews in this book, 
this loading may not be the best for your 
cartridge.

R. T.J. Phono Equalisers let you 
increase the input capacitance for opti
mum response by simply plugging in line 
with the pickup leads. A range of internal 
capacitance values is available including 
220pf, 330pf, 0.068uF and l.5uF. Other 
values, including also parallel resistance, 
can be supplied to special order.

Prices: £4.50 per pair (220pf or 330pf), 
£5.95 per pair (0.068uF or 1.5uF) 
Experimental Set (inc. 1 pair each 
of 1 OOpf, 220pf & 330pf) £11.95

Post & Packing: 25p

Trade Enquiries Welcome
R.T.J. (Electro-Mechanical) Ltd., PO Box 
67, BARNET, Herts, EN5 1LF
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Consumer Inlroduclion: Headphones

The headphone, like the cartridge, microphone and 
loudspeaker, is a form of tranducer; that is it 
converts energy from one form to another, in this 
case from electrical to mechanico-acoustic. This is 
achieved by making electrical energy from amp or 
tape deck drive some form of 'motor' so that the 
sound information is changed from its electrical 
form to vibration. One could regard headphones as 
very similar to a pair of miniature speakers that are 
clamped to the ears, but while this analogy goes 
some way to describing them, it also obscures 
certain important differences.

The most important difference is that the loud
speaker has to energise an entire room acoustically, 
and is usually heard from a distance of at least six 
feet, while the headphone merely has to drive an 

inch or so into the ear cavity, and consequently 
requires much less energy. This means that the 
moving part of the transducer does not move very 
far at all, and therefore normally requires very little 
amplifier power and need not convert this power 
efficiently. This in turn has freed designers from one 
of the main constraints of speaker design, and there 
is consequently a rather greatervariety of principles 
of operation in use amongst headphones. The 
familiar moving coil/cone system used in virtually 
all loudspeakers is employed in many models, while 
small m-c 'capsules' akin to microphones are also 
popular, together with a variety of force-over-area 
'plastics film' systems such as electrostatics and 
othodynamics (magnetic 'film.)

It would be wrong to be dogmatic and claim that 
any of these approaches is the 'right' one. They all 
work in different ways, and require different 
methods of construction which ensures that the end 
result will be a quite dissimilar set of compromises. 
While the role of cartridges, amplifiers etc is fairly 
easy to define (within the usual bounds of intense 
controversy that occupy the energies of the hard
bitten hi-fi nut), it is much harder to define what a 
headphone ought to do, for a variety of reasons. 
Very little research seems to have been done into 
important areas of psychoacoustics that affect 
headphone listening, and it is not possible to define 
'absolute accuracy' except for a complete binaural 
system like the JVC, as the majority of program 
material has been prepared for loudspeaker play
back.

Even though we may not be able to say precisely 
what a headphone ought to do, we can at least 
describe what we perceive it to do, so while the tests 
include measurements, their main basis must be a 

subjective assessment of the products. As this is the 
first survey undertaken on this sort of scale, the 
general perspective and relative comparisons 
should we hope over-ride any personal prejudices.

The Properties of headphones
The unique properties of headphones can be con
sidered both their strength and their weakness. 
Many require little explanation, but it is worth 
listing them as a reminder, starting with the particu
lar advantages. Please note that the relevance of 
various qualities to different models varies enor
mously because of the widely differing methods of 
construction and operation employed.

Advantages
1) They are compact, light, and hence readily 

transportable.
2) They work independently of the character 

of the listening environment.
3) They may offer (some) acoustic isolation 

from the environment.
4) They rarely interfere with the environment 

in which they are working.
5) They can produce high perceived sound 

levels.
6) They make far less demands on an ampli

fier than loudspeakers.
7) They can be produced more cheaply than 

loudspeakers.
8) Their small transducer movements result 

in very little distortion.
9) They offer a large signal-to-environ- 

mental-noise ratio.
10) They are an integral part of a binaural 

record/playback system.
11) The sound field remains stable irrespective 

of head and body movement (particularly 
for monitoring purposes).

12) They may not need an amplifier at all, and 
can work from tape deck etc alone.

13) By using a single drive unit to cover the 
frequency range they avoid the crossover 
problems of speakers.

Disadvantages
1) They are uncomfortable and inconvenient 

to wear.
2) They connect the listener physically to the 

amplifier.
3) They usually distort the outer ear when 

worn.
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'hear no evil'

SONDEK
simply better!
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T HE ULTIMATE CHOICE 
IN RECORD CARE

Now VOR helps.you clean your records — wet or dry

VOR's NEW DISCLEANER now 
completes a cleaning system that is 
designed to bring out the very best in 
your records. As an essential aid to 
record care the Discleaner can be 
used side-by-side with the highly 
acclaimed VAC-0-REC for the ultimate 
in record care.

The VAC-0-REC offers the 
opportunity to clean both surfaces of 
the record, in one action in just 
30 sees, by using a revolutionary 
process that vacuums damaging dust 
and dirt from the grooves and virtually 
eliminating static at the same time.

For the enthusiast faced with 
the problem of fingerprints and greasy 
marks, VOR have produced the 
Discleaner. Using a specially designed 
nylon pile that evenly distributes the 
cleaning and anti-static fluid the 
Discleaner coaxes even the most 
stubborn grease and marks from the 
record grooves and finally cleans the 
surface - leaving it free from dirt and 
static.

Used in conjunction with the 
VAC-0-REC you can be sure that your 
record collection will stay in tip-top 
condition - leaving you to enjoy 
your music.

Available from most good Hi-Fi 
dealers, the VOR range of record care 
products are a must for your record 
collection.
VOR International, 
Unit 16F, Randles Road, 
Knowsley Industrial Estate, Knowsley, 
Merseyside L34 9EZ.
Telephone: 051 548 740Q.

vacQrec



Consumer Introduction: Headphones

4) They isolate the user from the environ
ment.

5) Stereo perspectives are changed from their 
designed condition.

6) They tend to be delicate and hence rather 
fragile.

7) Each listener requires his/her own set.
8) They generate sound only at the ears; real 

sounds are partly sensed through the body, 
particularly bass frequencies that can be 
sensed through floor, abdomen; and chest 
vibrations.

A more rigorous treatment of pros and cons will 
be found in the Technical Introduction, particulaly 
with regard to the .psychoacoustic differences vis a 
vis loudspeakers; the above is merely an attempt to 
set out the most obvious features of headphones in 
fairlysimple terms. Some models of headphone will 
not exhibit some of the advantages mentioned, or 
conversely some of the attendant disadvantages, 
according to their design. Setting out the list does 
enable one to examine the sort of areas where 
headphones are likely to prove most useful, and 
help the would-be purchaser sort out what particu
lar characteristics suit him best.

Headphone applications
This book is examining headphones primarily in 
their domestic role, but it is still worth briefly 
mentioning their usefulness in various professional 
applications. Here a premium is usually placed on 
such features as ruggedness and the degree to which 
the set isolates the user from the environment, 
which may be much noisier than the domestic living 
room; in such situations it may also be desirable to 
have a high loudness capability.

Similar criteria may well apply to the amateur 
tape recordist who makes 'actuality' field record
ings. Naturally the degree of isolation required will 
vary depending on whether wildlife or steam 
engines are the objects of his affection. The selec
tion procedure will be complicated by the fact that 
the lighter, smaller set has advantages for port
ability (and usually 'wearability') which are com
promised by correspondingly less isolation. For 
monitoring purposes, stereo headphones are an 
indispensable accessory to the field recordist, and 
the advent of high quality mini-speakers in recent 
years does not affect this in the least; not only do 
these remain considerably more cumbersome, but 
unlike the properly designed headphone, they do 
not produce any real bass.

The second category of domestic headphone 
users must be those who suffer from a noisy and 
distracting home environment, perhaps due to the 
do-it-yourself tendencies of the neighbours, the 
proximity of a main road, an over-abundance of 
offspring, or the dreadful dilemma of'sharing the 
listening room with a TV set. Here the sheer 
intimacy of headphone listening will assist con
centration irrespective of the degree of acoustic 
isolation provided; some listeners will prefer to shut 
the outside world out completely, whereas others 
may find this a little claustrophobic, or incon
venient if one wishes to head a doorbell or telephone 
ring for example. The closed-back types typically 
offer the greatest isolation, and at the same time 
prevent too much of the sound from escaping to 
annoy the TV watchers! The open-backed types 
usually enable one to hear the telephone or baby, 
but at high levels allow quite a lot of sound out into 
the environment, which may not be acceptable.

As well as allowing the listener to escape from his 
environment into his listening, the headphone also 
allows him to inflict pain upon himself, even at 3am, 
without bringing the wrath of family and neigh
bours, or indeed the fabric of the building, down 
around his ears. So if there is an ardent punk-rocker 
in the household, what could make a finer present 
than a pair of headphones? Even if you think this is 
rather overstating the case, try playing Wagner and 
Tchaikovsky at realistic levels on loudspeakers late 
at night; if you are flat-dwelling or semi-detached, 
I'll bet its not without a twinge of guilt.

A number of people will find the quality of 
headphone listening far more to their taste than 
loudspeakers. Accepting such limitations as the 
distorted stereo image and lack of physical excit
ation, the headphone scores on distortion, on re
moval of room colorations, and on many amplifier 
drive problems. The absence of'acoustic crosstalk' 
between channels and the fixed stereo image also 
help one to appreciate greater detail than are 
available to the loudspeaker user in some respects. 
This close detailing is nice as an end in itself, but is 
also an absolute boon when setting up to do home 
recording. Baiancing on ioudspeakers is only really 
possible where the tape recorder is situated right on 
the stereo listening position, and quite frankly is far 
more easily accomplished accurately by keeping a 
set of headphones close to the tape deck. In fact for 
any task where close analysis is of greater import
ance than relaxation or conversation, such as 
setting up a record deck, headphones are usually a
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lot more practical and useful than loudspeakers.
A farther unique use for headphones is as an 

integral part of a binaural recording library. This 
subject is dealt with in far greater detail in Adrian 
Hope's essay that follows this section; suffice it to 
say that for certain applications the results can be 
rather breathtaking.
Choosing Headphones
As with any component, the first and major step in 
choosing a pair of headphones comes in deciding 
exactly what it is that you, the 'end-user', really 
want them for. Having sorted out your require
ments, then it is possible to take stock of the 
available models to see which ones suit best.

Top priority should probably be given to comfort; 
indeed I am a little surprised that hi-fi shops do not 
experience the post Christmas swap sessions 
undergone by clothes shops — you wear head
phones, and if you are not going to stop using them 
quickly and let them gather dust, they should be as 
comfortable as a pair of shoes or gloves. This is one 
area where we can only report from personal 
experience and observation, and our heads are not 
your head, so to a degree you are on your own! 
Comfort is going to be dictated by a number of 
things besides the shape of your head and ears, so 
we can at least report on whether the phone fits on 
or over the ears (supra- or circum- aural), whether 
they press hard on the ears, can be adjusted easily 
and securely, how much they weigh, and whether 
the headband is padded or sensibly shaped etc etc. 
All these things can help in making a shortlist, but 
its still up to you to decide what type of fit you like 
personally.

There are really no hard and fast criteria to which 
headphones are designed, and again taste must 
enter into the equation. Frequency balance varies 
considerably between models, so an obvious 
approach is to try a few pairs that show large 
difference in balance, choose the one you find most 
to you or your system's taste, and then use our data 
to find other models that offer a similar balance. 
Having done that you can try and track these down 
to see which is the most comfortable.

So choosing headphones really boils down to 
answering three questions: do they do the job you 
want them to (loudness, isolation, coloration etc?) 
Are they comfortable? Do they satisfy your taste in 
sound quality (balance, coloration etc?).
Plugging in
The various methods of operation used in head

phone design can cause a few problems when 
connecting them to the amplifier, which has of 
course been designed primarily to drive loud
speakers. To make a few sweeping generalisations, 
they majority ofthe cheaper sets (high, low, and 
medium impedance) match the characteristics of the 
headphone socket on an amplifier or tape deck. The 
low impedance designs offer the amplifier a load 
similar to a loudspeaker, but if these are connected 
directly to the loudspeaker terminals of the ampli
fier there is a high risk of destroying them or 
deafening the user. In order to use them this way, 
the amplifier has to be operated with the volume 
control about as low as it can go, and under these 
conditions residual noise in amplifier circuits be
comes irritating, and it is difficult to make small 
volume or balance adjustments. To combat this, a 
deliberate mis-match is introduced which effec
tively 'steps-down' the power delivered by the 
amplifier, by introducing a series resistance. This 
happily also helps the amplifier to both match and 
protect the higher impedance types of headphone, 
although these can be connected directly to loud
speaker terminals (however they do tend to be a 
little fragile due to the very fine gauge wire used, 
and this is not really desirable.)

So the 300 ohms 'standard' socket fitted to most 
amplifiers is admirably suited to driving most of the 
cheaper types of headphone, and fortunately is also 
easily incorporated in a tape recorder without the 
need for the expensive power circuitry necessary to 
drive loudspeakers. Most of this class of headphone 
will work happily from amplifier or tape deck, but 
some of the less efficient/sensitive/well matched 
designs might need a little more power than the 
typical tape recorder can offer, and this will be 
mentioned in the reviews concerned.

Many of the more expensive designs that use 
'exotic' transducer techniques (eg electrostatics, 
electrets etc) cannot be driven from a headphone 
socket, on amplifier or tape recorder, and require 
their signal via a 'black box' adaptor (usually 
simply a transformer) from the speaker terminals of 
an amp. Such headphones are consequently more 
expensive to produce, and are not likely to be of 
much interest to the tape recordist; but their perfor
mance is often rather superior to the run-of-the-mill 
product, and for the hardened home headphone 
listener this will prove no deterrent. Further details 
on specifics of drive and matching will be contained 
within the reviews themselves where appropriate.
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Locating sound sources
Over millions of years human beings have develop
ed a quite remarkable ability to locate the source of 
a sound with uncanny accuracy, even in the dark or 
with the eyes closed. A hundred years ago Lord 
Rayleigh was the first scientist to research sound 
localization, and much of his original theory still 
holds good today

We need two ears to localize the source of a 
sound, just as we need two eyes to assess distance 
visually. Even though all the fine details of the way 
in which our two ears and brain work together to 
pinpoint the direction of a sound source are not yet 
fully understood, the basic process is easily 
explained. It is important to understand this process 
because it's a key to good hi-fi reproduction, where 
not just the sound of an instrument but its position in 
the orchestra is re-created in the domestic listening 
room.

A pair of human ears is spaced apart by the head 
which is a very heavy lump of solid flesh and bone. 
The human head can thus be regarded as a 'baffie' 
which blocks the passage of sound through the 
head; the sound from one side of a listener's head 
reaches one ear direct, but can only reach the other 
ear by taking an extended path round the head. If 
the arriving sound wave is of low frequency then it 
curves round the head but the extra distance 
travelled round the head from one ear to the other 
will be sufficient to introduce a relative phase shift 
between the ears. In other words a given part of a 
low frequency waveform will reach the two ears at 
slightly different times. Our brain is trained to 
decode this difference and use it as a clue to the 
direction from which the sound wave is arriving. 
For instance sound from a source directly in front of 
the head will reach each ear at the same time, and in 
phase; sound from the left of the head will produce 
phase lag at the right ear and sound from the right of 
the head will produce phase lag at the left ear; 
intermediate situations will produce intermediate 
results.

But this decoding only works for low frequency 
sounds where the wavelength is longer than the size 
of the head. As soon as the wavelength is short 
compared to the size of the head, that is to say when 
the frequency is high, the phase changes introduced 
by the "long route" round the head will no longer be 
relevant. The route may for instance shift the 
arriving wave through a whole 360° cycle, thus 
making it appear as if arriving wholly in phase at 
each ear. Anomalies thus arise and this localization 
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method fails. At very low frequencies, where the 
wavelength is much longer than the distance be
tween the ears, the phase shift becomes small and is 
difficult to detect. So this localization method also 
becomes ineffective for pure low frequency sounds. 
In fact there is no real ability to localize low 
frequency sounds, but as they are usually accom
panied by harmonics of higher frequency this is of 
little practical significance.

So necessity has dictated that a secondary 
mechanism must come into operation at and above 
the frequency where phase detection becomes 
anomalous. Whereas low frequencies will happily 
take the long route round the head from one ear to 
the next because their longish wavelengths enable 
then to bend round smallish objects like the head, 
high frequencies are much more directional. 
Witness the way in which the sound from the 
tweeter of a loudspeaker system loses intensity as 
you move away from the direction it is pointing or 
can be blocked by any obstruction, whereas the low 
frequency sounds from a loudspeaker are virtually 
'omni-directional' in character and find their way 
round any obstruction. The human head baffie 
attenuates sound of high frequency so that a sound 
arriving from the left will reach the left ear directly 
and at full strength but will reach the right ear at 
much reduced strength. The human ear-brain 
combination changes over from phase discriminat
ion to intensity or amplitude discrimination at just 
that range of frequencies (around 700 Hz) where 
phase discrimination becomes anomolous and the 
head starts to function as an attenuating baffie to 
high frequencies.

There are other mechanisms which help the ears 
and brain localize a sound source. Sight of course 
plays a major part in the process, where there is a 
possibility of seeing the sound source. Also the 
delay introduced by the spacing of the ears across 
the head battle will be noticeable on transient sig
nals at most frequencies. A sharp musical peak at 
one side of the head will always arrive at one ear 
earlier than the other and the brain will use the per
ceived delay as another localization clue. It seems, 
in fact, that the brain works on a 'consensus of 
opinion basis. Several clues will be available from 
each arriving sound wave (clues from phase, inten
sity and time of arrival, along with any visual clues 
that are available) and the brain puts all the clues 
together and decides on the most likely direction of 
the sound source which has given those clues. Of 
course this all happens virtually instantaneously
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and is a continuous process, with the brain con
stantly evaluating the full range of audio fre
quencies.
Recreating localization information
Hi fi stereo reproduction would be easy if it were 
possible to recreate in a listening room all the clues 
that are available at the ears of the listener (for 
instance in a concert hall). But to recreate all the 
clues of arrival time, phase and intensity across the 
head (quite apart from visual clues) anywhere in the 
listening room is a mammoth task which would 
require literally millions of recording and repro
duction channels. Why? Because when we hear 
natural sounds in a concert hall, that sound is 
arriving at our ears from an infinite number of sound 
sources i.e. off every part of every wall, ceiling and 
floor surface as well as directly from all the musical 
instruments. But a loudspeaker is essentially a point 
source reproducer; The sound comes from the loud
speaker cone. It is quite impractical to fill a whole 
room with loudspeakers and feed each one from a 
channel of sound directly or indirectly connected to 
one of an infinite number of microphones spaced 
around the concert hall.

The nearest anyone has yet got to recreating the 
localization clues from just two or four loud
speakers is the biphonic system developed by JVC. 
But this system (of which more later) only works 
correctly for one listener, sitting at a very rigidly 
defined position with respect to the loudspeakers. 
Any movement of position (or, for that matter, even 
any head movement) destroys the image because it 
confuses the clues. Ordinary two-loudspeaker 
stereo reproduction works on an entirely different 
principle. Two loudspeakers paint a sound picture 
which normally contains only amplitude or volume 
information. There is rarely any attempt at re
creating all the audible clues; the ears and brain are 
merely fooled into perceiving a spread of sound by 
what amounts to an illusion. Essentially an in
strument which is intended to sound as if it is 
playing at the left of the stereo spread is reproduced 
loudly from the left hand loudspeaker and a sound 
intended to come from the right is reproduced 
loudly from the right hand loudspeaker. A sound 
intended to come from the centre is reproduced 
equally loudly (and in phase) from each loud
speaker. Intermediate levels produce intermediate 
positions. A listener sitting at the notional stereo 
seat (in front of, half way between and facing the 
loudspeaker pair) is afforded the illusion of a spread 
of sound between the speakers. The masterstroke of 

the great genius Alan Dower Blumlein, who worked 
for EMI in the 1930s, was recognition of the happy 
fact that this illusion could be created from just two 
loudspeakers in a listening room. Previous to that a 
spread of sound had only been available to a listener 
prepared to wear headphones.

It is paradoxical in this light that the modern 
enthusiasm for headphone reproduction should in 
some quarters be heralded as a new advance. But it 
is an understandable consequence of discovering 
for the first time the quite extraordinary results 
which can be obtained by listening to some types of 
recorded sound through headphones. A surround 
sound reproduction effect, far in advance of any
thing yet available from two, four and even more 
loudspeakers, is easy to achieve by anyone pre
pared to listen with headphones. And these results 
can be obtained from a mere two channel recording 
or transmission system without recourse to the 
matrixing or multiplexing of any further inform
ation channels in the manner of quadraphonics. 
The history of binaural reproduction 
The benefits of listening to some sound formats 
carried in two channels and reproduced over head
phones were first discovered by accident in France 
way back in 1881 and were very soon forgotten 
again. Since then the system, now called either 
binaural (two eared listening) or dummy head 
stereo (for reasons which will soon become evident) 
.has been re-discovered, re-developed and re
forgotten again many times.

It was Frenchman Clement Ader, famous both 
for his interest in telephones and aeronautics, who 
arranged a demonstration at the Paris Electrical 
Exhibition in 1881 to show how telephones could 
reproduce what was then claimed as high quality 
sound. Ader strung out no less than eighty tele
phone microphones across the front of the stage of 
the Grand Opera and connected those eighty 
phone-mics by wires to eighty telephone headsets at 
the Exhibition hall. Visitors were encouraged to 
listen to the Opera sound through the exhibition hall 
headsets. Some visitors took two headsets and put 
one to each ear. They were thus hearing sound at 
their two ears from two microphones at the Opera. 
Contemporary reports tell of the remarkable 
acoustic effect noticed. In fact those listeners were 
experiencing a primitive form of binaural stereo.

As we have already seen, humans detect the 
source of a sound from clues given by minor and 
subtle differences between the sound entering each 
ear. A myriad of clues is simultaneously available 
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from the total spread of sound which we hear when 
walking in a city or listening to a concert in a large 
hall for example. With the benefit of hindsight it 
seems eminently logical to recreate that spread of 
sound by putting a microphone in each ear of a first 
listener's head, recording or transmitting the mike 
output signals in a pair of separate channels (ie 
stereo) and reproducing the outputs of those 
channels by a separate headphone at each ear of a 
listener. In theory at least, all the clues available to 
the ears of the first listener are picked up by the 
microphones at the first listener's ears and then 
made available to the ears of the second listener 
wearing headphones. In practice it's not half as easy 
as that, but even with shortcomings the system is 
remarkably effective.

Ader's idea surfaced again in Chicago in the 
1920s and 1930s and in Germany in the early 1970s. 
In between there had been various public demon
strations of the binaural recording and reproduction 
technique and various binaural recordings have 
been issued to the public over the years. Some 
records are currently available e.g. from Sennheiser 
(the German firm that invested in re-exploration of 
the idea around ten years ago), and JVC. Quadra
mail, the mail order record company that started 
out selling quadraphonic discs and with the 'death' 
of quadraphonics moved into direct cuts, often have 
a few binaural stereo discs available. The BBC has 
recently shown interest in binaural recording and 
has transmitted several programmes in this format. 
Several audio manufacturers, such as JVC and 
Sennheiser, now sell kits which enable the home 
user to make his or her own binaural stereo 
recordings.
Practical considerations
As previously indicated, binuaral recording also 
goes under the name "dummy head stereo". Al
though it is perfectly possible to make binaural 
recordings by using a pair of tiny microphones 
(usually tiny condenser mike capsules) set in or 
over the ears of a real live human being, it is usually 
preferable to set the microphones in the ears of a 
'dummy' head. The dummy head is fashioned to 
resemble a human head and made out of a material 
which closely follows the mass and consistency of 
human flesh and bone. Usually the head has 
modelled ear lobes and ear hole canals in which the 
microphones are nested. The reasons for this app
roach are obvious. The aim is to try and replicate 
as closely as possible the acoustic effect which the 
physical features of the human head has on the 
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sound arriving at the dummy head ears. This is in
tended to ensure that the sound signal which arrives 
at each ear of the dummy head, and impinges on the 
ear microphone, matches as closely possible the 
signal which would arrive at the ear of a real live lis
tener. There is in fact a great deal of dispute over the 
relevance of matching in this respect. The BBC for 
instance has experimented and decided against any 
attempts at matching the dummy head to a human 
head. So when the BBC makes a binaural recording 
the "dummy head" used is simply a boom which 
spaces the microphones apart by the normal human 
ear spacing distance, with a circular disc of thick 
plastics in between to act as a baffie. On the other 
hand other firms, such as Sennheiser, AKG and 
Acoustic Research have worked with heads very 
closely fashioned to resemble the human skull. JVC 
provides headphone/microphones which can be 
worn by a human or dummy head. There is also 
controversy over the ideal position for the micro
phones; should they for instance be introduced into 
the ear-hole canal or should they be lodged at the 
ear-hole opening? Is an ear-hole canal necessary 
anyway? Likewise there is dispute over the import
ance or otherwise of the ear lobes. Some people 
argue that the ear lobes modify the frequency 
characteristic of the arriving soundwave and assist 
the ear in distinguishing between sounds coming 
from the front and rear; while others claim that 
dummy head recordings sound the same whether or 
not the dummy head has ear lobes (there is often 
front-back ambiguity on dummy head program 
material).

Likewise the ideal position for the headphone 
transducers is in dispute; should they exactly match 
the position of the microphones or can they be 
normal hi-fi stereo microphones which form a small 
reproduction cavity with the ears? And should the 
ear reproduction cavity be sealed by a sound 
insulating muff, or should it be open with the phones 
spaced by foam pads which serve no sealing funct
ion? The BBC has concluded there is no real 
difference between open and sealed ear listening. 
Patents recently issued to several Japanese com
panies who are active in the field show that there is 
disagreement on many points, eg over the extent to 
which the frequency characteristic of the recorded 
and reproduced signals should be doctored to 
compensate for the different acoustic and electrical 
transfer characteristics inlroduceJ along different 
recording and reproduction chains.

In short virtually everyone involved in dummy
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head or binaural recording has their own views on 
how the best results may be obtained. Only one 
thing is certain: there can never be I 00% accurate 
replication of the manner in which the human ear 
hears. There will always be a degree of mismatch 
between the natural hearing process and the in
trinsically unnatural and artificial recording and 
reproduction process. We hear by means of an ear
drum which is buried deep down at the internal end 
of a canal leading from the ear-hole. It is impractical 
(and very dangerous) to try introducing a trans
ducer down into this canal. In any case the 
characteristics of the human eardrum do not match 
the characteristics of an electronic transducer. 
There is thus bound to be a difference between a 
sound as heard live via.a listener's ears and the 
same sound as heard secondhand at the listener's 
ears after binaural recording or transmission and 
headphone reproduction. These differences will 
themselves be different in each individual case, 
depending on the heaa recording technique adopt
ed, the type of microphone used, the type of 
headphones used for reproduction and even the 
physical characteristics of the listener's head and 
ears.

Fortunately, however, it seems that these mis
matches are relatively insignificant. A binaural 
recording made with high quality microphones 
either just outside the ears of a human head, at the 
ears of a dummy head, or spaced apart by the 
appropriate distance across a sound baffie, and then 
reproduced by a respectable pair of hi-fi stereo 
headphones, can produce a remarkable surround of 
sound. No one who owns a pair of stereo head
phones should fail to try at least once the experience 
of binaural listening. [Try Hayden Labs, the UK 
agents for Sennheiser, for the first (and best) of two 
inexpensive demo discs made in Germany.]

The problems with loudspeaker binaural
Finally the inevitable question arises — if it's so 
impressive why isn't binaural stereo more widely 
used? The answer is very simple. As we have seen, 
binaural stereo is concerned with reproducing at 
each ear the audible clues which the listener would 
hear at each ear in a live situation. This can only be 
achieved if the sound recorded at the left ear of the 
dummy head is reproduced only at the left ear of the 
listener and the sound recorded at the right, ear is 
reproduced only at the right ear of the listener. The 
only way in which this basic requirement can be met 
(at half way to reasonable cost) is by reproducing 

the two channels of sound through stereo head
phones. If the two channels of sound are reproduced 
through a conventional stereo pair of loudspeakers 
then the apple cart is totally upset. Although sound 
recorded at the left ear is fed only to the left 
loudspeaker and sound recorded at the right ear is 
fed only to the right loudspeaker, the sound from 
both left and right loudspeakers will mix acoustic
ally in the room and reach both the left and right 
ears of the listener. The whole technique of loud
speaker stereo reproduction assumes this acoustic 
mix, and indeed relies on it. But the acoustic mix 
totally destroys the binaural effect. Hence a 
binaural stereo recording, which produces an im
pressive surround of sound through headphones, 
produces a very poor stereo image when replayed 
through normally positioned stereo loudspeakers.

Under some circumstances a binaural effect can 
be secured from loudspeakers by positioning them 
close and one each side of the head, rather in the 
manner of giant headphones. But this is clearly 
inconvenient unless the speakers are built into a 
capsule like the SSS Nova chair. Currently re
search is in progress for a means of electronically 
compensating for the acoustic transfer and mix to 
enable the reproduction of binaural recordings 
through a generally conventional stereo loud
speaker set up. This compensation involves the 
introduction of delays and phase changes to ensure 
the cancellation of crosstalk signals as they mix, so 
that no sound from the left loudspeaker reaches the 
right ear and so on. Circuitry to achieve the 
necessary compensations has been devised: it was 
proposed in Germany several years ago and has 
been aeveloped by several Japanese companies 
including JVC as Biphonics. Two loudspeakers 
only can produce something approaching. a sur
round of sound, but so far the circuitry is relatively 
expensive and works satisfactorily only for a single 
listener, in a rigidly defined position and on a happy 
choice of material. Any movement of the head or 
movement of the body position destroys the effect. 
Very probably circuitry capable of producing a 
binaural headphone effect, with just a pair of 
loudspeakers and without too much dependence on 
room and head position, will eventually be 
available. But that is a long way off; probably at 
least a decade. For the forseeable future binaural 
reproduction must involve the use of headphones.
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Although it is fair to say that there are considerable 
problems in their evaluation, headphones appear to 
have been rather neglected in the past by reviewers, 
and where they have been tackled, the treatment 
has often been both superficial and inconsistent. It 
is fundamentally true that the distorted spatial 
effects and altered frequency balance produced by 
most headphones means that they cannot be re
garded as effective substitutes for a pair of loud
speakers; naturally sounds as we perceive them 
should emanate from the space around our heads 
and not press tightly against our ears.

Let us imagine the eardrums to be flat response 
microphones, communicating sound signals to the 
brain. Any sound arriving at the eardrum is strongly 
coloured and modified in a number of ways, in
cluding inter-aural time delays and phase shifts, 
plus colorations due to resonant cavities and 
changes in frequency response. All of these are 
dependant on the direction of the sound source, or 
more accurately, the angle at which the incident 
radiation pattern strikes the head, and of course the 
wavelength of the sound itself. The head in fact 
represents an acoustic obstacle over the range of 
frequencies where the wavelength is comparable 
with the head's own size; at low frequencies the 
sound to one ear is delayed and diffracted relative to 
the other, while at high frequencies it is attenuated 
or 'shaded', providing differential amplitude re
cognition of location. The asymmetrical shape of 
the pinna or ear flap comprises a directional baffle, 
and also possesses ridges and a central cavity 
whose directional properties are such that the 
height and horizontal angle of a sound source can be 
detected by one ear alone. However the coloration 
produced by the head and pinna can be termed 
'natural', being a component part of the total 
adjustment to what we perceive as 'real sound'.

Headphones are unable to reproduce such 
aspects of a normally perceived ambient sound 
field as low frequency pressure waves, felt by the 
body (particularly the abdomen), as well as floor 
vibration via the feet. The sound field will also 
remain static with head movement, the latter under 
normal conditions providing us with an almost 
unconscious scanning and ranging of action, which 
increases spatial awareness.

The problems introduced by the use of a pair of 
headphones are thus summarised below, assuming 
that the headphones are designed to produce a flat 
axial frequency response, and are clamped tightly 
on the ears, thus flattening the pinna, as most 

designs do. Having read the list, the reasons for the 
peculiar effects often experienced by the use of 
headphones will rapidly become apparent.
1) The sound field moves in synchronism with 
head movements.
2) For most listeners, the sound field is miniatur
ised and laid out in a line inside the head, with 
spatial effects highly distorted.
3) No body vibration is perceptible.
4) The mechanical pressure on the ears is 
uncomfortable.
5) There is no visual correlation with apparent 
sound sources.
6) Many listeners experience a 'shut in' feeling; the 
natural ambience around the listener is supressed. 
7) The sound is coloured due to the suppression of 
the natural cavity and baffle characteristics pro
vided by the pinna.
8) The sound is too bright, thereby emphasising 
program distortion, tape hiss, and surface noise. 
The radiation from a natural frontal presentation 
sound source strikes the ear at a shallow angle — of 

.the order of 60° off the normal axis; in contrast, 
headphones present a flat response axially to the 
ear drumm.

Despite all these problems, satisfied customers 
would argue that headphones are able to isolate the 
user from his local environment, while their extra
ordinary clarity and freedom from self generated 
distortion are often sufficent reward in themselves. 
The presentation of information may be false, but 
more detaii than usual can be perceived in the 
programme imparting to the listener a psychologi
cal feeling of 'immediacy'.

However, aside from these factors, some of the 
defects outlined above must be dealt with in order 
that headphones should in future reproduce a more 
natural effect. No easy solution seems possible for 
( 1), (3) and (5 ), but some contrasting theories 
relating to the remaining factors have emerged and 
been put into practice in recent years.

Several equally valid approaches have been 
adopted; for example, take the case of a typical 
clamped-pinna 'flat axial' response headphone, 
which suffers from all the defects listed above. No 
less than 4 major points can be easily corrected, 
namely (2), (6), (7) and (8), by simply ensuring that 
the recording of the original programme is made 
suitable for such headphone listening conditions. 
To this end, a 'dummy' head or preferably the 
listener's own head is employed as a mount for a 
pair of omnidirectional microphones, the latter 
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designed to represent the eardrums. The micro
phones are built into a mechanical replica of the 
human pinna intended to simulate the directional 
response, baffling, and cavity properties of the real 
object; in other words, since pressure contact 
phones (supra-aural) destroy the effect of the 
listener's own pinna, the latter's loss is made up by 
the artificial head and pinna provided during the 
two channel recording. This allows the listener to 
appear at the same position as the original recording 
'head', and even for experienced hi-fi enthusiasts, 
the impression of a sound field under these con
ditions is quite uncannily red, even using inexpen
sive mikes. The sheer magnitude of this ‘step- 
nearer-reality’ largely overcomes the limitations of 
the recording equipment used. The JVC head
phones are practical examples of this particular 
technique, but an obvious drawback exists: take 
away the deliberately tailored recording technique 
and they sound as ‘unreal’ as any other phone of 
comparable quality. Since few of us are prepared or 
able to go and made original recordings by this 
special ‘dummy head’ method, and as hew com
patible commercial recordings are available, some 
other solution to headphone defects must be 
explored.

Perhaps the most elegant developed to date is 
that illustrated by the Stax Sigma (I). They over
come ( 4) by making the shell and pressure pads 
large enough to clamp on the head outside the pinna 
(circum aural), leaving the latter unrestricted; point 
(6) is cohered by making the shell, or more strictly 
the box structure supporting the moving parts, 
almost entirely acoustically transparent, thus pre
venting the shut-in or box-type of coloration so 
commonly encountered with headphones; (8) is 
covered by arranging the large electrostatic 
diaphragms so that the sound direction is at a 60° 
angle to the eardrum axis, producing radiation 
which follows the typical route for frontal sources, 
the response at the ear drum axial position is 
allowed to fall naturally at higher frequencies. 
Furthermore the off-axis frontal location of the 
diaphragm is intended to give some of the im
pression of a stereo pair of speakers, which at 
least moves the sound image from between to in 
front of the ears, (2) although it remains rather close 
to the head for most listeners. Finally (7) is avoided 
since the pinna is allowed to work normally without 
signifcant acoustic obstruction. However the 
proximity to the skull of these necessarily large bi" 
directional radiating diaphragms raises its own 
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problems, owing to the interaction of their polar 
characteristics with the acoustic obstacle presented 
by the head; but subjectively these do not appear to 
be unduly severe.

Various other solutions for correcting one or 
more of the listed problems have also been pursued. 
Take the case of the Sennheiser series: these phones 
solved the difficulties of (4), (6) and (7) by in
corporating a velocity radiating type of capsule 
which offers an adequate bass response without the 
tight air seal demanded by some other models. By 
this means a light head pressure design which has 
proved appealing to many listeners has been 
evolved, with the acoustically transparent open cell 
foam ear pads minimising cavity coloration and 
pinna constriction.

Another compromise involved the use of the 
‘open back’ headphone shell: most electrostatics 
are of this type, although in addition they usually 
require a firm head seal. Thus while only the 'shut 
in' coloration is reduced, this. is often enough to 
produce a pleasant effect. One successfol example 
of this technique — for me at least — is the Yamaha 
HP1, a magnetic film diaphragm model which 
attempts to solve point (8), namely excessive 
brightness, by tailoring a ¡gradual treble rolloff in the 
response.

The headphones currently available to hi-fi 
listeners can and do differ widely in their intrinsic 
sound quality, with moving coil, electrostatic film, 
electret film, magnetic film and high polymer being 
the most common design forms encountered. 
Often important differences relate more to comfort, 
coloration and frequency response than any other 
factors; clearly while the aforementioned list of 
imperfections suggests that the response should not 
be flat, it should at least be smooth, and free of sharp 
peaks or holes as well as being extended, so as to 
cover the major part of the audible range. At the 
energy levels involved in headphone reproduction 
(for most listeners 0.001 of a watt will appear quite 
loud) distortions are generally in consequence, so 
low as not to be worth mentioning. Naturally 
generated distortion in the ear itself is in most cases 
far higher, than that in the headphone.

It is thus quite difficult to review headphones on a 
common comparative basis, as their type strongly 
modifies the method involved, as well as the inter
pretation of the test results. Accordingly the follow
ing procedure was adopted.
1) Physical examination — lead length, type of 
plug, quality of construction, weight & price.
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2) Frequency response — a predictable and 
worthwhile check on low and mid frequency ranges, 
with a comparative check on higher frequencies.
3) Impedance
4) Listening tests based on a wide variety of 
normal loudspeaker orientated programme, com
paratively auditioned by a number of panellists 
including a recording engineer (special programme 
was brought in for the JVC cans, in addition to the 
normal test material). Comments were also passed 
in regard to wearing comfort.
5) Particular aspects of intended use and fitness 
for same; for example, where specified their suit
ability for monitoring purposes was considered.

Synthesis of ideal response
In this issue the judgment of headphone perform
ance has been founded on a comparison with a so- 
called 'ideal' response. The latter was synthesised 
in the following manner. After measurement of the 
forty models, five were selected on the basis of their 
representing different design principles, namely 
supra-aural, circum-aural, sealed back, open, 
electrostatic, orthdynamic and moving-coil. They 
also possessed fairly uniform and predictable 
characteristics which were not unduly modified by 
different test conditions. The frequency responses 
were then charted on several human ears, using a 
6mm probe microphone snuggly tucked into the 
lower pinna notch and adjacent to the ear canal. 
Some small change in the effective volume of the 
local air chamber was thereby produced but this 
was not considered too important.

Comparison of these curves resulted in a first 
order correction for the B&K artificial ear, the latter 
tending to produce curves having about 4dB of 
boost in the higher frequencies above 6kHz, and a 
droop of typically 2dB centred on 3kHz.

The second stage in the synthesis consisted of 
calculating the relationship between the axial or 90° 
side response of the ear relative to the frontal or 30° 
glancing angle which is normal when listening to 
loudspeakers. A curve for the relative sensitivity 
with frequency up to l 2kHz was then constructed 
from the psycho-acoustic data supplied with the 
Neumann dummy head, the latter deriving from the 
average polar sensitivity of a number of test 
subjects.

By combining this factor with the correction 
factor derived for the B&K ear we obtained the 
'ideal' response for a perfect headphone on the 
B&Kjig. It must be remembered that this standard 

of perfection is based on the assumption that the 
derived frequency response balance is approxi
mately that which would be perceived from a high 
quality pair of loudspeakers frontally located and 
reproducing the same programme. Different forms 
of headphone will also impose their own errors due 
to the different acoustic impedance matching.

A high performance 'dummy head' (Neumann 
KU80) was also used to provide additional data, 
the curves plotted using 1/3-octave noise analysis 
as compared with the sine wave readings for the 
B&K 'ear'. The KU-80 has anatomically correct 
'average' ears with semi-soft moulded pinna, plus a 
nautural head shape; this we found particularly 
useful when examining the effects of ear pad fit, plus 
the consequent variation in sealing and low fre
quency leakage. Of non linear frequency character
istic, a correction curve was also synthesised for 
this fixture, this based on a mean trend derived from 
comparison with data from the more accurate B&K 
readings.

From the listening test results we are confident 
that the target correction curve published for the 
B&K 'ear' is quite close to the truth for the 
conditions outlined here, and we hope that this will 
provide a basis for further research on the part of 
other reviewers as well as manufacturers.

•iCcaK response. Neumann Dummy Head
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Listening tests

Material
Master recording of Mendelssohn's 'Scottish 
Symphony' (Enigma)
(Sony video recorder and PCMJ digital encoder/ 
decoder; mics: Shoeps crossed figure of 8, 
'Blumlein Memorial'.)
Discs:
Little Feat, Time Loves a Hero (K56349)
Bach - Organ, Shubler Chorale Prelude (STGBY 
603)
Judy Collins, 'Judith' (K52019)
Joni Mitchell, Don Juan's Reckless Daughter 
(K63003)
E.L.O., Out of the Blue (UARIOO)
Prokoviev, Peter and the Wolf(VAR1047)
Equipment
We should like to thank all participating manu
facturers for the loan of equipment for the listening 
and lab tests.
Koss 330 ohm phone bar *
Yamaha CA810 amplifier*

Quad 405 power amplifier
Technics SU9070 pre amplifier *
Mission 774 pickup arm *
Thorens TO125 II turntable
B&O M20CL cartridge * 
KEF Rl 05 loudspeakers * 
Spendor BC1 loudspeakers 
* loan equipment.

Panel
Martin Colloms, Marianne Colloms, Paul Crook, 
Tony Faulkner, Stephen Liebmann, Paul 
Messenger.

Test equipment
B&K 4153 artificial ear with adaptor plates where 
required, plus matched 12.5mm microphone * 
B&K 2009 SL meter
B&K 6mm probe microphone
Neumann KU-80 dummy head *
Rion LR04 recorder
Ivie 30A octave real time spectrum analyser 
Sweep oscillators, noise generators etc.
* loan equipment.

KENNETH LEVELL LTD.
MARKET STREET, 
HUDDERSFIELD.

Tel. (0484) 32294

EXPERT ADVICE AND 
FULL AFTER SALES SERVICE

Loudspeakers by

Electronics by

Turntables by

B&TD Castle Acoustics, Ram, Wharfdale, !MF, Dalesford, 
Spendor, Tannoy, Technics, Rogers, Chartwel/, SMC.
Pioneer, Technics, JVC, Yamaha, Nat-Pan, Sony, Aiwa, Hitachi, 
Philips
Technics, Sony, Pioneer, J, V.C, Michell, Thorens,
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The XS\Q3000 is the source of 
perfection in stereo sound!

Four big features...all Pickering innovations over the past years...have made
it happen.

1. Technical drawing of ihe Stereohedron shape.
1976: Stereohedron®. This patented stylus tip assures 
super traceAbility™, and its larger bearing radius offers the 
least record wear and longest stylus life so far achievable.

2. Typical frequency response and channel separation curves of the XSV/3000.
1975: High Energy Rare Earth Magnet. Another Picker
ing innovation, enabling complete miniaturization Of the 
stylus assembly and tip mass through utilization of this type 
of magnet

W/BRUSH

3. Damping effect on tonearm resonance.

1968: Dustamatic® Brush. This Pickering patented in
vention dynamically stabilizes the cartridge-arm system 
by damping low frequency resonance. It improves low 
frequency tracking while playing irregular or warped re
cords. Best of all, it provides record protection by cleaning 
in front of the stylus.

1959: Record Static Neutralizer. The patented V-Guard 
Record Static Neutralizer has been a feature of Pickering 
cartridges since 1959. It eliminates electrostatic dust at
traction at the stylus and discharges record static harm
lessly into the grounded playback system.

PICKERING & CO., INC., P.O. Box 82, 1096 Cully, Switzerland

WITHOUT BRUSH

4. V-Guard Static Neutraiizer-"Where the Stylus meets the groove".

©PICKERING
"for those who can |hear! the difference"

Austria Boyd & Haas. Rupertusplatz 3 - 1170 Wien - Tel. 4627015
Belgium-Luxembourg Ets. N. 81omho1. rue Brogrnez 172a - 1070 Bruxelles - Tel. 5221813 
Denmark Audioscan. Oster Fanmagsgade 28 - 2100 Copenhagen 0 - Tel. (01) 428000 
Finland Oy Sound Center Inc.. Museokatu 8 - Helsinki 10 - Tel. 440301
France Mageco Electronic. 117. rue d'Aguesseau - 92100 Boulogne - Tel. 604 81 90 
Germany Pioneer-Melchers GmbH, Schlachte 39-40 - 2800 Bremen - Tel. 0421/3169323 
Greece Elina S A. 59-59a Tritis Septemvriou Str. - Athens 103 - Tel. 820037
Iceland E. Farestveit & Co. HS . Bergsladastreti 10 - Reykiavik - Tel. 21 565

Israel Electron Csil.ag Ltd. - 107 HacMshmonaim Str - Tel Aviv - Tel. 260533
Italy Audio sn c.. Strada di Caselle 63 - 10040 Leni/Tormo - Tel. (011) 9988841
Netherlands Ineco Nederlanct b.v. - Turtstekerstraat 57 - 1431 GD-Aalsmeer - Tel. (02977) 28201
Norway Skandinavisk Elektronikk AIS Ostre Aker Vei 99 - Oslo 5 - Tel. 150090
Spain Audio SA. La Granada 34 - Barcelona 6 - Tel 2171554
Sweden Eder-Ljud. Skattungsvagen 19 - 12170 Johanneshov -Tel. (08) 915897
Switzerland Dynavox Electronics. route de Villars 105 - 1700 Fribdurg - Tel. (037) 24 5530
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AKGK40
AKG Equipment Ltd., 182/184 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, London W8 7AS. 01-229 3695/6

An inexpensive ultra-light type of 'phone, the K40 
was fitted with rather coarse textured foam ear pads 
which were held against the ears with fairly tight 
pressure, while the headband was unpadded, and 
proved rather uncomfortable.

A medium impedance type, the 200 ohms 
nominal value showed little variation over the 
range, indicating consistent performance with any 
source resistance. Sensitivity was average: enough 
for good levels with any source, including tape 
decks. The low frequency range showed adequate 
power with negligible distortion, and the subjective 
cutoff was about 40Hz.

The measured frequency response was rather 
'dramatic', with a strongly emphasised presence 
range some lOdB high, falling quickly to an erratic 
and attenuated treble range. Below 1kHz matters 
improved somewhat, although the low frequencies 
rolled off below 80Hz. On the Neumann dummy 
head a similar trend was shown, namely a strong lift 
in the 2 to 7kHz range with a rapid falloff thereafter; 
however, the l/3-octaveaveragingemployedforthe 
dummy head curves served to smooth out the dips 
and peaks that were observed on the Artificial Ear 
response significantly.

On the listening test the K40 was considered 
dominated by a strong nasal and reedy coloration, 
which was felt to be hard and fatiguing, while both 
bass and treble appeared attenuated, which is in 
close agreement with the measurements.

In conclusion, although this model gave good 
stereo and was low in distortion, the sound quality 
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prevents recommendation even at this modest 
price.

GENERALDATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)................ + l 4dB, --OdB
Frequency response overall within ±SdB,

(deviation from mean curve)....................................... 60Hz to I .8kHz
Impedance .............................................................. ( 185 to 225) 200 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms)...........100.5dBlin/104dBA 
Connection ^d lead length....................................................... Jack*, 3m
Weight and comfort................................................... l 20g, below average
Type............................................................moving-coil, supra-aural, open
Sound insulation................................  little
Loudness..................................   gcxxl
Subjective quality .......................................................................... adequate
Price, (typical, inc. VAT).................................................... ............... £13
*K40 (5) has DIN plug fitted



AKGKSO^
AKG Equipment Ltd., 182/ 184 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, London W8 7 AS.

01-229 3695/6

Costing some £7 .00 more than the K40, this AKG
headphone represented a considerable improve 
ment in performance. Still comparatively light
weight, ear cushions were fitted and the headband 
was padded which improved the comfort, although 
the fit was rather tight, with the ear pressure also on 
the high side.

Of high 600 ohms nominal impedance, variation 
with frequency was moderate and should not pro
duce significant differences with non standard 
source resistances. In view of the 600 ohm rating, 
the sensitivity was quite high and proved ample for 
all conditions of use, while the low frequency range 
was subjectively quite extended to 35 Hz, with 
sufficient power and moderately low distortion.

On the artificial ear the measured response 
showed trends which followedour'ideal' reasonably 
closely, albeit with some deviations; for example, 
the 2-3kHz region was depressed while the range 
above 3kHz was rather peaky. The dummy head 
response showed poorer correlation, although the 
relative depression at 2-3kHz was still clearly in 
evidence; an emphasis at 1 kHz was also apparent, 
but this was not particularly well reflected by the 
'prime' measured B&K curve or the listening data. 
However, the LF rolloff shown was probably more 
typical of conditions perceived by a 'real' head.

Rated as above average on audition, its general 
forward frequency balance was considered quite 
good, although a slight uneveness in response was 
observed, with moderate veiling of detail .and a 
degree of coloration. Some liked. it more than 
others.

At around £20.00 the K80 therefore qualifies for 
a recommendation, although an audition is worth
while before purchase, and long term comfort 
problems may also be encountered.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz. rel. 500Hz 

(deviation from mean curve)......................
Frequency response overall within ±5d8, 

(deviation from mean curve)........................
Impedance................. .........................................
Sensitivity for 2.83V (via 330 ohms for Jack) al

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 wau/8 ohms)............

+ldB.-7d8

.... 30Hzto l.8kHz 
(740-570) 590 ohms

103 dBlinZ^O) dBA
Connection and lead length.. 
Weight and comfort.............. 
Type.......................................  
Sound insulation . .......... 
Loudness...................
Subjective quality...............
Price, (typical. inc. VAT). 
*K80 (5) has DIN plug fitted

........................................... jack*, 3m

....................................220g, average 
moving-coil, supra-aural, ^mi-open 

........................... ...fairly small 
...................................................gtood 
................................... above average

.£20

Frequency response. B&K4153 Artificial Ear. 'idea! curve dolled.
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AKG Kt40S
AKG Equipment Ltd., 182/184 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, London W8 7AS. 01-229 3695/6

The K140S is an open-backed headphone with a 
small supra-aural ear pad which was found to press 
rather too firmly onto the ear, particularly so in the 
case of a listener who wore glasses. However the 
separately tensioned and flexible headband was a 
welcome addition, and avoided any discomfort on 
the crown of the head.

Our first sample had to be replaced as it possessed 
a 'buzzing' transducer. The data showed a similarly 
good sensitivity to the K80, and only a small 
impedance change with frequency which is unlikely 
to prove audible with varied source impedances. 
However, the low frequency range showed some 
mild harmonic distortion, audible on sine wave 
towards the subjective bass limit at 40Hz.

The measured frequency response showed bass 
lift centred on l 40Hz with rolloff below 50Hz, and 
while the treble range 4-6kHz was quite well 
controlled, a dominant upper mid plateau was 
apparent from 700 to 3.5kHz, averaging +4dB. 
The dummy head curve agreed fairly closely albeit 
with some discrepancies, the 'anatomic' shape 
suggesting that a reduced bass range is likely to be 
present with 'real' ears.

Auditioning rated theK140S as below average, 
with comments of a restricted 'middy' response 
with a lumpy bass range, the lower end clearly 
attenuated. Overall the sound was described as 
cold, hard, forward, and not very neutral, the 
balance producing apparent coloration.

At its price, the Kl 40S cannot be recommended, 
although despite the criticisms voiced above, the 
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sound did not prove unduly fatiguing, and the 
headphones were fairly comfortable.

GENERALDATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve).............. ........................... +6dB. -1dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve).....................  38Hz to 3kHz
Impedance.... .......... (580-730) 600 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms)....................103dBlin/100dBA
Connection and lead length.........................................................jack*, 3m
Weight and comfort...................................................175g, about average
Type.......................................................... moving-coil, supra-aural, open
Sound insulation............................................................................  little
Loudness..............................  good
Subjective quality..................................................................below average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT).. . .. . ........ £24
*Kl40S (5) has.DIN plug fitted

Frequency response. Neumann Dummy Head. 'ideal curve dolled.

OdB

Frequency response. B&K41?3 Artificial Ear. "ideal" curve dulled.



AKGK240
AKG Equipment Ltd., 182/184 Campden Hill Road, Kensington, London W8 7AS. 01-229 3695/6

An elaborate and well publicised moving-coil 
design, the K240 is unusual in possessing a central 
transducer plus a circular array of six passive 
auxiliary low frequency resonators — akin to the 
ABR in a loudspeaker system. Large circum-aural 
ear pads were fitted, with the same successful self
adjusting soft headband as used for the K140. All 
the panel felt this was a comfortable model, offering 
a secure fit to the head.

The sensitivity proved high and the design should 
be compatible with virtually all sources as with the 
nominal 600 ohm impedance showed little vari
ation over the range. Some distortion was audible at 
low frequencies on sine wave, with the limit at a low 
25 Hz with good power.

The measured response illustrated a weighty 
bass emphasis of some +4dB maximum at 140Hz, 
followed by a deep trough in the presence range 
centred on 4kHz, and culminating in a sharply 
elevated treble plateau emerging some 6dB too 
high. The dummy head response with its more 
representative 'pinna' and imperfect seal illustrated 
an early bass rolloff, but this did not mask the bass 
hump, and the successive trough and treble peak 
trends were also clearly shown.

Subjectively the 240 was a disappointment with 
comments of presence suckout and boomy upper 
bass, plus upper treble emphasis and fizz, with 
sibilance exaggeration.

A comfortable headphone, the six small radiat
ors appear to provide too much bass; in conse

quence the overall balance is suspect and the high 
price precludes recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz. rel. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)...................................... +4dB, - < l 5dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve)............................. . 20Hz to 1.lkHz
Impedance. .............    (560-730) 600 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms)..............104dBlin/l 03.SdBA
Connection and lead length.......................................................jack*, 3m
Weight and comfort................................................................  240g, good
Type.............................................. moving-coil, circum-aural, semi-open
Sound insulation..................................................................................little
Loudness. ........... ....... ....... .  -: . ...................... good
Subjective quality................................................................above average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT). ............................................................ £140
*K240(5) has DIN plug fitted
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Bang &Oluf sen Ü70
Bang & Olufsen UK Ltd., Eastbrook Road, Gloucester GL4 7DE. 0452 21591

These unusual looking headphones employ the 
orthodynamic principle of operation, a plastic film 
with lightweight surface coil and magnetic drive. 
The successful soft inner headband technique is 
used, together with rather stiff controls to permit 
locked adjustment of pad angles and axis. While 
they were pretty comfortable, the side pressure was 
judged too high and could not be reduced by pre
stressing (a useful dodge with steel sprung head
bands.)

The lower than average impedance (a very 
uniform 140 ohms) meant that the sensitivity was 
lower than the voltage specification might indicate, 
and to produce a decent sound level using nominal 
330ohm impedance amplifier sockets the volume 
setting needed to be well up. Consequently these 
'phones are not suited to tape deck outputs. The low 
frequency range was excellent, exhibiting good 
power .and a cutoff below 20Hz, with no audible 
distortion; the quality of ear seal did not affect this 
unduly.

Lab measurement showed an interaction with the 
artificial ear at around 8kHz, which varied with 
position;- but which would also seem present on the 
dummy head graph, relative to the 5 and 15kHz 
regions. This anomaly aside, an interestingly close 
correspondance to. our 'ideal' was shown by the 
curves for this model, and the response was clearly 
very extended and generally well balanced and 
even.

This character was confirmed by audition, .the 
U70 provingto be quite clean' and neutral with good 

extension at low and high frequencies. However, 
the stereo effect was not quite as airy and ambient 
as for some of the 'open' phones, and some slight 
veiling of detail was occasionally noted.

Worthy of best buy status, these are fine head
phones which excel on normal domestic program, 
and offer some usefol acoustic isolation. For long 
term monitoring though they are probably a bit 
tight, and they also need a fair amount of driving.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, re!. 500Hz 

(deviation from mean curve)...................................... +3.5dB,-2dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB, 

(deviation from mean curve).................................. <20Hz to ?kHz
Impedance.................................................................................. 140 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83V (via 330 ohms forJack) at 

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms).................. 94dBlin/89dBA
Connection and lead length 
Weight and comfort............

.................. jack, 3m
300g, above average

Type............................................. orthodynamic, supra-aural, semi-open
Sound insulation............................................................................moderate
Loudness................................................................good, needs fair driving
Subjective quality............................................................................ v. good
Price, (typical, inc. VAT). .................. ...... ........ ..£34

-Frequency response. B&K4/5J Artificial Ear. 'ideal' curve dotted.
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Beyer DT302
Beyer, Beyer Dynamic (GB) Ltd., 1 Clair Rd., Haywards Heath, Sussex RH16 3DP. (0444) 51003

Coming with jack, DIN or loudspeaker plug 
connections, theDT302 is also available with an in
line volume control, designated the DT304. Very 
light in weight, in common with other similar 
models the simple headband fitted is all that is 
required; it was however felt that the phones 
clamped themselves a little too firmly to the ears, 
with the foam pads verging on the 'itchy' after 
extended use.

Offering a nominal impedance of 600 ohms, the 
sensitivity was high and should be sufficient for 
loud reproduction from almost any source. The 
impedance variation over the frequency range 
amounted to 4dB and this will result in changes in 
response by comparison with our curves if used 
with source impedance other than the nominal 330 
ohms; however, these will be small relative to the 
plotted irregularities. Subjectively the bass quality 
was quite clean with a lower limit at 40Hz.

The frequency response showed a restricted 
bandwidth IOOHz-!OkHz, and with the exception 
of the dominant +SdB at 3kHz was quite even and 
smooth in character. On the dummy head the low 
frequencies were little affected but the phone/ 
anatomic ear interface on this graph indicated 
general treble lift in addition to the less severe 3kHz 
peak.

Ranked as just adequate on audition, the DT302 
was felt to be rather metallic and hard in character, 
with an absence of both extreme high and low 
frequencies. While stereo and clarity were both 
quite good, and the 'phones were comfortable and 

relatively inexpensive, they cannot however be 
recommended due to their unusual and hence 
inaccurate sound balance.

GENERALDATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)............................................+8dB, -2dB
Frequency response overall within ±5d8,

(deviation from mean curve)......................................65 Hz to 2.5kHz
Impedance................................................................(940-560) 580 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms)....................107dBlin/J05dBA
Connection and lead length........................... jack*, 3m
Weight and comfort . . ....... .................................. 66g, average
Type.. _, ........................ moving-coil, supra-aural, open
Sound insulation...................................................................................little
Loudness.......................................... ........ : :..,. v. good
Subjective quality........................................................................adequate
Price, (typical, inc. VAT).................................................................... £ 14
•or LS or DIN

Frequency response. B&K4 / 5J Artificial Ear. •ideal" curve dotted.
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Beyer DT440
Beyer, Beyer Dynamic (GB) Ltd., 1 Clair Rd., Haywards Heath, Sussex RH16 3DP. 
(0444)51003

This well styled 'phone was lighter than its size 
might at first suggest, and proved comfortable for all 
those who tried it. Of the 'open' type little noise 
exclusion was provided, the ear pads being of a soft 
grey foam material. The pressure appeared to be 
just right, and because a tight seal was not required 
they were not over-critical of positioning.

Nominally 600 ohms, the impedance varied little 
over the frequency range, and the good sensitivity 
allows their use with virtually any normal source. 
The low frequency range was reasonably extended 
to 35 Hz with moderate but not serious distortion 
aubible on sine wave drive below IOOHz. Our first 
sample was faulty but as the second developed a 
similar buzz after only a few hours use, we are left to 
wonder about power handling/reliability aspects. 
Decent sound levels were however easily attained.

Artificial ear measurement gave an excellent 
correspondance with the theoretical 'ideal' curve 
except for a shelf boost of an average 5dB over the 
entire treble band. Otherwise the response was 
clearly smooth, and the dummy head also provided 
comparatively close correlation with this result, 
with the inflexibility of its plastic 'ears' producing a 
little more bass loss than would actually occur with 
normal use.

On audition this model rated as 'good' which was 
fine for the price. It was favoured for its open, airy 
sound at low and mid frequencies, fine stereo, and 
low levels of coloration, but some mention was 
made of the excessive, albeit even, treble; if this 
were solved, its rating could well have been even 
higher.

A recommended buy, the DT440 sounded best 
with a few notches of treble cut, the overall sound 
quality as well as level of comfort being highly 
favoured. A restyled model theDT44 l was received 
at the end oftesting, and the sound wasjudged almost 
identical.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve) ............................................+6dB, -l dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB, 

(deviation from mean curve)...................................... 32Hz to 3kHz
Impedance . . ................  (710 to 560) 560 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms)....................104dBlin/l03dBA
Connection and lead length.................................... jack*, 3m
Weight and comfort. 260g. good
Type..................  moving-coil, supra-aural. open
Sound insulation..........................................   . little
Loudness................................................     good
Subjective quality..................................................................................good
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)......................................................................£26
*on LS or DIN

Frequency response. B&K4/5J Artifirial Ear. 'ideaT curve dottc<l.
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Beyer DT 100
Beyer, Beyer Dynamic (GB) Ltd., 1 Clair Rd., Haywards Heath, Sussex RH16 3DP. (0444) 51003

These 'phones clearly belong to an 'older' line of 
models, and were of traditional closed back design, 
with a fairly comfortable if sticky circum-aural ear 
pad. A conventional rigid headband provided with 
deep padding was judged to be a trifle too firm on the 
top of the head by some listeners. Available in 
various impedances, our sample was nominally 
400 ohms with little variation exhibited over the 
frequency range. The sensitivity was judged fairly 
high, so in view of the impedance options this 
'phone is admirably suited to almost any applic
ation. The low frequency range was judged fairly 
low in distortion, extending to about 40Hz.

Lab measurement resulted in a disappointing 
graph with serious irregularities evident throughout 
the range; for example, the presence suckout at 
2.5 kHz was dramatic and the peaky treble response 
above 5kHz unfortunate. While the 1/3-octave 
averaging offered some concealement, the dummy 
head graphs showed much of the same irregularity, 
and the less than perfect head seal gave noticeable 
bass loss. As a point of interest, on the dummy head 
the 2.5 kHz trough was removed, so this is probably a 
cavity effect with the B&K artificial ear under the 
seal.

Listening tests ranked the DTJOO as below 
average, with a reasonable frequency balance but a 
restricted bass extension; a 'shut in' quality was 
also apparent with some coloration, as well as a 
mildly emphasised upper treble and only fair stereo 
image stability. At its rather high price level, the 
DTJOO does not qualify for recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, rel.5OOHz

(deviation from mean curve)......................................... + 3dB. -I 5dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve)..................................... 38Hz to I .3kHz
Impedance............................................................(400 to 500) 410ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms)............104dBlin/98.5dBA 
Connection and lead length....................................................... jack*, 3m
Weight and comfort........................................................... 350g, average
Type...................................................moving-coil, circum-aural, closed
Sound insulation...................................................................... fairly good
Loudness........... ............................. .......................................... ... good
Subjective quality.........................................  below average
.Price, (typical, inc. VAT)................................................................... £35
'"others also supplied

Frequency response. B&K4/5J Artificial Ear. •ideal' curve dotted.
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Beyer 'ETIOOO
Beyer, Beyer Dynamic (GB) Ltd., 1 Clair Rd., Haywards Heath, Sussex RH16 3DP.
(0444)51003______________________ ____________________________________

A costly headphone with mains powered trans
former unit for direct connection to an amplifier (via 
DIN speaker plugs), the ETIOOO used a similar 
headband assembly to theDT440 but with the foam 
earpads here replaced by soft, flat synthetic leather. 
Unfortunately, the increased weight of this model 
made it much less comfortable; it tended to slip off 
with head movements, and the crown pressure 
could be fatiguing. The impedance load would not 
upset any amplifier, but while the voltage sensitivity 
was about average, these phones could not be 
driven hard because of overload or 'buzzing' at low 
frequencies to a limit of 30Hz, as well as from 
'thermal protection' in the power unit. Volume 
levels were sufficient but prevented reproduction of 
really loud widerange material.

Artificial ear response measurement revealed a 
smooth extended range which would align with the 
ideal characteristic very well if the shelf boost of 3
6dB in the treble range was not present; this would 
require mild treble 'cut' from 500Hz. Dummy head 
measurement closely paralleled the above, al
though the greater leakage on this more anatomic
ally correct 'ear flap' showed an increased loss of 
bass below 50Hz.

Ranked high on auditioning, which was just as 
well considering the price, the ETIOOO was liked by 
most panelists for its unexaggerated and even 
-ound, which showed little colorntion. The hass 
register was neutral although restricted in power, 
and while the frequency balance was obviously 
bright and light, it was without peaks. In con

sequence, however, some emphasis of sibilants and 
distortion was apparent.

Despite some reservations, the ETJOOO's 
audition rating means that it is certainly worth 
recommendation. Its quality was subtle and not 
immediately obvious on first listening, but in our 
view, these 'phones were not sufficiently comfort
able and secure on the head for the price. In 
addition, although the volume level was adequate, it 
had perhaps the lowest loudness capability in the 
group, and the balance was also a little bright.
GENERAL DATA
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)............................................+ 5dB, -0.5dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve).......................................... 20Hz to 5kHz
Impedance................................................ 6.5n min, nominally 10 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms).................. 99dBlin/98.5dBA
Connection and lead length..........................................power unit, 2.5m
Weight and comfort............................................................  370g, average
Type.............................mains polarised electro-static, supra-aural, open
Sound insulation....................................................................................little
Oudness........................................................................................ adequate
Subjective quality......... ...........................................................very good
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)....................................................................£140

Frequency response, B&K4 / 5J Artificial Ear, 'ideal' curve dotted.
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Eagle SE620
Eagle International Precision Centre, Heather Park Drive, Wembley HAO 1SU.01-902 8832

This inexpensive and lightweight headphone was 
one of the so-called 'high velocity' types, which 
description simply relates to their transducer design 
which does not require a tight ear seal to maintain 
the bass response. In consequence, soft, flat ear 
pads were fitted without excessive pressure, and 
while the phones could slip off, they were generally 
quite comfortable. The lowish impedance (64 
ohms) was well controlled over the frequency 
range, and the high sensitivity meant that virtually 
all sources were useable. The low frequencies were 
clean, and extended subjectively down to about 
38Hz.

However the results of the lab measurement of 
frequency response were none too promising. 
While the low frequencies were reasonably smooth 
and well extended to 50Hz, a 3-4dB midrange 
plateau was followed by a deep resonance trough at 
2.5kHz, and after a limited recovery to 6kHz, the 
remaining treble range was severely depressed by 
IOdB or so. The dummy head curve showed how 
critical. this model was of the different test fixtures, 
for while the 2.5kHz problem was clearly apparent, 
the high treble loss was not in evidence; instead a 
strong lift appeared at l.5kHz, though the more 
representive ear seal revealed bass loss below 
IOOHz.

Auditioning resulted in universal criticism of a 
strong nasal coloration, undoubtedly associated 
with the l-3kHz problems. Other comments in
cluded 'thin', 'peaky'and 'hard', although the bass 
range was considered to be quite' good.

In conclusion, this 'phone cannot be recom
mended because of the coloration problem, despite 
its comfort, good finish, and low price.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve).......................................... +4dB, -17dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB, 

(deviation from mean curve)...................................28Hz to 2.1 kHz
Impedance................................................................ (75 to 64) 64 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms)..............106.5dBlin/108dBA
Connection and lead length..................................................... jack, 2.5m
Weight and comfort....................................................... I 70g, quite good
Type................................................moving-coil, supra-aural, semi-open
Sound insulation..................................................................................little
Loudness............................................................................................. good
Subjective quality........................................................................adequate
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)....................................................................£10

Frequency response. Neumann Dummy Head. idea\' curve dotted.

frequency response. B&K4/5J Artificial Ear, 'ideal' curve uotted.
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Eagle SE660
Eagle International Precision Centre, Heather Park Drive, Wembley HAO I SU. 01-902 8832

Labelled 'bass reflex', presumably in reference to 
its semi-open velocity type transducer, the '660 was 
nicely finished and came fitted with volume con
trols in each earpiece which also varied the imped
ance from 63 to a nominal 600 ohms. The imped
ance in fact showed a small variation with fre
quency, but this is likely to pass unnoticed on 
different volume settings. The sensitivity was very 
high, and in conjunction with the controls, per
mitted use in any situation. Significantly, the linear 
and 'A' weighted sensitivity figures were markedly 
different, suggesting a 'dim' character while low 
frequencies were subjectively clean, extending 
down to 25Hz. As regards comfort, the large supra
aural ear pads were quite acceptable.

Artificial ear measurements showed an extended 
low frequency range but with an 8dB lift occurring 
at 800Hz, followed by a 1.5kHz trough some 20dB 
lower in level. Subsequently the low treble range 
recovered somewhat, but it remained 5-!0dB 
deficient. The dummy head results confirmed the 
good bass performance, and the mid prominence, 
although a relative improvement in the treble could 
be seen between 5 and !OkHz.

Subjective comments correlated strongly with 
the B&K measurements, with frequent note being 
made of a very dull, rich frequency balance. The 
stereo presentation was none too explicit and some 
coloration was observed, although not as severe as 
the curves might suggest. The sound was not 
unpleasant if appearing rather 'thick', and the phones 
were awarded an 'above average' rating.

In conclusion this model proved quite comfort

able and versatile, including as it did high sensitivity 
and inbuilt volume controls. Reasonable sound 
quality for the price was offered, particularly when 
partnering more aggressive and 'forward' com
mercial recordings.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)............................................+8dB, -!4dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve).................................... ( 20Hz to 700Hz
Impedance...................................................................... (S0-63) 63 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms).................. l l 6dBlin/l 09dBA
Connection and lead length......................................................... jack, 3 m
Weight and comfort............................ ............................240g, fairly good
Type........ -i....................................................................... moving-coil, supra-aural, open
Sound insulation........................    little
Loudness........................  v. good
Subjective quality..................................................................above average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)......................................................................£20

Frequency response. B&K4 / 5J Artificial Ear. 'ideal' curve dotted.
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JVC HM200E
JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way, 
London NW2. 01-450 2621 .......................... .

Certainly if viewed just as headphones, the sound 
quality of these JVC 'phones was not particularly 
good value for money. But if the fact that the 
unusually shaped 'shells' comprise a integral bin
aural recording system of surprising effectiveness is 
taken into account, which works well with the 
inbuilt monitor phones, then the price seems highly 
favourable. Intentionally the fit was rather tight to 
provide the vital noise exclusion for location and 
monitoring during recording, and in consequence 
the phones were none too comfortable for pro
longed domestic listening. In addition, the imped
ance variation on the high sensitivity setting was 
enough to produce a change in the sound quality 
with nominal 330 ohms amplifier sockets.

Lab measurements showed an unbalanced re
sponse with an elevated bass, a suckout from 
500Hz to 1.5 kHz, and an erratic generally depress
ed treble register. The dummy head chart showed 
the model in a slightly more favourable light, but the 
basic treble characteristic and upper mid suckout 
were still apparent, albeit with a quite well main
tained bass register. The relatively good quality of 
the sound obtained with the internal microphones in 
Binaural mode suggest that these 'phones are 
deliberately compensated to suit this recording 
technique.

When assessed as headphones for normal 
domestic use, the HM20OE scored below average. 
The low frequency prominence tended to boomi
ness; some coloration was evident in the mid, and 
the treble was judged as being considerably 
depressed.

In conclusion, as headphones go the HM 200E 
are just satisfactory, but as a binaural recording 
system, supplied complete with dummy head, they 
appear really interesting, and are thus well worth 
considering as a complete record/replay system.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response !OOHz-5kHz, re!. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)............... ..............+ 2.5dB, - < l 5dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve) ............................. 30Hz to 2.5 kHz
Impedance.. ■ . -. ........- ................................... 8-15 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms)..................IOOdB!in/93dBA*
Connection and lead length.................... .............. .jack plugs, 2m
Weight and comfort............. ........................... 600g, below average
Type............................... ............... moving-coil, supra-aural, enclosed**
Sound insulation. ................... fairly good
Loudness.....................    • good
Subjective quality................................................................below average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)....................................... ...........................£50
*low sensitivity 92.5dBlin86dBA
**plus binaural microphone system - electret condensor with power 
supplies and dummy head

Frequency response, B&K4/ 53 Artificial Ear. 'ideal' curve dotted.
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WBY BUY BLIND?
To be honest, few people understand hi-fi. 
The jargon alone is another language. Square
wave response, pink noise, intermodulation 
distortion. The expressions are endless. And 
all seem designed to confuse the unwary. 
Because with hi-fi, a little knowledge is not 
only dangerous but expensive. Mistakes cost 
money. And getting it wrong is all too easy. 
Just to read a few reviews, a couple of 
brochures, and to talk to friends is not 
enough. Friends have prejudices. Manu
facturers are certain to praise their own pro
ducts. And a review in one magazine can 
often reach a different conclusion to a re
view of the same product in another. 
Fortunately, there is a better way. And HI-FI 
CHOICE can help you. Each issue exhaustive
ly tests, reviews and compares at least fifty 
models in any one product category. By 

using exactly identical test methods, we are 
able to select a number of units as 'Best 
Bu ‘"'• Models representing outstanding value 
for money. One of which will almost certain
ly meet your requirements.

There are eight issues of HI-FI CHOICE 
in the series, comprehensively covering every 
component in the hi-fi chain. So, whether 
you are thinking of buying a cassette deck or 
a complete system, one or all of them will 
help you get it right.

And of course for those with a technical 
interest in hi-fi, HI-FI CHOICE is an unparal
leled source of information and reference.

HI-FI CHOICE is available today from , 
many good newsagents and hi-fi dealers, or 1 
direct from the publishers using the coupon 
below. At £1.50 a copy it's not a lot to see 
what you 're doing.

copies of Turntables and Tone Arms
” z - - - ------------------------------------ : “T"1 Please send me the following copiesof Hi-Fi Choice. Each issue costs £1.50-+ 35pp&;( overseaspostage 50p )

copies of Tuners
copies of Loudspeakers - «copies of Cassette Decks and Tapes 
copies of Cartridges and Headphones —-

copies of Amplifiers 
copies of Receivers 
copies of Music Centres

Hi-Fi Choice Binders (holds a complete set) @ £1.95 each including p&p. HFCC&H

Name Address

I enclose a cheque/P.O. for £___ payable to Sportscene PublishersLtd. -Allow 3 weeks ■
L for delivery. Mail coupon to :Hi"Fi Choice Offer, 14-Rathbone Place, London W1P IDE





Koss K16A
Koss, Tape Music Distributors Ltd., 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans, Herts ALI 5JR, (0727) 64337

GENERALDATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz 

(deviation from mean curve)........................................+2dB,-25dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB, 

(deviation from mean curve).................................... 80Hz to 800Hz
Impedance................................................................ (90-2 l 5n) 100 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms).................. l 15dBlin/104dBA
Connection and lead length.......................... .................. jack, 2.4m
Weight and comfort..........................................................  370g, adequate
Type................................................ moving-coil, circum-aural, enclosed
Sound insulation...........................................................................moderate
Loudness. ..........................   good
Subjective quality..........................................................................adequate
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)..................................................................... £16

This economy Koss model is also available with 
volume controls, in this case designated the K6LC, 
and costing a few pounds more than the standard 
version. A 'sealed shell' design, this relatively 
heavy phone was not very comfortable, with the 
circumaural ear seal proving rather tight and hard 
edged; this was strongly criticised by the panelist 
who wore spectacles. The impedance varied signi
ficantly over the frequency range from the nominal 
100 ohms, and by comparison with the nominal 3 30 
ohm amplifier output jack, a noticeable change in 
audible response occurred from low source impe
dance outlets such as those transformer matched 
sockets on many tape decks. Sensitivity was high 
with the bass register quite 'clean' and possesing a 
subjective limit at 40Hz or so.

The response curves were disappointing as the 
bass rolled off quickly below lOOHz on the B&K 
ear, while the high frequency range was peaky and 
well depressed. However the Neumann curve over
all suggested rather better agreement with its ideal 
target trend, although once again the bass response 
was similar to that previously recorded by the 
B&K.

In the event, the subjective data agreed quite 
closely with the latter results, namely a 'middy' 
coloured and dull character, while low bass was 
judged deficient. Nasal and boxy colorations were 
also noted, and stereo placement was not consis
tently defined over the listening range.

Overall the K6A proved rather disappointing and 
cannot be recommended.
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Koss PRO14AAA
Koss, Tape Music Distributors Ltd., 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans, Herts ALI 5JR. (0727) 64337

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, re. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)........................................... +5dB, -lOdB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB, 

(deviation from mean curve)................................... 30Hz to 3.5 kHz
Impedance................................................................(210-340) 215 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms)................... I 04dBlin/l 05dBA
Connection and lead length..........................................................jack, 3m
Weight and comfort.........................   440g, adequate
Type................................................moving-coil, circum-aural, enclosed
Sound insulation..................................................... fairly good
Loudness............ .................................... ................................ good
Subjective quality..................................................................below average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)...................................................................£40

The Pro 41AAA is the latest model to be introduced 
in the long established line of Koss headphones. Of 
substantial construction and weighting 440g, one is 
certainly aware of their presence; unfortunately 
they were not considered very comfortable, with a 
heavy tight fit on the ears and no ventilation, plus a 
sticky feel after extended use.

The impedance was quite typical at 215 ohms, 
with some variation over the range, although this is 
unlikely to have a significant effect with normal 
impedance sources. Sensitivity was quite high, 
sufficient for most applications, and the noise 
exclusion was fairly good. Subjectively assessed, 
the low frequencies were powerful, being main
tained to 20Hz and free of distortion.

On the B&K ^artificial ear an unbalanced curve was 
produced, slightly reminiscent of the HVJA. Bass 
'.ift, mid suckout, and an enhanced peaky treble 
were all recorded, with the final bass octave 
strongly dependant on ear seal (dotted.) This latter 
condition of normal, imperfect seal was also illust
rated by the Neumann dummy head, which showed 
a similar bass lift, a less strong mid suck-out, but 
comparably irregular treble boost. Quite large dB 
limits were required to contain the response.

Auditioning ranked the 'AAA below average — 
disappointing at the price. Coloration was evident 
with a ‘shut in' quality, a brash high frequency range 
and an uneven balance. Stereo was just satis
factory, but little recorded ambience came through.

In conclusion, on grounds of their sound quality 
and comfort the Pro 4/AAA cannot be recom
mended.
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Koss BV1A
Koss, Tape Music Distributors Ltd., 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans, Herts ALI 5JR. (0727) 64337

The HVJA is a well known model from the large 
Koss range, representing a 'velocity' tape with 
semi-open construction and interesting styling. 
Fairly lightweight at 260g, they were nonetheless 
not found to be particularly comfortable, possessing 
a fairly hard headband as well as tight ear pressure 
from the thick foam pads. Nominally 150 ohms, the 
impedance variation over the frequency range was 
small and the average sensitivity should suit most 
outlets. Subjectively the low frequencies were clean 
and powerful, extending to a low 25 Hz.

Lab measurement on the artificial ear revealed a 
strongly contoured and almost 'loudness' type of 
characteristic. The low frequencies were broadly 
prominent around 1OOHz, while the upper mid, 
500Hz to 2kHz, was sucked out by 2-3dB and the 
treble strikingly boosted by some 1OdB or more; in 
all a rather exaggerated response. Further confirm
ation of this odd character was provided by the 
result for the alternative Neumann dummy head, 
which showed close correlation to those obtained 
via the B&K fixture.

While on some program these phones seemed to 
'balance' and did not sound bad, the listening panel 
rated the HVJA overall as a little below average. 
Depending on the listener it was described as 
'meaty' or 'boomy' in the bass with the distant 
midrange emphasising this, while the treble was 
often metallic and hard, with some fizz. Stereo 
rendition was however considered favourable. In 
conclusion it was felt that the ear pressure was 
unnecessarily firm, and that the sound quality, 

although promising, was insufficiently good to merit 
recommendation.

GENERALDATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, re!. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve).......................................... + 12dB,-3dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve)........ .......................... 20Hz to 2.5kHz
Impedance ... .......... ........................................ (185-150) 150 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms).....................93dBlin/10ldBA
Connection and lead length..........................................................jack, 3 m
Weight and comfort.................................................. 260g, below average
Type........................  moving-coil, supra-aural, open
Sound insulation..............................    little
Loudness..............................................................................................good
Subjective quality..................................................................below average
Price, (typical. inc. VAT)..................................................................... £25

Frequency response. B&K4 I 53 Artificial Ear. 'ideal' curve dotted.
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Leak 3000
Leak, Rank Hi-Fi, PO Box 70, Great West Road, Brentford, Middx TW8 9HR.01-568 9222

Leak describe the area-driven film transducer as 
'isodyanamic', but readers may also be familar with 
this principle under its other, perhaps more widely 
used title of 'othodynamic'. In this case, flat per
forated magnet plates energise the distributed coil. 
These phones were •not considered very comfort
able, mainly due to the comparatively.hard head
band but the earpad surface and pressure were both 
found to be fine. With the impedance at.a uniform 
66 ohms, the '3000 was not very sensitive and 
needed high volume settings for decent levels, and it 
may be worth considering direct connection to the 
amp's loudspeaker terminals for high volume use. 
These 'phones would prove insufficiently sensitive 
for many tape decks. Subjectively, the low fre
quency range tapered off a little early, with a low 
limit of 30Hz and no audible distortion.

Well sealed on the B&Kear, the response was 
commendably uniform from 50Hz to 2kHz, show
ing some treble lift thereafter; there was evidence of a 
trough at 1 OkHz with output recovery following. 
On the Neumann head significant LF loss was 
apparent, probably more than would occur in 
practice, but otherwise basically similar. trends to 
those recorded on •the B&K were shown, with a 
broad excess of output (on average 5-6dB) from 3
6kHz.

.Ranked high on audition, the sound was con
sidered quite 'even' with relatively good stereo 
image stability over • the frequency. range. The 
overall impression was fairly bland if slightly 
'bright', and at the same time a trifle 'enclosed.'

Their strength clearly lies in a lack of faults rather 
than any particular excellence.

The price was certainly competitive in terms of 
sound quality and hence recommendation is 
warranted. They do need fair driving and in our 
view should be more comfortable, although the 
latter judgement will to some extent depend on the 
individual wearer.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz 

(deviation from mean curve)........................
Frequency response overall within ±5dB, 

(deviation from mean curve).......................
Impedance................. ..........  ...... .
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500 Hz; (equivalent lo I watt/8 ohms)...... 
Connection and lead length........................... .
Weight and comfort.......................................

+4dB, -2.5dB

35 Hz to 9.5kHz
.......... 66 ohms

.... 97dBlin/96dBA
.................jack, 3m 

340g, below average
Type............................................ orthodynamic, supra-aural, semi-open
Sound insulation.........................    moderate

Frequency response. Neumann Dummy Head. 'ideal' curve doncd

Frequency response, B&K4/5J Artificial Ear. "idcar curve dotted.
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Marantz SD-5
Marantz (UK) Ltd., 203 London Road, Staines, Middx. 0784 50132

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)................ ........... .. +4.5dB,- <I5dB
Frequency response overall within ±SdB,

(deviation from mean curve)........................................40Hz to l.3kHz
Impedance.............................................................. (9.5 to 14.5) 9.5 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms)....................102dBlin/93dBA
Connection and lead length.......................................................... jack, 2m
Weight and comfort.......................................................... 448g, adequate
Type ................................ moving-coil, circum-aural, enclosed
Sound insulation........................................................................ fairly good
Loudness.... ...................................................................... ..............good
Subjective quality.................................................................. below average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)........................................................ ........£19

A traditional 'coconut shell' enclosed headphone, 
the SD5 has been available for some time now. The 
panel did not rate the comfort particularly high, 
with the pads producing 'hot ears' after extended 
listening; in addition, head and ear pressure from 
these relatively heavy phones was rather high. Of 
low impedance (nominally 9.5 ohms), some vari
ation of this value was registered over the frequency 
range, and up to 3dB additional alteration in re
sponse could occur between a low impedance 
sound and the conventional 330 ohm amplifier 
socket. Sensitivity was about average on a 330 ohm 
line, but higher on a low impedance source, while 
the low frequency limit was around 30Hz, with no 
audible distortion. However one capsule was dis
covered to have developed a slight buzzing by the 
end of testing.

Measurement on the artificial ear gave dis
appointing results. The bass range humped strongly 
around 200Hz, with a severe presence band suck
out followed by a peaky treble. Changes in ear seal 
strongly affected the final bass octave as suggested 
by the Neumann curve; this 'improved' perform
ance on dummy head as compared with B&K 'ear' 
was also demonstrated by the Koss K6.

On audition the phones scored below average 
with somewhat vague imaging particularly at higher 
frequencies. They were described as 'narrow band' 
possessing a spiky treble, coloured boxy midrange, 
and a lumpy bass, with deficient extreme LF and 
HF registers. As a result, on grounds of both sound 
quality and comfort a recommendation at this price 
is not possible.

Frequency response, Neumann Dummy Head. 'ideal" curve dotted.

Frequency response, 8&K4Ì53 Artificial Ear. 'ideal' curve dotted.
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Micro-Seiki MX-5
Micro-Seiki, Harman UK, St. Johns Road, Tylers Green, High Wycombe, Bucks, HPlO 8HR 

049 481 5221

points — but overall, the standard of acoustic 
accuracy and comfort was inadequate for the asking 
price.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, rd. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)............................................ +6dB, -OdB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve) ............................... < 20Hz to 1.2kHz
Impedance...................................................................(6n min) 12 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms).......................98dBlin/96dBA
Connection and lead length...........................................power box, 2.5m
Weight and comfort. ................... .........................290g, below average
Type............................... self-polarised, electrostatic, supra-aural, open
Sound insulation................................. little
Loudness. ........ . ...........................................good
Subjective quality................................................................above average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)........................................................... est. £70

Derived from the long established MXl, this 
electrostatic headphone was self powered via a 
small transformer box which should be wired to an 
amplifier loudspeaker terminals. When we came to 
.try them, we could not get these headphones to fit 
properly; the double headband was rather awkward 
and hard despite its fairly light weight, while the ear 
pressure was inadequate, and the 'phones tended to 
fall off. However, the impedance should not upset 
any amplifier and the sensitivity was only a little 
below average, proving ample with 10 watts or so. 
Bass power handling was a little restricted with the 
slightly 'woolly' effect typical of electrostatics 
when they are driven fairly hard; the lower fre
quency limit was about 35Hz.

Measured on the B&K, the curve was fine to 
500Hz above which point some irregularities were 
apparent, accompanied by a 4-SdB boost, first of 
the lower presence range and subsequently of the 
upper treble. Some additional LF loss was apparent 
on the Neumann head, but the trend elsewhere 
agreed closely with the B&K results in its deviation 
from the ideal characteristic.

On audition the MXS showed some likeable 
traits including an open, airy sound with little of the 
usual boxy coloration. Conversely they were also 
judged to be a trifle metallic with an overbright 
balance and low bass deficiency, together with 
some treble fizz. The stereo effect was not too 
precise, with some suggestioh of a left/right 
difference.

In conclusion the MXS may well appeal to some 
listeners — it certainly possessed a number of good
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Pickering OA-7
Pickering, Sound Source, 39 Valley Rd., Rickmansworth, Herts. Tel 75242

This was a lightweight 'phone possessing an attrac
tive slim appearance and above average comfort. 
The moderate pressure fabric earpads were favour
ed by the listeners, and this model also proved to be 
extremely sensitive, offering nearly 11OdBA from 
the test voltage fed through a nominal 330 ohm 
registor. This was in fact achieved despite the lower 
105 ohm nominal resistance of the transducers 
(which showed little variation with frequency), and 
virtually any phone outlet could be used with this 
model. Subjective evaluation online wave. demon
strated a clean low frequency range extending to a 
fair 50Hz.

Lab measurement of frequency response re
vealed a fairly smooth characteristic but with a 
pronounced lower midrange dominance centred on 
200Hz. The low frequencies gently rolled off below 
50Hz, as did the upper range above 1kHz, while an 
isolated recovery appeared at 12 kHz as a sharp 
spike. Comparing this with the Neumann response, 
the latter showed an increased bass loss but an 
improved treble characteristic though the 2-4kHz 
depressed region was still in evidence with an 
apparent treble lift above 6kHz.

Somewhat critical of ear position, the subjective 
results tended to correlate with the B&K measure
ments, suggesting treble loss, and although the 
10kHz problems did not pass unnoticed, the curve 
in fact probably exaggerated this anomaly. Sound
ing reasonably clear and balanced, the sound was 
warm and rich in character but with a low bass loss 
and quite reasonable stereo.
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In conclusion this model was felt to be promising 
with good quality construction and comfort both in 
evidence, but the sound quality rating did not jusify 
a recommendation, considering the performance of 
other phones in this survey at the same price level.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz, re!. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)............................................+!dB, -7dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB, 

(deviation from mean curve)................................... 30Hz to 4.0kHz
Impedance............................................................... (105-1 17) 105 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms)..................115dB!in/108dBA
Connection and lead length..................................................... jack, 3.3m
Weight and comfort......................................................... 170g, quite good
Type......................................................... moving-coil, supra-aural, open
Sound insulation...................................................................................little
Loudness...................................................................................... very high
Subjective quality...........................................................................average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT).....................................................................£38

. >i.i> «1,1, . .1 . . .i.i. .I, . ■ .i ■ . . . ।. ., ।20 Hz 50 100 200 50 1k 2k 5k 1M 201

Frequency response. Neumann Dummv Head. 'ideal' curve dotted.
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Frequency response. B&K4 / SJ Artificial •Ear. 'ideaP curve dotted.



Pioneer SESOS^kL
Pioneer, Shriro (UK) Ltd, Shriro House, The Ridgeway, lver, Bucks SLO 9JL. 

0753 652222/7

low and high frequencies. These results taken in 
conjunction with the comfort factor all indicated 
recommendation at the price; in addition where 
noise exclusion is an important consideration, these 
phones could well provide the answer.

Available for several years now, the SE305 is a 
closed back model and accordingly offers some 
useful acoustic isolation from the outside world. 
The finish was excellent and while the 'phones were 
comparatively heavy, comfort was pretty good, 
although perhaps less so for spectacle wearers. The 
sensitivity was not particularly high at 87 .5dBA, 
but the 14 ohm impedance meant that more power 
will be drawn from lower source, lower output 
outlets. A moderate impedance variation with fre
quency was also observed, and this will result in 
mild changes in frequency response between low 
and high source outlets. Subjectively, the low 
frequency range extended down to 45Hz.

On the artificial test ear the Pioneer response was 
none too promising, with bass rolloff from IOOHz 
and an extended presence range trough some 5-6d8 
deep; however, thereafter the treble range was 
reasonably well maintained to l SkHz. On the 
dummy head the effect of an imperfect head seal 
was shown by the falling response below 300Hz, 
but in practice the audible bass response will lie 
somewhere between these two graphs. Strangely, 
the upper range response looked quite good on the 
Neumann, an effect also noted with certain other 
closed back models in the report, for example the 
SDS and K6A.

Listening tests placed the SE305 relatively high 
as the sound was quite pleasant and balanced. 
Some comments were however made concerning 
slight coloration, a lack of ambience and 'airiness', 
as well as a restricted bandwidth at both extreme

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve) ...................................... . . +ldB, -8dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB.

(deviation from mean curve) . ........................ 40Hz to l .3kHz
Impedance........................................ ( 14.5 to 20.5) 14 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms)................ 102dBlin/87.5dBA
Connection and lead length.......................................................  jack, 3m
Weight and comfort ... ............ .............. .. 435g, average
Type................................................. moving-coil, circum-aural, enclosed
Sound insulation...................................................................  fairly good
Loudness................................................................................................good
Subjective quality..................................................................above average
Price. (typical, inc. VAT)..................................................................... £ 18

Frequency response. B&K4153 Artificial Ear. 'ideal' curve dotted.
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PWBMC3
PWB, P'^B Electronic Distributors, 1 Norfolk Gardens, Leeds 7. (0532) 682550

headphone clearly cannot be recommended on 
grounds of the unusual frequency balance which 
tended to detract from its virtues.
GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, reL 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve).......................................... +2.5dB, --6dB
Frequency response overalJ within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve)........................................ 20Hz to 9kHz
Impedance...................................................................... (12-16) 12 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms)...................... 99dBlin/97dBA
Connection and lead length.................................. .................. jack, 3m
Weight and comfort..................................... approx 300g, below average
Type . .................................... .. moving-coil, supra-aural, semi-open
Sound insulation.....................................................................  moderate
Loudness....................................   good
Subjective quality . . ..................................................................average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)..............................................  £22

Successor to the original "Moving-Coil' the MC3 
is similar in form and style to the PWB Electrostatic 
also reviewed here, but does not require any step-up 
unit. Comfort was rated as similar to the MB, with 
fairly tight ear pads and some noticeable headband 
pressure. The impedance was low at 12 ohms with 
some variation over the frequency range which 
would be enough to result in a mild change in 
response between low and high impedance outlets, 
while sensitivity was about average although prob
ably not quite high enough for some continental 
high impedance tape decks. Subjectively assessed, 
the low frequency range was extended to 33Hz and 
was free of audible distortion.

Assessed in the B&K test fixture, the MC3 
demonstrated a clean extended bass frequency 
range to 500Hz but while the output neared the 
ideal at 2.2kHz and again at 6.7kHz, the response 
was deficient both from l-2kHz, and from 3.3
6.2kHz. Subsequently it quickly rolled off like an 
HF filter above 8kHz. The Neumann curve agreed 
on both the general depression from 1.5-5kHz as 
well as the final treble octave rolloff, but it also 
showed a mild rise centred on 7kHz.

On listening the MC3 could hardly have pre
sented a greater contrast to its Electrostatic brother. 
The latter's brightness was here replaced by a 'dim' 
balance, with the treble registers of the two phones 
actually measuring some 15dB apart. The MC3 
treble was in fact noticeable by its absence, making 
for a thick 'filtered' sound with undue low frequency 
prominence. Although smooth and unfatiguing, this 
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PWB MB Eleclroslalic
PWB, PWB Electronic Distributors, I Norfolk Gardens, Leeds 7. (0532) 682550

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)............................................+4d8, -4dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve)..................................... 20Hz to 5kHz
Impedance...................................................................(7!l min) 15 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms).................... 103dBlin/97dBA
Connection and lead length.............................................. power unit, 3m
Weight and comfort.....................................approx 300g, below average
Type.......... .....................electret electrostatic, supra-aural, semi-open
Sound insulation..........................................................................moderate
Loudness.....................................  good
Subjective quality................................................................ above average
Price, (typical. inc. VAT)....................................................................£40

One of the few UK models currently available, this 
electret-type permanently polarised headphone is 
certainly relatively inexpensive if purchased with 
the basic transformer unit; it is also available with 
more expensive devices costing up to £90.00 or so. 
These 'phones were not found to be particularly 
comfortable, having a rather tight fit; while pre
stressing the headband helped, the reduced pres
sure could result in some low frequency loss.The 
impedance was easy to drive, connection being 
made via the loudspeaker terminals, and sensitivity 
was about average, with the low frequency range 
powerful and clean down to about 30Hz.

With a tight seal on the B&K 'ear' a good 
characteristic was recorded below 1 kHz. A small 
suckout was evident at l .5 kHz recovering to 4kHz, 
but a mean 6dB of boost then appeared over the 
final two octaves. On the Neumann head, even 
when carefully located, the effect of a- mildly 
imperfect seal resulted in considerable LF loss, 
which is unfortunate in view of the confirmed shelf- 
lifted HF range. However the Neumann curve did 
show rather more output in the 500-2kHz band.

Auditioning resulted in universal criticism of an 
overbright and 'thin' balance, which was unfortu
nate, as , this general characteristic masked an 
otherwise promising stereo, plus fine clarity and 
detail rendition. Noise and distortion were also 
strongly emphasised, and while some listeners 
might favour these phones, the panel could not 
reconcile the sound with their standard of accuracy, 
and hence recommendation is not possible. Frequency response. B&K4 / 5J Artificial Ear. 'ideal' curve dotted.
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Revox RH310
Revox, F.W.O. Bauch Ltd., 49 Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts WD6 4RT. 01-953
01-953 0091 ’

This headphone is clearly a very close relative of 
the Beyer DT440, the main difference between the 
two lying in their surface colouring and the use of an 
almost enclosed rear chamber in the case of the 
Revox; fine side entry slots were present on the 
concentric exterior ridging. On comfort it scored 
equally as well as the DT440, and its other 
characteristics (impedance and the like) were also 
similar, the Revox being nominally of 600 ohms 
impedance with little variation and a good sensitiv
ity. Subjectively the low frequency range extended 
to 35Hz or so, with just a trace of audible distortion 
at a fairly high sound level around 94dB.

On the artificial ear the response curve aligned 
closely with the DT440 in general appearance, with 
a clear boost over the whole upper frequency range, 
but rather more of a peak was evident atoung 
3.5kHz, reading a high +l ldB. The Neumann 
plotted response showed good agreement, especi
ally when the ideal reference curve is fully aligned 
relative to the level low frequency response.

Inevitably the results of auditioning for both the 
Revox and Beyer phones were compared, in the 
first instance because the '310 scored below the 
'440, and an error was suspected. However it was 
apparent that the panel simply did not favour the 
Revox sound; it appeared to be somewhat brittle 
with a degree of brashness beyond that tolerated on 
the '440. Stereo quality wasequally good, however. 
It is believed that the difference in backplate could 
well be responsible for the dissimilar subjective 
performances.
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In conclusion these phones have done well, but 
not sufficiently so to merit a recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, re!. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)........................................... +l l dB, -OdB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve). ..........  40Hz to 2.2kHz
Impedance......................................................... .. (660-530) 530 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms)....................103dBlin/104dBA
Connection and lead length.......................................................... jack, 3 m
Weight and comfort............................ ...................................... 260g, good
Type................................................ moving-coil, supra-aural, semi-open
Sound insulation....................................................................................linle
Loudness. . ...... - ............ ......................................................... good
Subjective quality........................    average
Price. (typical, inc. VAT).....................................................................£26

I -W
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Frequency response. Neumann Pummy Head. "ideal' curve dotted.

Frequency response. B&K4/5J Artificial Ear. •ideal' curve dotted.



Ross RE-257
Ross, Ross Electronics, 32 Rathbone Place, London WI P !AD. 01-580 7112

Drawn from this extensive range of Japanese made 
headphones, the RE257 is of the velocity type and 
does not require a firm ear seal. In practice, 
however, the fit on most heads was none too secure; 
they tended to slip off when the listener moved his 
or her head, or even if the cord was tugged lightly. 
Volume controls were fitted in each earpiece. With 
a nominal impedance of 7 4 ohms, some variation 
was observed over the frequency range, but this was 
not enough to significantly alter the sound when 
used with different sources. Sensitivity was a little 
below average, perhaps insufficient for some low 
output connections, and the low frequencies were 
free of audible distortion.

Measurement on the artificial ear showed a 
reasonably extended low frequency range whose 
cutoff was somewhat dependant on sealing. A 
prominence at 800Hz was followed by a I OdB 
trough around 2kHz, above which point the treble 
range recovered quite well. Usefully close corre
spondence with this characteristic was provided by 
the Neumann dummy head, although the mid 
prominence appeared a degree exaggerated with 
this test fixture.

Scoring just average on the listening tests, some 
favourable qualities were present, but the presence 
band was clearly depressed, resulting in a 'sucked- 
out' quality, a somewhat boomy bass, and an 
emphasised treble. The stereo rendition was more 
vague than usual, and slight nasality was also noted, 
the latter effect associated with the measured upper 
mid irregularjties.

In conclusion, even though the inclusion of 
volume controls at this price level means that the 
basic value for money is quite reasonable, on the 
grounds of its performance this headphone does not 
qualify for recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response lOOHz-5kHz, re!. 500Hz 

(deviation from mean curve)........................................+5dB, -8dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB, 

(deviation from mean curve) . ................ 25Hz to 1.5kHz
Impedance................... ...............................................(72-110) 74 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83V (via 330 ohms for Jack)at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8ohms)................... 101dBlin/94dBA
Connection and lead length. ........ jack, 3m
Weight and comfort . ................. ... approx 300g, below average
Type.........................................................moving-coil, supra-aural, open
Sound insulation........... . ..............................................................little
Loudness.............................................................................................good
Subjective quality......................................................................... average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)................................................................... £20

Frequency response. B&K4/5J Artificial Ear. 'ideal' curve dotted.
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Ross RE-258
Ross, Ross Electronics, 32 Rathbone Place, London WlP l^D. 01-580 7112

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)............................
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve)............................
Impedance..............................................................
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms)........  
Connection and lead length..................................  
Weight and comfort.............................................
Type..................................
Sound insulation..............
Loudness..........................
Subjective quality............
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)

+2.5dB,-12.5dB

.. 20Hz to L5kHz 
(83-lOOn) 83 ohms

lOOdBlin/94dBA 
......... jack, 2.0m 
..........l 50g, good

moving-coil, supra-aural, semi-open 
............................................. moderate 
..................................................... good 
..................................... above average 
.......................................................£20

A lightweight slimline design, this Japanese head
phone proved comfortable for all panelists — a 
welcome discovery. Despite their thiness, con
ventional moving-coil diaphragm transducers were 
fitted whose 'velocity' mode of operation meant (in 
common with the '25 7) that, a tight ear seal was not 
required. The impedance was nominally 83 ohms, 
and varied little over the range, while the sensitivity 
was about average, though possibly a little low for 
some tape decks in view of the impedance value. 
Subjective evaluation of the low frequency range 
indicated a clean, quite powerful response extend
ing to 30Hz. One transducer failed during testing 
and was relaced.

Lab measurement was quite promising, revealing 
a extended low frequency range together with an 
average characteristic close to the ideal, albeit with 
some irregularities, the most severe being at l .6kHz 
and 8kHz. On the Neumann head both these 
features again appeared but this time as peaks, 
althoug the latter were in fact modified by the test 
ear loading. In general the Neumann curve also 
suggested more treble output than was felt to be 
the case.

Listening tests revealed a reasonable frequency 
response balance, albeit on the dull side and correl
ating more closely with the B&K results than with 
the dummy head. Some coloration was noted in the 
upper mid, together with some sibilance and fizz, 
but overall the model was quite well received and 
was marked above average; as such, these comfort
able headphones clearly merit recommendation.

Frequency response. B&K4/ 53 Artificial Ear, 'idear curve dotted.
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RossRE-268
Ross, Ross Electronics, 32 Rathbone Place, London WlP 1AD: 01-580 7112

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response lOOHz-5kHz, re!. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)...........................................+SdB, -7dB
Frequency response overall within ±SdB,

(deviation from mean curve}.....................................l 50Hz to 2.8kHz
Impedance  ...........................................................(95 to 108) I 00 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms)..................98.5dBlin/99dBA
Connection and lead length .................... .................................jack, 2.0m
Weight and comfort. . ............... ..........I 20g, below average
Type.......................................................... moving-coil, supra-aural, open
Sound insulation................................................................................. little
Loudness............................................................................................. good
Subjective quality ..............................................................  average
Price, (typical, inc.VAT)................................... ............................ .. £25

Reminiscent in some ways of the Howland West 
'Waferlights', these Ross headphones weighed very 
little. They did not fare too well on grounds of 
wearer comfort, as they used somewhat coarse, 
small foam ear pads with a rather tight pressure, the 
result being described as a trifle 'itchy'. The smooth 
impedance characteristic was centred on a nominal 
100 ohms and average sensitivity was shown, 
similar in fact to the RE258. Subjectively assessed, 
the audible bass limit appeared at a rather high 
60Hz, but without distortion.

Test ear measurement indicated a bass rolloff 
below 150Hz, confirmed on the Neumann head. A 
definite bass hump was evident at 200Hz or so, 
while above IkHz the response rose strongly to a 
peak at 4kHz, with another prominence some IOdB 
higher still around l SkHz. On the Neumann rig the 
2-SkHz range appeared much less prominent but 
the upper treble problem was still quite well 
defined.

On program with little treble content these 
phones sounded relatively uncolored and were felt 
to have some promise; however on more wider 
range material they were described as exag
geratedly 'clear' with fizzy treble, and very 'thin' 
balance, excessive presence, and noticeably 
deficient bass; in fact the lowest frequency registers 
were judged entirely absent.

At the price level indicated this phone was not 
comfortable nor accurate enough for a recom
mendation.

20 Hz 50 100 200 500 Ik 2k 5k 10k 20t
Frequency response; Neumann Dummj H:ad. 'ideal' curve dotted.

Frequency response. B&K4/53 Artificial Ear. 'ideal' curve dotted.
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Sennheiser HD400'
Sennheiser. Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter
SL9 9EW. 02813 88447

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz, re. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)...................................+4dB, -ldB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve)........................................75 Hz to 18kHz
Impedance................................................................ (540-660) 540 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms)........................99dBlin/97dBA
Connection and lead length......................................................... jack*, 3m
Weight andcomfort........................................  80g, good
Type.......................................................... moving-coil, supra-aural, open

Sound insulation.................................................................................... little
Loudness.................................................................................... good

Subjective quality................................................................ above average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)..................................................................... £11
*DIN and DIN speaker versions available.

Apart from a moderate pressure from the soft foam 
ear pads, one was hardly aware of the presence of 
the HD400s; in fact, representing Sennheiser's least 
expensive 'open' type of headphone, they felt 
almost too insubstantial to work properly! With a 
nominal impedance of 600 ohms the sensitivity was 
sufficient for most applications and little variation 
was observed over the frequency range. Sub
jectively, the bass extended to 40 Hz, with no 
audible distortion.

The lab results were surprisingly good in view of 
the price. While the low frequencies clearly rolled 
off below l OOHz with an associated mild hump at 
200Hz, quite promising correspondence with the 
ideal curve was obtained thereafter, although the 
3kHz region was forward and the treble also 
elevated a few dB. On the Neumann fixture 
increased output was shown in the l-2kHz range, 
but the excess high frequency output above 7kHz 
was also indicated, as was the lowfrequencyrolloff.

On audition the H D400 was found to produce 
convincingly ambient stereo with a well integrated 
if restricted frequency response bandwidth. The 
sound. was not without some coloration, notably 
mid nasality and hardness, plus some mild treble 
fizz; however, these defects did not spoil the general 
clear and open quality of these phones.

Warranting a 'best buy' recommendation, the 
HD400 proved to be comfortable and provided a 
more than. satisfactory sound quality at a rock 
bottom price. As with all Sennheisers, the whole 
device unplugs and disassembles for easy service, 
and was almost indestructable.

Frequency response. B&K4/53 Artificial Ear. ’ideal' curve dotted.'
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Sennheiser HD414X
Sennheiser, Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfant St. Peter 

SL9 9EW 02813 88447

of£ 18.00, it does not warrant recommendation.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz

(deviation from meancurve) ...,,,..,.<.<................... +5dB, --OdB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve)........................................SOHzto I 8kHz
Impedance...................................................... (1850 to 2750) 1850 ohms

Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at
500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms). .... I 05dBlin/I 05dBA

Connection and lead length........................................................ jack*, 3m
Weight and comfort....................................................l 35 g, above average
Type..................... ................moving-coil, supra-aural, open
Sound insulation  ........................ ........................................................little

Loudness.......................  good
Subjective quality............................................................................average
Price, (typical, inc.VAT). ........................................................... £ 18
*DlN and DIN speaker versions available

The 'X' suffix here denotes the latest version of the 
already successful 414, while the '13' refers to a 
standard jack socket version, another model 
coming fitted with alternative DIN loudspeaker 
plugs, a labelling convention which is also adopted 
for the other models of this make. Comfort was 
rated above average though not as highly as the 
cheaper 400, possibly due to increased ear pressure 
and weight. The impendance was very high at 2000 
ohms nominal, and as a result the variation 
observed with frequency was inconsequential, 
since its effects were suppressed by the lower 
impedance of the usual source. The sensitivity was 
quite high and the bass registers were subjectively 
clean, extending to about 40Hz.

The results of the lab measurement were poorer 
than for the 400 while an improvement in the low 
frequency range was recorded, a clear+7dB peak 
existed at 4kHz, with the uneven treble rolled off 
above 12kHz. On the Neumann dummy head the 
trend simply suggested upper mid and treble boost, 
with a maximum l ldB of lift around 4kHz.

Auditioning gave the 414X a just average score 
— slightly below that for the 400 in numerical 
terms. It was described as obviously unbalanced 
with an almost 'glassy' character and a loss of both 
extreme low and high frequencies. Its nasal quality 
altered string tone and proved fatiguing on rock 
type program, although on the other hand the 
stereo quality was convincingly stable and ambient.

Summarising, the 414X represented an im
provement over its predecessor but would not 
appear as convincing as its new and less expensive 
brother the 400, and even at the relatively low price Fluency response, B&K4 / 5J Artificial Ear. 'ideal curve dotted.
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Type..................................
Sound insulation............
Loudness...........................
Subjective quality............
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz, re!. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)............................
Frequency response overall within ±5dB, 

(deviation from mean curve)........................
Impedance............................................................
Sensitivity for 2.83V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms)............
Connection and lead length................................
Weight and comfort..............................................

Sennheiser HD420
Sennheiser, Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter
SL9 9EW 02813 88447_____________ _________________

+2.5dB,-2dB

.......... SOHz to SkHz 
(530-625) 530 ohms 

IOOdBlin/lOJdBA
.. jack, 3 m 
140g, good 

moving-coil, supra-aural, open
little 
good 
good 
. £22

This brand new design has abandoned the 
traditional Sennheiser foam pads in favour of the 
flat velour type of cushioned fabric, the tension 
headband being of comfortable foam with a 
separate flexible head support. Of 600 ohms 
nominal impedance the variation over the 
frequency range was small and sensitivity was 
about average at 1 OOdB, sufficient for most 
applications. No audible distortion was evident at 
lower frequencies, with the limit appearing about 
35 Hz.

Measurement showed that the seal to the ear was 
clearly important in the reproduction of the lower 
frequencies, with the depressed curve obtained with 
the B&K supra-aural coupler and the more 
extended response resulting from the flat plate 
coupler. Apart from some treble exaggeration 
around lOkHz the result looked pretty good. 
Measured on the Neumann dummy head the bass 
register was quite well maintained but a much 
brighter treble range was registered which was not 
in fact apparent from much of the listening data.

On audition the '420 scored well for its price, the 
sound being basically quite well balanced with a 
wide response. A stable ambient stereo present
ation with good clarity was provided. These 
'phones were not however without faults, and some 
criticism was made of a mild metallic coloration 
and a slightly peaky treble range, with some 
attendant fizz and harshness.

Overall, the benefits of comfort and general 
sound quality, particularly the stereo presentation, 
outweighed the colorationaspects, and the model is 
therefore recommended at the price.
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Sennheiser HD424X
Sennheiser, Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter

SL9 9EW. 02813 88447

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)...........................................+6dB, -2dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve)......................................   50Hz to 18kHz
Impedance.............................................   ( 1,950 to 3,200) 1950 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms)............ !05dB!in/!05dBA 

Connection and lead length..........  - ........... . Jack*, 3m

Weight and comfort.................................................................!90g, good
Type.........................................................moving-coil, supra-aural, open
Sound insulation..................................................................................little
Loudness........................................................................................ V. good
Subjective quality...............................................................above average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)...................................................................£26

*DIN, LS versions available

Superficially related to the 414X, the 424X 
sported an extended area foam earpad, but was still 
of the open type however. This lifted the comfort 
rating to 'good', above that for the 414X and 
roughly on a par with the 400. Weight was still 
comparatively low at I 90g. At 2000 ohms the 
impedance was akin to that of the 414X, as was the 
variation with frequency, while the sensitivity 
(I 05dB) was also high. Subjectively assessed, the 
low frequency range extended to about 38Hz with 
a little audible distortion on sine wave drive.

Measurement revealed a curve which perhaps 
not surprisingly closely matched that for the 414X 
but with two major differences; •the height of the 
4kHz peak was somewhat reduced and the bass was 
slightly more extended. Reasonable agreement was 
obtained on the Neumann dummy head, but with 
indications of a stronger response in the extreme 
treble on this fixture.

On audition the HD424X was ranked signifi
cantly above the 414X, scoring 'above average'. 
Slight low frequency boom was noted together with 
an overbright, somewhat hard.frequency balance 
and 'nasal' coloration. Nevertheless the stereo 
performance was exceptional, and the sound clear 
and lively. Master records were reproduced quite 
well, but massed strings sounded rather wiry on 
poorer quality program.

On balance the 424X was clearly a promising 
phone offering accurate stereo, good comfort, and 
fairly good if inaccurate sound quality; as such it 
can be recommended, but should be auditioned 
first.

Frequency response. S&K4/5J Artificial Ear. "ideal' curve dotted.
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Sennheiser HD430
Sennheiser, Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Hayden House, Churchfield Road, Chalfont St. Peter
SL9 9EW. 02813 88447

the honours must go to the less expensive HD420.
GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, re. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)............................................ +2dB, -5dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve)..................................< 20Hz to 6.5kHz
Impedance  .............................................................. (520-650) 520 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms).................. 94dBlin/99dBA 
Connection and lead length........ ........... ,. .......... .. .jack, 3m
Weight and comfort....................................................................l 90g, good
Type...............................................moving-coil, circum-aural, semi-open
Sound insulation . ..................................................................... little
Loudness................................................................................................good
Subjective quality. .... above average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)..................................................................... £30

Apparently derived from the '420, the latter's 
supra-aural ear pad has been replaced here by a 
larger and even more comfortable circum-aural 
soft vinyl textured pad. The same flexible head 
support was however employed, and other essential 
characteristics (impedance and the like) were also 
similar, the nominal value being 520 ohms with 
little variation over the 20Hz-20kHz audio range. 
Subjectively assessed, the low frequencies were 
powerful, free of distortion and extended to a low 
25Hz, while an average sensitivity was recorded. 
Our first sample pair possessed a buzzing 
transducer, and were subsequently replaced.

By comparison with the '420, measurement on 
the B&K artificial ear suggested a less well- 
controlled response for the '430, with a sort of 
'loudness' contour present. A broad bass hump 
appeared, centred on IOOHz, while the whole 
presence band was depressed 3-4dB, after which the 
6-12kHz region was strongly emphasised. Apart 
from the reversal of the earlier part of the presence 
dips, the Neumann dummy head result was in 
general agreement with these findings.

Auditioning provided good correlation with the 
measurements. Ranked in the average group (not 
too encouraging at the price), panelists described a 
mildly boomy low frequency range, albeit with 
good extension, a sucked out distant midrange, and 
an emphasised tizzy and spitty high frequency 
register. The mid lacked the detail and clarity of its 
cheaper brother, and the exposed treble did not find 
lavour. I hus despite its general high comfort rating 
the HD430 does not gain a recommendation. and Frequency response. B&K4153 Artificial Ear, 'ideal' curve dotted.
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Sennheiser Unipolar 2000
Sennheiser, Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House, Churchfield Road, 

Chalfont St. Peter SL9 9EW. 02813 88447

mended as little justification can be found for the 
overall standard of performance relative to the high 
price.
GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, re. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve) .  ........... +6dB, -3dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve)...................................... 80Hz to 6kHz
Impedance......................................................... (6.5ohms min) 10 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) al

SOO Hz; (equivalent lo I watl/8 ohms)......................89dBlin/90dBA
Connection and lead length.............................................power unit, 3m
Weight and comfort....................... . ..............approx 400g, average 
Type....................................... electret electrostatic, circus-aural, open

Sound insulation................................................ little
Loudness. .. ......... .. . ...........  good
Subjective quality................................. ............above average

Price, (typical, inc. VAT)...................... ..........................................£ 135

This elaborate, large, and fairly heavy headphone 
was of the electret electrostatic type, and came 
supplied with a substantial transformer unit 
equipped with overload warning lights and 
switched sensitivity settings. Although one was 
rather too aware of their presence, the assembly was 
fairly comfortable. The chambers are perforated 
for a deliberate air leak, and thus obviate the need 
for a tight seal. The sensitivity was well below 
average, but they could be driven hard on 10 watts 
or so and did not easily overload, with the clean low 
frequency range attenuated but nevertheless 
extending to 30Hz or so.

The artificial ear measurements were quite 
unpromising, considering the price level. The bass 
shelved down from 200Hz and even more steeply so 
below 70Hz; the 500Hz-l .5kHzregion was boosted 
some 5-6dB, and this was also true of the entire 
treble range above 5kHz, the increase here being of 
the magnitude of IOdB. Close correlation was 
provided by the Neumann dummy head measure
ments, which also suggested the bass response 
would be slightly better in practice than the B&K 
curve might otherwise indicate.

Listening tests were rather disappointing, 
proving numerically inferior to those obtained for 
several of Sennheiser's much less expensive models. 
The frequency balance was described as thin and 
peaky with a noticeable fizzy effect in the treble, 
plus a 'laid back' upper midrange and a deficient 
bass. Little coloration was observed, however, and 
the stereo impression was also quite good.

Summarising, the Unipolars cannot be recom-



SonYDRS~3
Sony (UK) Ltd., Consumer Inf. Dept. Showroom, 134 Regent Street, London W1 
01-439 3874 '

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response lOOHz-SkHz, re!. SOOHz 

(deviation from mean curve)......................................+2dB, -1 SdB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB, 

(deviation from mean curve)........................................20Hz to 2kHz
Impedance .. ............................................................. .. (10-16.6) lO ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

SOOHz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms).................... 103dBlin/95dBA
Connection and lead length.........................................................jack, 3m
Weight and comfort............................................................  285g, average
Type................................................ moving-coil, circum-aural, enclosed
Sound insulation............................................................................moderate
Loudness ................................................................................................ good
Subjective quality.................................................. average
Price, (typical, inc.VAT).......... .......................   £12

This new and inexpensive headphone is related to 
certain other Sony models, namely the DRS-4 with 
volume controls and the DRS-5 which posseses 
both level and tone controls. It was found to be 
reasonably comfortable although the headband 
pressure was a little heavy. The impedance 
measured nominally lOohms with a wider than 
normal variation, so a mild frequency balance 
change would be audible between low and high 
impedance sources. The sensitivity was average 
from a 330 ohms source, and hence is quite high if 
referred to a lower impedance matched output. On 
swept sine wave the low frequency register was free 
of distortion and extended to 30Hz.

Areas of the frequency range were quite 
promising on measurement, although a peaky 
tendency was evident, together with a pronounced 
trough at 3kHz, this confirmed by the Neumann 
dummy head. Depending on the quality of ear seal 
the bass rolled off below IOOHz or so, and was not 
very even in the higher range.

Subjectively, and in accordance with how 
sensitive the panelist was to coloration, the D RS-3 
produced quite good results on occasion, notably 
better than those recorded for the more expensive 
DR-6M. Critical listeners could hear several 
problems: moderate boomy, nasal, hollow and 
edgy effects, and yet liked it sufficiently to rank it as 
'average', which is a good result for the price. In 
consequence, as a noise excluding 'phone retailing 
at a low price, the DRS-3 gains a recommendation.

Frequency response. B&K41 SJ Artificial Ear. 'ideal' curve dottea.
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SonyDR6M
Sony (UK) Ltd., Consumer lnf. Dept. Showroom, 134 Regent Street, London WI. 
01-439 387

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz. re!. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)........................................ .. . + 3dB, -8dB
Frequency response overall within ±SdB,

(deviation from mean curve).................................... < 20 Hz to 400Hz
Impedance...................................................................... (26-34) 26 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms).......................93dB!in'97dBA
Connection and lead length.......................................................... jack, 2m
Weight and comfort..................................................  300g, below average
Type.......................... ............ moving-coil, supra-aural, enclosed
Sound insulation....................  good
Loudness. ...,<..........,. t ....................................good
Subjective quality................................................................ below average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT).................................................................. £25

This unusual headphone came packed in a rather 
small box and I was curious to see what emerged. It 
turned out that a swivel was incorporated in the 
universal joints to allow the earpieces to be 
collapsed inwards — ostensiblyto make a compact, 
pocketable package for location monitoring. A 
fairly solid moving coil model, the D R-6 M was not 
considered particularly comfortable, although the 
tight ear pressure did afford some ambient noise 
exclusion which might be helpful for recording 
applications. Although the fairly constant im
pedance was quite low at 26ohms, the sensitivity 
was probably sufficient for most sources except 
older higher impedance tape deck outlets. The 
bass was judged clean, extending to a low limit 
of 25Hz.

Lab measurement dtd not suggest a very even 
characteristic, as although the irregularities were 
not too severe, they occurred more or less over the 
entire range. The mid suckout was unusual. On the 
Neumann head fixture a similar uneven although 
less marked tendency was recorded, the extended 
low bass also being confirmed.

Auditioning ranked this Sony model below 
average with fairly consistent criticisms of an 
'enclosed', 'loud' character, with spectral uneveness 
and some coloration. The stereo effect was rather 
vague, the treble on occasion brash, and the 
midrange balance thickened.

Overall a recommendation cannot be madeat the 
price, though the 'pocketability' aspect might carry 
weight with some would-be purchasers.

Frequency response. Neumann Dummy Head. 'ideal" curve dotted.
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SonyECR400
Sony (UK) Ltd., Consumer Inf. Dept. Showroom, 134 Regent Street, London WI. 
01-439 3875

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response lOOHz-SkHz, rel. SOOHz

(deviation from mean curve)..................................................+4dB, -?dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB,

(deviation from mean curve).......................................... < 20Hz to 4kHz
Impedance ..._...,............................................ ( 10 ohms min) 1S ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

SOOHz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms)......................10ldBlin/93dBA
Connection and lead length ...............................................power unit, 2.3m
Weight and comfort.   ...................... 380g, below average
Type................................. electret electrostatic, circurn/supra-aural, open
Sound insulation ............................................................................................ little
Loudness.........................................................................................................good
Subjective quality.................................................................................very good
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)..........................................................................£60

A well made electrostatic 'phone available for some 
time now, the electret film elements were asymmetric 
in form — described by Sony as 'scalene 
pentagonal' — to minimise resonances. A neat 
transformer/ switch box supplied the necessary 
voltage step up. The comfort rating was a little 
below average, partly because the pads were not 
quite large enough to fit completely over our ears, 
while the headband was also harder than necessary. 
The impedance was easy to drive with the sensitivity 
about average, and subjectively the bass was clean, 
extending down to 30Hz or so.

As measured on the B&K ear the frequency 
response was much better than average, free of 
sharp peaks, and generally fairly close to the ideal 
dashed line. Two features were evident, namely a 
mild average 2-JdB depression from 750Hz to 
SkHz and a 3-4dB elevation from 4-6kHz. The bass 
shelved away gently and was well extended. On the 
dummy head curve some low bass loss was evident, 
this dependant on sealing, although the generally 
smooth character was confirmed, and the presence 
depression was not in evidence.

Scoring ‘very good', the ECR400 was favoured 
for its stable stereo and relaxed open and detailed 
character, and showed little coloration in the usual 
sense. The mid did seem ‘laid back', and in 
consequence slight bass boom, treble fizz and 
mild brightness effects were occasionally noted.

Whiie the price was on the high side, this model's 
quite neutral and pleasant character gains it a 
recommendation, although it could perhaps have 
been more comfortable. Frequency response, B&K4153 Artificial Ear, "idea\’ curve dotted.
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Slax SR40
Stax, Wilmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE. 01-940 2545

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, re!. 500Hz

(deviation from mean curve)....................... +5dB, -4dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB, 

(deviation from mean curve).................................50Hz to 5.5kHz
Impedance ......................................................(10 ohms min) 15 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms)..................104dBlin/I OOdBA
Connection and lead length .......................................power unit, 2.5 m
Weight and comfort...................................................applox 200g, good
Type .. ..................................... electret, electrostatic, supra-aural, open
Sound insulation ............................................................... . . . . little
Loudness............................................................................................. good
Subjective quality....................................................................... very good
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)..................................................................£70

The least expensive of the costiy range of Stax 
electrostatic headphones, the SR40 represented a 
polarised electret model which came with a SRD44 
transformer unit, the latter possessing loud
speaker switching. These light headphones were 
considered comfortable despite their relatively 
unpadded headband, while the impedance value 
proved easy to drive, and the sensitivity was above 
average. While loud low frequency reproduction 
was not possible, little distortion was present, the 
response extending down to just below 40Hz.

Measurement on the artificial ear showed a 
smooth bass rollofbelow 70Hz but the overalltrend 
was quite well controlled, remaining close to the 
ideal although undoubtedly on the bright side 
above 5kHz; some mild peakiness was also 
apparent. With the poorer seal encountered on the 
Neumann dummy head, the low frequency loss 
increased and a greater prominence appeared 
around 1 kHz; however the overall trend was in 
good agreement with the B & K.

Subjectively this airy and open sounding phone 
scored high. In some ways reminiscent of the Sony 
ECR400, the latter’s extended bass and 'laid back' 
midrange contrasted with the lighter bass and more 
immediate midband of the SR40; stereo was 
considered stable and precise albeit with some 
moderately brash and overbright elements to the 
sound, as well as deficient low bass registers.

In conclusion although these phones are rather 
expensive, they deserved recommendation on the 
grounds of their sound quality and comfort.

Frequency response. B&K4/ 53 Artificial Ear. idear curve dotted.
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Slax SRXlll
Stax, Wilmex Ltd., Compton House, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4DE. 01-940 2545

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz, re!. 500Hz 

(deviation from mean curve)......................................... +?dB, -OdB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB, 

(deviation from mean curve)..................................23 Hz to 3.2 kHz
Impedance .. ...(10 ohms min) 18 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V(via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms)...................... 95dBlin/95dBA
Connection and lead length..........................................power unit, 2.2m
Weight and comfort..................................................... approx 330g, good
Type ................................  self-powered electrostatic, supra-aural, open
Sound insulation....................................................................................little
Loudness.. .............................. . , .......................... good
Subjective quality..................................................................above average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)............................ £ 150

More weighty than the SR40, this model was also 
a normal electrostatic with a self polarising 
transformer power unit, in this case the SRD6. 
Fitted with the approved separate flexible 
headband, the design was considered comfortable, 
and driving its impendance should present no 
problems. Sensitivity was below average, but still 
amply loud even on a nominal 1 watt input. The low 
frequency range was quite powerful, free of 
distortion and extended down to a low 23Hz.

Measurement on the artificial ear, with a good 
ear pad seal gave a 30Hz low frequency point, and 
the response was evenly maintained to 2kHz. 
However from 3 to SkHz a broad and considerable 
8-9dB of boost was present, with a further emphasis 
above 14kHz. With the poorer seal on the dummy 
head, a poorer 60Hz rolloff point was obtained, 
with a more pliable human ear giving a typical 
result somewhere in between the two. The strong 
elevation above 3kHz was again clearly shown.

Auditioning resulted in an 'above average' rating 
which was rather disappointing at the price. The 
sound was almost clinically hard with great detail 
and good stereo, but a marked forward and thin 
frequency balance was apparent which sounded 
quite 'loud'. On occasion exciting, overall the SRX 
III proved too aggressive, and in consequence, it 
cannot be recommended at its high price level; 
clearly its good potential was marred by an 
exaggerated frequency response.

Frequency response, B&K4 / 53 Artificial Ear, 'ideal curve dotted.
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Slax SR Sigma
Stox, Wilm« Lod., Compton Hou"^ N<w M^ld<n, Su^y KT3 4 DE. 01-940 2545

significant advance in headphone design, and while 
they should be auditioned before purchase, they are 
nonetheless recommended.

GENERALDATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz. rel. 500Hz 

(deviation from mean curve) . , ....................+4dB, -9dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB, 

(deviation from mean curve) .....................................28Hz to 2kHz
Impedance.................................... ..................... (10 ohms min) 18 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at 

500Hz; (equivalent to 1 watt/8 ohms)...................85dBlin/79dBA
Connection and lead length.......................................... power unit, 2.2m
Weight and comfort................................... approx 400 g, above average
Type....................... . . self-powered electrostatic, circurn-aural, open
Sound insulation ... ., , . ............ ................ little
Loudness. .......................................... .................................. good
Subjective quality........................................................................ very gocxi
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)........................................................... .. £250

This headphone has already received some 
mention in the technical introduction in connection 
with the forward off-axis placement of its large 
electrostatic diaphragms relative to the ear. Self
powered via a SRD6 transformer unit, the Sigmas 
proved quite insensitive, although 15-30 watt rated 
amplifiers were nonetheless ample. Despite their 
visual bulk, these over-the-ear phones were quite 
comfortable and they truthfully approximated to 
the term 'ear speakers'.

Their unconventional acoustic loading (a sort of 
open baffle radiator) could have caused measure
ment problems, but in practice this did not seem to 
be the case. On the artificial ear the response to 
I .5kHz was smooth and free of major deviation, 
with the low frequency limit set at about 30 Hz (this 
agrees with the subjective appraisal which also 
showed inaudible distortion at reasonable sound 
pressures.) However, the 2-5kHz band was clearly 
depressed by some 7 dB or so, before recovering 
towards I OkHz, the latter part somewhat exposed 
relative to the adjacent areas. Reasonable 
correlation was obtained on the Neumann head, 
though a bass hump was indicated at 60 Hz and the 
shape was somewhat altered in the 750Hz to SkHz 
range.

Auditioning ranked this model highly with some 
panelists putting it above all others by virtue of its 

"spacious, coherent and ambient stereo, free of ear 
clamping mechanics. One or two other listeners 
however were aware of a tendency to bass lift and a 
mild fizz in the high treble, together with a trace of 
mid suckout.

Overall it was felt that the Sigmas represented a Frequency response, B&K4 I 53 Artificial Ear. "ideal' curve dotted.
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Videolone HPaO
Videotone, 98 Crofton Park Rd., London SE4. 01-690 1914

An inexpensive and moderately heavy Japanese
made headphone imported into the UK by 
Videotone, the HP80 was of semi-open con
struction with a perforated centre dome on the 
earpiece exterior. They were not particularly 
comfortable by the standards of the better samples 
in this group, as they tended to clamp rather heavily 
on the head and the ears. The low 8.5 ohms 
impedance was subject to significant variation over 
the frequency range, and this will result in up to4dB 
of response change between a low source and a 
normal 330 ohm output (the latter standard for our 
tests.) Sensitivity appeared average but was in fact 
high in view of the impedance value, while the bass 
was free of distortion and extended to about 40Hz 
subjectively.

Well sealed on the artificial ear the bass rolled off 
below 50Hz, but below 150 Hz using the poor ear 
seal on the Neumann fixture. The response was 
dominated by a deep trough at 2.5kHz, this present 
on both curves, and the treble response was 
generally rather depressed in the 5-lOkHz region, 
although the Neumann curve did not show this 
quite as well as the B & K.

Faring reasonably well on audition considering 
the price, the HPBO was rated as 'below average'. It 
was described as fairly coloured, boxy, and nasal, 
with the presence range dim and a thin vocal 
balance. Stereo information was not very well- 
focused, and while a fall-off in low bass was evident, 
overall the treble was found depressed. Thus on 
grounds of both their comfort and sound quality 

ratings the HP80 missed recommendation, but by 
only a slim margin.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response IOOHz-5kHz, rel. 500Hz 

(deviation from mean curve)........................................+3dB, -16dB
Frequency response overall within ±SdB, 

(deviation from mean curve) .. . . ....................... 35Hz to l.8kHz
Impedance...................................................................(8.5-15S'l) 8.5 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83 V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8ohms).................... 103dBlin/93dBA
Connection and lead length. ....... .............................. jack, 2m
Weight and comfort..........................................................  350g, adequate
Type............ ....................... moving-coil, supra-aural, semi-open
Sound insulation. .................................... moderate
Loudness...............................................................................................good
Subjective quality..........................................................  below average
Price, (typical, inc. VAT)...................................................................£12

Frequency response, B&K4/ 53 Artificial Ear, "ideal' curve dotted.
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Yamaha HP-1
Yamaha, Natural Sound Systems, 10 Byron Road, Wealdstone, Harrow, Middx. 

01-863 8622

A subtly styled and relatively compact headphone, 
the HP1 utilised the soft sub-headband system 
which gave good comfort. Two other smaller and 
less expensive phones of similar design (HP2 & '3) 
are also available, which offer progressively less 
sensitivity and bass extension. The impedance of 
the HP 1 was entirely uniform at 140 ohms, and the 
sensitivity was about average; higher than for most 
orthodynamics. Some noise exclusion was pro
vided, and judged subjectively, the bass extended 
down to a low 23Hz, with inaudible distortion.

Lab measurement confirmed the extended low 
frequencies which were not greatly affected by the 
poorer seal on the Neumann head. Using the B&K, 
the response was quite close to the ideal, apart from 
a slight forwardness at 800Hz, a mild depression at 
l .8kHz, and broadly deficient upper treble, 3 to 
5dB down. This overall 'shape' was confirmed on 
the Neumann head although rather more energy 
from 2-8kHz was recorded here.

Subjective testing gave results which corres
ponded closely with the B&K response. Extended, 
smooth and mildly 'rich' in character, a degree of 
mid hardness was noted (possibly the 800Hz lift), 
together with a slightly 'enclosed' feeling to the 
frequency balance; one listener commented that he 
felt it was a little oppressive. Stereo was well 
reproduced, with good clarity and detail, and a 
natural vocal balance.

Easy on the ears, the HPI warrants strong 
recommendation. In some ways it represented the 
opposing solution to the Beyer DT440: both were 

judged good, but each in their own way deviated 
from the ideal response.

GENERAL DATA
Frequency response 100Hz-5kHz. rel. 500Hz 

(deviation from mean curve)............................... +4dB, -4dB
Frequency response overall within ±5dB, 

(deviation from mean curve).... .   ( 20Hz to l 2kHz
Impedance .. ....... ..........,....,..,.. . 140 ohms
Sensitivity for 2.83V (via 330 ohms for Jack) at 

500Hz; (equivalent to I watt/8 ohms).......... 104dBlin/98.5dBA
Connection and lead length...........................................jack, 2.4m
Weight and comfort........ 
Type........................... 
Sound insulation........... 
Loudness....................  
Subjective quality.. ......
Price, (typical, inc. VAT).

.....................  250g, above average 
orthodynamic, supra-aural, semi-open 
.......................................moderate 
............................................. good
 very good 
............................................. £35

Frequency response. Neumann Dummy Head, •ideal' curve dotted.
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SENNHEISER
HD424X

Hi-fi choice

RECOMMENDED

HEADPHONES&CARTRIDGES

To learn more about this headphone or any other Sennheiser model, 
write for a brochure or consult your local Sennheiser dealer.

|HAYDEN|
HAYDEN LABORATORIES LTD 
Hayden House, Churchfield Road 
Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks SL9 9EW 
Telephone: Gerrards Cross ^8847202



Conclusions, Besl Buys & Recommendations: 
Headphones

Regarding product reliability, it was surprising to 
find that some 15% of the headphones supplied 
were faulty; while two models developed buzzes 
during testing under controlled, non-overload con
ditions, four more were buzzing or open circuit on 
arrival. Surely the simplest quality control check 
could not fail to detect this?

Turning to the actual testing, it soon became 
apparent that the variation in both measured and 
subjective performance was apalling. No con
census of opinion appears to exist between the 
various manufacturers as to what constitutes a 
'correct' sound, and this wide variation is also true 
of models within the same brand range. While 
personal taste can vary, the wide differences per
ceived here means the word 'hi-fi' is hardly appro
priate to many models we tested.

As explained in the introduction, we derived an 
'ideal' response curve for a headphone, measured 
on the B&K 4135 'ear' and based on an analysis of 
how headphones are used and actually behave on 
the human ear. While it is certainly possible to 
argue what constitutes the correct response shape 
for a 'natural' sound, there can surely be little 
excuse for the picture presented by many of the 
models in this report, namely that of a dramatically 
distorted response. The variety was such that one 
could almost draw a random curve and then find a 
response to match it.

Price would not seem to be a critical factor; we 
managed to select several 'phones of above average 
performance for their price at all levels, and one or 
two cheaper models came fairly close to our own 
accuracy standard. Several 'phones were in fact 
possessed of such basically good overall perform
ances that had the remaining response anomalies 
been resolved we would have been able to give them 
a top recommendation. If our proposed standard 
gains acceptance we should hopefully see some 
future improvement in headphone performance, 
and the present gross dissimilarities should dwindle 
to more reasonable proportions.

Finally a word of caution concerning the actual 
use of headphones. By virtue of their general clarity 
and 'personal' application, it is rather too easy to 
use them at high volume levels, particularly as most 
are quite sensitive and will play loudly (we found up 
to l 30dB to be possible in some cases.) Prolonged 
listening over the 95dB level can be dangerous to 
hearing, and the user should accordingly not listen 
at volumes higher than those typically possible with 
his speakers. Remember that headphones do not 

appear to sound as loud as normal sound sources 
due to the lack of any room reverberation effects.

Recommendation and Best Buys
Where possible two recommendations have been 
made at the various price levels, namely one 'open' 
and one 'enclosed' type of 'phone, since the latter's 
noise exclusion properties might be an important 
feature to the purchaser.

There are six top recommendations for overall 
value for money ie, Best Buys.
Sennheiser HD400 (£11.00) A very light, com
pact and comfortable 'phone with fine stereo and 
surprisingly good sound quality.
Sennheiser HD420 (£23.00) As above, but offer
ing an overall improvement in performance.
Beyer DT440 (£25.00) A comfortable design with 
fine detail and ambience, good stereo, and little 
coloration, if rather bright in balance.
B&O U70 (£35.00) A semi-open orthodynamic 
model with some noise exclusion, offering an 
extended bass response, reasonable comfort, and a 
balanced overall performance.
Leak 3000 (£30.00) Another orthodynamic of 
smooth sounding fairly neutral character, the Leak 
needed a softer headband but otherwise attained a 
good standard.
Yamaha HP I (£35.00) Of reasonably high com
fort and moderate noise exclusion, these phones 
had a balance on the rich side, with extended bass, 
good stereo and detail rendition.

Other models worthy of recommendation comprise 
the following:
Sony DRS-3 (£12.00) These offered some noise 
exclusion and a reasonably balanced performance. 
AKG KSO (£18.00) An open type, proving quite 
comfortable, with a good balance of performance. 
Pioneer SE305 (£18.00) A sealed back model, of 
relaxed character and fairly accurate sound quality. 
Ross RE-258 (£20.00) Light in weight and com
fortable, these phones were quite detailed and 
neutral, with reasonable bass extension, and semi
open construction.
Sennheiser HD424 X (£26.00) A lively open- 
back model with fine stereo but some metallic 
coloration whose seriousness will depend on the 
susceptibility of the individual listener.
JVC HM200E (£50.00) As headphones with noise 
excluding properties they are quite ordinary, but as 
a low cost complete binaural recording system they
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are extraordinary and are thus recommended.
Sony ECR 400 (£60.00) While not too comfort
able, the ECR 400 sound was fairly accurate and 
easy on the ears — an above average electrostatic. 
Stax SR40 (£70.00) Liked for their airy, clear and 
detailed character, these 'phones were also com
fortable, though their balance was a trifle on the 
bright side.
Beyer DT 1000 (£140.00) While this model was 
not particularly comfortable, nor was it capable of 
high volume levels, it was still the smoothest and 
most accurate phone auditioned, despite a moder
ately bright balance. It consequently gains a 
recommendation although the value for money is 
poor if compared, for example, to the Beyer 
DT440.
Stax Sigma (£250.00) While the price is difficult to 
justify and thesound was not entirely accurate, they 
made a strong enough impression to justify a 
recommendation, although they should be aud
itioned before purchase.

Turn to the 
BEST 

Rush Hi-Fi 
R^ecommended

in HEADPHONES AND CARTRIDGES 
ADC, JVC, AUTO FON, ULTIMO 

ROSS, STAX, EMPIRE, STANTON 
AKG, SONY, AUDIO TECHNICS, 

ENTRE, PHILLIPS, SUPEX 
SENNHEISER, YAMAHA, BEYAR 

andthe 
BESINAMES

Revox. Quad. Nakamichi, TEAC, 
Monitor Audio. KEF, Ram. Ortofon, 

Linn Sondek, Tannoy, Marantz.
B & W, Trio, ADC, JVC, Neal, SMC, 
Audio Master, Dual, Sony, Yamaha, 

JBL, Technics, JR, Micro-Seiki

Rush guarantee nearly all equipment for 3 years.
So if you want the ultimate in quality, the 

best choice, helpful assistance AND competitive 
prices come and see Rush Hi-Fi today.

6, Cornhill, Chelmsford 0245 57593 
38 North Street, Romford 0708 26840

Barclaycard, Access, cheques accepted with bank card, instant credit 
available on production of major bank or credit cards to callers only.

|^| ■ : . AHH'lM.UlKl'r
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Glossary

This is not intended to give dictionary definitions of terms, but 
to explain their meanings in the context of the contents of this 
book.

Alignment: Refers to the geometrical relationship between 
cartridgestylus and groove in various planes (see Consumer's 
Introduction.)
Alignment protractor: A device used to minimise the lateral 
tracking error of a cartridge/arm combination.
Amplitude: The actual size of a signal modulation, or dist
ance travelled by a headphone transducing element, which 
corresponds to the level or relative loudness of the signal.
Armature: The moving parts of the generator in a pick up 
cartridge (see Stator).
Balance: 1) The overall relative loudness perceived at 
different frequencies (eg bass, treble) 2) the accuracy of the 
match between the two channels of a stereo transducer (eg 
cartridge or headphone).
Bass: LF part of the frequency spectrum, typically below 
150Hz. .
Binaural: Closed system recording/replay technique using 
headphones and 'dummy head' microphones.
Bottoming: The stylus scraping on the distorted rounded 
bottom of the groove due to incorrect stylus geometry.
Cantilever: The thin rod or tube that connects the stylus to the 
armature and hence the cartridge body.
Capacitance: A reactive electrical property present in pickup 
arm leads and amplifier inputs; correct matching is often 
important to ensure optimum performance (see Loading).
Channel separation: The degree to which the cartridge 
prevents breakthrough from one stereo channel to the other 
(see crosstalk).
Circum-aural: Headphone type which encloses the ear and 
rests on the side of the head.
Coloration: Change in sound quality due to resonances or 
imbalances in frequency response.
Compatibility: The selection of interdependant components 
to achieve optimum system performance; notably arm/ 
cartridge mass/compliance matching, cartridge electrical 
loading, or headphone compatibility with amplifiers.
Compliance: A measure of the springiness of the cantilever/ 
armature seen from the stylus, expressed in compliance units 
(cu), where I cu= 1 0—6dynes/cm2.
Crosstalk: The breakthrough signal measured in the alternate 
channel of a cartridge when a signal is recorded on one channel 
only, expressed in dB as the ratio of the unwanted to the wanted 
signal at appropriate frequencies.
Cutter: (disc cutter) Mechanism used to cut recorded signal 
onto lacquer master; consists of turntable, lathe, cutting head, 
cutting and servo amps.
Damping: A means of controlling resonances by means of a 
resistive medium (electrical, mechanical, or acoustic depen
ding on situation).
Decibel (dB): A logarithmic unit that is convenient for 
expressing ratios that span a wide range on a linear scale. For 
simplicity it can be regarded as a measure of relative loudness: 
for example in frequency response and crosstalk measure
ments.
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Direct-cut (disc): A recording technique that transfers the 
music via microphones and mixers direct to the disc-cutter 
without intermediate tape storage.
Disc-cutter: see Cutter
Distortion: Literally this can mean any deviation from the 
original, but usually refers to harmonic • rather than inter
modulation distortions when not specified.
Downforce: The weight, measured at the stylus, which holds 
it down in the groove.
Effective mass: The inertia, or mass-controlled resistance to 
movement, of a device, particularly important with regard to 
tonearms.
Electret: Effectively a permanently charged capacitor, it is 
used as the transducing element in certain cartridges arid 
heaphones.
Electrostatic: A principle employed in some headphone 
transducers using static electricity effects to set up a polarising 
field within which the modulated transducer medium moves. 
Elliptical stylus: A specially shaped stylus profile that makes 
the 'plan view^ radius along the length of the groove smaller 
than the 'elevation view' contact radius viewed from the front. 
Farad: Measure of capacitance; for cartridge loading require
ments the microfarad (^f, a millionth of a Farad), nanofarad 
(nf, a thousandth of a millionth of a Farad), or most commonly 
the picofarad (pf, a millionth of a millionth of a Farad) are 
commonly encountered.
Frequency: A rate of vibration, which corresponds to musical 
pitch in the audio band.
Frequency range or spectrum: Can refer to any particular 
group of frequencies, but commonly applied to the audible 
band from 20 to 20,000 cycles per second (Hz), extending 
from the deepest bass to the highest audible harmonics.
Frequency response: The variation in output over a fre
quency range, particularly of a transducer; can be expressed as 
a range with decibel limits, or depicted graphically.
Henry (H): Measure of inductance; more usually millihenry 
(mH), as in cartridge internal inductance.
Harmonic: The whole-number multiples of a base frequency 
or fundamental, so that twice that frequency is the second 
harmonic, and represents a pitch one octave higher, three times 
that frequency is the third harmonic, two octaves above the 
fundamental.
Harmonic distortion: (see distortion). The unwanted 
addition of harmonics to a single frequency signal.
Head amplifier: A special pre-pre-amplifier used to connect 
and match moving-coil cartridges to the magnetic cartridge 
inputs of an amplifier or pre-amplifier. (see also step-up, 
transformer).
Hertz (Hz): (see frequency). The normal measure of fre
quency. equal numerically to the outdated •cycles per second^ 
Also kilohertz (kHz) which equals one thousand Hz. so the 
audible frequency range can be described as either 20 - 20,000 
cycles per second (Hz). or 20Hz-20kHz.
HF: High frequency. typically above about 3kHz.
Impedance: Measure of resistance (and reactance) in altern
ating (ie audio) signals: this is of some importance in the 
compatibility of both cartridges and headphones with 
amplifiers.



Glossary

Interaural: Concerning the differences between the sound 

perceived al the two ears.

Intermodulation: A form of distortion arising from two or 
more signals producing non-harmonic signals that correspond 

to the sum or difference of the two frequencies.

kHz: see Hertz
kohm: see Ohm
Level: Refers to the relative level of a signal to another signal or 

to a datum, usually expressed in dB.

LF: Low frequency.

Linear: A transducer that produces an output that exactly 

portrays its input over the required operating range is de

scribed as linear, and is hence distortion free. Hence also 

nonlinearities (distortions).

Line-contact: A special stylus profile that extends the ellipse, 

increasing contact length up and down the sides of the groove. 

Load or loading: The impedance (including resistive and 

reactive components, ie ohms, mH, pf) seen by one component 

looking back to its interconnected component; of importance in 

compatibility of cartridge/amp, and amp/headphone.

Master: Either the original tape from which cutting is done or 

the negative imprint taken from the original cut lacquer; used to 

create 'Mothers' and they in turn 'stamper’s' or 'Matrixes'. 
Matrix: see Master

• m-c: see Moving-coil.

Mechanical impedance: The total resistance to movement of 

a mechanical system, .which includes inertia (effective mass), 

resistance (friction) and reactance (stiffness or compliance). 

Microfarad ^Q: see Farad.
Midrange, Midband: The central part of the audible fre

quency range.
Modulation: The audio signal is 'stored' by means of 

modulations within a medium, eg the 'wiggles' in the groove of 

a plastic disc, or the magnetic coding on a tape.

Monitoring: Listening to a programme to check the quality; 

headphones are particularly useful for monitoring stereo 

signals.

Mother: see Master.
Moving-coil: A transducer (eg cartridge or headphone) 

where the signal is generated by the movement of a coil within a 

magnetic field.

Moving magnet: The most common form of cartridge trans

duction, where the magnet moves while the coils are held 

relatively stationary.

Nanofarad (nl): see Farad.
Octave: Two-to-one ratio of pitch or frequency.

Offset angle: The angle measured between the centre line of 

the pickup. cartridge and the line which joins stylus. and arm 

pivot point.

Ohm: Unit of electrical impedance (including reactance) or 

resistance; also kohm, where 1 kohm = 1 ,OOO ohms.
Orthodynamic (Isodynamic): Headphone transduction 

system where nat film conductor operates between permanent 

magnet plates.

Overhang: The amount by which the stylus overhangs the 

centre spindle of a turntable; see alignment in Consumer's 
Introduction.
Picofarad (pi): see Farad.
Playing weight: see downforce.

Pre-pre-amp: see head amp, step-up.
Presence: A quality of forwardness or immediacy in a sound 

balance, generally related to an upper-middle frequency 

response boost.

Q: A measure of the magnitude and shape of a resonance; the 

higher the Q, the sharper and more severe in amplitude the 

resonance.
Ringing: Oscillation due to the excitation of a poorly damped 

resonance.
Separation: As between the two channels of a stereo pickup; 

see crosstalk.
Shibata: A special stylus shape extending the elliptical to a 

'line-contact' type of profile.

Side-thrust: A force acting on cartridges in pivoted (ie not 

parallel tracking) arms, due to the stylus/vinyl 'friction' acting 

along the line of the offset angle; hence bias or side-thrust 

compensation.

Signal: A term which embraces all encodings of sound.

Square wave: A signal which consists of a fundamental plus a 
(theoretically infinite) series of odd (3rd, 5th etc) harmonics in 

a precise phase and amplitude relationship It is useful for 

examining transient performance, symmetry, resonance 

control and 'ringing'.

Stator: Refers to the non-moving parts in a cartridge's 

generator mechanism.

Step-up: A-transformer or head amp used to boost or match 

the output of a moving-coil cartridge to use with a normal 

amplifier disc input.

Stylus: The specially shaped piece of diamond in contact-with 

the groove and connected to the cantilever.

Subsonic: Below the audible range, ie below 20Hz. 

Supra-aural: Headphone type that rests on the pinna or outer 

ear.
Tracing: The following of the groove modulations by me 

stylus; hence for example tracing distortion, caused by the 

inability of a spherical stylus to trace the high frequency inner 

grooves on a disc.

Trackability: The ability of the cartridge to.cope with large 

amplitude modulations (or ot the ^m and cartridge to follow 

the groove itself properly.)

TTacking force: see downforce, playing weight.
Transducer: A device which converts one form of energy to 

another, eg the cartridge converts mechanical to electrical, the 

headphone electrical to mechanico-acoustic.

Transformer: Used to match moving-coil ..cartridges, and 

special headphone types to amplifiers; see also step-up.
Transient response: The behaviour of a transducer to a 

sudden sharp signal, which tends to excite resonances.

Treble: The HF part of the audible frequency range.

Ultrasonic: Frequencies above • audibility, ie greater than 

20kHz; also supersonic.
Vertical tracking angle (v.t.a.): The angle at which the plane 

of motion of the stylus is set with respect to the vertical when 

viewed from a side elevation of the cartridge. Should match the 

20° cutter standard.

Weighting: A factor or function that is applied to a measure

ment to increase its relevance and usefulness; eg the weighting 

curves applied to headphone frequency response measure

ments to take account of head, ear, and other related effects.
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Produci Index

Cartridges Shure V15 III 105
Shure Vl5 IV 106

ADC QLM 34 III 36 Sonus Silver P 107
ADC QLM 36 III 37 Sonus Blue 108
ADC VLM III 38 Sonus Gold Blue 109
ADC XLM III 39 Sony XL45 110
ADCZLM 40 Sony XL55 Ill
AKG P6E 41 Stanton 500A 112
AKG P7E 42 Stanton 500EE 113
AKG P8E 43 Stanton 680EE 114
AKG P8ES 44 Stanton 681EEE 115

Stanton 881S 116
Audio Technica ATI2XE 46 Supex SD90 IS 117
Audio Technica ATI 3EaP 47 Supex SD900E Super 118
Audio Technica AT20SLa 48 Ultimo !OX 119
Audio Technica AT25 49 Ultimo 20A 120
Audio Technica Signet TK5E 50 Ultimo 20C 121
Audio Technica Signet TK7E 51 Ultimo 30B 122
Audio Technica Signet MK IIIE 52
Bellex BXu-50nE
B&0 MMC 20E

53
54

Headphones

B&0 MMC 20EN 55
B&O MMC 20CL 56 AKG K40 158
Coral 777EX 57 AKG K80 159
Decca Blue 58 AKG Kl40S 160
Decca Gold 59 AKG K240 161
Denon 103C 60 B&0 U70 162
Denon 1030 61 Beyer DT302 163
Elac STS 355E 62 Beyer DT440 164
Elac STS 455E 63 Beyer DTIOO 165
Elite EEI 500 64 Beyer ETIOæ 166
Elite MC555 65 Eagle SE620 167
Empire 2000 E III 66 Eagle SE660 168
Empire 2000 T 67 JVC HM 200E 169
Empire 2000 Z 68 Koss K6A 172
Entre I 69 Koss HVIA 173
Fidelity Research FRI II 72 Koss PR04AAA 174
Fidelity Research FRI Ill 73 Leak 3000 175
Golding 900E 74 Marantz SD5 176
Golding 900SE II 75 Micro MX5 177
Grace F9L 77 Pickering OA7 178
Grado F3+ 78 Pioneer SE305 179
Grado FI + 79 PWB MC3 180
JVC Z2E 80 PWB MB Electroslatic 181
JVC X2 81 Revox RH310 182
JVC MC2E 82 Ross RE257 183
Micro Acoustics QDC282E 83 Ross RE258 184
Micro Acoustics 2002E 84 Ross RE268 185
Mission 773 85 Sennfeiser HD400 186
National Panasonic EPC 205C IIL 87 Sennfeiser HD4 l 4X 189
Ortofon FF!5E II 88 Sennheiser HD420 190
Ortofon VMS20E II 89 Sennheiser HD424X 191
Ortofon M20FL Super 90 Sennheiser HD430 192
Ortofon MCIO 91 Sennheiser Unipolar 2000 193
Ortofon MC20 92 Sony DRS3 194
Ortofon MC30 93 Sony DR6M 195
Philips GP400 II 94 Sony ECR400 196
Philips GP40 I II 95 Stax SR40 197
Philips GP412 II 96 Stax SRX III 198
Pickering SEI 97 Stax Sto 199
Pickering XVl5 625E 98 Videotone HP80 200
Pickering XSV2000 99 Yamaha HPI 201
Satin l 17G 101
Shure M75ED II 102
Shure M95EJ 103
Shure M95ED II 104
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MClO
MOVING COIL REALISM 
AT A REALISTIC PRICE

There are as many expert opinions on HiFi as 
there are experts. With all the variables, an 
incredible range of systems can be produced and 
all have their different advantages but almost all 
experts agree that moving coil is superior to 
magnetic construction for cartridges.

Moving coil's detailed reproduction of 
spaciousness, three dimensional imagery and 
startling transient response surpasses that of 
even the best magnetic cartridge.
There is really only one choice if you wish to 

take full advantage of the capabilities of your 
HiFi system. Until now the high cost of the 
hand built moving coil cartridge has kept peak 
performance beyond the reach of all but the 
most wealthy.

Now Ortofon who have continuously developed 
moving coil technology since 1948, are able to 
produce a moving coil cartridge at a price which 
compares to the cost of medium quality magnetic 
cartridges.

Ortofon's long experience of cartridge design 
and manufacture make the finest reproduction 
available to all discriminating listeners with the 
MC 10 moving coil cartridge.
The MC 10's cantilever has been designed on 

new principles, making it easier and faster to 
produce. It is as light and as rigid as possible, 
utilizing a new aluminium alloy. The new 
cantilever design, together with a tiny, specially 
polished diamond, gives a very low stylus tip 
mass, excellent tracking ability, easy handling 
of transients and minimal record wear.

Owing to their small output voltage and low 
inner resistance, moving coil cartridges cannot 
be connected directly to a conventional phono 
input and it is therefore necessary to boost the 
signal.

MC 10 Cartridges are available separately or in 
a cost saving pack complete with the specially 
developed STM 72 step-up transformer for perfect 
matching to your amplifier.

Ask your dealer for a demonstration or write to:-

ortofon
accuracy in sound

harmanUK
St. Johns Road, Tylers Green, 
High Wycombe, Bucks. HPIO 8HR 
Telephone: Penn (049 481) 5331
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